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Foreword

This book is intended for anyone interested in the sustainable use of resources
and circular economy, which is only possible if we drastically reduce the
amount of resources needed for our lives – in the long term by a Factor of
10 (or X).
It provides insights into the actual situation and future development. It
shows possible system policymaking, contains practical developments and
innovations that will accompany us on the path of a transition towards a more
sustainable society.
This book is the fourth in a series of Factor X books. A fifth one is in
preparation.
I profoundly thank all authors for spending many hours to write the
interesting articles contained in this book.
I would also like to thank the reviewers, Ms Martina Eick, Mr Christoph
Hinske and Mr Eben Anuwa-Amarh, for their thoughtful and insightful
comments that led to an improvement of the book.
Harry Lehmann
Note: The articles in this book do not necessarily reflect the opinion or the policies of the
German Federal Environment Agency.

In memoriam Friedrich SchmidtBleek

This book is dedicated to the memory of Prof. Dr Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek
(16 July 1932–26 June 2019), who was the original inventor of the Factor X
idea (Schmidt-Bleek 1993a). Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek, or ‘Bio’ for his friends,
researched resource productivity and dematerialisation, introduced the term
‘Ecological Rucksack’ and developed the ‘Material Input Per unit of Service’
(MIPS) as a basic measure for the assessment of environmental impact
potentials (Schmidt-Bleek 1993a; Schmidt-Bleek 1998).
In the early 1990s, Schmidt-Bleek postulated an increase of resource
productivity of industrialised countries by a ‘Factor of 10’ (minus 90%), as a
response to the fact that the richest countries have a significantly higher
consumption than the world’s poorest countries (Schmidt-Bleek 1993b).
Today the generalised term ‘Factor X’ is often used, as the required degree
of dematerialisation needs to be decided individually from country to
country, according to the prevailing levels of consumption (Lehmann,
Schmidt-Bleek & Manstein 2018).
Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek was a German nuclear and physical chemist and
environmental researcher. His impressive career included functions at the
German Environment Agency (UBA) in Berlin, at the OECD in Paris and the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxenburg/
Austria. From 1992 to 1997 he headed the Wuppertal Institute for Climate,
Environment and Energy together with Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker. He was
chairman of the international Factor 10 Club, president of the Factor 10
Institute in Carnoules/France (Schmidt-Bleek 2009) and co-founder and
honorary president of the World Resources Forum (WRF 2019).
Schmidt-Bleek is the author of numerous books and publications. In 2001
he received the ‘Takeda World Environment Award’ for the proposal,
promotion and implementation of the MIPS and ecological rucksack
concept (Takeda Foundation 2011).
I developed the MIPS and ecological rucksack concept to make sure that
we can produce wealth for all the people on this planet and still live in
peace with nature. Unfortunately, current economic and environmental
policies will not get us to a sustainable future. The major problem today is
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that we reward those who waste natural resources through old fashioned
fiscal policies and punish those who hire people for work. Still, there are
already today a number of forward-looking companies who increase the
resource productivity of their products and services. They go in this
direction because they want to be still in business in 10 or 20 years in a
world that simply does not have enough resources to globalize the present
western lifestyle for 8 or 10 billion people.
(Schmidt-Bleek 2001)
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Part I

Setting the scene

1

RESCUE the Anthropocene
Urgent action for the
great transformation
Harry Lehmann

The world at the ultimate crossroads!
As has been shown in the RESCUE report (Günther et al. 2018), global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions continue to rise despite the implementation
of various climate protection measures. In 2017, fossil GHG-emissions were
37 gigatons (Gt) about 63% above 1990 levels (EK 2019). Additionally, global
materials extraction has accelerated in the last decades to more than 90 Gt in
2017, which is a fifteen-fold increase compared to 1900 (UNEP 2019).
Currently, an estimated four out of nine planetary boundaries have now been
crossed as a result of human activity, which would drive the Earth System into
a much less hospitable state. The four are climate change, altered biogeo
chemical cycles (phosphorus and nitrogen), land-system change, and biosphere
integrity (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015).
According to Günther et al. (2018):
the UNFCCC’s1 Paris Agreement was adopted in 2015 to keep the
increase in global average temperature to well below 2 °C above preindustrial levels; and to limit the increase to 1.5 °C (UNFCCC 2015).
Nevertheless, global existing policies are insufficient and projected to
result in about 3.3 °C warming above pre-industrial levels (Climate
Action Tracker 2019).
The use of primary materials in Germany increased by 4% from 2000 and
amounted to 2.64 billion tonnes (gigatons = Gt) in 2014.
The current tragedy is that improvement or turnaround in the global trends
is not in sight. On the contrary, every year it gets more dramatic. No one can
currently predict whether we have already passed the ‘tipping points’ and
reinforcing effects are already having an accelerating impact. No one can
predict whether we have not already irretrievably destroyed system elements
here or there.
Urgent action is needed to ensure that humanity preserves the life-giving
functions of our natural environment. In order to face these challenges, a funda
mental transformation across all societal groups and economic sectors is required.
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And much worse, this is nothing new – this has been known since the Club
of Rome report in the seventies. Already in the 1990s, targets for demater
ialisation and decarbonisation were formulated (90% down or, in other words,
a factor of 10 in productivity). This is the content of many conferences,
publications, political declarations of intent, policies and treaties. Looking at
the development since the 1990s, much knowledge has been generated but
little has been achieved.
As a reminder, the ‘basic requirement’ of sustainable development is that the
functions of the environment, i.e. the natural foundations of life in their
various roles, are no longer endangered for this and future generations.
This means that our present anthroposphere must become ‘SMALLER’ to
create space for the biosphere. That it must become ‘DIFFERENT’ (more
productive, dematerialised, circular instead of linear) in order to meet the
target of 5–8 tonnes of resource use by 2050. That it must become ‘FAIR’ to
enable sustainable development for other regions and future generations. Also
ultimately ‘NEUTRAL’, greenhouse gases, toxins, plastic waste must be
reduced to zero as quickly as possible.
The path to this is the ‘Great Transformation’

This transformation needs a broad perspective in analysis and implementation.
The interactions between resource conservation, climate protection, energy
supply, lifestyle, economic growth – to name just a few subsystems – require a
systemic and interdisciplinary approach.

Figure 1.1 From ownership and linearity to happiness and circularity – necessary changes in
our anthroposphere – the great transformation.
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At this stage in history, and perhaps for all time to come, our actions must
be guided by the recognition of how little we know about our planet’s
‘survival’ system and its susceptibility. As a precautionary measure, we should
therefore, attempt to minimise anthropogenic effects on this system. We
should strive to prevent as far as possible any negative consequences, assuming
that an undisturbed biosphere will continue to exist in a way humanity can
survive and live in an agreeable manner. This precautionary principle must
constitute the main guideline for all human activity if sustainable development
is to be our primary aim.

RESCUE the Anthropocene
In a multi-year UBA research and cooperation project of its own, with
external support based on research projects, possible solution areas for this
transformation process for Germany were identified based on several scenarios.
These paths and visions of the future are archetypes of sustainable development
and can serve as blueprints for other regions and countries. Of course after
adaptation to the general conditions in other countries.
Various studies and the results of the RESCUE (‘Resource-efficient Pathways
towards Greenhouse-Gas-Neutrality’) project are presented in Part II of
the book.
I would like to go into more detail on some of the insights that I consider
important. There are plausible and sustainable pathways towards a greenhouse
gas-neutral, post-fossil and resource-saving Germany in 2050 based on tech
nologies that already exist today (technological feasibility). These paths are also
possible trajectories for other regions.
Climate and resource protection complement each other. However, there
are risks – decarbonisation and dematerialisation must always be achieved
together (systemic approach necessary).
All sectors (consumption – housing – energy production – industry –
transport – agriculture and land use) must be considered together (crosssectoral coupling) and measured against their services (e.g. mobility).
An example of a synergy between resource protection and climate pro
tection is the idea of ‘Power to Liquid’ (PTL) in aviation instead of choosing
biofuels as the technological path. Since we propose a solution for aviation
within the given infrastructure – we avoid building a new technological path
(e.g. fuel supply, Aircrafts, engines, among others) with the associated con
sumption of resources. PTL is also much more resource-efficient than bioe
nergy. However, we need a lot of renewable energy for this and we need to
start building the PTL system quickly. This path is certainly quicker to realise
than a complete shift of aviation to a new technology path. This path avoids
land-use competition with food and fibre (Lehmann 2017).
In all scenarios, raw material shortages (e.g. copper) are already foreseeable
today if the pathways proposed in the RESCUE Study are implemented
globally. This is not a shortage of quantity, it is a shortage of production
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quantity at a time – if everyone wants to achieve greenhouse gas neutrality –
the quantity of installed renewable energies – which still need a lot of metals
today – increases at a certain time. Various solutions are conceivable, the
simplest solutions needing less raw materials per installed capacity and sub
stitution by other materials. Another is to reduce the amount of energy
required – here through energy efficiency and, just as importantly, resource
productivity. We have no shortage of renewable energy – we have a raw
material and resource limitation.
I am particularly pleased that we have succeeded in the ‘GreenSupreme’
scenario in taking a look at a transformation path that can be implemented
globally and meets the Paris objectives. What do I understand by global
implementation? Starting from an unfair distribution of materials in the dif
ferent regions of the world, we end up in a world where everyone acts with
his or her share of materials – greenhouse gas neutral.
This scenario would be a path for the world to achieve the sustainability
goals. Not surprisingly, it would mean zero growth of the gross national
product in the industrialised countries in the medium term. After a period of
growth through transformation, we have frozen our ‘material prosperity’ at its
current relatively high level. This gives other regions the chance to catch up
and be carbon neutral in 2050. However, this scenario also shows that we still
have a lot to do to achieve better resource use. It shows once again that the
limiting factor is not renewable energies, but raw materials and resources.
One issue that has become increasingly important in the creation of sce
narios and the formulation of policies is the question of lifestyle. Our private
consumption, the wealth we accumulate, the way we achieve our well-being,
is essential for achieving climate protection goals and a fair distribution of
development opportunities in this and the next generations. It starts with food,
affects the life span of products and does not stop at the number of flights per
person and year. The question of ‘how much is enough’ is difficult to answer –
without limiting our lifestyles we will not achieve the goals and global
injustices will become increasingly severe.

System-Policies
System-Policies must become the norm because policies seeking to solve
individual environmental, societal, economic, and institutional problems
one at a time, without taking inter-dependencies among them into
account, cannot protect the environment nor can it lead to a sustained
human economy.
(Schmidt-Bleek et al. 2014)
‘System-Policies’ have several pillars and prerequisites:
•

One premise – we need a more or less consistent way of measuring the
‘material rucksack’.
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•
•
•
•

We need data, for example, to calculate the different solutions in
retrofitting building – this data must be evolved – let us start with the
indicators we have today.
They have to be transparent, linear and easily understandable. Clearly,
they will improve, through science, as in the case of greenhouse gases and
will generate better and more reliable data.
However, let us start with MIPS, COPS, TMR, RMC or whatever
you like.
Clearly we need also a land-use Indicator to lower the overall land-use of
humanity.

An open question that needs to be examined very soon is how much resources
we need for the various services and sectors. Just as we now set targets for the
greenhouse gas emissions of a country’s sectors, we must do the same for the
different services and their resources use we need. Unlike greenhouse gas
neutrality, it is a more complex analysis. Nevertheless, the usual policy cycle
must be followed when formulating this policy. So measurement – determi
nation of the goal – formulation of policies, measures and instruments – im
plementation – monitoring – and then again from the beginning.
Looking at the nexus of resource policy and biodiversity, it has been shown
that resource policy approaches basically work in synergy with the goals and
measures of the Biodiversity Strategy and vice versa.
All policy proposals formulated today include a very high number of in
dividual measures. In resource protection, only ‘soft’ measures and instruments
are currently implemented. And very few countries are starting to implement
resource policies – not consistently and quickly enough in my opinion.
At present, raw materials policy, resource protection, climate policy, agri
cultural policy and other fields are not interlinked. The example of
environmentally damaging subsidies shows that we spend a lot of money on
the wrong things – even though society and politics are not prepared to reduce
them (Köder et al. 2016).
Important pillars of such an integrated Policy are substitution and avoid
ance. Substitution is replacing of greenhouse gas- and resource-intensive
technologies, services and products with decarbonised and dematerialised
alternatives. Avoidance is the reduction of the consumption of products and
activities through efficiency, sufficiency and consistency, leading to low
greenhouse gas emissions, low primary raw material consumption and
resource consumption.
I would like to mention just a few – of the many measures and instruments –
along the policy cycle: Labelling – we need to know what is inside the products
we buy, we use – the services we receive. Labelling, albeit crude, of the re
source use of products, allows us to decide which of them is the better one. For
this to be possible, we need to improve and broaden the database we have and
make it available to planners and people as open source.
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Even if there is no official labelling yet, information on how much land,
water, biomass and non-organic materials are contained in a T-shirt, for ex
ample, is crucial for further development. Based on such labelling, it will then
be possible to assess and thus control the consumption behaviour of consumers.
The calculation of a quantity in the area of material use is not as simple as for
greenhouse gas emissions. The question arises to which standard should be
used as a basis. The associated presumed environmental effect or a lost eco
system service are different approaches that need to be pursued further. I think
that rough figures are sufficient for an initial calculation, so that the price of
metals and other materials will have to double over a decade, for example.
This can be achieved with a so-called ‘material added tax’ (MAT). This has
the advantage that it can be levied on imports at a border, just as VAT is today,
so such a system would also be an alternative for the EU. Another advantage is
that this tax can be passed on from sector to sector, from company to company
and that it can then be used to reflect or increase prices for consumers.
This increase in price leads to an increase in resource efficiency in pro
duction and also to substitution, as well as the use of secondary raw materials
from recycling. This supports and promotes companies that work resourceefficiently. This also leads to investment in research and development, which
drives the innovative strength of Germany/Europe as a business location.
It is clear to me that a precise designation of the necessary increase is a
weakness of this proposal. But even at the beginning of the discussions on the
implementation of renewable energies, we noticed that an increase in the price
of energy led to an increase in energy efficiency both in supply and con
sumption. Now we cannot wait any longer until we have all sorts of scientific
results, but we must act quickly and rough steering in the right direction is
much more critical than any calculation of the material occurrence, cycle etc.,
however exact it may be. Political instruments can be readjusted. But it is
more important to act at all. Regardless of how high the real prices of copper,
for example, are, a relative increase in price only makes sense if we act now.
All this can be observed in the levies on primary building materials. An
increase in the cost of building materials together with other policy instru
ments such as landfill levies, control of mining permits, legal requirements for
material recovery and substitution materials, and public procurement create a
steering effect. In this way, the more resource-conserving use of primary
building materials can be substantially promoted through the use of recycled
building materials.
A package of measures which is very important are increasing the options
for rethink, redesign, refuse, repair, reduce, remanufacture, reuse, remodel, recycle,
recover and increase the lifetime of products.
In order to avoid obsolescence and to enable this repair society, the fol
lowing elements of a policy must be realised: the definition of product stan
dards on minimum service life, the introduction of an obligation to provide
information on the availability of spare parts and repair services, and the in
troduction of an obligation to state the guaranteed service life (manufacturer’s
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warranty statement obligation). To this end, there must be improved frame
work conditions for repairs. This starts with access to plans and components,
goes on to the question of warranty and guarantee, and extends to preferential
tax treatment of repair services.
In this context, some words of agreement on the sharing economy should
be said. There are examples where these contribute to dematerialisation and
decarbonisation – e.g. in the field of mobility in cities. But it can also go in the
wrong direction.
Agriculture will have to undergo major reforms – there are various
approaches to more sustainable agriculture. Land use is one of the keys to
greenhouse gas neutrality by reducing emissions of methane and nitrous oxide
through other farming systems.
The removal of CO2 already emitted from the atmosphere by carbon sinks
(CDRs) to reduce greenhouse gases. Here moors, forests and sustainable land
use can play an important role. Land is a scarce resource, and land use in all
sectors must be lowered.
Ultimately, what remains is our approach and attitude to waste. If we want
to establish a circular society, then waste is no longer waste, but a conglom
erate of different recyclable materials, which are first used within the existing
production chains and then finally returned to nature in various ways. It should
be remembered that there can be no complete circularity, partly because there
are always unavoidable dissipative losses. On the other hand, because few
substances can be used completely – without degradation – again. And not to
be forgotten without a design that avoids waste, that supports reuse, even the
limited possibilities of the circular economy are not possible.

Urgent action needed – let’s hope
As a reminder: By 2050, resource consumption must be reduced by a factor of
ten, (reducing by 90 per cent) and greenhouse gas neutrality must be achieved
(reducing by 100 per cent). If we analyse the policies implemented today, we
still see a great many – regionally different instruments and measures – but all
of them lack the impact – the transformative power.
All this is only possible if we start the transformation right now. Consistent
and immediate action is necessary!
The hopes of the 1980s and 1990s that the emerging and developing
countries would make a leap into the future have not been fulfilled. The hope of
the turn of the millennium about the transformation to more sustainable de
velopment in the wealthy classes of the world has not been fulfilled. The im
plementation of the SDGs is also questioned. Lack of education, corruption,
lack of transparency and the selfishness of the elites stood in the way of this. Of
course an economic system that rewards those who behave greedy, selfish and
unsustainable is part of the problem.
However, hope arises when I see that more and more sectors, levels, parts of
society, movements, countries, cities are beginning to take a different path.
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With individual activities, with regional initiatives and with sectoral
approaches. People today have recognised that quick action is necessary, and
that it actually should have happened yesterday. It is necessary to implement
the transformation on the different levels as quickly as possible.
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The world at the ultimate
crossroads
Climate change, environmental impacts,
population and natural resources
sufficiency in the long perspective
with integrated models
Harald Ulrik Sverdrup, Ullrich Lorenz,
and Anna Hulda Olafsdottir

Introduction and background
In the last decade, many have come to the conclusion that the world has
reached and transgressed the confines of the planetary capacities and boundaries,
resulting in the realization that humanity may one day become limited by
declining availability of food, energy and natural resources (Bardi 2013;
Rockström et al. 2009, 2017; Heinberg 2011; Monbiot 2015; Sverdrup and
Ragnarsdottir 2014). In addition, it has become clear that human civilization is
creating pollution on such a big scale that the environment of the entire globe is
affected in a substantial way.
We have gone to many meetings on sustainability over the past four decades,
and in every meeting many researchers hold elaborate and compassionate talks
on how everything is linked and connected. And then we all go home, and
meet again the year after, and the same thing happens again, many hold ela
borate and compassionate talks on how everything is linked and connected.
And nothing happens to connect the aspects they talked so much about. No
one connects anything for real in their models, nor in their work. They just talk
about it. Again and again. One day we decided we would do those connec
tions, for real, not just talk like everyone else seems to be doing, but actually
make a model where everything was connected.

Scope and objectives
The scope and objective of this report

Each of the challenges may appear alone as to be overpowering. When the
gridlock of impending natural resources exhaustion, population growth, energy
transitions, continued pollution, increasing climate change, escalating en
vironmental impacts, social challenges, the decay of governance and unstable
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economy, all come together, it is the largest challenge of all times. It truly calls
for extraordinary thinking and truly transformative actions. We were not the
first to take up the challenge of an all-connecting model. Forrester (1961, 1969,
1971) and the Meadows team (Meadows et al. 1972, 1974) had been there
before. They had laid a solid foundation but met very hard challenges, one
being that computers at the time were not really up to the task, as well as
suffering large scale political attacks.
The purpose of the WORLD7 model

The purpose of the WORLD7 model is to assess the overall sustainability of the
global civilisation and use the model for policy development in single countries
and regions; Germany, Sweden, Europe. In our times, the sustainability of our
societies has become challenged from a number of factors:
•
•

•

Global climate change has been in progress for a long time, and now the
effects are becoming visible to the layman and politician alike. The effects
have substantial economic and social impacts.
The global population has grown to levels where crowdedness and high
density creates a tougher society with less margin for any type of error.
Industrial and urban impacts in all aspects are substantial and global in scale.
In times of economic and social stress, more extreme political forces have
appeared on the arena in larger numbers than seen before, and many
democracies are facing serious challenges.
A longer period of peace and prosperity have created a growth in global
wealth, but a relaxed policy towards wealth redistribution, that have
allowed economical differences to grow enough in many regions to
increase social tensions.

All of the issues listed above are causally linked in an intricate system,
where policy becomes increasingly more difficult to develop and implement.
We are in a period which will experience natural resource scarcity on a large
scale across all resources, challenging economies and societies. Exhaustion does
not necessarily imply that there are no resources available, but they will be
harder and harder to get out of the ground, present in lower and lower quality
in the materials we lift up, causing more pollution and demanding more work
efforts per unit gained.

Methodology
Model development methodology

The main tool employed to build the WORLD7 model are the standard
methods of system analysis and system dynamics modelling (Forrester 1961,
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1969, 1971; Meadows et al. 1972, 1974, 1992, 2005; Clark and Cole 1975;
Roberts et al. 1982; Senge 1990; Bossel 1998; Sterman 2000; Haraldsson and
Sverdrup 2005). In 1961, Forrester created the first draft of a system dynamics
model of the world’s socio-economic system, World1, in response to a chal
lenge by the Club of Rome (Forrester 1961). Forrester refined this to become
World2 (Forrester 1969). World2 was published in a book titled World
Dynamics (Forrester 1971) attempting to model the global economy. The Club
of Rome initiated further work into this issue and Meadows et al. (1972)
published the outputs from their World3 model in the book ‘Limits to growth’.
World models is based on system dynamics have gone through four develop
ment phases:
•

•

•

•

1961–1971; World1–World2; Forrester team (1961–1971), MIT;
Industrial dynamics, urban dynamics, world dynamics, the first
pioneering basic concept for how a World model may be put together.
The model was very simplified and aggregated to a high level because of
the limitations of the computers available at the time (Forrester 1961,
1969, 1971).
1972–2004; World3; The Meadows team (1972–2004), MIT; World
dynamics and limits to growth. The model was more elaborate than
World2, better parameterised and described in the book ‘Dynamics of
Growth in a Final World’ (Meadows et al. 1972, 1974). The model had
significant simplifications because of computational constraints of the
computers available at the time.
2011–2017; WORLD4–WORLD6; Sverdrup team (2013–2016),
University of Lund, Sweden, University of Iceland, and Inland
University of Applied Science, Norway. WORLD6 has reality-based
market mechanisms and simulates commodity and resource price
dynamics internally. WORLD6 handles the global economic and
financial development and captures economic cycles of growth,
stagnation, and decline. link natural resources, economy, finances,
governance, demography, society and social process dynamics (Sverdrup
and Ragnarsdottir 2014; Lorenz et al. 2017; Sverdrup et al. 2013, 2014a,b,
2015a,b, 2017). WORLD6 has no software parts from the earlier models.
2017–2019; WORLD7 is the new, reorganized version by the Sverdrup
team, where it all is coming together in a functioning Integrated
Assessment Model (IAM) and is used operationally in European
Research projects. A present social and socio-economic modules are
under development.

The WORLD7 model differs from the earlier models in most aspects. Several
weaknesses in the earlier World1 and World3 models were exploited as points
of attack against the older model. It is important to understand that most of the
attack on the World3 model and on the Meadows team, did not have much to
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with science. The majority of the attacks were driven by the defence of political
ideology and thus were deeply political in their nature. We can observe that
against prejudice and fear of change, logic does not always apply (Nørgaard
et al. 2014; Keegan and Laskow-Lahey 2014; Kotterer 2014). Meadows have
told me later that he regretted some of those simplifications, but considering the
computers he had available, there was not much choice.
1

Natural resources
a

b

World3: All resources were lumped together, (energy, fossil fuels,
metals, materials, water), adding them up into one resource index R.
This became a major line of attack against the World3 model, and to
some degree, this was justified.
WORLD7: Reserves and resources are distinguished and the Benefit
Return On Investment (BeROI, a generalized version of EROI), if a
resource required more effort (energy, materials) to extract that it gives
benefit, then the extraction stops.
i The resources are treated individually. Energy is divided up into fossil
energies; Hydrocarbons oil, gas and coal, uranium and thorium.
ii Technological energy sources like wind and solar electric harvest,
which have sustainable energy source but needs metals in short
supply.
iii Sustainable energy which uses abundant materials and sustainable
sources of energy; hydropower and provided they are grown
sustainably; biofuels.
iv Metals and materials are treated individually, from individual resource
reserves and resources and traded individually in a world market.

2

Economics:
a
b

3

World3: The model had a very simplified economic model, a simple
cash box and total invested capital. When the cash box ran empty, the
model crashed the world.
WORLD7: The model operates with several types of capital, where
each stock keeps a part of society running, as well as a stock of liquid
capital. Investments are solved with a mix of capital and debt. In times of
societal deficits, the government can issue bonds, take up debts or print
money. This is an effective way to bridge fluctuations in the economy.
It will not resolve structural problems unless the debt is used for
structural change. The WORLD7 model accommodates this.

Pollution
a

World3: This was generalised into something called persistent
pollution, adding up all kinds of pollution into one index P for
pollution of any kind. The model assumed pollution to limit the birth
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rate and food production, and the model came to a halt when the
pollution got high enough.
WORLD7: Pollution is specified into several types, according to their
characteristics and what they affect, it operates with these types:
i CO2 from calcination and carbon fuel combustion and CH4 that
leaks from natural gas production and use, they affect the global
climate
ii Endocrine disruptors that drive health problems and disrupt
immune systems, they affect fertility, health costs and mortality
iii Persistent organic pollution (POP)
iv Antibiotics that when lost in nature cause microbial resistance in
addition to regular use, and this drives health costs and mortality
v SOx, NOx and particulate emissions, that drive acidification and a
number of other issues. They affect health costs and mortality
vi Heavy metals that affect the ecology and in the end humans, with
effects into health costs and mortality

4

Social aspects:
a
b

World3 avoided all social aspects.
WORLD7 has:
i Wage distribution in society and gender pay equality
ii Quantitative aspects of wellbeing
iii Rate of illness and mortality, rate of health services, medical
treatment and care provision
iv Aspects of Quality of Governance

An important difference from World3 to WORLD7, is that the global economy
and the population is not made to crash in the model when the resources become
scarce. The system stability is caused by mechanisms of financing deficits in
WORLD7, using monetary loans and state bonds to buffer variations in the
economic system, as postulated by Keynes et al. (1932) and Keynes (1936). To
balance the system, these loans need to be repaid, which can be pushed forward
when the economy grows steadily. When the growth declines toward stagnation,
it will become more and more difficult to repay the loans if they are too large. If
total expenditures continue to grow when there is no economic growth of in
come, then a contraction will be unavoidable (Tainter 1987). While all the solid
materials are to smaller or larger degree recyclable, all energy is in used up and
dissipated within a very short timeframe (Sverdrup et al. 2014a,b, 2017). For the
type of challenges facing us now, the statistical economic models used so far are
not sufficient, and they do not contain required and necessary feedbacks and are
unsuitable for policy development (Alexandrova and Northcott 2013; Bossel
1998; Senge et al. 2008; Falk 2017; Hamilton et al. 2015; Moosa 2017; ElSawah
et al. 2017; Laniak et al. 2013).
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Figure 2.1 The model is used in an iterative mode in responsible performance-based policy
development.

Model methodology

Figure 2.1 shows how the integrated model is used in an iterative mode in
policy development. Policy proposals are made, and then the model system is
used, either qualitatively or quantitatively, to estimate the effects of that policy
if implemented. The outcome is evaluated on how well the goals are achieved if
the side-effects are acceptable, and what kind of delays are to be expected. The
iterative procedure is kept going until a satisfactory solution can be found or the
proposal is rejected as unfeasible. Professional policymaking uses quantitative
simulations as support. Then it is important that the models are based in real
underlying principles and not just apparent correlations. WORLD7 is energy
and mass balance consistent in all aspects, including the economic module. Goal
conflicts may show up in the assessments from complex integrated models, so
that achieving one policy goal, may actually decrease the possibility of achieving
another policy goal. That may lead to hard choices, or an investigation if the
system structure can be changed in order to resolve the goal conflict. When the
model has been field-tested and found to be able to create the past, based on
principles, without fiddling with the model to fit the desired output, then the
model becomes an evidence-based assessment tool (Hamilton et al. 2015;
ElSawah et al. 2017; Laniak et al. 2013).
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Model description
WORLD7 operates on a global scale. Thus, there are no countries and no regions.
Variables like commodity and resource prices are generated endogenously inside
WORLD7 from first principles of supply and demand within the market arbitration
mechanism over price. WORLD7 operates in normal mode with a daily time-step
but uses yearly printouts of results. The variation in resource quality is taken care of
in the ore grade classification. Figure 2.2 shows the basic units of WORLD7. Note
that behind every little box in Figure 2.2, there are one or several sub-modules.
Every red line is one or more links. In the model, a number of interdependencies
are made between different modules and sectors. These links are:
1

Demand linkages
a
b
c
d

2

Supply linkages
a
b
c
d

3

For the dependent materials, secondary extraction is done from mother
metals, and the rate depends on the extraction rate of the mother
metal.
When actual supply to a module is less than demand, then the
production or activity is reduced.
When more energy is demanded by resource extraction, than can be
supplied, then extraction is reduced.
Price and supply promote profits, which promotes supply, normally
supported by production.

Recycling linkages
a

4

For some energy production technologies, special materials are needed.
They are included in the demand, and purchased in their extraction
module and taken to the energy module.
The extraction of all materials requires energy and this energy is taken
from the markets in the energy module.
Price feedbacks on demand, low price allow for higher demand, high
price cause the demand to be lowered.
Demands in some modules use input from other modules.

Recycling is done for all metals and materials, depending on the price
and if there is legislation.

Economy
a

Resource extraction generates income, costs and profit, a basic income
in the economic model. The price is generated from supply and
demand dynamics (Sverdrup and Olafsdottir 2019). This resource
income makes up about half of all value generated. The rest comes
from human labour, an invention of technology, technological work
enhancement and knowledge input.
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Figure 2.2 Overview of WORLD7 in the STELLA software.

5

Policy
a

Policy decisions are automated through legislation, and some have
significant impacts on many systems being managed. This depends on
the institutions of society to be effective and accountable.
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Results
The WORLD7 model has been tested in several ways to validate how well it
performs against observed system state data. The model reproduces observed
data really well. The tests were done on the extraction rates, supply rates, re
cycling, market prices for 40 different the materials and metals for the time
1850–2020 (Sverdrup et al. 2013, 2014a,b, 2015a,b, 2017, 2018a,b; Sverdrup
and Ragnarsdottir 2014; Sverdrup and Olafsdottir 2019; Olafsdottir and
Sverdrup 2018; Sverdrup 2017). The model reproduces the decline in resource
quality for the materials where this can be checked (Gold, silver, copper, nickel,
iron, chromium, manganese, oil, phosphorus, uranium) with equally good
success. WORLD7 has a simplified climate change model based on a global
carbon balance, ecosystems, land-use and use of fossil fuels. It is capable of
recreating the climate trends observed for the time from 1850 to 2015 for
atmospheric CO2, average global temperature and sea-level rise. WORLD7 is
capable of recreating the GDP and the GDP per capita for the period
1850–2018 with good accuracy.
Figure 2.3a shows the supply of lithium in the long term and the supply in kg
per capita per year. Around 2100, lithium goes from soft scarcity to hard
scarcity. That occurs when the supply becomes less that the modified demand,
indicating that supply cannot meet demand. That implies that there will not be
enough lithium to substitute electric vehicles for all fossil fuel vehicles presently
in use. The curves for cobalt are similar but more restricting, and cobalt will be
a resource that will become scarce. Figure 2.3b shows a typical output from the
model for some of the strategic technology metals.
These metals are required for a number of new technologies in alternative
energy production and high-performance electronics as well as the smaller of
electrical motors and engines. In order to substitute fossil energy with solar
panel electricity, great care must be taken in order to use the different tech
nologies in parallel. Each individual photovoltaic technology, whether based on
gallium, germanium, indium or telluride, will not have the capacity alone. And
the panels must be designed in such a way that they can be recycled. Else it will
run into hard scarcity and stop.
As more and more energy is required for resource extraction, and an in
creasing total fraction of GDP must be used for energy and materials extraction
and production. The fraction of GDP used for extracting natural resources. It
will go from 12% now to 25% by 2250 according to the ‘business-as-usual
scenario’ (Figure 2.4a). Dramatic changes will be necessary in the attitude to
energy use and materials use and recycling will be required to bring demand
down. The fraction of all energy used for resource extraction is steadily in
creasing, reflecting that Benefit Return On Investment sinks as the resource
quality decline (BeROI goes down). This fraction of all energy available is
steadily increasing, reflecting that BeROI sinks as the resource quality decline
(Figure 2.4b). The decline in resource quality is already being observed.
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Figure 2.3 (a) The supply and demand of lithium. Around 2100, lithium goes from soft
scarcity to hard scarcity. First demand separates from price modified demand.
Then supply separates from price-modified demand. Supply cannot meet de
mand, despite willingness to pay. (b) Supply per person per year for some of the
key metals for solar photovoltaic panels. The supply is sensitive to how well
recycling can be managed for these elements.
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Figure 2.4 (a) Total fraction of all energy demanded by resource extraction. (b) Estimated
EROI development under business-as-usual for different energy types.
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Figure 2.5 Climate change outcomes for (a) the business-as-usual case and (b) the ‘Max 2°C
global warming’ scenario, phasing out of 90% of all fossil fuel use between
2020–2060.
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Figure 2.5 shows examples from some of the assessment made for the German
government where different energy scenarios were tested with respect to
business-as-usual and the German ‘Energiewende’ policy (Lorenz et al. 2017).
The results for ‘business as usual’ shows that the long period of growth that has
lasted from 1950 to the present will stagnate after 2030. The drivers behind the
economic growth are several; the increase in population, matched by un
bounded resource extraction and great improvements in work efficiency
through technology and industrial organization of work.
The simulation for ‘Max 2°C global warming’ showed that the German
‘Energiewende’ policy is both possible and profitable in the long run. In order
to do so, a ‘Ressourcewende’ would be necessary, reducing material resource
losses and increase recycling. The runs suggest that a ‘Energiewende’ policy
would be applicable on a global scale without any significant long term negative
effects to the global economy. The simulation predict a positive effect on GDP
development and global employment. The ‘Max 2°C global warming’ goal
from Paris could be achieved by phasing out 90% of all fossil fuels use
worldwide (Figure 2.5) 2020–2040. It will take away old jobs in the fossil
industry and make old businesses that cannot change become obsolete. It will
create more new companies and jobs in the new industries and services that
needs to be developed.

Discussion
All of the scientific weaknesses exploited in the attempts to discredit the results
from the World1, World2 and World3 models, have been amended in
WORLD7. Major progress with the robustness of the model comes from adding
a biophysical economic model to the integrated model. When economic deficits
occur, debts and policies can be taken to bridge the gap, preventing the world
from crashing. as in the earlier models. WORLD7 is based on causal links from
natural resources to economic wealth, and it is capable of simulating periods of
economic growth, stagnation, crisis and contraction as they come.
Table 2.1 shows a summary of policies suggested by others (Randers 2012)
that we have tested with WORLD7. Many policies have been proposed
with the best of intentions, but they do not always work the way it was wanted.
The point is that every policy proposal needs to calculated through in order to
check that it really produces the desired outcome, as well as does not produce
side-effects that are unacceptable.
The problems and challenges faced by the world today are so substantial,
covering so many aspects and consistently pervasive on a planetary level, that
the mitigations and transformative changes needed are so large. The time
window for when humanity could have stopped many of the problems may
have already passed, and some damage appears to be unavoidable. But much
more damage is to come, and the work must start at once, the time for long
debates are long gone. Environmental pollution, climate change and resource
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Table 2.1 A summary of policies suggested by others (see Randers 2012) that we have
tested with the WORLD7 model
# Policies suggested

Energy

Resources

Social

1. Reduce man-made Can be done with Needs a Global Depends on being
greenhouse gas
better energy
Ressoucesocially
emissions as soon
efficiency
wende
sustainable.
as possible –
Limited by
Global Energiecorruption and
wende
poor
governance
2. Help poor nations Challenging
High risk for
Limited by
grow faster – by
energy supply,
hard scarcity
corruption and
rapid
challenging
on key
poor
industrialisation
pollution risks
technological
governance
similar to Japan,
materials
Korea and China
3. Reduce
Can be done with Needs a Global Social change
unemployment
Global
Ressoucestresses. Limited
and inequity
Energiewende
by corruption
through
wende
and poor
more jobs
governance
4 Further slow
Population
Population
Needs global
population
decline reduce
decline
attitude change.
growth – through consumption
reduce
Limited by
positive
consumption
corruption and
incentives
poor
governance
5. Do nothing, assume Energie-wende
Highest risk that Risk for
everything is to
becomes far
resource
dictatorship.
be taken care of
more
scarcity strikes Economic crisis
by the markets.
challenging to
and stresses
UN high
do. Energy
social
population
becomes
disruptions
scenario
expensive
becomes real

Works?
Yes

Difficult

Yes

Yes

No

scarcity will reach out to every corner of the world, and soon the last place to
hide will be gone.
•

A systemic approach is a condition for resolving the challenges.
•

•

Systemic changes imply that the systemic structure and systemic
principles must be changed. Narrow sectorial approaches are neither
systemic, nor sufficient, it is not about adjusting the parameters of the
present system, feedbacks go across sectors and models that incorporate
that are required.
A circular society for material resources is required. That creates the
circular economy.

The world at the ultimate crossroads

•
•

Energiewende is linked to a Ressourcewende.
It involves all fundamental systems; industrial, economic and social
dynamics. It implies transformative changes to existing society and
power-structures.

Transformative system change takes time.
•

•

Goal conflicts will demand to be solved at a systemic level.

Systemic changes need to be multi-sectorial, causally linked and pervasive.
•
•

•
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Plan with at least 20 years from start to full implementations (Ref;
LRTAP protocol, IPCC progress). Starting is needed at once
(2020 + 20=2040).

Must engage all required arenas to secure a success: Science arena,
Communication and Media arena, Political arena.

Conclusions
WORLD7 has become a powerful tool for making integrated dynamic as
sessments for the sustainability of nations and the global civilization. The
shortcomings or earlier world models have now been overcome. WORLD7
does reconstruct the resource use, industrialization and the economy for the
time from 1850 to 2015 with good success. That is a strong argument for taking
the forecasts very seriously. In the scenarios for the future, the world does not
crash, but many scenarios indicate economic contractions and serious challenges
to things we take for granted.
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Reporting resource
use in Germany
Stephan Lutter, Stefan Giljum,
Christopher Manstein, and Gerda Palmetshofer

Resource use and sustainable development
Natural resources are the biophysical basis for any society’s development (UN
IRP 2017a). Consequently, the use and management of natural resources plays
a very prominent role in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs; United Nations 2015a). SDGs 6 and 14 tackle water, Goal 7 energy,
Goal 13 the climate and the atmosphere, and Goal 15 land. Raw materials are
covered in two SDGs: Goal 8, with its focus on economic growth as a driver
of development, formulates target 8.4 to decouple economic growth from
environmental degradation. The indicators used to monitor progress stem
from Material Flow Analysis (MFA) on the economy-wide level (Eurostat
2018). Goal 12 on sustainable consumption and production promotes, among
other aspects, resource and energy efficiency in production and consumption
activities. Target 12.2 is about the sustainable management and efficient use of
natural resources and uses the same MFA-based indicators as target 8.4. These
two targets are among the few, which clearly identify a methodology for how
to calculate the identified indicators. Further, they are the only two targets,
which include a footprint-type indicator taking into account raw materials
needed along global supply chains of products and services to satisfy the final
demand of a country. The indicator used is called ‘material footprint’ or ‘Raw
Material Consumption’ (RMC). This indicator accounts for raw material uses,
which occur abroad, but contribute to domestic final demand, are termed
‘indirect flows’ or ‘raw material equivalents of traded goods’ (Eurostat 2018;
Maier 2018).
UN Environment (UNE) is the custodian for 26 environment-related in
dicators used to monitor the achievement of the SDGs. UNE and its suborganisation, the International Resource Panel (IRP), regard MFA as a flagship
statistical product for both the SDGs and measuring resource efficiency at the
national level. The UN IRP aims to refine and harmonise the MFA metho
dology, to build capacity among countries and to engage with countries to foster
the compilation of MFA accounts by national statistical offices. For this reason,
the UN IRP commissioned the development of a global MFA database and a
related manual (to be approved by the UN Statistics Division) to support
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countries in their efforts to compile national MFA (UN IRP 2017b; UNSD
2019). Together with the UN Lifecycle Initiative and the One Planet Network,
the UN IRP also commissioned the Sustainable Consumption and Production
Hotspots Analysis Tool (SCP-HAT; scp-hat.lifecycleinitiative.org). The tool
illustrates a country’s performance in the context of SDGs 8 and 12 and supports
countries in their endeavours to design SCP-related policies.
The OECD supports countries in implementing the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development (United Nations 2015b) by contributing its strong
track record in policy assessments and the development of indicators for
monitoring performance. In this context, the OECD coordinates a process
aiming at harmonising methods for consumption-based indicators such as the
material footprint used in SDG 8 and 12, to ensure a methodologically sound
monitoring process (OECD 2018).
The concept of resource efficiency as a means to achieve decoupling was
also taken up in the EU Roadmap to a Resource-Efficient Europe (European
Commission 2011) and its successor, the Circular Economy Action Plan
(European Commission 2015). The European Environment Agency (EEA) is
regularly examining strategies, instruments and targets for materials and re
source efficiency and circular economy in 32 European countries (EEA 2016).
According to preliminary information from the EEA, until 2018 at least
eighteen European countries (including sixteen EU member states) had carried
out activities to support the development of respective policies, strategies or
roadmaps (EEA 2020).
The G7 countries recognise the importance of resource efficiency for en
vironmental protection, climate protection, sustainable development and eco
nomic competitiveness. The G7 adopted its first decisions regarding resource
efficiency under the German presidency in 2015. In that year, the G7 launched
its Alliance on Resource Efficiency as a new forum for cooperation. At their
summit in Hamburg on 7–8 July 2017, the G20 countries decided to establish
the Resource Efficiency Dialogue to cooperate more closely on the efficient
and sustainable use of natural resources. Also, just recently, at their meeting in
Metz, in May 2019, G7 representatives strongly encouraged the UN IRP to
continue its work to strengthen knowledge of resource efficiency and related
topics such as the circular economy and innovative energy solutions.

Resource efficiency policies in Germany
Germany can be considered a frontrunner in recognising increased resource
efficiency as a means to achieve sustainable economic development. In the
early 1990s, Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek postulated an increase of resource pro
ductivity of industrialised countries by a ‘Factor of 10’ (minus 90%), as a re
sponse to the fact that the wealthiest countries have a significantly higher
consumption than the world’s poorest countries (Schmidt-Bleek 1993). Today
the generalised term ‘Factor X’ is often used, as the required degree of de
materialisation needs to be decided individually from country to country,
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according to the current levels of consumption (Lehmann, Schmidt-Bleek &
Manstein 2018).
In the first ‘German Sustainability Strategy’ (Deutsche Bundesregierung
2002), raw material productivity, calculated as GDP divided by the MFAbased indicator ‘Abiotic Domestic Material Input’ was included as one core
indicator. Following the Factor X debate, the target for the increase in raw
material productivity was set at a factor of two for the period 1994 to 2020,
including a long-term improvement based on a ‘Factor 4’ vision.
The Resource Efficiency Programme (ProgRess), first published in 2012,
made Germany one of the first countries adopting a national strategy by the
federal government and identifying specific resource efficiency measures
(BMU 2012). ProgRess focuses on the resource category of ‘raw materials’ and
aims at continuously improving raw material productivity in Germany across
the entire value chain, covering extraction of raw materials, production,
consumption, re-use and recycling. This increased productivity shall help
decoupling economic growth from resource consumption and its environ
mental impacts. In March 2016, ProgRess II was published (BMUB 2016),
and work is currently underway for the publication of ProgRess III, which is
expected for spring 2020.
In ProgRess II, an additional productivity indicator – ‘Total Raw Material
Productivity’, which is calculated as GDP plus imports divided by the in
dicator Raw Material Input (RMI), complemented the indicator raw material
productivity. RMI also includes raw materials that are needed abroad for the
production of imported goods (see above). Closely linked to the revised
German Sustainability Strategy (Federal Government 2017), ProgRess II sets a
target of continuing the trend of the period 2000–2010 until the year 2030,
meaning an average annual increase of 1.5% for the period 2010 to 2030.

Reporting resource use in Germany
The reporting and monitoring of resource use in Germany is framed by the
two main political strategies described above – and the German Sustainability
Strategy and ProgRess. Since the adoption of the UN SDGs, the German
administration aimed at integrating the two national strategies and their related
indicators and targets with the overarching global goals. The indicator report
on sustainable development in Germany published biannually by the Germany
Statistical Office (Destatis 2018) officially monitors progress. The report al
locates the indicators as defined for the national Sustainability Strategy to the
17 SDGs, resulting in a very comprehensive monitoring framework.
However, the applied indicators deviate considerably from the indicators
agreed upon at the UN level. For example, for targets 8.4 and 12.2, the main
indicator on the UN level is the consumption-based material footprint
(RMC). It is used in absolute, per-capita and per-GDP terms. In contrast,
Destatis reports only the input-based indicator ‘Total Raw Material
Productivity’ (see above). Another example is SDG 6 (Water), where one of
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the SDG indicators is water efficiency, which is not included in the German
indicator report.
The second regular publication on natural resource use in Germany is the
indicator report series ‘Data on the Environment’ published by the German
Environment Agency (UBA 2017). UBA provides a comprehensive overview of
the state of the environment in Germany and identifies the actors responsible for
environmental pollution as well as starting points for improving measures. To this
end, 50 indicators are reported that cover all environmental areas. Where
available, the indicators are backed up by existing political objectives – for ex
ample stemming from the German Sustainability Strategy, ProgRess, or from EU
directives. For this reason, the system of environmental indicators also represents
a balance sheet of environmental policy. The reported key indicators include raw
material productivity and total raw material productivity (see above).

The research project ‘Resource Use in Germany’
In addition to increasing technical efficiency in German industry and small and
medium-sized enterprises (Schmidt, Spieth, Haubach & Kühne 2018), raising
the awareness among important stakeholder groups such as politicians, con
sultants, entrepreneurs, scientists, teachers, pupils, journalists, and civil society
is another one of the critical factors to achieve sustainable resource use.
However, existing indicator reports often are not suitable for a broader circle
of readers, as they do not analyse and interpret the complex topic of natural
resources use in an appropriate manner.
To fill this existing gap, UBA launched the research project ‘Resource Use
in Germany’ (UBA 2014). Aim of DeuRess was to develop the scientific
concept and to start implementing a regular report series called ‘Resource Use
in Germany’, which not only compiles but also analyses and interprets statistics
on resource use, including comparisons over time. The series is meant to
explain the causes and effects of resource use as well as the correlations be
tween different categories of natural resources (‘nexus’). By making the suc
cesses of and needs for corresponding environmental policy strategies and
programmes visible, the topic shall be made more prominent to support the
Resource Efficiency Programme (ProgRess) and to complement other ex
isting reports and statistics.
The research work started with defining the specific target groups of the
report series, screening similar reports on the national and international level as
well as assessing available data and indicators on resource use in Germany and
related methodological options. The initially broad range of target groups was
narrowed down to representatives, who have a certain level of interest in the
topic as well as previous knowledge, and due to their working areas can act as
communication multipliers to support the transition towards a more sustain
able resource use.
22 national and international reports were assessed according to a set of
criteria, such as their geographical and temporal focus, the sectoral detail, the
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applied data, and the graphic design. Examples for reports with a similar topic
are ‘The Global Resource Footprints of Nations’ (Tukker et al. 2014) or the
‘Decoupling Report’ by the UN IRP (UNEP 2011). Reports with a similar
target group but a differing topic were, for instance, the ‘Living Planet Report’
by WWF and partners (WWF, Zoological Society of London, Global
Footprint Network & Water Footprint Network 2014) or the soil and meat
atlases of the Heinrich Böll Foundation (Heinrich Böll Stiftung & FoEE 2014;
Heinrich Böll Stiftung & IASS 2015). The main conclusions drawn were that
the thematic focus should be set on the extraction of raw materials, their trade,
the relationship between raw materials and economic performance, and their
use for consumption purposes. Moreover, the main structural approach should
be to present the content in small self-contained ‘packages’ of one double page –
each with a synoptic paragraph at the beginning (‘teaser’), a main graph and
additional elements such as tables, boxes or additional figures.
Regarding the stocktaking on available data, publications by the Federal
Statistical Office (Destatis) were identified as the main source. As part of the
annual report series ‘Environmental Economic Accounting (UGR)’ (Destatis
2019), Destatis publishes detailed data on raw material extraction within
Germany as well as on direct imports and exports of raw materials. The UGR
also contains some data on water and land use of lower timeliness and detail.
Besides, Destatis provides papers and publishes indicators on the indirect flows
of German imports and exports (Kaumanns & Lauber 2016; Maier 2018). As
part of the stocktaking, also international data sources were examined, in
cluding the Material Flow Accounts published by Eurostat (2019), OECD’s
Environment Statistics on material resources (OECD 2019), or the above
mentioned Global Material Flows Database by the UN IRP (2017b).
Criteria used to carry out the analysis encompassed the geographical cov
erage of the dataset, its disaggregation regarding material categories and eco
nomic sectors, timeliness, data quality, and coverage of direct and indirect
resource flows. The results showed that, apart from official data from national
sources, the data sets from EUROSTAT and the IRP, as well as publicly
accessible global economic-environmental models like EXIOBASE (Stadler
et al. 2018) should play an important role, especially for the European and
international comparison of indicators on direct and indirect material flows.

The new report series: concept and design
An important content-related decision at the very beginning of the con
ceptualisation process was to focus the report series on the resource category of
raw materials, and to describe the use of other resources in one separate
chapter only, thus following the priority setting of ProgRess.
Each report of the series consists of three main parts: (1) An introductory
chapter provides the overall thematic context, a table of contents, key in
dicators of the report, and the methodological foundations. (2) Five main
chapters cover the identified relevant topics – extraction, trade, economic use
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and decoupling, consumption and other resources than raw materials. (3) A
separate data section summarises the numbers and data used in the report. Each
of the five main chapters starts with an ‘intro page’ showing the key figures
of each chapter in synergy with a representative thematic image. Furthermore,
each chapter is divided into four to five sub-topics, each elaborated on one
double page forming a closed section. This structure and design, together with
an easy-to-understand guidance system, enables readers to choose between
selecting one specific sub-topics of interest or flick through the whole report
from the beginning to the end, always maintaining the contextual orientation.
As regards data and methods, the report series builds upon the aboveexplained environmental economic accounts (UGR) for the analysis of
domestic extraction and direct trade of raw materials. The most recent raw
material data available refer to the year 2015. With respect to indirect
raw material flows, the new resource series draws upon two sources. The first
is a model maintained by Destatis, which focuses on Germany and provides
data for the period from 2010 to 2014 and, in an earlier version, for
2000–2010 (Kaumanns & Lauber 2016; Maier 2018). These data were used for
all Germany-specific analyses. The second data source is the model EXIOB
ASE 3.3 (www.exiobase.eu; Stadler et al. 2018), which has a global coverage,
distinguishing 49 countries and country groups and currently provides data for
a time series from 1995–2014. Due to differences in the underlying meth
odologies, the figures from Destatis tend to produce lower results than those
based upon the EXIOBASE calculations, and thus the two are not directly
comparable. Results from the EXIOBASE calculations were therefore used
primarily for analyses regarding the structure of international supply chains, for
international comparisons as well as for analysing consumption areas like food
or health.

Key results of the German Resource Report 2018
The report series encompasses so far two resource reports, published in the
years 2016 and 2018 (UBA 2016, 2018). The following section summarises
the main findings of the recent German Resource Report (UBA 2018). It is
divided into the same sub-sections as the report series.
Domestic raw material extraction

In 2015, 1,040 million tonnes of non-renewable and renewable raw materials
were extracted in Germany. While this represents an overall reduction since
1994, extraction of renewable raw materials increased by 28%. These are used
not only for the production of foodstuffs but increasingly also as fuels and
construction materials as well as in the pharmaceutical industry.
Raw materials extraction is very unevenly distributed among Germany
and concentrated within a few of the larger federal states. In 2015, almost a
quarter (243 million tonnes) of total domestic extraction took place in North
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Rhine-Westphalia (NRW). The per-capita perspective provides an entirely
different picture, however. Given its high population density, NRW was below
the average federal per-capita extraction figure of 13.7 tonnes in 2015, while
Saxony-Anhalt took pole position with almost 30 tonnes per capita (Figure 3.1).
Germany’s share in global raw material trade

Germany is a trading nation. Raw materials and goods are imported, further
processed, and a significant amount of raw materials, processed goods and final
products is (re-)exported. While in 2015, Germany’s imports exceeded exports
by 243 million tonnes, at the same time it generated a monetary trade surplus
of 265 billion Euro. This apparent discrepancy can be explained by the fact
that the manufacture of higher-value products increases the value per tonne of
raw materials.

Figure 3.1 Used raw material extraction in the German federal states, 2015.
Source: UBA (2018).
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As explained above, all semi-finished and finished goods imported into
Germany contain indirect raw material flows. When these indirect flows are
accounted for, Germany’s physical trade volumes increase by almost a factor of 3.
Indirect raw material flows of imports increased sharply in the past years and
comprised 919 million tonnes by 2014. About 58% of the raw materials pro
cessed in the German economy were non-domestic in origin.
The role of the economy

A sustainable use of natural resources means increasing raw material pro
ductivity, hence decoupling economic growth from raw material use and its
negative environmental impacts. Germany’s raw material productivity, i.e. the
relationship between GDP and direct material input (see above), increased by
56% during the period 1994–2015 (Figure 3.2). The indicator of total raw
material productivity, which also takes account of the indirect material flows
of imports to Germany, rose in recent years by an average of 1.9% per year.
This is above the goal identified in ProgRess II to maintain the growth rate
seen during the period 2000–2010 of around 1.5% until 2030.
Raw materials for consumption

Raw material consumption (RMC) of German final demand comprises all raw
materials that are required along the supply chains of consumed products and
services. In 2014, the per-capita figure was 16.1 tonnes, with an absolute
amount of 1.3 billion tonnes. Although this represented a reduction since 2000

Figure 3.2 Development of raw material productivity, 1994–2015, (left) and total raw
material productivity (right) in Germany, 2000–2014.
Source: UBA (2018).
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by 13%, it increased again in the most recent years. Non-metallic minerals
contributed the largest share to raw material consumption in 2014 (45%),
followed by fossil fuels (29%) and biomass (21%).
Public and private consumption were jointly responsible for almost twothirds of raw material consumption in Germany in 2014. With regard to
private consumption, large quantities of raw materials were consumed in the
areas of housing and food. The public sector’s requirements for raw materials
occurred primarily via the consumption of goods and services in the areas of
administration, defence and health. The state’s relatively high share in
Germany’s overall consumption reflects the key importance of the welfare
state’s role in the country.
Other natural resources

Since the extraction, processing and transport of raw materials and the use of
products are all associated with significant energy inputs, greenhouse gas
emissions occur along the entire value chain of raw materials. The use of raw
materials and climate change are thus closely interlinked. It becomes evident
that increasing the efficiency of raw materials use is an essential prerequisite for
reaching climate goals.
When contrasting the carbon footprint and material footprint (RMC) with
one another over time, it becomes evident that both curves follow a similar
path. Both time series have the same downturns in 1997, 2002 and 2009, with
the most accentuated in 2002, where the material footprint was at 87% of its
1995 value, and the carbon footprint at 88%. Moreover, both time series have
similar peaks, especially in the year 2007. This may be explained by the fact
that increased product consumption also causes higher emissions along the
supply chains. At the same time, the economic crisis of 2008 produced a slump
both in the RMC indicator and in the CO2 footprint.
Résumé and outlook

The goal of the resource report series ‘The Use of Natural Resources –
Report for Germany’ is to explain the complex topic of resource use in a
generally understandable way, setting its focus on raw materials. The
content-related framework fulfils this requirement by applying an innovative
concept consisting of a streamlined structure (double pages) and clear figures.
The ‘prototype’ reports 2016 and 2018 introduced the topic to a wide au
dience and provided relevant data and facts. Follow-up reports will present
updated data in a condensed manner while treating selected aspects in more
detail.
The topic of resource use is intrinsically complex and relevant for a wide
range of stakeholders, making the communication of the topic a challenge. The
resource reports 2016 and 2018 addressed only a part of the target groups –
namely policy makers and advisors and researchers – in a meaningful way.
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One conclusion drawn is that future reports should keep setting their focus on
these stakeholders and that additional formats are required for ensuring tar
geted communication to the other groups.
Both the German Environment Agency and Destatis provide data on the
use of natural resources in Germany. One challenge was to present this data
without duplication and, in areas where these two institutions do not pro
vide data, to integrate data from other sources and to deal appropriately with
deviating results from different calculation models. The approach of how to
deal with the observed differences was openly discussed in the method de
scription. The results were presented in a way that clearly communicates the
actual message (e.g. large differences in national per-capita or sector num
bers) while at the same time avoiding confusion due to diverging absolute
values.
As regards a continuation of the resource report series, a number of aspects
should be taken into consideration. One refers to data harmonisation. The
existing reports showed an urgent need of further harmonising the UGR
provided by Destatis with the global dataset provided by the UN IRP. In this
context, the main question would be how to best use the Destatis data to
increase the robustness of the global dataset. Similarly, future reports should
tackle the issue of how to harmonise the Destatis approach to calculate indirect
material flows with other, global approaches, in order to generate more
congruent results.
Future reports will certainly update the core content, such as levels of
domestic extraction, trade or raw material productivity. However, in addition,
future reports could aim at demonstrating the intertwining between the use of
raw materials and other resources such as water, land, or greenhouse gas
emissions (the so-called resource nexus), as well as the environmental impacts
caused by the use of raw materials.
Finally, the resource report series aims at addressing a large number of
stakeholder groups and individuals in general, to create awareness and achieve
a more sustainable societal resource use. To exploit the series’ full potential and
increase its distribution and uptake, a thoroughly developed communication
strategy targeting different stakeholders with key messages from the report
could accompany the publication. Further, a comprehensive web portal with
interactive elements, which provides state-of-the-art visualisations, back
ground material and relevant links to related initiatives could accompany the
publication is foreseen.
The resource report series developed by the German Environment
Agency is a successful attempt to make the topic of natural resource use in
Germany, which is of central relevance for global sustainable develop
ment, more tangible. Furthermore, by that means, inform and motivate
readers to become responsible and active citizens. UBA will continue the
research project. ‘DeuRess II’ will start in autumn 2019, and the third
German Resources Report as a key result of this next project is expected
for 2022.
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The rise of e-mobility as a
trade-off between social
and ecological benefits and
distributional injustice
How the socio-technical regime and
externalisation prevent a profound
transformation of the mobility sector
Fabian Zimmer and Dörte Themann

Introduction
The global transport sector is responsible for more than 20% of the total
energy-related CO2 emissions, and this figure is expected to increase in de
veloped as well as in emerging economies due to growing traffic volume
(IPCC 2014: 603). Therefore the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) demands transport emissions to ‘be strongly decoupled from
GDP growth’, e.g. by using less carbon-intensive technologies like the electric
drives (IPCC 2014: 603). Due to these developments, many states and cities
decided to support the use of electric vehicles (EV) by a broad range of means.
Car manufacturers are shifting their production and research towards electric
vehicles in reaction to external pressure (e.g. emission limits, driving ban for
cars with combustion engine) and in expectation of increasing demand.1 As
a result of these decisions as well as of the progress in battery technology,
the market share of electric vehicles is steadily growing and is expected to
reach 57% of all passenger vehicle sales and over 30% of the global fleet until
2040 (BNEF 2019: 1).
As the demand for electric vehicles (especially batteries) rises, so does the
demand for resources (namely for cobalt, lithium, nickel and rare earth ele
ments) (Öko-Institut 2019; Köllner 2018). The mining of these elements
(e.g. in the Democratic Republic of Congo or Chile) often leads to adverse
environmental, social and human rights effects (Ali 2014; AI 2017, 2019).
Despite extensive evidence on these problems, companies at the upper end of
the supply chain (for example car manufacturers, battery producers) and their
countries of origin take insufficient actions to ensure compliance with human
rights and environmental protection standards (CNN 2018; AI 2017).
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These processes, which aim to improve the quality of life and the tech
nological progress of developed countries at the expense of emerging and
developing countries can be regarded as manifestations of the ‘Externalisation
Society’ (Lessenich 2016) or the ‘Imperial Mode of Living’ (Brand & Wissen
2017). While developed countries benefit from the rise of e-mobility, the
resource-producing countries have to bear the social and ecological burdens.
This chapter shows that socio-technical dynamics towards technology
transition as explained by Geels (2002; Geels & Schot 2007) as well as the
process of externalisation are two complementary concepts to explain the shift
towards e-mobility in the automobile sector. Based on an extensive literature
review the article analyses the drivers for the unjust distribution of benefits
and drawbacks and especially the reasons for insufficient political and corporate
action to tackle these challenges.
This approach is therefore different to and more profound than previous
works of the social and ecological effects of electric mobility: not only the
drawbacks are listed and explained by the operating mode of the economic
system. However, the importance of the socio-technical regime is highlighted
and its inhibiting effect on serious changes, favouring incremental innovation
in the mobility sector, while wilfully ignoring the consequent adverse social
and environmental effects.

Theoretical background – externalisation and
socio-technical dynamics
For many people around the world, the electrification of mobility causes
exploitation of labour-power. In addition, it causes the exposure to en
vironmental and ecological risks, marginalisation in terms of social and health
conditions and ultimately the destruction of ecosystems.
Prominent theoretical analyses of those dynamics are presented under the
headings of ‘Externalisation Society’ by Lessenich (2016) and ‘Imperial Mode of
Living’ by Brand and Wissen (2017), these will be explained in the first part of
this section. The problems analysed by both concepts are very detailed and are
based on several kinds of policy sectors and different aspects of everyday practices.
Besides, socio-technical dynamics play a significant role in the genesis of
technology. For this reason, the second part presents a brief overview of what
Geels has termed the multi-level-perspective of technology transitions.

Externalisation society and imperial mode of living
The analyses of Lessenich and Brand and Wissen shows why electric vehicles
are not the silver bullet in mitigating climate change. The habitus of
‘externalisation’ plays a major role in this regard.
Economic theory describes external effects, also referred to as externalisation,
as the phenomenon of transferring costs or socio-ecological adverse effects, that
result as consequences of an economic action or decision, to the ‘outside’. As a
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result, affected people or societies do not share the benefits of these decisions but
have to bear their social and ecological consequences without getting com
pensated. With the economic term of external effects, Lessenich offers a sharp
sociological analysis of Global North’s present state of political, economic and
societal acting. He traces the path of externalisation through an analysis of several
areas of general life such as travelling, mobility, markets, etc. and uncovers the
deep-rooted structures and mechanisms that manifest inequality and de
pendencies on a global scale (Lessenich 2016: 17). For Lessenich, there is not just
one main driver for externalisation or one social actor like powerful economic
or political elites. Instead, he describes the source of the externalisation society as
a silent agreement and wilful participation of the majority of the population of
‘Western’ countries. Those Western societies can only stabilise and reproduce
themselves on the basis of externalising costs and adverse effects (ibid.: 25).
The origin of externalisation can be found in history and now permeates all
parts of society as purported by Lessenich. Brand and Wissen (2017) and their
theory of ‘Imperial Mode of Living’ provides a similar analysis, however, with a
stronger focus on how nature and labour become exploited (ibid.: 12), as a result
of current capitalistic production and consumptions chains. According to the
‘imperial mode of living’, the conditions of the westernised way of life that
includes a particular way of production can be described as ‘imperial’. Imperial
means disproportionate and unlimited access of an actor group on the ‘outside’ of
their societal borders. The outside means especially resources in terms of either
natural resources for production or human resources (especially labour) as well as
the access to natural sinks. In other words, to externalise environmental risks and
bads.2 In this mode, normality is created by masking the destruction (ibid.: 13).
Despite their comprehensive analysis on how externalisation is deep-rooted
in everyday life and societal structures, an aspect, which is mainly excluded in
the approaches of Lessenich and Brand & Wissen are the socio-technical
dynamics. For this reason, the MLP approach is used to add this dimension and
to introduce a concept that could integrate the ‘habitus of externalisation’.

The multi-level perspective developed by Geels
One macro-perspective understanding regarding the dynamics of sociotechnical transitions is offered by Geels (2002). He understands transitions as
the result of an interplay of different dimensions on three analytical levels:
‘niches (the locus of radical innovations), the socio-technical regimes (the
locus of established practices and associated rules that enable and constrain
incumbent actors in relation to existing systems), and the exogenous sociotechnical landscape’ (Geels 2014: 23, see also Geels 2002). In this way,
technologies develop within a multi-level system, that is influenced by minor
drivers as well as by deep anchored paradigms and paths.
The level for stabilising the system is the regime level (meso-level). On this level,
incremental innovations are produced. Stabilising factors of the regime are:
‘technology, user practices and application domains (markets), the symbolic
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meaning of technology, infrastructure, industry structure, policy and technoscientific knowledge’ (Geels 2002: 1262). The regime also includes existing power
relations, the influence of institutions, the interest of strong actor groups and dif
ferent access to resources. Because of that, the ‘sociotechnical regime’ is the
dominant level, where extreme changes are prevented. In contrast, visions or ra
dical and regime challenging innovations arise from niches (micro-level) (see
Grießhammer & Brohmann 2015).
On the macro level, the so-called landscape, higher-level processes and
events are located. Similar to the niches on the micro-level, the landscape
exerts pressure on the regime to change (ibid.: 17). But the landscape can
also be constituted in a way that hinders innovation or radical change. Geels
describes the external landscape as a layer where ‘deep structural trends’
(Geels 2002: 1260) are located. Wars and drastic events are part of the
landscape, but also environmental problems, norms and values.

Increasing structuration
of activities in local practices
Socio-technical
landscape
(exogenous
context)

Landscape developments
put pressure on existing regime,
which opens up,
creating windows
of opportunity for novelties

Markets,user
preferences

Sociotechnical
regime

New regime
influences
landscape

Industry
Science
Policy
Culture
Technology
Socio-technical regime is ‘dynamically stable’.
On different dimensions there are ongoing processes

External influences on niches
(via expectations and networks)

New configuration breaks through, taking
advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’.
Adjustments occur in socio-technical regime.

Elements become aligned,
and stabilise in a dominant design.
Internal momentum increases.

Nicheinnovations
Small networks of actors support novelties on the basis of expectations and visions.
Learning processes take place on multiple dimensions (co-construction).
Efforts to link different elements in a seamless web.

Time

Figure 4.1 Levels which influence technology transitions (see Geels & Schot 2007: 401).
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If one views the MLP and the externalisation approach side by side, it becomes
apparent that they are not mutually exclusive but have the potential to com
plement each other. Paraphrasing the term of Jasanoff (2004), it could be that the
dynamics of externalisation and the socio-technical dynamics are interdependent
in a co-productive way, meaning co-producing strong technological regimes.

Drivers for and externalities of electric vehicles
The exploitation and production of resources for electric vehicles and the
production chain for electric cars for the Global North fit perfectly to concepts
of externalisation or imperial mode of living. This section first provides an
overview of international cases where externalisation becomes observable.
Second, the dynamics are outlined that stabilise the car regime and influence
the technology genesis of the electrification of vehicles.
Externalities of resource exploitation
Increasing demand for resources

The economic profits are predominantly for the benefit of highly developed
areas, whereas most of the essential resources are mined in African and South
American countries. Thereby the demand for elements central for these
technologies is expected to increase significantly mainly as components of
(e-vehicle) batteries: the demand for cobalt, of which 60% is mined in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, will strongly increase and possibly more than
double until 2026 (Al Barazi 2018: 9). A similar development is predicted
for lithium, leading to demand two or three times higher than in 2016 by 2026
(Schmidt 2017: 12). Almost half to the lithium originates from Chile,
Argentina and Brazil and about 40% from Australia (Schmidt 2017: 43). Other
crucial components are rare earth elements, for which China is by far the
biggest producer (more than 90%) (USGS 2019: 133).
Environmental hazards

The mining process for rare earth elements, for example, requires vast amounts
of water (which leads to lower groundwater levels and desertification) and
chemicals. The often chemically and radioactively contaminated residues are
stored in insufficiently protected landfills and artificial lakes. Consequently,
the toxic residues can be accidentally released to the environment and then
pollute land and water (Müller 2018: 28).
The production of lithium located in salt lakes, which is the case in
South America, requires significant amounts of water. The massive water
consumption states a severe environmental threat to these arid areas because of
sinking groundwater levels and drying out of rivers (Öko-Institut 2017: 47f.).
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Social and human rights risks

Mining for electric vehicle components gives also rise to a number of social
and human rights risks. The contamination of soil and water in the course of
rare earth elements mining damages agricultural production of nearby farms
and causes severe health problems (Müller 2018: 29). In Argentina, indigenous
groups are not adequately informed about the impacts of lithium mining and
are not involved in the planning processes for planned mining sites (AI 2019).
Cobalt mining in the Democratic Republic of Congo is especially proble
matic: particularly in artisanal mines workers lack adequate safety equipment or
legal protection. Furthermore, even young children work in many of these
mines. One further problem is that about 20% of the cobalt originates from this
artisanal mining sector without proper regulations or supervision (AI 2017: 4).
Insufficient monitoring and legislation

Although those problems are widely known and recognised, the supply chains
are often not transparent and the sources of the resources unknown. In par
ticular, this is the case for cobalt mining in Congo where a significant part of
the cobalt originates in artisanal mining, which is later mixed with cobalt from
regular mines. Therefore, human rights groups accuse mining companies,
suppliers and car manufacturers of inadequate measures to ensure transparency
and safe working conditions (AI 2019).
In response to these accusations, several private sector initiatives were
founded to enhance the transparency of the supply chain and eliminate the use
of cobalt from untrustworthy sources.3 Additionally, international organisations
provide frameworks for responsible mining, which can be adapted by compa
nies. Nevertheless, only a minority of the companies producing and using
batteries for electric vehicles use the OECD guidance as standards (AI 2017: 7).
Also, the planned measures of the initiatives keep vague and comprehensive
tracking of the origins is difficult as long as cobalt from artisanal mining is used
and many intermediaries are involved between the mining and battery pro
duction (Washington Post 2016). A factor favouring weak monitoring is the
lack of legal frameworks in car-producing countries to enforce such regulations.
Although strict resource legislation already exists, for example, in the USA for
conflict minerals (Dodd-Frank Act, Section 1502) and comes into force in the
EU in 2021 (European Commission 2017), both do not include cobalt.
Drivers for the electric automobile regime

The main drivers of the transition of the mobility sector towards electric cars
are climate change mitigation, the improvement of air quality as well as
maintain or gain competitive advantages.
A major argument for transformation towards electric cars is their potential to
lower GHG-emissions. This is supported by a broad range of influential actors,
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for example by scientific institutions as the IPCC (2014) or the European
Environmental Agency (2018), governmental organisations as the European
Commission (2019) and the German transport ministry (BMVI 2018) or also
companies like the world’s leading car-manufacturer Volkswagen (VW 2019b).
While the reduction of global warming can be seen as a global goal,4 the
other drivers benefit only the countries where electric cars are used, which
are mainly in Europe and China (WEF 2019a). Another benefit goes to the
companies producing electric cars and batteries, which are primarily located
in Europe, North America and Asia (Statista 2019a, 2019b). In some mostly
Western countries, the automotive industry plays a major role in the domestic
industry, employing hundreds of thousand people directly and indirectly and
generating significant tax revenues.5 Accordingly, to gain competitive ad
vantages can be regarded as one of the strongest motives for fostering electric
vehicles (Altenburg 2014: 9ff.). Studies predict that in general ‘[t]he transition
from petroleum-based energy to renewably sourced energy will strengthen
Europe’s economy’ (Harrison 2018: 4).
Due to the tax revenues6 and jobs depending on the car industry, there is a
strong political interest to protect this sector. Therefore, the goal is to ensure a
car-centric transport sector and maintain the leading role of the current
manufacturers. Also, unions support this agenda to safeguard the jobs of the
workers (Canzler & Knie 2018: 11f.). It is anticipated that electric mobility and
European battery cell production can significantly contribute to growth,
employment and competitiveness of the industry of the EU (BMWi 2019).
Alongside economic and political reasons for choosing the electrification of
road vehicles, solutions not challenging the car sector, in general, are also
favoured due to the decades-long predominance of the automobile regime.
Since becoming the predominant mode of transport in the first half of the 20th
century it was considerably promoted by political decisions. These led to a
higher attractivity of the car, to more users (Canzler & Knie 2018: 31f.) and
further consolidated and expanded its dominance (Cowan & Hultén 1994).
Today most of the (urban) infrastructure is optimised for road traffic (e.g.
streets, parking lots, gas stations) and a shift to other transport modes is difficult
due to the built cost-intensive car infrastructure. Although the status of the car
as a symbol of independence and a good life is decreasing in the last years, the
narrative is still existing and powerful (Canzler & Knie 2018: 58f.). A trans
formation needs, therefore, not only to change the car-centric infrastructure
(in which massive investments were and are made), but also mental path
dependencies of the people (Fischedick & Grunwald 2017: 26).

Analysis: externalisation as a stabilising motive
of the socio-technical regime
In the following section, the transition in the automobile regime towards
electric vehicles will be analysed with the MLP in combination with the
theories of Lessenich and Brand and Wissen.
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The landscape: wilful ignorance and climate change

Based on the theory of externalisation society and the empirical evidence, it is
reasonable to understand the externalisation of social and ecological risks in the
course of transition towards electric vehicles as a consequence of in-depth
structural trends that are inscribed in societal structures and everyday practices
(Brand & Wissen 2017: 48ff.). Externalisation is part of the external landscape
as it describes an, in parts, unconscious discourse and mental model of society.
Being part of the external landscape, it influences the socio-technical regime
and technology transitions.
Including the ‘habitus of externalisation’, the landscape provides a stabilising
effect towards the socio-technical regime of the automobile. Shocking events
like the ‘diesel-affair’ or deep-rooted societal discourses like climate change
confront the regime and pressure it to change towards a reduction of fossil fuel
use. However, the deep-rooted mentality of externalisation produces a bal
ancing moment regarding this pressuring effects and stabilises the regime in a
way that radical changes from niches are not taken up. Demands from the civil
society or scientific actors to also reflect socio-ecological problems of the
entire value chain are not taken into account. Because of the habitus of
externalisation in combination with a perceived urgency caused by current
climate change discourses, incremental innovations inside the regime logic
seem to be sufficient. The exclusive focus on climate change as the paramount
problem cannot overcome the phenomena of social and ecological inequality.
The current external landscape facilitates technological strategies that include
wilful ignorance and sidetracking.
The discourse about climate change, in this interpretation, creates pressure
to react fast, while the need for fast reactions in such dimensions tempts
decision-makers and industry to look for answers only in the application of
technology and not in the change of societal structures.
The socio-technical regime: externalisation as stabilising mode of living

An ‘externalisation society’ and the ‘imperial mode of living’ also fit into the
socio-technical regime level. Brand and Wissen describe the imperial mode of
living as a habitus or culture that influences decision-making processes and
sections policies inside the regime and are part of user practices and markets.
One influencing factor on the regime level, which is rather disregarded in
the analyses of Lessenich or Brand and Wissen is the role of techno-scientific
knowledge. We observe a robust co-productive relation between science,
industry and politics which mutually reinforce one another (Canzler & Knie
2018: 55f.). Accordingly, research funds for the electrification of mobility
reach billions of dollars, aiming to optimise the predominant regime instead of
changing it (BMBF 2019; BMWI 2019).
Tracing the technical genesis of the automobile reveals that current forms of
mobility are not only part and outgrowth of the imperial mode of living (Brand &
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Wissen 2017: 125ff.), but that vice versa the practice of externalisation also is
influencing the technology genesis of the mobility industry today.
Additionally, the development of the automobile is also influenced by path
dependencies and lock-ins, based on, for example, ‘sunk costs’ (lost invest
ments in case of system change), ‘scale effects’ (cost benefits because of mass
production), ‘network effects’ (high amount of users) (Fischedick & Grunwald
2017: 26) and mental path dependencies. This further stabilises the prevailing
automotive regime.
The niches: why do efforts and discourses to overcome
externalisation not succeed?

Technical alternatives are not marketable7 and critical socio-ecological discourses
are not strong enough to overcome the externalisation paradigm. The acuteness
of climate change screens the regime level from radical niche activities, that
would presumably need more time for meeting climate protection requirements.
Instead, incremental innovation is sought.
While radical paths and system-questioning discourses from the niche level
(for instance degrowth and sufficiency, car-free mobility, and so forth), become
more intense, they are also not successful in overcoming the current regime.
One reason is that the automobile is a manifest expression of the imperial mode
of living (Brand & Wissen 2017: 125ff.).

Conclusions
For a long time, the automobile with an internal combustion engine (ICE) and
the interdependent development of analogous areas (e.g. petrochemical in
dustry, specialised professions) dominated the mobility in most countries
(Cowan & Hultén 1996). Due to external pressure, the dominance of the ICE is
decreasing today and will probably be replaced by the electric motor (BNEF
2019: 1). However as this analysis makes clear, the strong socio-technical regime
of the automobile, which is stabilised by different factors like the need for cli
mate protection, political and corporate interests, path dependencies, consumer
preferences and overall the habitus of externalisation, prevents a profound
change of the transport sector. Thus, only the drive technology is changing
while the general auto-centric mobility system remains intact and the sub
sequent social and ecological externalities are, again, addressed insufficiently.
The further development of this transition is difficult to anticipate because
mobility states a complex socio-technical system. Impacts of a path are often
visible only at a later point (Fischedick & Grunwald 2017: 12) and are full of
‘unknown unknowns’ (Eckhardt & Rippe 2016). The probability is high that
new path dependencies are created that will make it difficult again to over
come the socio-ecological problems (as resistance against such measures il
lustrates, e.g. the gilets jaunes movement in France). The fading dominance of
the established producers and the intensifying competition among old and new
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players reduces the probability of a resource policy led by social and ecological
considerations, instead low prices and reliable supply, are of tantamount
importance.
The actual transition towards electric drives for a still auto-centric mobility,
whereby societal structures and the socio-technical regimes remain unaffected,
is also caused by a wilful ignorance that is intrinsic in the dynamics of
externalisation.
Nevertheless, there are urban areas that already function as learning
laboratories and try to show a new practice without the automobile. Also,
scientists from different disciplines, as well as NGOs, broaden the discourse
beyond the technological focus. However, the question remains, whether
such voices will challenge the regime profoundly enough considering the
stabilising forces in culture, industry, politics and legislation.8

Notes
1 E.g. Volkswagen as the world biggest car manufacturer announced to electrify ‘the
vehicle portfolio, with investment in this area alone amounting to more than €30 billion
by 2023’ (VW 2019a).
2 The term of environmental bads is quite common when referring to phenomena
of environmental (in-)justice. In environmental justice theory it is used contrary to
environmental goods or benefits.
3 Examples are the ‘Responsible Cobalt Initiative’ to reduce social and environmental risks
(CCCMC 2016), the new regulations of the ‘London Metal Exchange’ to rule out child
labour (CNN 2019) or the ‘Global Battery Alliance’ to ensure a sustainable battery value
chain (WEF 2019b).
4 It has to be stated the GHG-reduction potentials of electric cars are still unclear (see for
example Hill et al. 2019).
5 In Germany alone more than 800.000 people are directly or indirectly employed in this
sector and the manufacturers generate revenues of more than €420 billion (VDA 2018).
6 In the case of VW the state of Lower Saxony is even shareholder of the company (11.8%)
(VW 2018).
7 See for example Turcheniuk et al. (2018).
8 E.g. in the German transport legislation priority is given to the needs of individual
motorised transport (Bundesregierung 2001; Canzler & Knie 2018: 37).
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The quest for the holy grail
Can smart cities lead us to sustainability?
Ira Shefer

Introduction
Cities around the world increasingly adopt advanced technologies to solve
complexities in urban development and resources use and management. These
technologies include information technology (IT) and information and
communication technology (ICT), big-data and Artificial Intelligence (AI),
among others (de Jong, Joss, Schraven, Zhan & Weijnen 2015). Often, these
initiatives are framed as ‘smart cities’.1 ‘Smart’ can be interpreted as providing,
acquiring and managing data to tackle problems and their solutions while
addressing resources use and management and sustainability in the urban
context (Batty et al. 2012; New, Castro & Beckwith 2017).
However, the endorsement of smart cities raises serious issues. For example,
Ahvenniemi, Huovila, Pinto-Seppä and Airaksinen (2017) show how the
focus on smart cities can neglect the environmental dimensions of sustain
ability. Yigitcanlar and Kamruzzaman (2018) revealed that becoming ‘smart’
did not translate to a reduction in the carbon footprint of cities. Moreover,
Kitchin (2014) pointed to problematic aspects of cities’ race for big-data;
namely, political interventions in data management, emerging technocratic
solutions to deal with urban problems, commercialisation of governance and
weakening of privacy rights.
This chapter adds a modest contribution to these perspectives. It examines
(1) advocating advanced technologies as favourable solutions to urban
resource-related problems, in (2) social, economic and political constellations
that highly encourage these solutions, while (3) considering urban develop
mental challenges that cities are faced with, and the challenges that these
solutions pose to cities. The chapter claims that given urban development
projections in national and global arenas that encourage the use of IT/ICT,
building smart cities might not make cities sufficiently (resources) efficient to
reach urban sustainability. Instead, it may even bring additional challenges for
cities to address. The examination could be useful when considering cities’
crucial role in the sustainable use of resources (van der Heijden 2018), and
the global pursuit for advanced technologies. For that purpose, the chapter
examines Israel, a country in a state of ‘hyper-technologisation’ undergoing
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intensive development while faced with acute environmental problems and
climate challenges.2

Methodology
The chapter reviewed the literature of smart cities and urban sustainability
together with data sets and indices concerning sustainability, innovation and
advanced technologies in national and local levels in Israel. One index is the
Smart and Sustainable Cities Index developed by the Interdisciplinary Center
(IDC) Herzlia, Israel (IDC 2018). The IDC index identifies and assesses urban
‘smartness’ through several components such as using and sharing data among
residents and municipal officials, information-based policy and govern
mentality, community-based services and resources and the application of
innovation to tackle local challenges. Another index is the (Israeli) Start-Up
Nation Finder (Start-Up Nation Finder 2019). In addition, the chapter applied
data, reports and online information from governmental authorities such as
Israel Innovation Authority (IIA),3 from Israeli cities and environmental nongovernmental organisations (ENGOs), and from publications in major Israeli
newspapers.

The Israeli race for development and technology
A developed economy, Israel nevertheless presents growth of developing/intransition economies: with a 2% annual population growth, the country is
expected to grow from 9 million in 2019 to 15.6 million in 2065 (Central
Bureau of Statistics 2018), in an area not bigger than 22,000 km2. Israel’s
population growth and high consumption patterns threaten sustained resources
management and future well-being (Brachia 2019; Tal 2016). By 2040 Israel
will need 1.5 million new residential units (52,000-67,000 units per year;
Raz-Dror & Kost 2017), and many will be built in existing or new urban areas
(the majority of Israelis already live in urban areas). Israel’s growth patterns
affect Israeli cities directly; they will need to continue and provide services and
adequate urban environments. These kinds of growth patterns are, therefore,
very challenging in terms of the need to reduce the use and enhance the
efficiency of resources (Latouche 2018; Lehmann 2018).
However, Israeli decision-makers continuously prioritise private mobility
over public transportation and provide insufficient housing planning that
considers the sound use of resources. The use of renewable energies increases
at a much slower rate than Israel’s energy demands. Pollution of air, water and
natural areas continues, and so are waste management problems and loss of
green areas (Adam Teva V’Din 2019: 6–9). Urban development patterns ei
ther contribute to these problems or are directly affected by them.
In parallel, Israel is known as an entrepreneurial ‘Start-up Nation’. Much of
this reputation derives from the high rate of tech companies that work or have
grown in Israel and broke into global markets (Noy & Givoni 2018).
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Perceived as the engine that pushes the Israeli economy forward into the 21st
century, the IT/ICT sector enjoys political and economic support as well
as social legitimacy. The central government invests about 1.6 Billion NIS
(approx. 400 million euros) in supporting this industry (Israel Innovation
Authority 2017), and recently announced the establishment of a sustainabilityfocused innovation lab of approx. 3.5 million Euro (Israel Innovation
Authority 2019). Much emphasis from governmental and private stakeholders
is put on the transportation sector.

Cities in Israel: the race to get ‘smart’
About 40% of Israel’s population resides in 15 fiscally-independent cities
(known as Forum 15, which now includes three additional cities). Most of
them provide a high standard of living and address sustainability to some
extent. Other cities often lack capacities and resources to invest in profound
sustainability measures.
Entangled in the national enthusiasm to develop and adopt advanced
technologies, Israeli cities of all types seem to have what is known as ‘fear of
missing out’ when it comes to innovation. Cities see advanced technologies as
economic gain, opportunity to increase national and international reputation,
and a way to draw educated wealthy resident profile.4
Smart mobility draws special interest. To reduce transportation load and
increase the efficient use of infrastructure, various cities experiment with car
and bicycle sharing schemes (IDC 2018), intelligent, data-driven management
of urban public and private transportation (Toch 2018), and autonomous and
electric vehicles (e-vehicles) (Schmil 2019). Concerning energy, the focus is,
by large, on managing and informing users (be it residents or officials) of
energy demands and distribution; and on providing accurate information to
enhance climate adaptation efforts (Toch 2018). Moreover, IT/ICT is in
creasingly used to inform the public over urban development plans and to
improve accessibility to- and of- municipal services (IDC 2018; Toch 2018).
One example is Tel Aviv-Yafo, globally known for its innovation-focused
sustainability efforts and Israel’s economic centre (EU n.d.; IDC 2018).
Formally, the city aims to improve the urban environment and urban services
all the while addressing climate adaptation (Tel Aviv-Yafo 2017). Using IT/
ICT plays a crucial role in Tel Aviv-Yafo, especially in improving urban
transportation and providing information to residents (see also Hatuka &
Zur 2019).
Eilat, a city in the southern-most periphery with 52,000 inhabitants, also
positions itself as a smart and sustainable city. About 70% of Eilat’s day-time
electricity comes from renewable energies provided by a public-benefit cor
poration – the highest and almost single among Israeli cities. Equipped with the
European Union (EU) grant, the city recently completed an energy efficiency
demonstration in one neighbourhood using ICT. The city runs a pilot project
with a private corporation that informs residents of the physical and financial
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Figure 5.1 Tel Aviv-Yafo.
Source: photo by Shai Pal on Unsplash.

feasibility of photo-voltaic (PV) instalments on rooftops through an App,
to encourage the use of renewable energies (City of Eilat 2018; IDC 2018).
The city of Kfar Saba positioned itself as a city committed to sustainability
thanks to the novel waste management system and using natural solutions
to urban wastewater and preserving green areas, among others. The political
leadership aims now to reduce cars’ emissions by engaging with a private cor
poration to increase the use of e-vehicles and related infrastructure in the city
(City of Kfar Saba 2019). Taking part in an EU project, the city was also among
the first in Israel to use smart energy meters in public buildings in the mid-2010s.
Other examples are of Israel’s capital, Jerusalem, and the city of Netanya
which use ICT to track water leaks in municipal infrastructure (New et al.
2017); an issue with high value to the arid Israeli climate. Netanya also
experiments with car-sharing and smart solutions to parking.

Can smart solutions lead to more sustainable cities in Israel?
Feasibility of smart solutions in Israel

The examples above indicate how municipalities incorporate IT/ICT to
better use resources in the urban sphere. However, this strategy does not
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necessarily equip them to tackle core problems attributed to resources in
urban areas. Moreover, leaning on IT/ICT may even turn Israeli cities
more vulnerable.
There seems to be no concrete evidence that Israeli cities managed to re
duce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, let alone through IT/ICT (see
related studies such as Dor & Kissinger 2017; Goldrath, Ayalon & Shechter
2015; Stossel, Kissinger & Meir 2014). Forum 15 cities have voluntarily agreed
to reduce their emissions as early as 2008 (Forum 15 n.d.) and in 2013
committed to gradually adopt the innovative Israeli green building standard
in new projects. However, most cities did not pass beyond the initial stage of
GHG emissions registry, and by 2018 only 10,500 residential units were built
according to the Israeli green building standard, with 900 buildings under
construction (MoEP 2018). Compared to the stocks of (non-green) private
and governmental building prospects, building initiatives in cities and the
resources they require are far from being sustainable.5
This reality also reflects Toch’s (2018) review that, by large, Israeli cities
tend to find solutions to narrow, specific problems rather than looking beyond
their borders for broader perspectives and other potential solutions. Israeli
cities’ ‘smart’ actions miss the bigger picture necessary to deal with core
features of sustainable resource use in – and by – cities: dramatic reduction of
GHG emissions from the built environment and transportation, circulating or
reducing – rather than increasing – resources, increasing renewable energy
instalments and speeding-up energy efficiency, among others.
On the contrary, investing in pilots for urban IT/ICT mobility manage
ment does not address the acute need to reduce the use of cars (Koren 2019).
Similarly, while some Israeli cities paved bicycle lanes to encourage lowcarbon mobility, they are often used by e-bicycles and e-scooters (usually
operated via apps), which demand energy and are used mostly by those which
do not own a car. This kind of smart solutions seems not to have a significant
impact on reducing carbon-intensive mobility in municipalities.
More concretely, Tel Aviv-Yafo is indeed a leading city in terms of ex
perimentation in mobility, urban data use and even local energy generation, but
at the same time, it does too little use of its political and economic power to
make comprehensive demands for greener buildings and infrastructures (see
discussions in Shefer 2019). Eilat provides residents with information on re
newable energy feasibility, but it might not be a practical investment for a midincome, peripheral city of its kind. Netanya promotes natural areas in the city
and experiments with smart mobility, but as one of the fastest-growing cities in
Israel, its new neighbourhoods, like many others in the country, will likely to
continue to be car-dependent and with a small share of green buildings.
Further implications of technological solutions

Fast adoption of IT/ICT leads to new challenges which cities need to
consider (Israeli cities included). An increasing share of studies claims that
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Figure 5.2 E-vehicle.
Source: photo by John Cameron by Unsplash.

relying on IT/ICT for social interactions may de-construct social systems as
we know them (e.g. Calzada & Cobo 2015). This is especially intriguing
for cities and their residents, who may face the consequences of changes in
how people consume and produce goods and services in- and of- the city.
Will Israeli cities need to invest more in easing fragmentations caused by
these new communication and consumption habits (see also Hatuka &
Zur 2019)?
Moreover, cities in and outside Israel may push for quick adoption of
far-reaching innovations such as 5G and the internet of things. Especially the
latter means, in practice, connecting every resident and her devices to larger
governmental and corporate networks and data-sets, infrastructures and ser
vices. It raises questions on cities’ abilities, roles and governmentality over
sustainability: what resources should cities invest in engaging in these devel
opments, and at what expense? Do cities gain or lose power against central
governments and corporations? Moreover, as large data-sets and smart solu
tions may demand much energy and space, how will it affect cities’ resources
use and management (see also WBGU 2019)?
Furthermore, persistent reliance on IT/ICT for urban functions and services
presents also risk and security issues from exogenous threats and system-failures
(e.g. Coaffee & Wood 2006). These concerns are of special interest to Israel,
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given its complex national security. Would cities need to invest resources and
change priorities against these threats? Would it affect their ability to promote
and/or invest in the more sustainable use of resources?
Cities as instigators for change in Israel, and their limitations

Israel has a centralist political system which formally translates to less power for
local authorities. Planning and implementing major infrastructures such as
energy, transportation and water are by large steered and managed by the
central government. In this regard, Israeli cities are not always able to find an
independent voice and may not always have the capacity to lead or implement
changes. Moreover, unlike many other developed economies, sustainable
consumption and production and addressing climate change are at their initial
stages in the Israeli public and private spheres (Tal 2017). Often, the extent of
awareness of mayors and municipal officials determine the municipality’s
sustainability efforts. Lastly, as national security plays a prominent role in Israeli
public debate, challenging IT/ICT solutions that address security may not be
easily conveyed.
Despite these restraints and given that cities can be both sites for- and in
itiators of- change towards low-carbon activities (Bulkeley, Castán Broto &
Edwards 2015), several steps may be at hand to Israeli cities, which could
prove insightful to cities elsewhere.
Cities can lead to substantial normative and behavioural changes of
resource-use through binding and non-binding measures. Despite the con
straints, Israeli cities do have room for autonomous actions in a variety of
issue-areas such as planning, regulations and investments (Dery 2002). Herzlia
and Eilat are now promoting the banning of disposable plastic utensils in beach
areas through a mix of municipal regulations and dialogue with local stake
holders (e.g. Kuriel 2018). These actions may bring more concrete results in
terms of sustainable use of resources in the municipality and set an example to
residents and other cities, than experimenting with car-sharing and smart
parking management. Likewise, Kfar Saba pioneered in using its regulatory
power to demand the covering of 50% of new commercial/industrial roofs
with greenery or solar/PV instalments (Levi 2014); as well as new initiatives
for open roofing spaces with such instalments. Moreover, Israeli cities
could take advantage of their political power by providing more stringent,
sustainable patterns of commerce (see Tel Aviv-Yafo 2017 for the city’s
voluntary Green Label initiative). Despite the limitations of these steps, they
nevertheless show how legal and political instruments could lead to profound
behavioural changes within city boundaries.
Cities can challenge central planning and policies, even in centralised sys
tems as in Israel. Shmueli, Feitelson, Furst and Hann (2015) showed how
planning schemes at Israeli local authorities altered and shaped central level
initiatives. In 2018, Haifa, the capital of the northern metropolitan area (ap
prox. one million residents), presented a plan to transform the Haifa Bay’s
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petrochemical complex to a mixed-used area of housing and (clean) industries.
The plan, drafted in cooperation with central agencies, is novel in two
ways: the will to confront influential stakeholders such as the fossil fuels
industry and the vision to design a large area according to its ecological (waterbased) characteristics rather than override them. The plan embeds balanced
development vis-à-vis climate adaptation and dramatic reduction of GHG
emissions (Levi 2019).
A similar novelty can be seen in Tel Aviv-Yafo’s plan to incorporate
Combined Cooling, Heat and Power (CCHP) instalments in new neigh
bourhoods.6 Disseminating and amplifying these efforts may have a more
significant impact on sustainable use of resources in Israeli cities than small
scale initiatives such as smart meters. In addition, cities may benefit from trends
in European cities (e.g. in Germany) which prefer density and conversion of
existing building stocks to alternative uses to reach more efficient and lean
use of resources (Reißmann & Buchert 2018).

Conclusions
This chapter questioned the often-too-rapid adoption of advanced tech
nologies to reach urban sustainability. While more data and research are
needed to more comprehensively analyse Israeli cities, the initial analysis
in this chapter suggests that smart cities in Israel, at the way they currently
operate, are not serving the function of reaching sustainability. Moreover,
they may even enhance this outcome. To avoid any doubt, the chapter
does not reject IT/ICT integration in urban systems. Instead, it suggests
that adopting and experimenting with technology should not be the
goal but rather supplementary to broader social and political priorities
to reach sustainable patterns of social and economic urban living (also
WBGU 2019).
As in Israel, IT/ICT is the holy grail for many global powers such as China,
India, Japan and Germany at national and local levels alike (e.g. Höffken &
Limmer 2019). Racing into innovation, cities in these and other countries
run the risk of ignoring or delaying treatment of main carbon-intensive
practices as well as risking vulnerability to exogenous ICT-related shocks.
Uncertainty over issues that derive from smart solutions for resources at the
urban sphere such as governmentality and legitimacy is growing, as well as
concerning changes in dependency and authority. Cities will need to address
these complexities vis-à-vis demands for urban well-being. City authorities
will benefit from considering the advantages and disadvantages that IT/ICT
innovation brings into these complex systems before they hastily adopt
innovation for the sake of being progressive or obtaining short-term political
and economic gains.
Sustainability requires profound planning and implementation that removes
or at least dramatically reduces, carbon-intensive socio-economic activities.
Utilising existing regulatory and legal mechanisms, forming coalitions to resist
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(external) bad planning and lobbying higher political levels may speed-up
reaching this goal. This is particularly, but not solely, true for cities that de
mand fast-paced development and need to deal with large stocks of resource
use and management as in Israel.
Transformation towards sustainable patterns of urban living does not require
radical changes of rules and values; but instead changes in how and when, and
perhaps with who, to use them. It is certainly not an easy task, especially for
cities in centralised systems as in Israel; and with growing needs that require
fast solutions to the challenges of urban development. Nevertheless, it might
be the smarter choice.

Notes
1 ‘Smart cities’ is often mixed with other concepts such as sustainable cities or eco-cities
(de Jong et al. 2015).
2 All data related to Israel excludes the Palestinian Authority and Gaza Strip.
3 Previously Israel Chief Scientist, this governmental agency assesses, promotes and
finances IT/ICT and innovation related to Israel. The change of title reflects the
economic and political significance of this industry in Israeli eyes.
4 See, for example, www.nytimes.com/2013/04/14/education/edlife/inside-the-technionisraels-premier-technological-institute-and-cornells-global-partner.html; and www.haifaup.
co.il (accessed 31 July 2019).
5 In March 2020 Israel’s National Planning Authority approved a gradual, mandatory
implementation of the Israeli green building standards as of mid-2021. However, it is too
early at this point to assess the impacts on urban planning and sustainability policies in
Israeli cities.
6 See www.tel-aviv.gov.il/About/Pages/energy.aspx (accessed 31 July 2019).
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Sustainable development as the
ultimate target of adopting a
nexus approach to resources
management
Serena Caucci, Lulu Zhang, Karla Locher-Krause,
and Stephan Hülsmann

Introduction and aim
Resource productivity and sustainable development:
Challenges and limitations

The United Nations’ Agenda for Sustainable Development underlines 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with 169 targets. The lack of holistic
knowledge on the interdependency between the SDGs and an interpretation of
cause-and-effect relationships that connect the SDGs enormously challenges
national policymakers that must implement that are in charge of implementing
the 2030 agenda at the national level and achieving the goals across environmental, economic, and social dimensions (Griggs et al. 2017; Dörgo et al. 2018).
The international scientific community started to measure the trade-offs and
synergies between SDGs. For this exercise, it proved helpful to make use of the
concept of the water–energy–food (WEF) nexus, which showed that when
addressing challenges like water, energy and food security, integrated approaches
to resources management across these sectors should be used and dependent
resources considered equally (Hoff 2011). The WEF nexus concept is now
starting to be implemented and is recognised as an essential tool for achieving
and monitoring progress towards SDGs (Bleischwitz et al. 2018; Hülsmann &
Ardakanian 2018).
Nevertheless, the WEF is still challenged by a few limitations, in particular
concerning comprehensive coverage of the interlinkages between sectors and
resources (Albrecht et al. 2018). Besides, nexus assessments are only starting to
address all dimensions of sustainability, including the environmental aspect, one
primary reason being that ecosystem services (WEF-E) are hardly reflected in
nexus tools (Hülsmann et al. 2019). This chapter aims to highlight the necessity
of including innovative tools in the assessment of the WEF nexus approach to
adopt resources management to achieve Sustainable development. To effectively
counteract the potential trade-offs across SDGs, holistic ecosystem management
and sustainable practices are required to increase resource productivity.
Sector-oriented resource management often neglects the potential impacts
(trade-offs and synergies) on other resources or sectors, causing less resource
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use efficiency and productivity, thus, increasing the risk of unsustainability
(Zhang & Schwärzel 2017a). Exemplification result of this management is the
food production sector and its supply that became the lead consumer of nearly
30% of the total global energy and 70% of freshwater resources (FAO 2011).
A shift from single-sector/resource-focused management to nexus-oriented
resource management is thus a more effective way to deal with the complexity
of interactions across sectors, resources, and SDGs under a changing global
context (Zhang & Schwärzel 2017b; Nilsson et al. 2018).
Food (SDG2) and water (SDG6) are closely interlinked and to achieving
higher food production to guarantee food security for an ever-growing world
population significantly depends on more water (in sufficient quality), and land
or much higher productivity is required. For productions of quality food,
fertile soils and clean water are necessary. However, boosting crop yields in
food production implies an intensification of agricultural practices which typically goes along with land and water degradation. Contemporarily, the
agriculture produce, biomass and agricultural wastes are potentially a source of
renewable energy that creates competition between food (SDG2) and energy
(SDG7) security over the same land and water resources. Moreover, using
agricultural waste for energy instead of implementing composting and
mulching may also decrease soil fertility in the long term.
Boosting the production of food and energy crops, even if primarily
achieved by increased efficiency (thus without extending agricultural areas at
the expense of natural forests and other terrestrial ecosystems) may compromise ecosystem services supply if not achieved sustainably. It may also compromise the social dimension of sustainability, for example, if working
conditions and social standards in the agriculture sector are poor. The intrinsic
trade-off briefly outlined for the WEF nexus clearly shows that resource
productivity/efficiency only partially represents sustainability which should
instead be understood in a broader sense.

WEF-E: Mitigating trade-offs between resource
productivity and sustainable resource management
Demand for natural resources utilisation has reached dangerous limits threatening ecosystem functions together with the services that they provide to
support essential human well-being (Foley et al. 2011). Evidence from natural
system modifications shows that farmlands dominate 38% of the global surface
and these sectors (energy and agriculture) are likely to remain dominant drivers
of change (Zabel et al. 2019). This increased demand and competition for
resources together with the current degradation of land and water systems
make clear the need for action at different levels to mitigate natural resources
depletion. Understanding how the ongoing land-use change and socioeconomic transitions can be turned from a challenge into an opportunity is
critical to achieve sustainable development. As highlighted by the United
Nations during the recent High-Level Policy Forum (HLPF 2018), such a
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challenge though needs to be tackled if Sustainable development goals (SDGs)
have to be implemented. The reason of the disparities between the social
demand and the total capacity of ecosystems to provide goods lies in (1) the so
far adopted non-holistic natural resource management and in (2) missing
measurable involvement of the society both in terms of participation and
benefits (Seppelt et al. 2011; Mach et al. 2015; Hülsmann et al. 2019).
The ecosystem services approach addresses the interconnection between
ecosystem services supply and societal demands, providing critical information to
disentangle the interconnection between sections (nexus assessments).
Furthermore, the approach seeks for a better understanding of the components
and functions of socioecological systems, by separating the multiple services and
benefits from ecosystems taking into consideration trade-offs and synergies
within them (Carpenter & Folke 2006; Rockström et al. 2009; Cord et al. 2017).
The information contained in the trade-off and synergies put on the value the
importance of ecosystem services for human well-being. Such information are
obviously essential for integrated resources management and central element in
nexus assessments (for example, De Strasser et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017). The
integration of ecosystem service would thus turn the WEF nexus into a WEF-E
nexus (Carmona Moreno et al. 2018).
However, thus far, this has hardly been practised or implemented
(Hülsmann et al. 2019). In this context, considerations of the spatial and
temporal scale are crucial since ecosystem functions and processes are scaledependent (Grêt-Regamey et al. 2014; Raudsepp-Hearne & Peterson 2016).

The need to integrate ecosystem service modelling
As mentioned above, on a conceptual level, it is well established that ecosystem services need to be included in nexus assessments. One primary
reason why this has thus far not and if, only rudimentarily, established, is that
ecosystem services are not adequately reflected in nexus tools. In general,
considering several interconnected resources and sectors and the respective
processes, fluxes, and actors involved requires making use of appropriate
nexus tools for their assessments. Currently, a high and increasing number of
tools is available and in use. Such tools include newly designed models addressing the WEF nexus (Kaddoura & El Khatib 2017) as well as the
water–energy nexus (Dai et al. 2018) or established tools and concepts which
are reframed in nexus context (e.g. life cycle assessment tools). Model frameworks coupling multiple sector-oriented models for nexus assessments are
also part of nexus tools.
Nevertheless, the ecosystem perspective was primarily ignored (Howells
et al. 2013). Likewise, Albrecht et al. (2018) concluded from an in-depth
analysis of current nexus models that all of them fail to consider critical
interlinkages, ecosystem services being among the neglected aspects. This
fact is of relevance because the supply of one or more ecosystem services
could underpin the impact on several SDGs and sectors.
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However, some recent case studies and assessments do explicitly account for
(specific) ecosystem services within nexus assessments (Martinez-Hernandez et al.
2017; Karabulut et al. 2018; Hanes et al. 2018) based on newly developed tools. At
least conceptually, potential pathways on how to better integrate ecosystem services
into nexus tools have been proposed (Hülsmann et al. 2019). The main argument
for doing that is the need to cover all aspects of sustainability (social, economic and
environmental) and address the interconnected SDGs in a comprehensive manner.
As argued before (Hettiarachchi & Ardakanian 2016; Hülsmann & Ardakanian
2018; Liu et al. 2018), adopting a nexus approach will be instrumental in achieving
SDGs. Any effort towards integrative approaches (e.g. WEF nexus) should be
appreciated and will facilitate the unlocking of synergies and minimising trade-offs,
thus increasing resource productivity. Ultimately, however, as long as environmental aspects are largely ignored, sustainability is not ‘complete’ and respective
SDGs, e.g. SDG 13 (climate action), SDG 14 (life below water) and SDG 15 (life
on land) not adequately addressed. Therefore, the WEF nexus should be extended
to a WEFE nexus. With regard to nexus tools, this implies making use of a wide
range of models, combine and couple them as required, considering the ecosystem
perspective. The choice of the most appropriate (suite of ) model(s) might be facilitated by respective model platforms providing detailed information about
available tools (Mannschatz et al. 2016).

The need to integrate participatory approaches
Another sustainability dimension typically neglected in nexus assessments is the
social one. Addressing it requires adopting a participatory approach (Caucci &
Hettiarachchi 2017; Benavides et al. 2019). Linking the complexity of participatory processes to their outcomes to the societal impact of resource management is thus fundamental when targeting Sustainable Development.
Implementation of WEF nexus and the ecosystem services approach can
also be fostered by governance practices and participation which are used
across different scales when resource management is applied. The participatory
components toward Nexus oriented solutions base their effectiveness on the
tight interaction between societal stakeholders and resource evidence-based
decisions. If properly performed, the outcome of this approach is more socially
robust management, actionable knowledge, or sustainable actions (Wiek et al.
2012; de Jong et al. 2016).
Unfortunately, while most nexus research-oriented studies call for theoretic
stakeholder participation, empirical evidence on co-creation of action-oriented
measures are often missing. The lack of action-oriented measures is aften due to
little guidance on how to integrate this tool into the nexus assessment when
stakeholders and their role has to be defined. Roidt and Avellán (2019) showed
how limited resource management has been when stakeholders are not considered
fully into the nexus assessment. The mere biophysical scale of resource management (tools) is insufficient to capture interests and social relations of actors that
are not directly confined in the physical boundaries defined by the studies, and
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thus a multi-scalar approach should be used (Benavides et al. 2019). Moreover,
natural resources management intrinsically own a high level of ‘wickedness’ that
could slow down the deployment of policies addressing resource management in a
Nexus perspective. Governance participatory approaches are thus a valuable instrument to target Sustainable Development (Kirschke et al. 2018). The explicit
representation of this approach in nexus tools could reduce the risk of overlooking
barriers impacting the definition of nexus oriented-solutions that instead aim at
balancing resource productivity and natural resource management.

Reconsidering the WEF nexus approach under other lenses
Exemplification of concepts in case studies often helps in highlighting good
practices and supports the identification of shortcomings (UNU-FLORES
2016; Hettiarachchi et al. 2019). As environmental resources such as water,
soil, and waste become increasingly exposed to the impacts of climate change
and socio-economic pressure, nexus assessment must go beyond outdated
resource management approaches that ignore this interdependence. With the
below examples, we intend thus to analyse the helpfulness of the nexus approach toward Sustainable Development. At the same time, criticism to the
approach as well as a suggestion for its implementation via the integration of
newer nexus tools will be provided.
Case study 1

This case study examines water reuse in agriculture and multipurpose sustainable wastewater management as an application of the nexus approach. The
content is based on ‘Safe Use of Wastewater in Agriculture: Good Practice
Examples’ (UNU-FLORES 2016).
Water reuse and wastewater management have a direct impact on the availability
and quality of resources such as water and soil when reused in agriculture.
Wastewater used in irrigation not only addresses the water demand in waterstressed areas but also helps us ‘recycle’ the nutrients in it. Sustainable solutions that
consider interdependencies when water is managed and reused are exemplified in
two projects namely SludgeTec (Resource recovery from wastewater in the
Americas – Assessing the Water-Soil-Waste Nexus) and SUWA (Safe Use of
Wastewater in Agriculture). The two projects employ a Nexus Approach that focus
on understanding resource flows across different scales. The Nexus-assessment
performed in the project includes a participatory approach for sustainable decisionoriented options aiming at buffering water scarcity and poor wastewater management. Using this methodology, 16 case studies in the Global South were analysed
and results revealed the potential benefits and implications for other sectors and
resources, and related SDGs such as health (SDG 3) and food production (SDG 2),
thus maximising the co-benefits. Among the sixteen cases analysed, the challenges
that the countries had to face at the interface of water, soil, and waste were not
unique. The problem in most of the case studies was not the lack of knowledge and
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resource but rather poor data management, incoherent policy definition for sustainable resource management and the lack of holistic governance enforcement.
In detail, two of the case studies (Mexico and Guatemala) were analysed via
multi-method research that combines the baseline description of the case, the
definition of the desired target state (sustainable use and management of wastewater) and pathways towards their achievement while applying the nexus approach (UNU-FLORES 2016). The assessment had a transdisciplinary profile,
and it has integrated sustainability assessment, social network analysis and wickedness analysis. The application of this approach yielded orientations for action
much beyond technical implementation and definition of financial models
(Hettiarachchi et al. 2018), and it instead, recommended actions toward a better
information collection system and improved information sharing among actors for
better decision making. The recommendations provided after the study allowed
local stakeholders to take up the ownership of their solution paths and contributed
to the resolution of technical issues. Innovative solutions to overcome the nonsustainable water uses have been raised by the participatory process and a citizen
observatory for the community–based monitoring system was voted as the best
solution in Guatemala, while an open neighbourhood discussion forum and digital
media campaign were established by the stakeholders in Mexico.
These two cases clearly show the benefits of an integrated approach both
in terms of increased resource efficiency and acceptance of changes. However,
the impact of wastewater irrigation practices on the groundwater ecosystem
or the impact of wastewater management on public health has been not fully
considered. This mainly related to the siloed thinking approach used to identify
trade-off and synergies or by the lack of integration of participatory approaches
when management practices of resources were enforced. In the future, changes
toward a more holistic decision making and management strategies for implementation measures should take place considering the ecosystem services
involved in such changes. The SUWA initiative and SludgeTec projects, despite
the limitation on ecosystem service inclusion, do provide recommendations on
the sustainably accepted solution in terms of management. The projects are also
highlighting the need of newer cooperation among ministerial sectors that would
include more holistic management of resources thus capitalising on the synergies
that these resources could provide to the society in the long run (Caucci &
Hettiarachchi 2017). SludgeTec project also indicates co-participatory accepted
solutions as a node for a sustainable development and resulting from a multidisciplinary framework assessment. These solutions range between technical
accepted solution, social inclusion and data availability improvement that should
be addressed via publicly available databases and platforms.
Case study II

This case study examines integrated reservoir management in the Durance-Verdon
basin, France, as an application of a WEF nexus approach. The content is based on
Hülsmann, Rinke, Paul and Diez Santos (in press).
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Reservoirs increasingly serve multiple uses and provide diverse types of
ecosystem services: water is needed for irrigation for crop production, for
domestic and industrial use, aquaculture, energy production and storage,
ecosystem services, recreation and navigation. Also, storage capacity is required for flood control and drought management. All of these concurring and
partly competing water uses need to be considered to maximise co-benefits,
minimise trade-offs and deliver services in a synergetic way. This balancing
needs to take the temporal variability of water demands as well as site-specific
priorities into account. Reservoir management, therefore, requires adopting a
nexus approach. Considering the multiple uses of multipurpose hydropower
reservoirs in a comprehensive way was the aim of an initiative by Électricité de
France (EDF) and the World Water Council (WWC). The SHARE concept
(Branche 2017) was proposed as a framework to address the issue of competing
for water uses in reservoirs where hydropower is one of them. In this context,
SHARE stands for Sustainability approach for all users, Higher efficiency and
equity among all sectors, Adaptability for all solutions, River basin perspective
for all and Engaging all stakeholders, issues which are all considered essential
for a nexus approach.
Among the twelve case studies analysed, the Durance-Verdon basin in
France was one of the few indeed multifunctional cases covering virtually all
possible uses, demonstrating clear co-benefits and synergies. Drinking water
provision, irrigation and tourism were important uses creating benefits, including jobs in the region. Via integrated management water demand by irrigation was decreased by 30%, indicating that governance structures and
implemented management schemes, including tariff systems and economic
incentives, effectively supported resource use efficiency. Overall, it was shown
that the non-power benefits were considerably higher than hydropower
benefits alone.
The case of a multipurpose reservoir in the Durance-Verdon basin clearly
shows the benefits of integrated management in terms of increased resource
efficiency. A neglected aspect was, however, the impacts on ecosystems, mainly
related to the disruptive effects of dams. The impact on the ecosystem is a major
argument against dams in general, and thus the risk of damaging the ecosystem
must be addressed during the planning phase. Once established, the barrier
effect can only partly be compensated. However, other adverse effects, e.g.
alterations in the thermal regime of the river system can be minimised by
managing the discharge from several depth horizons if variable outlets are
available (Weber et al. 2017). The SHARE initiative, despite showing casespecific decision on how to allocate water between the different uses and users,
provides valuable indications on suitable institutional arrangements to improve
the sustainability of water resource management, e.g. basin committees. The case
studies also indicate suitable management tools, ranging from planning documents and guidelines to tariff systems and data sharing policies and platforms.
The case studies outlined above, albeit targeting quite different systems, clearly
demonstrate the benefits of integrated resources management in terms of increased
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resource use efficiency. They also provide evidence on the importance of stakeholder involvement and a governance dimension of the nexus (Hettiarachchi
et al. 2018). Similar to the conclusion drawn by Hülsmann et al. (2019),
the ecosystem perspective was, however, neglected in both cases. Concerning
wastewater irrigation, environmental impacts, e.g. on groundwater quality
(Caucci & Hettiarachchi 2018; Jampani et al. 2018) or health (Caucci & Meyer
2017) were thus far not fully considered. In the case of reservoir management,
notwithstanding various benefits for several sectors, the environmental impacts
were not considered in the assessment offered by Branche (2017).
Overall, the cases demonstrate that a cross-sectoral or Nexus Approach, such
as WEF or the Water-Soil-Waste (WSW), enhances the synergies towards
achieving the SDGs by improving the use-efficiency of natural resources,
closing carbon and nutrient cycles and recycling waste as well as balancing the
supply and demand of ecosystem services (Lal 2015). However, the success of
the implementation largely depends on the coordination across sectors and
society, in which a unified understanding of the interdependence of SDGs
and shared benefits among users, stakeholders, and politicians must be reached
(Zhang & Schwärzel 2017b; Benavides et al. 2019).
To this end, we need to focus on integrative approaches of different interlinking sectors which offer sustainable solutions and adaptive strategies to ensure
food, energy and water supply for the future, which was the fundamental
motivation behind the nexus concept (Hoff 2011). Here, we argue that too
often the focus of nexus assessments was on increasing resource use efficiency,
neglecting the environmental and social dimensions and the inherent trade-offs.
Sustainable Development indeed calls for a nexus approach to resources management that, while certainly aiming at increased productivity, considers all
dimensions of sustainability at the level considered suitable (local, regional, and
global) for the nexus case.

Conclusions
The need to consider the social and environmental dimensions in the
implementation of the nexus approach for sustainable development

A vital component of achieving solutions is to define the roots of the problems and deal with them instead of mitigating their consequences
(Husemann et al. 2013). For this, improved monitoring, modelling, and
projecting technologies are essential to facilitate a common understanding of
the problem and provide decision-makers and stakeholders with more precise and accurate information regarding trade-offs on ecosystem services
(Zhang & Schwärzel 2017b; Benavides et al. 2019). The aspect of achieving a
common understanding is indeed essential to ensure the success of the implementation of management initiatives. Identifying the appropriate mix of
stakeholders is one crucial step which can be aided by social network analysis
(Kurian et al. 2018; Avellán et al. 2019).
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Co-creation and sharing of knowledge can be achieved using various tools
to ensure stakeholders participation, to first to define the nexus problem and
later to identify potential sustainable solutions. The first step can, for example,
be supported by workshops, round tables and serious thematic games ( Johnson
& Karlberg 2017; Mochizuki et al. 2018; Benavides et al. 2019), the second
step may involve participatory modelling (Smajgl 2018). Tools for both steps
should ideally consider all dimensions of sustainability. The use of tools and
co-participatory approaches gives confidence that nexus approaches would be
a better way for developing adaptive solutions and measures for resource
management, ultimately, ensuring sustainable development.

Recommendations
This chapter aims to highlight the necessity of including innovative tools in the
assessment of the WEF nexus approach to adopt resources management to
achieve Sustainable development. To effectively counteract the potential tradeoffs across SDGs, holistic ecosystem management and sustainable practices are
required to increase resource productivity. However, the ecosystem perspective,
essential for sustainable resources management, has been identified as a missing
element within earlier nexus assessments. Integrating the environmental (i.e.
ecosystem services) and social dimensions (i.e. participatory approaches) are
crucial in WEF assessments and an improvement of Nexus tools implemented.
This would guarantee both the impact of resource management in the society
and the social and political dimensions of water, energy, and food. Participatory
methods to engage researchers, practitioners, local decision-makers, and communities provide knowledge-sharing activities that contribute to the coproduction of solutions. Participatory methods are also able to measure sociopolitical context for resources efficiency management and ultimately when
ecosystem services will be fully considered sustainable development.
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The water–energy nexus
of Brazil’s hydropower
Theodoros Semertzidis and Raimund Bleischwitz

Introduction: the heat is on
The water–energy nexus is a glaring example of resource interdependencies
among the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
water needs energy to reach final consumers, and energy supply needs water
for cooling and other purposes. Pursuing the SDGs on water (SDG 6) and
energy (SDG 7) in a silo-type of planning could accelerate risks of water stress
and power outages. Attempts to increase resource productivity, in line with
the overarching aim of this book and SDG 12, will need to take those
interdependencies into account. Our contribution assesses the water use of
hydropower in Brazil, i.e. the water dimension of the most relevant energy
source in a large emerging economy.
Brazil has a track record in sustainability through hosting the two Earth
Summits in 1992 and 2012 as well as through its success in generating
renewable energy. The 2018 edition of the Yale Environmental Performance
Index puts Brazil ahead of China and India, suggesting a remarkable focus on
sustainability in previous years. A case in point is Brazil’s high share in hy
droelectricity. However, hydroelectricity becomes a risky and much-contested
source of energy. The severe droughts in the Southeast of the country in
2014–2015, along with the prolonged drought since 2012 in the Northeast,
have unveiled water availability issues that affect the electricity sector, among
others, and raised concerns. The crucial importance of this relationship
between water and energy is increasingly recognised for future development,
but there is a lack of integrated methodological approaches and well-defined
metrics. This chapter contributes to a more holistic understanding of the nexus
and an Integrated Resource Policy by assessing water evaporation for elec
tricity generation in Brazil. The methodology used for evaporation and water
footprint estimation was based on work by Semertzidis (2019). In the broader
sense, this contributes to understanding the water cycle, climate impacts, and
how it will affect the use of both water and energy in the future. Accordingly,
we also discuss the results of a novel scenario analysis for the future of Brazil.
Finally, our contribution concludes on the usefulness of this case for the
broader narrative of sustainable development and resource productivity.
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The evidence base: droughts, energy, and the water cycle
In 2014–2015 Brazil (and more specifically, the Southeast and Midwest) faced its
worst drought in 40 years, which resulted in decreased reservoir capacities and
consequently hydropower consumption decrease. Inhabitants and the agri
culture sector suffered due to the lack of water, while blackouts hit cities like
Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo due to weak hydroelectricity generation and high
demand for services (for example, use of air conditioning due to high tem
peratures). To partly alleviate the problem, the assistance of burning more fossil
fuels were required since they are used as a back-up energy source in Brazil.
Brazil faced several droughts in the past years, and it is anticipated that this
trend will continue and increase in intensity and frequency, mainly in the
Northeast of Brazil due to climate change (World Bank 2013). Water
availability, in general, is recognised as being an issue for Brazil. This
alarming for the electricity sector, since the hydroelectric production in
Brazil historically accounts for more than 70% of the country’s electricity
supply matrix, with a capacity of 91.348 GW in 2014. An additional
31.7 GW of capacity was expected to be installed, as of 2014, in the northern
region to match with the country’s growing economy (Westin et al. 2014).
The primary strategy of the Brazilian government so far has been an ex
pansion of energy supply via the construction of the large-scale hydropower
plants in Santo Antonio (3,150 MW) and Jirau (3,300 MW) on Madeira River,
and Belo Monte (11,233 MW) on Xingu River, all three being in the Amazon
Basin (Andrade Guerra et al. 2015). So, would the water be available to fuel the
hydroelectricity demand of the future?

The water system and a water budget analysis
This apparent relationship between water and electricity needs to be explored:
while research investigates into energy demand, little has been done to
understand water availability and the water cycle at the beginning of the
delivery chain. Comparing it with the broader resource productivity debate,
this gap is comparable to overlooking essential mining conditions. A concept
to assess water more comprehensively and the interlinkages with energy is
needed. The resource nexus (Bleischwitz et al. 2018) could, in theory, fit the
role of such a concept/approach since it attempts to integrate important aspects
of sustainable development. Water and energy interconnections, or the
water–energy nexus (WEN), are part of the overall resource nexus thinking,
and it is important that they are treated together rather than separately and as
distinct resources with their ensuing issues. This way of thinking could help to
identify critical tensions between the two resources, highlighting possible
synergies, and in turn, providing solutions to pressing problems. A more in
tegrated resource policy would, thus, seek to address water availability along
the whole life cycle, beginning with withdrawal and supply onto multiple
users and potential re-use.
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The depletion of water is highly dependent on the regional and global
climate conditions, and it is also site-specific. Hence, ideally, analysis of a
hydroelectric system should be done on regional scales with some international
and global connections. Also, the fact that the generation of electricity is
highly time relevant, deems it important to use a maximum daily time step.
Finally, each relevant power plant and water reservoir should be analysed
individually. Research needs to quantify as accurately as possible the move
ment of water in, through and out of a specific volume of water, which makes
it feasible to gain knowledge about the availability of water for future planning
and decision-making. This type of analysis is achieved through a water budget
(or balance). To do a water budget analysis and address the operation of a
hydroelectric plant, it is essential to treat the process in a dynamic way since
the main variables (precipitation, evaporation and river flow) are all dynamic
in nature.
A landmark in recognising the impact of hydroelectricity on water resources
was the ‘Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change
Mitigation’ by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in
2012. The reason for the increased attention was the wide range of estimates
on water consumption per unit of energy generated by hydropower plants, but
also because these values were considerably more significant than those for all
other technologies (Semertzidis et al. 2018). Torcellini et al. (2003) estimated
it to be from 0 to 18,000 gallons per MWh (68.14 m3/MWh). This wide
range in values indicates the difficulty to estimate water use factors for hy
droelectricity that could be universally applicable. The main consumption
comes from evaporation from large reservoirs, which though can be multipurpose, storing water for agriculture, industrial or domestic use as well as for
power production (Healy et al. 2015). Thus, water losses cannot only be
attributed to power generation purposes alone. However, the vast majority of
Brazilian hydropower reservoirs are solely used for electricity generation,
which simplifies the problem in this particular case.
As of early 2019, the only existing analysis for all hydroelectric plants/re
servoirs in Brazil is that by the Operator of the National Electricity System
(ONS) in 2004. Since the climate is changing and evaporation is a dynamic
process, the importance of estimating it anew was of great importance for our
work. The results of the present study showed that the evaporation of some
reservoirs estimated in this research was closely related to that by ONS.
However, other reservoirs had a significant difference of even 300 mm per
year, which shows the importance of having frequent evaporation estimations.
A model calculating evaporation and water consumption of hydropower, as
well as performing a water budget analysis for individual reservoirs, states, and
regions was created and used for 218 reservoirs. The model and the analysis
were designed and delivered in such a way as to overcome spatial and temporal
issues that inhibit water models to be meaningfully linked to energy models.
The time step for evaporation and water consumption is hourly, and for the
water budget analysis daily, while the spatial boundaries used are political,
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although hydrological boundaries were also used for the purpose of estimating
future projections of river flows. The result is a novel assessment of Brazil’s
water budget for hydroelectricity and a tool for scenario analysis. Detailed
future climatic scenarios for the reservoirs were created to perform a future
scenario analysis of the main hydropower system of Brazil. The results and
their meaning for Brazil, but also generally, are discussed to offer insight
regarding policy implications for the future of hydropower.

Results of scenario analysis: high risks in the
North and Northeast
The period chosen for the future projections analysis was 2015–2049. The
main inputs for the water model are temperature, incoming short-wave
radiation, wind speed, precipitation, and river flow.
Based on projections by IPCC and Marengo et al. (2011), the temperature
in Brazil will rise within a range of 1 to about 4 °C until 2050. The exact
increase is difficult to project, and so are the variations within the country
itself and from season to season. Based on these projections, it was decided to
create two different scenarios for evaporation estimation, using an increase of
2 °C and another of 3 °C until 2049, which lie in the middle of the projections
above. At the same time, specific projections for incoming short-wave ra
diation and wind speed do not exist in literature. Based on a sensitivity analysis
of evaporation, it was decided that the 2 °C scenario will be accompanied by
an increase of 0.5 MJ/m2 for incoming short-wave radiation and an increase of
0.5 m/s for wind speed. Additionally, the 3 °C scenario will be accompanied
by an increase of 1 MJ/m2 for incoming short-wave radiation and an increase
of 1 m/s for wind speed. The first scenario will accompany the two different
scenarios selected for precipitation.
The projections for precipitation are more complicated than the ones about
temperature, since climate models have uncertainties about the direction of
change and detailed impacts, especially since the weather patterns in Brazil are
so inconsistent due to the meteorological phenomena present in the region.
Generally, the IPCC projected reduced precipitation in the North, with a
potential increase over other parts of the country. Also, the Northeast will
have decreases, according to Marengo et al. (2016). Finally, Reboita et al.
(2014) projected trends of negative precipitation in the more northern region
of the country of –1.5 to –2.5 mm/day and increases in the Southeast and
South of ~1.5 mm/day in the period 2070–2100. These values are in agree
ment with Marengo et al. (2016). Since precipitation projections are difficult,
it was decided to have four different scenarios of precipitation/river flows, of
which two will be presented here. The first one is based on the GCM miroc5
(World Bank n.d.), which projects an extreme upward precipitation future of
1858 mm (from 1439 mm in the period 2010–2015) for the period 2016–2039
and 1865 mm for the period 2040–2049. The second one is based on the
GCM ipsl_cm5a_mr (World Bank n.d.), which projects an extreme
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downward precipitation future of 1190 mm (from 1439 mm in the period
2010–2015) for the period 2016–2039 and 1225 mm for the period
2040–2049. The reason these two scenarios were selected is that they present
extreme upward and downward precipitation.
The first two parts of Figure 7.1 show the annual progression of evaporation
from 2015 through to 2049 for the two scenarios created. There is an in
creasing trend for evaporation for both scenarios, mainly due to temperature
increases, along with incoming short-wave radiation and wind speed. The
progression of the lines in both scenarios is similar, but the difference lies in
the values themselves. Both scenarios share the same values for 2015, which is
the base year, and then there is a 3–4 mm upward difference every year, except
for the South that has 2–4 mm, from scenario one to scenario two. In the
35-year period, the increase of evaporation has been most prominent in the
North with an overall increase of about 103 mm more for scenario two than
scenario one. The least increase was in the South with 77 mm. Overall, for a
1 °C increase in temperature, a 0.5 MJ/m2 increase in incoming short-wave
radiation, and a 0.5 m/s increase in wind speed, the average difference
between the two scenarios for the country was just over 90 mm in total.
The second two parts of Figure 7.1 show the monthly evaporation for the
period 2015–2049 for scenarios one and two. The graphs for both scenarios
are similar, with the difference lying in small increments throughout the year.
Evaporation is rising for every month of the year, with September–February
seeing the largest rise in both cases. The average rise per month of the year
is from 3.38 mm per month in the South to 4.41 mm in the North, with the
country’s average being 3.9 mm. The North had increases from 3.7 mm in

Figure 7.1 Annual evaporation results from scenario one (top left) and scenario two (top
right), monthly evaporation results from scenarios one (bottom left) and scenario
two (bottom right), for the period 2015–2049.
Source: Semertzidis (2019).
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February to 5 mm in August, while the South from 1.75 mm in June to
4.6 mm in February. An interesting observation is that all regions have their
minimum evaporation in June, except the North that has it in February. Also,
the maximum evaporation occurs in December or January for the Northeast,
Southeast and South, October for the Midwest, and September for the North.

More results: increasing water footprints
The first two parts of Figure 7.2 show the water footprint per region for the
two different scenarios of precipitation (and river flows) for the period
2015–2049. The general trend in both scenarios is an increase in water
footprint values for years with similar conditions. This is due to the steady
increase in evaporation, which in turn increases the consumption of water. In
the first scenarios, the North has the highest water footprint, whereas in the
second scenario the Northeast has a higher one. Also, the Midwest’s footprint
is comparable to the Southeast’s in both scenarios. The reason why this is
happening is that these two regions share hydrographic regions and river flow
is more important than precipitation above the reservoirs (Semertzidis 2019).
The South has, in both scenarios, the lowest footprint.
The second two parts of Figure 7.2 show the monthly water footprint for
the two scenarios for the 2015–2049 period. In general, the graphs have similar
shaped lines. In both scenarios, water footprint values of all regions are closer
in December–February, and the values of all regions are further apart during
June–August. As was shown in the first two parts of Figure 7.2 as well, the
North and the Northeast have the highest footprint values throughout the

Figure 7.2 Annual water footprint results from scenario one (top left) and scenario two (top
right), monthly evaporation results from scenarios one (bottom left) and scenario
two (bottom right), for the period 2015–2049.
Source: Semertzidis (2019).
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year, with the Midwest and the Southeast following, and the South having the
lowest values all year round. The Northeast, the Midwest and the Southeast
have their lowest footprint values in June, the South in June and July, and the
North in March. On the other hand, the highest values occur in September for
the Northeast and the Southeast, in October for the Midwest, in December
for the South, and in August for the North.
Decreased water availability in the future could deem electricity production
impossible to about 20% of certain months in the North, 30% in the Southeast,
and 35% in the Northeast. Such months could potentially occur more fre
quently in the North and the Northeast. An integrated analysis with the IDA3
energy–water–land model developed by Spataru (2018), showed that Brazil as
a whole would not face serious electricity supply issues if investments are
targeted towards more regionally adapted hydropower, assisted by wind and
solar as well as by better interconnections.

Discussion: regional disparities throughout Brazil
The results show the importance of evaporation for the water cycle when
hydropower analyses need to be carried out. Seasonality is an important aspect
that research and planning should take into account locations about future
plants. We also stress that the evaporation rate is not going to increase uni
formly throughout the year, making extremes through the seasons more
prominent. As the situation stands, the South and Southeast of Brazil seem
to have more sufficient reservoirs. Based on our evaporation assessment, the
Northeast seems less suitable for hydropower plants. The North’s and the
Northeast’s evaporation rates will likely increase more than in other regions, a
factor that needs to be taken seriously into account for future planning.
The water footprint results showed that there is no ‘normal’ footprint value
that can be used for all reservoirs. On the contrary, each reservoir should be
assessed individually, which will allow more accurate comparisons with similar
plants and their performance. One important finding was that the inundated
area in relation to electricity produced is the key to designing an efficient
reservoir/power plant. The South’s footprint values are better compared to all
other regions in Brazil, and they should be taken as the golden standard and
something to strive for. The Southeast also normally performs well, but in
times of droughts, water availability causes a large increase in footprint values,
which also affects the country as a whole. The North and the Northeast do not
have good water footprint values compared to other regions, which means that
they suffer during times of reduced water availability, but also that the plants
themselves were not built to be particularly efficient.
Future hydroelectricity plans should undergo a more strict water impact
assessment. Furthermore, except in an extreme precipitation future, water
footprint values for existing plants will most likely rise in all regions, which can
magnify problems that some plants already have. From an energy perspective,
this underlines the need for grid connections and seasonal back-up supply
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provisions. Hence it would be useful to assess whether an increase in capacity
of some existing plants is possible. Alternatively, the water might be used for
other purposes and investments in other electricity sources should be under
taken. Finally, once again, seasonality is important and extremes within the
year will become more extreme. New capacity within the country should be
sited in order to avoid as much as possible for too many reservoirs being
affected at the same time.
An outlook for Brazil

The plans for hydropower have changed numerous times in the past in Brazil;
the recent change in the government via the presidency of Jair Bolsonaro
indicates less emphasis on environmental policy in general. However, energy
security and water stress should be high on the agenda of any government, and
hydropower will continue playing an important role. The two most prominent
plans have been to either invest further into expansion in the North (Amazon),
or more on smaller run-of-the-river plants all over the country. Both options
have positives and negatives. Run-of-the-river plants cause significantly fewer
environmental problems, but on the other hand, decrease the resilience of the
whole system since they cannot withhold any water for times of need. Because
of this, run-of-the-river plants are a direct contradiction to energy security.
Constructing and operating a hydropower plant/reservoir needs to be done
under strict regulations to protect the environment and human settlements.
Plans need to be devised with adaptation in mind as well. Continuing with
large reservoirs in the North of the country is also in direct contradiction
with adaptation principles, because there is an overwhelming reliance on
hydropower, with water being highly volatile due to climate change.
Furthermore, although most of the capacity factor values are within reason,
what is striking is that the majority of the expansion, located in the North will
have an average of 0.476, which is low compared to the rest of the country
(Semertzidis 2019), and low compared to South American values. One of
the biggest criticisms of the new Belo Monte power plant has faced is its low
capacity factor of just over 0.4, meaning that the average capacity factor ex
pected in the North is maintained below 0.5 (Semertzidis 2019). Future policy
should thus have a regional angle on the water–energy nexus in the North and
Northeast with innovation on the capacity factor.
Our analysis of the water–energy nexus calls for an overhaul of the elec
tricity system of Brazil, with the involvement of experts and stakeholders. The
country has a huge wind energy potential in the Northeast and the South, and
one could further investigate into solar energy, useful forms of bioenergy and
other nature-based solutions. An integrated resource policy with more resilient
hydropower, complemented by upscaling wind and solar, could be a sus
tainable pathway for Brazil. It would need to be assisted by appropriate
modelling analysis and participatory integrated resource planning, taking into
account adaptation to decreased water availability. A regionally diversified
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capacity, in combination with better infrastructure, would mitigate risks for
the country’s future. Beyond electricity, other forms of water use such as
agriculture and food, private households and industry will need more research
too via advanced nexus assessments. Adapting to climate and social changes,
while innovating on the productivity of water and electricity and its dis
tribution are the keys for long-term resilience. We also wish to stress the
importance of addressing water in the broader resource productivity debate.
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Education, sustainable
development and resource
management
Katrin Kohl and Charles A. Hopkins

Introduction: today’s approach to resource management in
the economy
The goal of almost every country is to grow its economy and provide better
living conditions for its citizens. Many nations have mainly been successful
in these attempts. While the global population continues to grow (UNDESA
2019), the combined gross domestic product GDP) is growing even faster,
indicating that globally the available total of goods and services per capita is
increasing at an astonishing rate (UNDESA/UNCTAD 2019).
The unprecedented development reflected in GDP continues to happen
although humankind’s growth has long exceeded the Earth’s carrying capacity,
i.e. the ability of the natural systems to support life without environmental
degradation. It is estimated the carrying capacity was exceeded around 1976
(Wackernagel et al. 2002). The Earth’s population at that time was a little over
4 billion and the total gross domestic product was USD 6.4 trillion (World
Bank 2019a, 2019b). By 2018, the population reached 7.6 billion people.
However, the accompanying gross domestic product expanded proportionally
at a much faster rate, exceeding USD 80 trillion (World Bank 2019a, 2019b).
Is this of concern?
Collectively, our lifestyles are greatly enhanced by the burgeoning services
provided but at a considerable cost to the environment and draw-down to the
natural resources. With humans becoming the dominating force in impacting
the planet, it is accepted that through human impact on the planet we are entering
the yet unprecedented era of the Anthropocene.
Today’s economies, while experiencing this remarkable enhanced pace
in their developments, are still highly dependent on the use of natural
resources (European Commission 2011). Even with our new-found
awareness of global transformations of fundamental life-sustaining natural
processes, the removal of non-renewable resources, and the depositing
of harmful man-made substances in crucial areas, there is little global
discussion or accompanying action initiated to aim at a limit to this
exponential economic growth.
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The interdependence of accelerated economic growth and
fading natural resources
The unfettered growth dilemma has long been known. Reaching international
attention in 1962 with her book Silent Spring, Rachel Carson drew the connection between economic growth and development with environmental
degradation (Carson 1962). When the concept of limits to growth in the
context of natural resources was first discussed in the late 1960s by Donella
and Dennis Meadows (Meadows et al. 1972), the counter-argument was that
scarcity of resources would lead to rising prices. Higher resulting market prices
would drive the demand for alternatives to the current (natural) resource and
new services, or products would emerge to solve any shortage. But this market
theory only works for resources that are replaceable by substitutes.
To date, we are not able to create substitutes for many of the natural resources
that are in heavy use or threat by today’s economies. Problems abound with
substituting breathable air, potable water, oil, natural gas, phosphorus, minerals, etc.
If even possible to re-create, the substitute often comes at a higher price and with
further – frequently negative – implications. Additionally, in creating the substitute
yet another indirectly related resource impact is to be taken into account.
The next recognition of the problem of resource scarcity or depletion and
the need for management came in the 1970s and early 1980s during an unprecedented emphasis on environmentalism, mainly in the developed world.
While people in the developing world equally treasured their natural resources,
they were faced with addressing abject poverty as they struggled with newfound nationhood, being recently emancipated from the status of the colony.
For the first time, in 1987, the United Nations adopted a compromise
approach between environmentalism and development. It was the concept of
sustainable development:
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the
present, without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.
(Brundtland Report 1987)
According to Our Common Future, development is sustainable when it meets
the needs of present human development without compromising natural
systems and their ability to serve future generations in meeting their own
needs (Brundtland Report 1987). Three interconnected areas are thought to
be aspects of sustainable development: environment, society, and economy.
These three aspects are to be addressed in balanced, interconnected and systemic approaches. The concept of sustainable development is not fighting
capitalism or growth but targeting a positive impact from development that
sustains the carrying capacity of the planet both now and in the future. The
goal is to foster economies and well-being of all life while restoring and
enhancing the planet’s natural systems.
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Today’s economies are still struggling with this paradigm of sustainable
development. While aiming at national targets of ambitious economic development, countries are striving to simultaneously meet their international
obligations to preserve existing natural resources. Traditionally, these two goals
are seen as mutually exclusive initiatives. The current challenge is to prove this
understanding to be fundamentally wrong. The international community aims at
collaboratively creating a global economic system that enables countries to thrive,
serve its citizens equitably and sustain the carrying capacity of the environment
for future generations.
Two crucial questions arise:
1
2

How can the complexity of change be understood to move away from
further economic development based on harmfully excavating the planet
towards sustainable growth with efficient use of (natural) resources?
How can education systems support these initiatives to create a new path
to sustainable resource consumption and management worldwide?

The role of education in understanding the need for a
sustainable development
When the United Nations adopted the concept of sustainable development
in 1987, they subsequently began to negotiate an implementation plan, later
called Agenda 21 (UNCED 1992). Creating this agenda took five (5) years
and was facilitated not only by the negotiating governments but with the
private sector and civil society forming a global partnership for sustainable
development. Each group interpreted sustainable development in its perspectives and objectives. For instance, the private sector understood sustainable development in terms of eco-efficiency and hence profitability while
civil society saw the concept more in terms of environmental protection,
social justice and equity. Finally, in 1992 at the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Agenda 21
comprised of 40 chapters was adopted. One of the only chapters in Agenda 21
that passed quickly and with the full support of member states was Chapter 36
Promoting Education, Public Awareness and Training (UNCED 1992). The need
for these three items as crucial means of implementing not only Agenda 21
but sustainability itself was largely self-evident to world leaders. Without an
educated populace, there would be limited development of any kind let
alone sustainable. However, simply more education as in the developed
countries would not address sustainability. It was also decided that the
purpose of education should be reoriented from development towards sustainable development. Following the 1992 Conference, also known as the
‘Earth Summit’, the concept of education, public awareness and training with
the added focus of reorienting education systems as a unified initiative
became known merely as Education for Sustainable Development (further: ESD)
with its four thrusts.
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UNESCO was mandated as the UN agency responsible for the promotion
and implementation of ESD on the international level. UNESCO had a
history of developing conceptual approaches to education that looked at the
outcomes in a humanistic and holistic way, recommending approaches to
education beyond the preparation of a workforce to foster national economies.
By 1972, with the Faure Report (Faure et al. 1972), UNESCO had already
recognised the need to adapt to the enhanced economic growth with the
accompanying exhaustion of resources for power and food as a major future
challenge. In 1996, a second major education report, the Delors Report was
published (Delors 1996) that included preliminary concepts of ESD. The
document recognised global interconnectedness and promoted learning in
partnership while linking education to development policies.
The role of ESD was internationally strengthened with the adoption of the
United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 2005–2014
(UNESCO 2005). At the Decade’s concluding conference, UNESCO
member states explicitly agreed upon the need to review the purposes and
values underpinning education in their Aichi-Nagoya Declaration on Education for
Sustainable Development (UNESCO 2014a).
The Global Action Programme on Education for Sustainable Development
2015–2019 (commonly referred to as GAP, UNESCO 2014b) created further
momentum in advance of the adoption of the Transforming our World: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development with the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) at its core (United Nations 2015).
Unlike the previous United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
(United Nations 2000), the 17 SDGs in a historic move now addressed all
member states equally and called for fundamental changes to transform our
world by 2030. If sustainable development is not achieved globally, climate
change, environmental degradation and shifts in human mobility will appear
to new extents (United Nations 2015).
SDG 4 on Quality Education defines the work program for all levels of
formal education within the 2030 Agenda under the coordination of
UNESCO. Abstract concepts, such as ESD and global citizenship, are now
explicitly integrated with the seven targets of SDG 4. As education was understood as a means of success for the achievement of the SDGs, the Education
2030 Framework For Action was adopted before at the World Education Forum
2015 in Incheon (South Korea) (UNESCO 2015). Ministers of education and
education experts also agreed to monitor their countries’ progress on the seven
targets in SDG 4 in an independent annual Global Education Monitoring
Report (commonly referred to as GEMR, see also UNESCO 2016a).
Today, ESD is recognised ‘as an integral element of the Sustainable
Development Goal on quality education and a key enabler of all the other
Sustainable Development Goals’ (United Nations 2018), and explicitly stated
in SDG target 4.7. This statement revealed the role of ESD well beyond SDG 4
focusing on education and recognised the roles of education, public awareness
and training in achieving most other SDGs as well. It is evident that ESD would
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be a crucial means of implementing SDG 1 No Poverty, SDG 2 Zero Hunger and
SDG 3 Good Health and Well-being. From a resource management perspective,
the implementation of SDGs 6 Clean Water and Sanitation, 12 Responsible
Consumption and Production, 14 Life below Water and 15 Life on Land would be
enhanced by including aspects of ESD.
To further ESD as a crucial concept to be embedded in formal education
and training systems, a new stand-alone UNESCO-coordinated work programme following the GAP will be launched in 2020 named the ESD for 2030
Framework (UNESCO 2019a) broadening the transformative power of ESD
for the achievement of all the SDGs.
UNESCO also remains a central force in bringing forward contemporary
philosophical concepts of education and its purposes. A new report is planned,
titled Futures of Education, to follow the Faure Report and the Delors Report, with
a focus on the impact of artificial intelligence and technology on humankind.
The role of education in the future of sustainability is one of the focus areas in
this new undertaking (UNESCO 2019b).
Infusing ESD with its three perspectives recognised at the Earth Summit in
1992, i.e. education, public awareness and training, into mainstream education
and training systems at all levels requires new thinking. Societies need to
rethink the purpose of their education systems in today’s world for the generations that will shape a future, yet unknown and impossible to envision. This
rethinking is not just a matter of enhanced quantity of education to create the
needed changes as currently, the most educated countries are leaving many
of the deepest ecological footprints on the planet.
Recognising the need for this reorientation from development to sustainable development will not come easily. Other than many of the developing
countries, developed countries do not fully experience major consequences of
their lifestyles. They are unlikely to see the injustice and recognise that due to
developing countries’ inadequate infrastructure and minimal overall resilience,
they pay disproportionately for the escalating costs of changing weather
phenomena, sea-level rise and forced relocation. Those in the distant developed world likely do not consider that the lifesaving measures, forced on
developing nations, divert funds from core services such as healthcare, education and infrastructure. ESD can help address this need for profound human
consumptive change to make the planet not only last longer but to create a
restorative use of resources and making a sustainable future possible.
Most education systems, still rooted in the age of the industrial revolution,
are slow in adapting to change in structures (UNESCO 2019b), and ESD
remains a ‘Forgotten Priority’. Issues, such as resource management, sustainable
production and consumption, biodiversity depletion, climate change and other
global issues are not currently seen as concerns of formal education systems and
remain as optional topics at best. Despite calls to prepare teachers to address
ESD, only 7% of countries include ESD in teacher education as a mandatory
element (McEvoy 2017; UNESCO 2017). The infusion of ESD has not
reached its full potential (UNESCO 2016a).
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The opportunity for education systems to further
sustainable development
Some education systems have recognised the necessary turnaround and are
underway educating future generations to assume their role as citizens of a
sustainable planet with social, economic and environmental justice. However,
getting ministries of education to raise the profile, alter curricula, provide
professional development and embed ESD concepts in monitoring and evaluation criteria is still in the distant future in most countries.
Likewise, without public awareness and understanding of the concept of
sustainability, lawmakers will not be able to implement the needed legislative
and policy changes. Governments are usually concerned with remaining in
power and find it challenging to bring in policies without public support,
regardless of how necessary they may be. Building a knowledgeable public that
will understand and support the profound change to currently accepted and
preferred lifestyles, takes concerted planning, effort and resources. Especially,
since the impact of the local change will largely benefit those on the other side
of the planet, it is crucial to comprehend the world’s interdependencies and
one’s individual impact.
Also, without education and training, the needed shifts in both production
and consumption practices will not be forthcoming. This need to address
consumptive practices is a complex issue requiring combined input from
a wide range of academic disciplines, especially focussing on social sciences
and humanities. In sustainable production, the range of disciplines involved is
equally great and include but are not limited to natural and applied sciences.
Emerging ecological concepts, such as biomimicry, bio-engineering and
Nano-technology also have roles to play. While technology and artificial
intelligence are holding major promises for the well-being of humankind, they
also raise major concerns with their impact on all life forms that share our
planet (UNESCO 2019b). Essential considerations, such as the issues of ease,
cost and social acceptance add to the complexity.
Understanding the 17 SDGs as a possible forecaster of the economy of the
future may help raise the profile of both sustainable development and ESD.
If addressing the major sustainability issues, including the implications for
natural resource management, both as aspects of a future overall global
economy, as well as the current perception of sustainability as a moral
or ethical issue may bring more public concern and eventual action. The
perception of the 17 SDGs as harbingers of the next economy is not unfounded as these issues are already being addressed and will likely only rise
in global and local priorities.
In educating the existing workforce for a sustainable future, there is a need
to create specialised programming. Understanding new approaches to creating
a sustainable economy differs from the normal up-skilling of an experienced
professional or the retraining of workers from a disappearing profession to a
new emerging green concept. This complexity is further heightened for the
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new workforce that is about to enter. Training and preparation for employment in larger (green) enterprises or multinational corporations (MNCs) require different sets of technical and interpersonal or soft skills than in small to
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). SMEs are highly dependent on education
systems to deliver the workforce immediately needed and usually do not have
their in-house training capability. They require the pre-existence of highly
trained new employees. MNCs want employees with communications
skills, the ability to learn and willingness to move from position to position
within the corporation and create their sustainability training approaches.
However, both SMEs and MNCs do need the training to be successful in
shifting to a sustainable economy. A further layer is added when one considers
the need to have workers who can become entrepreneurs as well, creating
their own sustainably managed business. These challenges need immediate
recognition and addressing by education systems in synergy with the public
and private sectors.
Fortunately, there are policy frameworks, programs and innovative pilot
projects within both government agencies and the private sector to create
or address greening the economy (see also UNEVOC 2017). But again, a
concerted synergistic approach by formal education in partnership with other
stakeholders in creating a more sustainable future is still too sporadic.
As well as the role of education and training for sustainable production is the
role of enterprises of all sizes in shaping the consumer of the future. While too
many consumers in the world are limited by poverty or lack of available choice,
there remains a large and growing segment of societies who can steer and
influence consumption through their purchasing decisions. It is in this wealthier
segment of society, where a choice is an option that education and training
regarding the best use of the world’s resources can be an effective tool.
Having an interest in and understanding of the total lifecycle of the product:
its circumstances of origin, including ecological and social implications,
transportation footprint, disposal or re-use capability, owned or leased, and
overall value to the consumer, are all skills that currently are too often supplanted by consideration of price alone. Further understanding of future issues,
such as the circular economy, total cost perspectives and the implications of tax
evasion/avoidance are all issues that would be relevant in a meaningful
approach to ESD within formal education.
In synergy with ESD, the overarching concept of well-being addresses
global and local resource-oriented sustainability issues. An understanding of
subjective well-being is needed as it relates to both the individual and includes
all life forms with whom we share the planet (UNESCO 2016b). Well-being
is more than ‘well-off’ or wealthy and addresses many aspects, including
meaningfulness of one’s life, as well as meeting our Maslowian needs.
Embedded in sustainability are concepts of individual well-being, societal
well-being and well-being for all living entities. Even respect for cultural
objects and customs needs consideration. Developing a sense of responsibility
for the well-being of future generations, a concept emblazoned in the culture
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of Indigenous societies, but now lost mainly within our more developed
civilisations, needs to be revisited if we are to address sustainable resource
management.

Outlook
We know much about developing a sense of respect for our natural resources.
It begins with awareness, is enhanced by contact and the respect progresses
with ongoing learning and engagement. There are many ways of meaningful
involvement with our precious natural resources to create a sense of concern,
ownership and responsibility. It is this engagement that is the beginning of a
lifelong relationship and concern for our planet and the elements that comprise
its delicate, interdependent existence.
The Earth is finite. We can find substitutes for some depletions, but
inexperience in both anticipating and facing future resource issues abounds.
Profound questions of access, use and disposal/re-use of resources are now
before us. Who will discuss, recommend and decide the answers? Hopefully, it
will be knowledgeable, unselfish and globally-minded citizens who also have
an awareness of intergenerational responsibility that extends beyond humans.
We will not have such a cadre of citizens without the structured involvement
of our formal education systems. It is time to nourish this engagement.
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Sustainable Development Goals
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Part II

Core aspects of an
integrated resource policy

9

Systemic analysis of the nexus of
greenhouse gas emissions and
material use in the energy sector
Ullrich Lorenz

The starting point
The combustion of fossil fuels is one of the major sources of greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and a primary cause of climate change. One focus of climate
policy is to address this issue by demanding the transition from fossil-based
energy production towards renewable energy. Such a transition refers to all
areas where fossil fuels are currently used, both in industrial production and
the private sector, including electricity generation, heating and transportation.
On the other hand, resource efficiency policy seeks to minimise the use of
resources by increasing the efficiency of material use (providing the same
service with less material), substituting (using substances less harmful to the
environment) and simply abstaining from material use (sufficiency).
Material use and energy use are inherently interconnected. All steps in the
value chain require energy – the extraction of raw materials, the preparation,
transportation, and production of products, and the consumption, use and finally
the deposition or recycling of the materials. Additionally, the energy system
heavily relies on raw materials, namely fossil fuels like lignite, coal, oil and gas. It
makes a huge difference if the material is burned, i.e. chemically and physically
altered (with increased entropy), or just transformed into metals which remain
metal and can be recycled. Although entropy will also be increased when these
metals are distributed in fine particles that cannot be recaptured and recycled and
are also lost for further use.
In order to substitute fossil fuels in the energy system, the clear objective
should be the replacing of fossil power stations with renewable energy systems.
Whatever renewable energy system will is built (e.g. wind power, solar,
thermal), materials like concrete, steel, copper, silver, aluminium and other
raw earth materials needed for electronics will be used. However, each
kilowatt-hour that is delivered by renewable energy systems could theoreti
cally save fossil fuels, assuming the energy demand remains the same and fossil
production is reduced at the same rate. Greenhouse gas emissions associated
with investments in materials for the renewable energy systems have to be
balanced with a reduction in fossil fuel combustion. This way, instead of
continuously reducing the stock of fossil fuels, the material is accumulated in
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power units and builds up an anthropogenic stock of – at least theoretically –
reusable materials.
Hence, the area of climate policy that fosters the transition to a renewable
energy system has a direct impact on material use and vice versa. On
the other hand, a policy that focuses only on the efficiency of raw material
use alone has potential to influence GHG emissions for the good and the
bad, although currently this potential is not used in a systematic way for
the good.

Systemic approaches
System analysis

The word ‘system’ comes from Greek and means ‘a regularly interacting or
interdependent group of items forming a unified whole’ (Webster’s 2019).
Systems science is referred to here as the science of systems thinking, systems
analysis and systems dynamics. Understanding the connections and relations of
the different parts of the system is necessary to understand a certain behaviour
of the system (Haraldsson 2004). Understanding a cause and an effect enables
the analysis, determination and explanation of how changes come about under
certain conditions (Dörner 1996).
This approach also requires one defining the system boundaries. This means
the research question defines the extent of the system, which is at first the
mental model and collection of connected factors that define and help to
explain a certain behaviour. Human thinking tends to be generally linear, not
taking into account feedbacks, especially in politics. While in many situations,
linear thinking is effective, in complex context linear thinking has its limits
(Haraldsson 2004).
There are certain characteristics that appear in the behaviour of systems.
Feedback loops can either lead to reinforcing exponential growth (positive or
negative) or to a balancing structure (goal-seeking). In complex system ambi
guities appear, which means that one factor can affect another factor through
different causal pathways – sometimes in opposite that is neutralising directions.
Another common effect in systems are delays, where a change in one factor does
not immediately change another factor but instead, it takes some time before the
effect manifests. A combination of such delays can often lead to a form of
oscillatory behaviour in systems. Considering these combined processes, human
brains are not able to explain such complex behaviours of a system without the
help of tools and a methodology to apply them. Additionally, when a system is a
network of multiple variables that are connected to each other through causal
relationships and their combination expresses some behaviour, this can only be
characterised through observation of the whole system (Sterman 2000).
Qualitative modelling is one of the approaches to understand and analyse
complex systems.
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Qualitative modelling

Qualitative modelling is a form of structural modelling in which gaining an
approximate understanding of the (causal) relations and interconnections of
factors and concepts is the central aim (Haraldsson 2004). In quantitative
modelling, in addition, the objective is to simulate concrete figures for a
certain point of time (Lendaris 1980). This article focusses on the result of a
purely qualitative exercise. Regardless of the tool used, it is always essential
that decisive factors and their relations, are included in the model.
In this chapter, a causal loop diagram (CLD), as known from system dynamics
(e.g. Sterman 2000), is presented, analysed and discussed. When connecting two
or more factors in a qualitative model, additional information is added in relation
to the causal effect. These include the direction of the effect, whether the causal
effect is in the same direction (more causes more/less causes less) or opposite
direction (more causes less/less causes more), its strength/weighting, and any
delay it may involve (e.g. Neumann 2013). Using knowledge of the dominant
loops and loop structure, qualitative modelling allows for rough estimates about
how a system could behave.

The nexus of greenhouse gas emissions and material use
Understanding the system

The nexus between greenhouse gas emissions and material use in the energy
sector can be modelled and displayed using a CLD as shown in Figure 9.1.
Both Production and Consumption require energy in our society. More
Production leads to more Consumption (import/export equals consumption/
production somewhere else) and vice versa. If considered by itself, this
reinforcing feedback loop would lead to an exponential growth of Production
and Consumption (and therefore to an exponential growth of energy use and of
the use of raw materials). Theoretically, Production would be limited by the
Available material, although under current conditions this limitation is physi
cally not given. Also, either fossil or renewably produced energy that is
available for use could be a limitation to the production processes, although
this is currently not the case.
Actual consumption has grown over recent years without a limitation of the
(geo)physical system manifesting and constraining growth, though this may
change. One has to acknowledge that the economic system as a whole is not
shown here. Hence, economic factors like price and available money, purchasing
power, among others which balance out the production/consumption loop, have
been omitted in the model in Figure 9.1. These factors might dump or slow
down the dynamics of production and consumption. Nevertheless, for the generic
understanding of the nexus these details are not essential at this level of analysis.
Energy (heat, kinetic or electric power) – represented as Energy demand in
the CLD could either be produced by fossil energy (Fossil energy production)
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Figure 9.1 Causal loop diagram (CLD) of the nexus of greenhouse gas emissions and
material use in the energy sector. Arrows with a ‘+’ (black) represent an equal
causal relation (more leads to more or less leads to less), while arrows with a ‘–’
(red) represent an opposing relation (more leads to less or less leads to more).
Source: own compilation, first used in UBA (2019).

or renewably (Renewable energy). The ‘burning’ of fossil fuels requires raw
materials. The same is true for the construction of infrastructure to produce
renewable energy which also requires raw materials (e.g. steel needs iron-ore
and fossil fuel for smelting). As mentioned in the introduction, there is a key
difference between the Use of raw material due to the burning of fossil fuels
which are lost after burning (the connection between Fossil energy production
and Loss of materials)and the building of Renewable energy production units.
The units there add to the Anthropogenic stock and could be recycled later.
The Use of raw materials depends on Available material. Additionally, the Use
of raw materials will be covered either by Primary raw material, which includes
extraction and transport of raw material, or the demand will be fulfilled by
Secondary raw material which comes from Recycling. In any case, the use of
secondary materials and the use of primary materials comprise the Anthropogenic
stock of materials. The more we use Secondary raw material, the less we need
Primary raw material extraction. While Recycling is temporarily taking away
material from the Anthropogenic stock, it is refilled by Secondary materials. The
only process truly diminishing the Anthropogenic stock is the Loss of materials.
This could be either dispersion of materials, chemical transformation such as
burning and the final deposition of ashes, the contamination of material which
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might lead to unrecycled and hence deposited materials. Thus, the Loss of
materials is a result of losses during the production process, during Consumption,
during Recycling – with current recycling rates well below 100% – and during
Fossil energy production.
Understanding the central loops

The CLD shown in Figure 9.1 contains 32 loops, where 15 loops are balancing
and 17 loops are reinforcing. The loops are feedback structures, where a cause
becomes an effect and vice versa. Following Senge (1990), no one factor is
responsible for changes in the whole system. Therefore it is essential to un
derstand loop interactions and a possible resulting behaviour in order to un
derstand the system and the impacts of action and inaction. This knowledge can
help policy analysts identify where the system measures are needed and how to
design them leveraging the existing loops. Basically, a reinforcing loop creates
either exponential growth while a balancing loop will show goal-seeking be
haviour. Certain structures like delays in loop structures (e.g. reinforcing
together with balancing loops) normally create some oscillation in the system
(Haraldsson 2004). Mostly we find combinations of loops in systems. Certain
combinations can create specific patterns which are called systems’ archetypes.
A very common combination is the connection of a reinforcing and a balan
cing feedback loop, which in isolation creates a logistic growth function
(exponential growth which is slowed down and ends goal-seeking). In com
bination with a delay an overshot and collapse could be the result (Senge 1990;
Lorenz et al. 2017).
The anthropogenic stock and recycling

One loop combination is formed around the anthropogenic stock. The
anthropogenic material stock consists of the accumulated materials in
buildings, infrastructure and durable goods. This stock constitutes a valuable
reservoir of secondary raw materials (Schiller et al. 2017). The anthropogenic
stock is contributed to either by primary raw materials or secondary raw
materials (Figure 9.2). The process of recycling feeds back across secondary
materials, despite a certain loss of material and consideration of energy costs.
The linear flow from primary raw material to the anthropogenic stock has
led – and is still leading – to the accumulation of material we are experi
encing currently. Considering the reinforcing loop from Anthropogenic stock –
Recycling – Secondary raw material, theoretically the stock would remain stable
if not for the delay and the losses due to recycling. This delay and the
recycling may lead to oscillations and decay around the anthropogenic stock.
The secondary raw materials are not an immediate available.
This has consequences for policy design. Before one could think of using
notable amounts of material from the anthropogenic stock, this stock must
contain sufficient material to be recycled. If a policy, for example, creates a
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Figure 9.2 Excerpt from the CLD in figure 9.1, showing the central loops around the
anthropogenic stock. B 2.1 shows a balancing loop which might reduce the
anthropogenic stock; B2.2 marks the balancing loop that through recycling also
material is lost. B2.3 shows the balancing of the primary raw material input to
the anthropogenic stock. R 2.1 refers to the reinforcing loop filling up the
anthropogenic stock.
Source: own compilation.

reduction in the use of primary raw materials (e.g. by the application of taxes
or restrictions of exploration/exploitation), it is likely to lead to shortages in
production. It will take some time until secondary materials become available
and are used. Importantly, this would require installing the necessary addi
tional recycling capacities. Even when recycling processes are fully established,
the losses inherent to recycling require a constant inflow of primary raw
materials if society wants to keep anthropogenic stock constant. In any case,
policy approaches to minimise losses of materials and increase recycling
capacities are necessary amendments.
The nexus of energy and resource use

Another crucial combination of loops is centred on the nexus between GHG
emissions and the use of raw material (see Figure 9.3). The central ‘engine’ for
the production of GHG emissions is the reinforcing loop R – 3.1 in the figure:
more energy demand leads to more fossil power production, which requires
fossil raw materials. This flow creates a double adverse effect: next to greenhouse
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Figure 9.3 Excerpt from the CLD showing the central loops around the nexus of the use of
raw material and Greenhouse gas emissions. R3.1 marks the reinforcing loop that
more fossil energy production requires more raw material which require more
energy. R 3.2 refers to the reinforcing loop that more renewable energy requires
more use of raw material. The balancing loop B 3.1 shows the possible reduction
of fossil energy production due to increase of renewable energy sources.
Source: own compilation.

gas emissions, the fossil material is lost for further use. The use of raw material
includes exploitation and transportation, requiring energy as an investment (see
the article of Sverdrup et al.). The same loop is active when accounts for this. At
the same time, renewable energy infrastructure may be built (R – 3.2), with the
difference that this does not lead to material loss like when burning fossil fuels.
The balancing loop B – 3.1 is responsible for the reduction of GHG emissions.
Another pathway to reduce GHG emissions could be the direct reduction of
energy demand. However, energy demand (and thus any reduction thereof ) is
mainly driven by the provision of raw materials, production and consumption.
As long as production and consumption rates are high, the only efficiency can
reduce the demand for energy. As long as renewable energy infrastructure is
built, the use of raw material and energy demand will stay high or even
increase, even if demand from fossil fuel use is already on the decline. It must
be clear to policy and society that the shift to a renewable energy system itself
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will cost energy, raw materials and time. As long as energy demand is met by
an energy mix that contains fossil fuels, the construction of renewable energy
infrastructure creates additional emissions of GHG. On the other hand, each
renewable energy site contributes to the longer-term reduction of GHG
emissions. Additionally, the construction of renewable energy sites and the
production of renewable energy create regional welfare and attract (further)
investment. One preliminary conclusion for policy is the need to take the
amount of time needed for effects to be manifested into consideration and that
certain measures require investments, a return on which will take time.
The consumption and production loop

People are consuming things. Some of these fulfil basic needs like nutrition,
housing, communication or mobility. All such things (including the required
infrastructure) have to be produced. The economy is centred around this loop
of supply and demand – the more that is demanded, the more will be pro
duced, and the more that is produced, the more will be consumed, and so on.
Both processes, production and consumption, require energy and are leading
to loss of materials. The production loop (R – 4.1 in Figure 9.4) is also driving
the use of raw material and the balancing loops (B – 4.2 and B – 4.1) are
limiting (theoretically) the production. Currently, most raw materials are
abundant (although global imbalances and inequities are prevalent). However,
the more effort it takes to provide raw materials, the more expensive provision
gets and the more critical these raw materials might be from an economic
perspective. This economic perspective is not included in this CLD.
Nevertheless, the connection of loops shown in Figure 9.4 is a prototype of
the limits to growth archetype, showing either a logistic growth curve which
eventually stabilises on a high level or more likely leads to some overshot and
collapse behaviour (Senge 1990). This prototype is already discussed in Lorenz
et al. (2017) with respect to certain megatrends.

Discussion and consequences for policy design
The knowledge of the central feedback loops and causal connections in the
nexus-system helps to understand the system’s development tendencies and
thus to design better policy approaches. It is very likely that sectoral policy will
fail since it only addresses certain areas in the system and feedback loops might
counteract or partially overcompensate its intention. Another common effect
is that a certain measure might act on the central problem but does not resolve
it or may in fact cause other problems (shifting the burden). In a good gov
ernance system, decisions should be taken on a well-informed basis, finding
a systemic solution. In the case of the nexus between GHG emissions and the
use of raw materials, it would not be a systemic solution to either only
optimise the material use system or to only minimise the GHG at any cost. If
the sole focus was given to the renewable energy systems, of course, the use of
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Figure 9.4 Excerpt from the CLD showing the central loops around production and
consumption. B 4.1 marks the balancing loop showing the dependence between
production of the raw material. B 4.2 shows the limitation of production from
the available energy. The loop B 4.3 marks the balancing effect of consumption
requiring energy which might (theoretically) limit production. The reinforcing
loop R 4.1 shows the production-consumption ‘engine’.
Source: own compilation.

fossil fuels (and their GHG emissions) would be reduced. On the other hand,
raw materials like copper, aluminium, lithium, and rare earth metals are
essential for this, thereby shifting the burden to an extent. The extraction and
transport of raw materials cost energy. If other levers in the system are not
pulled simultaneously, adverse short-term effects occur. Popular sentiments
in German media these days criticise E-mobility or the Energy Transition
(‘Energiewende’) with exactly these ‘sectoral’ arguments – that more resources
and more energy is needed and that this would increase costs and have adverse
economic effects and will produce more GHG.
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The systemic view, however, suggests a different view: parallel scaling up of
recycling capacities, increasing the energy and material efficiency in produc
tion, reducing consumption levels (this relates to reduce, reuse, repair, recycle
concepts) and closing the secondary loop (minimising material losses at all
stages). Of course, most of these concepts and ideas are already known.
Interestingly, however, they are promoted by different actors focusing on
induvial aspects of the issue and are not brought together into a coherent
movement and therefore action is lacking. For example, if focus would only be
given to consumption, the effect on GHG emissions could be significant but
might be offset by motivations of various actors. The interest of the economy
is in this case to produce and to sell. As long as consumers, producers and
policy makers are not moving in the same direction they will counteract each
other. If policy actors embraced ‘consequent’ decisions, they (or their affiliates)
would be punished at the next election. If a company would decide to pro
duce less and/or only sustainable goods without demand, it would disappear
from the market. What motivation does the fossil fuel industry have to stop
their business when there are no alternatives? There is no motivation for a
consumer who made an expensive investment in a car not use it anymore. The
interests of different actors are blocking decisions and progress. This effect is
described as a lock-in effect of actors (by Daschkeit et al. 2014).
To overcome this effect, this systemic and a more generalised perspective is
helpful. The whole system will only ‘move’ in the right direction when several
levers are pulled at the same time. Public investments are necessary, and
revenue will emerge after a certain amount of time. Supporting a common
(and well-informed) vision and with this, shifting common value settings will
be the result which enables more sustainable consumer decisions. Thus it is the
role of (eventually) international policy to change the framework conditions
so that industry has incentives to transform and consumers are incentivised to
change their consumption patterns based on common values.

List of abbreviations
B
CLD
GHG
R

balancing loop
causal loop diagram
greenhouse gas
reinforcing loop
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10 Wrong memes
Organic farming and battery
electric vehicles
Kai Neumann

Systemic context
The contexts of agriculture and mobility are expansive and include a number
of factors to consider. One would be the need to transform into a circular
economy based on renewable energy. Another people’s fear of change fed by
the lobbying of singular interests. Crucial are also potential disruptions from
a mixture of effects from climate change, digitisation, demographic change
and continued growth of material wealth in developing countries. It is
therefore only logical that the nexus between resource efficiency and
greenhouse gas emissions needs to be tackled systemically integrating nat
ural, psychological, social, economic, technical and political aspects. People’s
fear of change and the discomfort that arises from being questioned about
our lifestyles and values combined with the lobbying of specific interests
foster so-called memes (Dawkins 2016) that hinder the much-needed
transformation towards sustainability. This work combines a set of cause
and effect models to gain a systemic understanding of the potentials and
hinderances of change in these two sectors. In particular, it features a
simulation model on Germany’s potentials for organic farming and one for
a global battery electric mobility. Added to them is the socio-psychological
context of change.

Memes and emotional efficacy
Memes are arguments launched and transported via publications, media, social
media and through our everyday conversations – planting and manifesting
opinions within larger parts of the population. Since they are not necessarily
based on facts, they often stem from a normative perspective that some regard
as right and others as wrong. The memes, in this case, are the counterarguments against organic farming and battery-powered electric mobility that
people believe despite being debunked by proper science.
These memes are a crucial element of the so-called lock-in effect
(Neumann, Grimm & Heinrichs 2014) that is featured in another chapter
of this book. Unfortunately, it is not just the need to debunk these memes.
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We also need to develop a narrative around emotionally effective (Hamann
et al. 2016) alternatives that can pave their way into public discussion. This is
based on the insight that human behaviour and the development of civilisa
tions are mostly based not on rational but emotional motives. Therefore our
emotions are the crucial drivers for everything, change as well as resistance
to change. If actions feel good or if we are criticised for past actions and feel
bad we become reluctant to change, and any argument that supports our
behaviour is welcomed. If the alternative, however, also feels good, then
there is an increased chance for behavioural change. However, in order to be
emotionally effective, these alternatives need to be fostered by people around
us with effective narratives (Gladwell 2001). After all it is a battle of narratives
or memes, for example on one side the argument that we need meat and
industrial farming and on the other that organic food and living vegan are
better (Wolf 2017). On one hand, that there are not enough resources for
battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and the additional electricity is dirty in any
case so we should improve our internal combustion engines (ICEs), and on
the other side that BEVs are part of a socially appealing large-scale change that
we need to start now (Dambeck & Nefzger 2019).

Demographic change, digitisation, climate change and the
increase of wealth
The four terms from this subchapter’s heading that are crucial for the future
of transportation and agriculture are already highly interdependent without
mobility and agriculture. More wealth leads to few children and an increase
in age. Digitisation can lead to more wealth but also to more inequality.
More wealth can lead to more climate change but also help to mitigate the
consequences. Climate change, of course, results in most cases to less wealth.
Digitisation also could help to mitigate climate change but indirectly also
increase it. However, regarding transportation and agriculture we can expect
that with the increase of wealth and people there will be a parallel need for
more food and more transportation. Both of these demands carry the potential
to increase climate change and thus, in turn, threaten the wealth and health
of all of us and our future generations. These threats would be the effect of
a more or less business as usual (b.a.u.) scenario of more people demanding
meat and fish in their diets and more people driving cars and flying as well as
more goods being transported around the world.
An alternative would be a change of diet, a change of agriculture, and a
different kind of mobility. Digitisation could mean both a more industrialised
agriculture, even from things like high tech vertical gardening systems or
artificial intelligence-powered robots, or the renaissance of labour-intensive
farming, for example, by agroforestry (Armengot et al. 2016) and a wider
bioeconomy (Anderson et al. 2019) compensating for the jobs that will be lost
from the disruptive developments of digitisation. That change could be
accompanied by a change of diet away from industrial meat production and
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the domination of corn crops towards healthier vegetables and legumes
(Muller et al. 2017; Röös et al. 2018).
The alternatives for business as usual mobility could be both the elec
trification of public transportation and individual mobility. Integrated systems
of public trains, busses and autonomous vehicles including even so-called
personal aerial vehicles (PAeVs) may play a role. The transportation of goods
and resources could be minimised by shifts towards regional and circular
economies with decentralised 3D printed goods (Diamandis & Kotler 2016).
Of course, these developments, in general, could be accompanied by either
more growth or more self-sufficiency and degrowth depending on the geo
graphic context.
For a change of transportation as well as for that of agriculture and diet we
need to take first steps now, starting with debunking two major counterarguments: organic farming would not work for all the people of this planet,
and there would be not enough resources for universally accessible batterypowered e-mobility.

Organic farming
The model shows there are at least three main arguments supporting organic
farming: the effects on greenhouse gas emissions from conventional farming
from both soil degeneration and the use of artificial fertiliser, the ecological
and thus indirectly economic benefits from less contamination of soil, water
and wildlife, and the potential shift towards higher quality food and hence
less money for meat that causes its own greenhouse gas emissions and
contaminations.
The arguments against organic farming are basically that there is not enough
demand for organic products and that food would become too expensive
and scarce to feed the whole world. The second argument stems from a direct
comparison of yields from organic and conventional farming, which clearly
shows that conventional acres outperform organic ones in this regard
(Seufert et al. 2012). Besides, it is argued that lower productivity would mean
the need for more agricultural land, equating to less forests and biodiversity.
To take a closer look at the potential of organic farming, we have developed
a quantitative cause and effect model to run simulations on the land use,
land-use change and forestry (LULUCF) of Germany. It is a rough model that
makes the artificial assumptions that what we eat is what we cultivate and vice
versa. This simplification makes sense because we are roughly exporting
the same amounts of agricultural products that we import. Also, to evaluate
changes we shouldn’t assume that a change in agriculture would imply a
change in what we eat and vice versa.
The model features numerous aspects from the consumption of different
kinds of animal products to the different kinds of forests and the conversion of
areas for buildings and infrastructure. The simulation of scenarios reveals some
dynamics. For example it shows the shift from less consumption of animal
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products and hence less manure towards more use of mineral fertiliser. Later
comes the shift towards organic farming practices with lower yields. Also there
should be the regeneration of wetlands and the conversion of green spaces as
well as the minimisation of food waste in order to maximise the reduction of
greenhouse gases while potentially feeding the same number of people. All in all,
it shows that there are scenarios with a massive reduction in meat consumption
and food waste even with increased forestation that nearly allows for feeding the
same number of people (Figure 10.1).
What is even more interesting is that the realistic increase of yield from organic
farming would potentially lead to a much-improved outcome. This increase could
stem from a shift towards different crops, especially legumes, and other farming
practices, e.g. agroforestry where applicable. While unrealistic for many in
dustrialised parts of the world, other regions should reconsider an increase of
labour productivity in farming and instead try labour-intensive farming practices
like permaculture that would increase soil productivity and the conversion of
CO2 from the atmosphere. This argument is bolstered since otherwise for these
countries; there seem to be few economic perspectives and job opportunities in an
increasingly competitive and automated global economy.

Figure 10.1 Simulation results from a scenario of less food waste (rose), less consumption of
animal products (white), 100 per cent organic farming, increased yields from
organic farming (light blue) showing less CO2 (red) and the dynamics of the
potentially fed number of people (orange).
Source: Screenshot from model.
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The challenge, however, is that either there needs to be the demand for
different farming practice, for example, from a change of values in our societies,
or international politics need to pave the way towards a more sustainable future
limiting the otherwise destructive forces from the supply side. Such forces will
otherwise simply continue overusing soils and converting forests to acres with
more and more use of machinery and chemical inputs leading to the slow but
inevitable processes of soil degradation, erosion and water contamination. For
politics to act there probably needs to be a publicly communicated indicator
( Jackson 2016) for the quality of land use.

Battery-powered electric mobility
Mobility needs to change, as well. The model examines three scenarios:
1
2
3

one to electrify today’s way of transportation that would increase with the
growth of material wealth in other parts of the world;
one that would include even personal aerial vehicles and other kinds of
drones; and
one that would bring an interconnected autonomous public transportation
system with few if any private vehicles.

No matter which path mobility takes it needs to leave today’s internal
combustion engines (ICEs) behind. The mere substitution of fossil fuels
through synthetic fuels from renewable electric energy is not an option in
a broader context because they are needed for long-distance flights, ships
and the generation of electricity in times with no wind or sun. This ar
gument stems from the GEE(R) simulation model to examine scenarios for
a global transition towards renewable energy and its need for resources.
The model shows with all scenarios that it would indeed be possible to end
the use of fossil energy, but the peak demand for some vital resources
would imply high costs that would increase the need to choose the most
efficient paths without losses from unnecessary conversion of renewables
to synthetic fuels.
While especially the car manufacturer Tesla has proven that battery-electric
mobility would be feasible even for heavy trucks there are still memes in
society that perpetuate the claim that there is not enough lithium and that
range remains an issue, as do weight and costs.
A continued increase of global transportation is not sustainable, yet with a
simulation model for the Federal Environmental Agency of Germany, we
examined the potential to switch from ICEs to BEVs, even for commercial
vehicles, short distance ships and airplanes. The model uses conservative as
sumptions from the World Energy Outlook with a considerable increase in
worldwide demand for transportation and looking only at lithium as a critical
resource. High and low-grade lithium are distinguished based on today’s
known reserves. The model also considers the increased use of lithium
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from other sectors, like information and communication technology (ICT).
Although there are trials to substitute lithium for the less critical magnesium,
today it seems more likely that the energy density of lithium-based batteries
will be increased. All other materials will not be as critical, since for example
cobalt already can be substituted.
The scenarios looked at both the current technology and what could be
expected to change in the future. The results show that passenger cars are
the most crucial element as they can opt for smaller battery capacities
while commercial vehicles have a predefined capacity because of their
more or less constant utilisation. While we will probably run out of highgrade lithium before 2040, we might run out of reserves for low-grade
lithium if we continue to oversize the batteries in our cars (>35 kWh) and
manage to nearly double today’s number of roughly one billion cars within
the next 50 years. On the other hand, if we double the efficiency
of lithium-based batteries we will run out much later provided that the
recycling of lithium starts early and becomes efficient quickly.
While the number of commercial vehicles and their need for battery ca
pacities plays a role, the additional demand for lithium for short distance planes
and ships seems to be surprisingly small. Figure 10.2 shows how high-grade
lithium would be exhausted by 2039 while from today’s known resources of
low-grade lithium still quite a lot would be left in 50 years.
The model doesn’t feature aspects like grid stabilisation from intelligent
charging, the spread of personal aerial vehicles, the benefits (smaller batteries)
and trade-offs (for example, marginalisation of railroads) of overhead electric
power-lines for trucks, or the potentials for improved utilisation of vehicles
from self-driving vehicles (SDVs).
The bottom line is that there is enough lithium and no need to continue
using ICEs and less efficient synthetic fuels. Yet the need for capacities to
extract lithium, to build batteries, and to recycle them is extreme, and it
implies that mining companies in the foreseeable future will face a massive shift
from extraction to recycling.

The battle of interests
So yes, we could eat 100 per cent organic and run our vehicles on batteries
powered by renewable energy. The actual development, however, will be a
battle of interests. The established car industry wants to keep its value
creation derived from selling ICEs with support from the oil industry. The
agrochemical industry, food industry, and others supported by a strong
pro industrial agriculture mindset will oppose any major transition towards
organic food production. The consumers, after all, have a demand for in
expensive mobility and food, and they rely on attractive offers. Many of the
consumers will ‘fight’ for their inexpensive meat, dairy products, and fast
cars – and they will keep spreading the memes that BEVs and organic food
are the wrong way.
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Figure 10.2 Simulation results from a scenario battery electric mobility including com
mercial vehicles, short-range ships and planes assuming a global increase of
mobility, improvement of energy density of lithium batteries, and downsizing
of capacity for passenger cars showing the number of cars (blue), the reserves of
high-grade lithium (green), low-grade (violet), the needed mining (yellow)
and recycling (light green) capacities.
Source: Screenshot from model.

Nevertheless, there is a chance for a subsequent change of values that
could foster the demand for alternatives. However, both the food system
and the market for mobility solutions are global, as are consumer trends.
That means the rest of the world could slow down a transition or fuel the
demand for it.
Actually, it would be easy for politics to reward sustainable behaviour by
subsidising the right solutions financed by the taxation of unsustainable
actions with no adverse effect on either jobs or social justice. However,
particular interests spreading wrong memes prevent the political process
from achieving this and for now the majority of people are quick to agree
that they do not want to pay an extra CO2 tax on diesel, milk, and flights.
This sentiment exists even though low-income individuals would get a re
fund from ‘their’ CO2 budget so that basically only the rich with a bigger
ecological footprint would pay more.
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Abbreviations
b.a.u.
BEV
CO2
GEE(R)
ICE
ICT
kWh
LULUCF
PAeV
SDV

business as usual
battery electric vehicles
carbon dioxide
Globale Erneuerbare Energien in Abhängigkeit von Ressourcen
(model’s name)
internal combustion engines
information and communication technologies
kilowatt hours
land use, land use change and forestry
personal aerial vehicle
self-driving vehicle
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11 What’s going on abroad?
Monitoring international
resource policies
Monika Dittrich, Andreas Auberger, Christopher
Manstein, Detlef Schreiber, and Elisabeth Dürr
Introduction: the relevance of resource efficiency
and objective of the research project ‘MoniRess’
The current and growing purpose of many countries towards rising prosperity
comes along with an increased amount of resources that are needed to
facilitate this prosperity. Global raw material extraction has more than tripled
since 1970. According to the International Resource Panel of the UN
Environment, 85 billion tons of raw materials were extracted worldwide in
2015, on average 11.2 tons per capita, accordingly. Often, intensive resource
use is linked to negative social and environmental impacts. The rise in global
resource use, thus, has intensified environmental problems such as climate
change, soil degradation and the loss of biodiversity. With an increasing world
population and continuing economic growth, material use is projected to rise
to 180 billion tons in 2050 if current trends continue (UN Environment
2019a, 2019b). Eventually, this would contribute to an even greater increase
in global and local environmental impacts.
In this context, policies have been launched at the multinational and
national level to promote more efficient and sustainable use of natural re
sources. Various countries and supranational organisations have formulated
policies to promote resource productivity and material efficiency. At the
international level, the United Nations International Resource Panel (IRP)
released various reports on current state and options of efficient use of
resources such as ‘Global Resources Outlook 2019’ (IRP 2019). The G7 has
put resource efficiency on its agenda in 2015, which has since become an
established field of activity for the G7. OECD offers policy advice on re
source efficiency and conducts several projects to inform countries about
resource efficiency potentials (BMU 2015). Moreover, in 2017, the G20
Resource Efficiency Dialogue was launched to share best and good practise
examples, to exchange knowledge about policy options and to improve the
scientific basis (BMU 2017). Also, the European Commission published
the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe (European Commission 2011)
and the Circular Economy Action Plan (European Commission 2015). At
the national level, Germany ranks among the pioneers in the field of resource
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efficiency with the adoption of the German Resource Efficiency Programme
(BMU 2012, 2016).
In the meantime, many countries worldwide have started to formulate their
own policies to foster efficient and sustainable use of natural resources.
However, many policies and measures are not known as they are not at the top
of the national agendas but parts of strategies or policies.
Against this background, the German Environment Agency (UBA) laun
ched the research project ‘Monitoring international resource policies’
(MoniRess). MoniRess has been carried out and scientifically elaborated be
tween 2016 and 2019 by the ifeu (Institut für Energie- und Umweltforschung
Heidelberg GmbH) in co-operation with GIZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH).
The research project MoniRess aims at bringing to light the variety of mea
sures and policies, which are fostered, abroad to increase the efficient use of
resources. MoniRess seeks at providing detailed, regular and up-to-date syntheses
of policies and activities of selected countries in the area of resource efficiency. In
line with ProgRess, the focus was set on abiotic raw materials in the value chain
stages of production, consumption as well as waste management and recycling.
This paper provides an overview of the monitoring approach developed in
the project and presents a summary of main results of the MoniRess mon
itoring. While the monitoring was implemented using a country perspective,
this article structures the monitoring results along the value chain. Starting
with the overall setting of resource efficiency policies in the countries under
study, the article summarises typical approaches and highlights good examples
in the area of production, consumption and waste.

Monitoring approach
MoniRess focused on countries, which are not yet analysed regularly, and in
detail as e.g. European countries with the series ‘More From Less’ (EEA 2016).
The country selection process was based on a screening of 46 countries outside
Europe. Criteria for the selection have been, amongst others, the existence of
resource efficiency measures or policies. For this monitoring, the countries
Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Republic of
Korea and the USA were selected (Dittrich et al. 2020).
As a starting point, individual country profiles were compiled at the be
ginning of the monitoring in January 2017. Besides, a first survey of the
structure of resource use, actors, policies and programs as well as resource
efficiency activities, in general, were carried out.
For the quarterly monitoring, a reporting scheme (Figure 11.1) was de
veloped which allows an easy overview of major changes and upcoming
issues. The scheme was also used to structure the research during the mon
itoring phase between 2017 and 2019. The information was gathered based
on desktop research, for example, information from ministries and further
organisations, as well as based on interviews with local experts.
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Figure 11.1 Reporting scheme for monitoring.
Source: © ifeu; Dittrich et al. (2020).

Given that no common understanding of resource efficiency policy exists at
the global level, a tight definition of policies was omitted deliberately. On the
contrary, the monitoring seeks at comprising a broad collection covering
strategic policies, different measures, specific activities, particular threads and
good examples that aim at increasing resource efficiency in the countries.

Resource efficiency as part of overarching strategies
and actors
Few countries under study have adopted a strategy or law similar to the
German Resource Efficiency Program (ProgRess), which explicitly addresses
the efficient use of raw materials across the value chain. In this respect, India
launched the Indian Resource Efficiency Program (IREP) in 2017. IREP
includes a short- and medium-term Action Plan 2018–2020 with action points
on material flow indicators, environmental labels, recycling standards, best
practices for green mining, industry clusters, sustainable public procurement,
information sharing and awareness-raising (NITI Aayog National Institution
for Transforming India, EU External Action, 2017).
The majority of the surveyed countries have adopted either an overarching
framework or sub-strategies in the areas of sustainable development and green
growth. Raw material efficiency is, hereby, often mentioned as an aspect
or even designated as a critical component (Renault et al. 2016). South
Africa, for example, has developed the National Framework for Sustainable
Development (Department of Environmental Affairs South Africa 2011) in
which the efficient use of natural resources is a crucial component. Another
example is the Republic of Korea where resource efficiency is part of the 2010
Framework Act on Low Carbon Green Growth. Countries such as Mexico,
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Brazil and Indonesia promote resource efficiency within the framework of
action plans and special programs, which are integrated into overarching
strategies for sustainable development.
In other countries, resource efficiency is promoted through so-called partial
strategies (Renault et al. 2016). One example is China, a raw material im
porting country, which has adopted the Circular Economy Development
Promotion Law with the objective to integrate secondary materials much
stronger to contribute to future raw material supply (Li & Lin 2016). The USA
is promoting raw material efficiency as part of the Sustainable Materials
Management Program (2009) which supports raw material efficiency in
consumption and waste management in the sectors of food, construction and
packaging (USEPA 2019b).
In most of all countries under study, the central actors to foster resource
efficiency are environmental ministries or administrative agencies and strategic
planning institutions within the governments. In the monitored Latin
American countries, companies and universities are actively pushing the topic.
Civil society and non-governmental initiatives have been found in all coun
tries under study mostly in the field of waste management.
Compared to the other countries under study, the institutional approach in
India is outstanding with the Indian Resource Panel established in 2015. The
Indian Resource Panel is a group of ten experts who assist the Indian gov
ernment in advising and promoting resource efficiency. Its members include
former environment ministers, NGO representatives, companies and scientists.
With its focus on resource efficiency, the panel is the first of its kind at the
national level. Its main task is to advise the Indian Ministry of the
Environment (MoeFCC) and the National Planning Commission NITI
Aayog on the design and implementation of a national resource efficiency
strategy (Government of India, NITI Aayog National Institution for
Transforming India, 2017).

Approaches in the area of production
All of the countries under study promote raw material efficiency in the
production sectors. Mostly, the approaches reflect the level of economic
alignment, the sectoral focus of the industries and the strategic field of
interest for the development of the countries. In almost all countries, the
promotion of raw materials efficiency in production is linked to the pro
motion of innovation and competitiveness, economic development and the
creation or safeguarding of jobs.
The Republic of Korea and China explicitly combine the promotion of raw
material efficiency and green technology with the aim of becoming global
market leaders in selected industries and technologies. The Republic of Korea
addresses a ‘green ecosystem of creative industries’ focusing on key technol
ogies such as next-generation secondary batteries, LED displays, green PCs, or
high-efficiency solar cells (Global Green Growth Institute 2015). China fosters
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on ten key sectors such as energy-saving vehicles, information and commu
nications technology or aerospace technology in its development plan Made in
China 2025 (State Council of the Peoples Republic of China 2015). Based on
the Concept of the Long-Term Socio-Economic Development for the Russian
Federation for the period up to 2020, Russia aims at the modernisation of
traditional industrial sectors such as metallurgy, chemicals and agriculture
(Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation 2015). Mexico
chose to promote green growth e.g.by supporting the waste and recycling in
dustry and additionally, the government established an additional program for
sustainable production and consumption, the Programa Especial de Producción
y Consumo Sustentable (Gobierno de Mexico n.d.).
An overall topic is packaging and construction. Both industries were ad
dressed in many of the surveyed countries, regardless of their economic
strengths. With respect to packaging, the objective is to reduce the quantity of
short-lived packaging and to modify the design to make the recycling as simple
as possible. In the material-intensive construction sector, one objective is
to reduce the quantity of primary materials by introduction of secondary
raw materials as building materials by certification systems and innovative
building materials.
The instruments used by governments to promote resource efficiency
in production are diverse. Among others, they include economic incentives
for resource-efficient production, the definition of ‘Best Available
Technologies’ (BAT) for domestic manufacturing sites, awards from in
novative companies and training for companies and fostering cooperation
between companies.
In Russia, the modernisation of the production facilities and the domestic
industry is realised by the introduction of the best available techniques. The
Russian government has created a list of critical areas for which environ
mental impacts of technologies are assessed and described in specific BAT
inventories (Romanov 2016). Addressed sectors are the mining sector, the
basic chemicals industry, iron casting and the cement industry. The concept
is implemented between 2015 and 2040 by the Bureau of BAT, located in
the Chamber of Commerce (Romanov 2016). The implementation com
prises economic instruments such as incentives (reduction of environmental
taxes) and penalties (fees for environmental pollution) as well as regulative
instruments; Production facilities have to comply with best available tech
nology in order to receive an operating license by the Bureau of BAT
(GTAI 2018; Romanov 2016).
Awards are widely used, for example, in Indonesia, which credits in
novative, and resource-efficient companies with three different awards: The
Green Industry Award honours innovative and resource-efficient companies.
Besides, there is a Green Company Award, an award by the business magazine
SWA in cooperation with the KEHATI Foundation for ‘best sustainable
performance company’. Indonesia has furthermore PROPER, which includes
a particular approach to the corporate procurement system: rating systems
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and awards for companies (Afsah et al. 2011), creating strong visibility and
incentives for companies to build their reputation through actions towards
cleaner technologies (Kanungo & Moreno 2003). The United States award the
WasteWise Award (USEPA 2019c) and Brazil awards the Fiesp (Federação das
Indústrias do Estado de São Paulo) Environmental Merit Award for companies
recycling materials and other natural resources (FIESP 2016).
Training and technical advice is an instrument implemented in all countries.
In the United State, for example, the Green Suppliers Network provides
technical advice how to reduce waste in the supply chain, for example, in
automotive industries or health services (USEPA n.d.). For many developing
and emerging countries, the promotion of resource efficiency in production and
respective training programs is often linked to the UN Program on Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP). Examples are the SCP networks in
Indonesia, South Africa, Brazil and Mexico. Raw material efficiency is often
implemented in addition to the approaches to increase energy efficiency. The
instruments to promote resource efficiency in production are similar in devel
oping and emerging countries. They include among others training of com
panies by centres and institutions to analyse and monitor their resource
management, as well as online tools and manuals, for example by the National
Cleaner Production Center (NCPC) or by the Global Network for Resource
Efficiency and Clean Production (RECPnet), both sponsored by UNIDO and
UN Environment (UNIDO n.d.).
Fostering cooperation between companies in industrial areas is an instru
ment, which turns the concentration of pollution and ineffective resource use
in industrial zones into opportunities. The spatial proximity between different
companies can serve as a breeding ground for cooperation for industrial
symbiosis where the residues of one company become the raw material of
another. This concept is implemented in China by specifically targeting
companies in industrial parks and connecting their material flows (Qi et al.
2016). The USA is promoting the exchange of residual materials and waste
streams through regional materials marketplaces (Materials Marketplace n.d.).
In South Africa, this approach is implemented managed by the National
Cleaner Production Center South-Africa. Three regional programs are op
erating, in April 2019 the fourth Industrial Symbiosis Program started at the
province level. The Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis Program, for example,
founded in 2013, consisting of 300 companies sharing their resources.
According to their annual report, the program has diverted 4,950 tons of waste
from landfill and saved 25,100 tons of greenhouse gas emissions till the end of
2017 (GreenCape 2017).

Approaches in the area of consumption
Raw material efficiency in the area of consumption is a bit more challenging as
countries usually avoid the promotion of reduction of consumption but try to
govern consumption with the following main approaches being pursued:
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in the context of public procurement, raw material efficiency is one
criterion among several sustainability criteria;
through standards, labelling and certifications;
through awareness formation and information; and
through so-called credit or eco-points.

In many countries, public procurement is regulated by environmental stan
dards. In the US, for example, the Environmental Preferable Purchasing
Program streamlines environmental performance standards and ecolabels
for federal agencies. Another example is the Federal Green Challenge,
implemented by the USEPA, which fosters competition between public in
stitutions to reduce the environmental impact (USEPA 2019a). The Republic
of Korea has the Act to Promote Green Products and the Mandatory Green
Public Procurement, where in particular the second one obligates to prioritise
the purchase of environmentally friendly, eco-labelled products.
Voluntary instruments, like standards, eco-labelling or certifications, are
established in various countries. The labels cover different aspects, and re
source efficiency is included in different ways: for example, by rewarding
products (partially) made of recycled material or with low ecological impacts
during production and usage. These aspects are addressed, e.g. in the Republic
of Korea by the Korean Eco-label and Good-Recycled Mark (Good Recycled
n.d.; KEITI n.d.).
Civil society and companies are addressed with educational programmes for
sustainable development and programmes to raise awareness. An example of an
awareness campaign in the USA is the Waste Recycling Action Program
(WRAP) which targets the recycling of plastic film packaging (American
Chemistry Council 2019). Another example is the information by the
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality on how to avoid waste of
decoration and gift wrap particularly during the holiday season and between
Thanksgiving and New Year (ECOS 2017). In Brazil, companies were the
target group of guidelines for sustainability in consumption and production
(CEBDS 2016).
The Korean government is promoting a sustainable society in its current
five-year plan (PCGG 2014). Among others, the Korean Ministry of the
Environmental Industry & Technology Institute (KEITI) is pursuing a
distinctive approach to provide an incentive for resource-efficient con
sumption. By using the Green Credit Card, consumers can collect socalled Eco Points when they purchase environmentally friendly products,
save energy or use public transport. The points can be used either as cashback at participating companies or for reduced entry into public institu
tions. As of December 2016, a total of 15 million Green Credit Cards
had been issued and 1,957 products from 224 companies were registered
(Korea Bizwire 2016).
However, none of the countries under study is pursuing an absolute
reduction of consumption or promoting sufficiency approaches.
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Approaches in the field of recycling and circular economy
All of the studied countries are promoting the recycling of waste. Yet, the
extent of the efforts varies, respectively. Almost all countries have defined
recycling rates for individual waste fractions or materials, either centrally or on
a local level. Comprehensive approaches on circular economy appear less
frequently, although some approaches are widespread in Asian countries.
Within the frame of this monitoring, all countries mention the increase of
waste volumes and the growing challenges on disposal of waste as problems.
Resource efficiency in general and recycling, in particular, are considered
as an approach to reduce the amount of waste. In Russia, for example, still the
majority of waste is deposited. With the recent strategy for the Development of
Industry of Sorting, Recycling and Treatment of Waste until 2030 and the
formation of an integrated system for the treatment of urban solid waste the
amount of treated urban solid waste should be raised up to 36% in 2024
compared to currently 4%. Sorting and recycling of waste are important means
to reach the goal (Vedomosti, 2019; green evolution n.d.). China as a second
example started recently the pilot program Zero-Waste City in order to
minimise solid waste for disposal and maximise recycling in urban areas. Until
2020, an index system for waste-free cities, as well as a technical and institutional
system for managing waste-free cities, is planned (ChinaDaily 2019).
Beyond minimising the problem of waste, the increase of raw material avail
ability, both in quantity and in the number of raw materials, is an essential driver
for the promotion of recycling and closing material loops. Thus, raw material
importing countries are more actively implementing comprehensive approaches
of the circular economy. For example, China adopted the Circular Economy
Development Promotion Law in 2009, and since then, the circular economy is
further developed in each of the Five-Year Plans (FYP). For the first time
globally, the law explicitly aimed at decoupling as a strategic goal. Thereby, the
concept of renewable resources is used to promote the recovery of metals to
increase the production of secondary raw materials (Qi et al. 2016). After a period
in which eco-design, clean-production strategies in companies and recycling
technologies have been developed, the regulative framework for the industrial and
national level was set up to implement circular economy at large scale (Qi et al.
2016). In the current 13th FYP, the Economical, intensive, and circular resource
use Initiative supports 75% of national industrial parks and 50% of provincial
industrial parks, implements 50 industrial centres for re-use and recycling of in
dustrial waste and demonstration centres for raw material recycling in 100 cities
(CCCCPC Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 2016).
Among raw material exporting countries, the availability of raw materials
has not been mentioned yet as a reason for the promotion of resource
efficiency. South Africa is one of the few exceptions promoting the re
cycling of iron and steel in conjunction with the implementation of export
restrictions for metal scrap to compensate for the declining production
quotas (ITAC 2019).
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The promotion of re-use and recycling comprises a high variety of mate
rials. As the construction sector is one of the most material-intensive sectors
the promotion of recycled construction materials is a prominent strategy in
many of the monitored countries. South Africa, for example, promotes in
novative regional building materials such as blocks of compressed earth with
construction waste as part of the Rambrick project (USE-IT 2019). India, as
another example, recognises the use of certified paving stones with recycled
inputs already as part of the Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment
(GRIHA) – the Indian building certification.

Summary of findings, conclusion and outlook
An important finding is that almost all countries are pursuing approaches to
promote the efficient use of raw materials. The countries, however, differ in
the extent to which they promote raw material efficiency, in the priorities they
set and in the application of tools and approaches. By sorting them along the
value chain and by considering raw material used in the respective countries,
some general observations can be discerned.
The majority of the surveyed countries have adopted either an overarching
framework or sub-strategies in the areas of sustainable development and green
growth with resource efficiency as an integral part. In other countries, resource
efficiency is promoted through so-called partial strategies. Few countries
formulated a national resource efficiency strategy.
In almost all countries, approaches concerning waste prevention and recycling
are most widespread. Against the backdrop of the environmental pressure re
sulting from an increasing amount of waste in almost all countries, this stands to
reason. Even in countries such as Germany where resource efficiency is a se
parate policy field, the topic has evolved from the waste sector. Recycling is
mainly promoted through quotas and technology funding, in exceptional cases,
also by export restrictions. Among the countries under study, China has created
one of the most advanced and comprehensive circular economy programs.
Approaches to promote efficient production are found in almost all countries
studied. Differences exist between the sectors addressed (for example, basic
materials, processing sectors, high technology, services) and the level being as
pired (e.g. to reach international production standards, to become a world
market leader). Irrespective of the differences in scope, the applied instruments
such as consulting tools, incentive schemes (e.g. awards for best practice com
panies) and the creation of regional/sectoral company networks are very similar.
The approaches addressing consumption are also similar in the countries
under study. All approaches focus on informing citizens using educational
programs and product labelling or certifications. Specific targets are set ex
clusively for public procurement. None of the countries has established re
strictions or strong governance for private consumption. The approach by the
Republic of Korea is the most extensive approach in this context with the
nationwide and cross-sectoral Green Credit Card System.
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Outlook

The research project MoniRess has successfully implemented a monitoring
system of international resource efficiency policies. The results show im
pressively how complex the topic of resource efficiency and sustainable re
source use policies is. Further, the project indicates that the success of policy
approaches towards the sustainable use of natural resources can differ strongly
among countries. Based on the information gathered in this project, the focus
of future research should be channelled towards the analysis of impacts that
determine the success of resource efficiency measures in the countries as well
as the evaluation of the outcome of respective resource policies. Identifying
factors that contribute most effectively to the success of resource efficiency
policies will be helpful in order to further develop and conceptualise resource
efficiency policies. UBA continues the research project with the start of
‘MoniRess II’ in autumn 2019.

List of abbreviations
BAT
BMU

best available technologies
German Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature
Conservation, and Nuclear Safety
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Germany Trade and Invest
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International Resource Panel
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non-governmental organisation
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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German Resource Efficiency Program
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Introduction
Natural resources such as raw materials (biomass, metals, non-metallic minerals,
and fossil fuels), water, land, and ecosystems provide the backbone of modern
society. Their use enables the provisioning of feed and food, buildings and in
frastructure, transportation, communication, and an almost infinite array of pro
ducts and services. The extraction and processing of raw materials result in more
than half of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and over 90% of global
biodiversity loss and water stress (IRP 2019). Currently, an estimated average of
four out of nine planetary boundaries have been surpassed, irreversibly changing
the functioning of major Earth system processes (such as climate change, altered
biogeochemical cycles (phosphorus and nitrogen), land-system change, and bio
sphere integrity) (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015). Over the last few
decades, a combination of changes in land and ocean uses, overexploitation and
pollution, climate change, and invasive alien species have led to catastrophic
declines in biodiversity as more than 1 million animal and plant species are now
threatened with extinction (IPBES 2019). However, raw materials play a central
role in renewable energy technologies, sustainable building materials and infra
structure, modern communication systems, and low-carbon mobility (Mancini
et al. 2019) and their use are expected to further increases in the coming decades.
Despite an increasing number of measures to mitigate climate change, global
GHG-emissions have nevertheless increased from 27 to 49 Gt CO2equivalents (CO2-eq) between 1970 and 2010 (IPCC 2014). Emissions from
the burning of fossil fuels and from industrial processes contributed 78% to
total GHGs during this time period. As a result, the global average temperature
has increased by 0.85 °C between 1880 and 2012. In 2019, the global mean
temperature was found at approximately 0.95 °C above the long-term average
of the 20th century and 1.1 °C above pre-industrial levels (UBA 2020). The
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
Paris Agreement was adopted in 2015 with the aim to keep the increase in
global average temperature to well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels;
and to limit the increase to 1.5 °C (UNFCCC 2015). However, policies
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presently in place around the world are insufficient and projected to result
in about 3.3 °C warming above pre-industrial levels (Climate Action
Tracker 2019).

Goal and scope of this project
Against this background, countries need to urgently transition towards GHGneutrality by phasing out fossil-based energy carriers, significantly increasing
energy and material efficiencies across all sectors, and by promoting more
sustainable lifestyles. Furthermore, given the foreseen demands for a number
of materials and potential supply risks, and environmental and social pressures
associated with this, careful examination of the requirements and possibilities
to reduce demand for individual materials is necessary.
The RESCUE (‘Resource-efficient Pathways towards GreenhouseGas-Neutrality’) study presented in this chapter explores different trans
formation pathways for Germany towards a raw material-efficient and
GHG-neutral society considering all economic sectors. It builds upon the
German Environment Agency’s study ‘Germany in 2050 – A greenhouse
gas neutral country’ (UBA 2014) which showed that it is technically
feasible to reduce national GHG-emissions by 95% until 2050 compared to
1990. The rapid phase-out of fossil fuels via the widespread use of re
newable energy across all sectors of the economy is essential for this
transformation. By switching completely to renewable energies and ex
ploiting efficiency potentials, it is possible to reduce territorial GHGemissions from energy supply and use (electricity, heat, transport) to zero.
A central building block is sector coupling with direct electricity use (e.g.
the power to heat, electro-mobility) or indirect use via power to gas (PtG)
and power to liquid (PtL) for the provisioning of GHG-neutral fuels for
transport, feedstocks for the chemical industry, and process heat for in
dustry. However, for certain sectors such as agriculture and LULUCF
(land use, land-use change, and forestry), and parts of industry, GHG
reductions are limited, so that base emissions remain. However, raw
materials use was not considered in previous studies.

Scenario storylines
In this study, ambitious climate protection and materials management are being
considered together across all economic sectors. For this, six scenarios are de
veloped which show possible development paths for Germany until 2050. The
goal is to (1) quantify the demand for raw materials (i.e. fossil fuels, metals, nonmetallic minerals and biomass) associated with a GHG-neutral Germany until
2050, (2) capture the effects of individual measures and assumptions on raw
material consumption and GHG-emissions, and (3) highlight possible synergies
and obstacles between materials management and climate protection. Land-use
changes related to new settlements and transport infrastructure in Germany
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are partly considered. However, further aspects such as the availability of raw
materials or other environmental impacts are only qualitatively discussed and
present the basis for future studies.
In all scenarios, Germany continues to be a country with a high popula
tion density and competitive industry and is embedded in the European
Union (EU) and the world. Today’s economic structures are assumed not to
change fundamentally until 2050. All scenarios represent target scenarios
that meet the GHG reduction targets of –55% in 2030 and –95% in 2050
compared to 1990 levels (BMU 2016). However, the individual develop
ment paths to achieve these targets differ by scenario. Furthermore, all
scenarios follow population developments from currently 83 million people
to about 72 million people in 2050 (option V1 of Destatis 2015). A gradual
reduction in infrastructure projects and building activities is assumed which
avoids new additional soil sealing by 2050. In all scenarios, the energy system
is gradually retrofitted and based entirely on renewable energy by 2050.
Improvements in energy efficiency in all sectors (e.g. transport, industry, and
buildings) combined with sector coupling and direct electricity use goes
hand in hand with the expansion of renewable energy. Nuclear power and
carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies are not considered as they
are prone to yet non-manageable environmental risks (UBA 2015) and,
therefore, do not represent sustainable future strategies for Germany. The
scenarios include those described in the following sections.
GreenEe1 and Ee2 (Germany – resource-efficient and greenhouse gas
neutral – energy-efficiency)

The development of GHG-emissions and raw materials demand is modelled on
the basis of assumptions made in previous work (UBA 2014). Raw materials
demand simulations include materials such as biomass, fossil fuels, metal ores and
non-metallic minerals, as well as a number of individual raw materials (e.g.
lithium, cobalt, nickel, iron, copper, among others.). The ambitious increase of
energy efficiency, including the tapping of yet unrealised energy efficiency
potential throughout all economic sectors, is the main characteristic of this
scenario. Other countries in the world follow Germany’s developments but at a
slower pace (~10-year time delay). While in GreenEe1, the domestic produc
tion capacities and therefore exports are continuously increasing, in GreenEe2 a
more balanced trade situation is assumed (i.e. imports and exports converge and
domestic production capacities decrease). Economic growth equals 0.7% per
year. Similar to today’s situation, energy imports to Germany consists mostly of
fuels. By 2050, all fuel imports are fully based on renewables (i.e. PtX facilities
built-up abroad). Only applications for which no direct electricity use is possible
(e.g. fuels for aviation, heavy-duty vehicles, and certain industrial applications)
use fuels produced via PtX routes. In industry, the restructuring towards energyefficient process technologies based on renewables is complemented by a
reduction in process-based emissions to the currently known technically possible
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level. The transition of the transport sector comprises an increasing share of
electric vehicles for personal mobility and public transportation until 2050.
Transport avoidance is facilitated by intelligent logistics in freight transport and
the ‘city of short distances’ in personal transport. In addition to technical
measures, healthier eating habits of the population lead to reduced livestock in
Germany. The development towards mixed forests is continued over time, thus,
preserving the forest as a net carbon sink. Biodiversity protection is increasingly
integrated into forest management, supported by the expansion of protected
land areas for natural forest developments. Increasing use of secondary raw
materials and material substitution in particular in the metals industry, chemical
industry, and building sector fosters materials efficiency. Following the demo
graphic trends, per capita living space requirement rise until 2030 and total living
space is subsequently reduced to the 2010 level. Land-take for transport and
settlements is reduced to 20 ha/day by 2030 and moves towards net zero in the
subsequent decades until 2050.
GreenLate (late transition)

GHG-emissions are cut by 95% in this scenario as well. However, the tran
sitions process sets in at a later point in time compared to GreenEe. Also,
energy efficiencies are raised in a less ambitious manner. Consequently, GHGemissions have to be reduced more radically and within a shorter time
window. As a result, improvements in energy- and materials-efficiency are
lower than in the other scenarios. This trend is also visible at the international
stage (with a ~10-year delay). In 2050, energy supply is based entirely on
renewable sources. However, the energy demand is higher than in the other
Green-scenarios as conventional technologies with lower efficiencies are still
widely in use due to the late transition. Until 2050, efficient and power-based
technologies for sector coupling can only be implemented for applications
with short renewal cycles, or in areas for which high investment incentives
exist. For example, the transition towards electric mobility for private transport
is implemented late. This means that by 2050 a large number of conventional
technologies are still in operation, for example., in transport, space heating,
and process heat supply. Similarly, measures targeting traffic reduction and
relocation are implemented in the last years prior to 2050. The trend towards
healthier diets only starts around 2025 and results in a higher share of livestock
usage compared to the other scenarios.
GreenMe (material efficiency)

This scenario focuses on raising material efficiency in an ambitious manner and
throughout all economic sectors. The restructuring of the energy system and of
sectors such as transport, industry, and building and housing develops similar
to GreenEe2. However, technologies with a smaller material footprint are
favoured. For example, for photovoltaic (PV) systems an increasing number of
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roof-top thin-film PV modules are installed (smaller material footprint and land
requirements than conventional ground-based PV systems). Similarly, founda
tions and wind towers are designed with durability in mind, so that their
service life can be significantly increased. Additional material efficiency measures
include, for instance, the light-weighting of vehicles, use of alternative materials
(e.g. textile-reinforced concrete for construction), the widespread use of timber
buildings, or the use of biotic materials as insulating materials. Assumptions with
regard to agriculture and healthy diets follow the GreenEe scenarios.
GreenLife (lifestyle changes)

GreenLife analyses how additional lifestyle/behavioural changes influence
GHG-emissions and raw material consumption. Current trends, as well as
smaller niche tendencies, are scaled up in this scenario. For example, the
demand for durable and repairable products results in innovation in the
production- and service sectors. The willingness of each individual to switch
to sustainable lifestyles leads to a reduction in the demand for large living space
and the retrofitting of larger homes into sub-units. Shared housing options
are widely accepted and implemented. The share of multi-family homes in the
building inventory increases. As a result, the demand for per-capita living
space decreases and land-take is already reduced to 10 ha/day by 2030 and
moves towards net-zero until 2050. Resource-efficient construction is widely
implemented and the share of wooden buildings increases. Domestic flights are
becoming less attractive and by 2050 only ground transportation takes place
within Germany (for both private and business trips). Holiday flights to
international destinations are increasingly replaced by domestic trips and as
a result flight traffic in 2050 is only slightly above 2010 levels. Increasing
urbanisation results in the use of fewer cars. Instead, a mix of public transport,
walking and biking, and ridesharing are used. Electro-mobility and electrified
public transportation outside of urban centres are widely implemented by
2050. As a result, the use of private vehicles in urban areas is negligible
by 2050. Increased awareness of environmental and health issues is an essential
factor for moving towards more sustainable diets. Food waste is avoided as far
as possible and regional and seasonal foods are processed. Animal products are
consumed much faster than in the other Green-scenarios so that livestock in
Germany decreases faster and more strongly. The technical measures, such as
the transformation of the energy system or the integration of new efficient
technologies in industry, mobility and buildings, are the same as in GreenEe.
GreenSupreme (minimising future GHG-emissions and raw material
consumption)

In this scenario, the most effective measures from the previous scenarios are
combined. In summary, this includes a combination of measures from
GreenMe on material efficiency together with assumptions from GreenLife on
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sustainable and healthy lifestyles. In contrast to the other scenarios, which
assume an average annual GDP growth of around 0.7%, in GreenSupreme the
annual GDP growth is assumed to be net zero after 2030.

Methodology
A combination of five models is used together with various sector-specific
data to carry out quantitative assessments of GHG emissions and raw materials
requirements in six scenarios between 2010 and 2050. Modelling of the
transport sector is based on the Transport Emission Model (TREMOD) which
analyses the GHG emissions and energy uses of all means of passenger
and freight transportation on a yearly basis (ifeu 2019a; UBA 2019). The
energy consumption for space heating and hot water in buildings under the
assumption variations in the scenarios is based on the Building Model
(GEMOD) (ifeu 2019b). Modelling of the agricultural sector is based on
the Agriculture and LULUCF model (ALMOD) (Dittrich et al. 2020a). The
cross-sectoral build-up and optimisation of the energy supply is based on the
SCOPE model, which complies with the climate targets and ensures supply
security and permanent coverage of demands in all applications and sectors
(Fraunhofer IEE 2016). We note that only a cost-based optimisation of the
energy sector is carried out in SCOPE and other societal and environmental
costs are not included in the assessment. The economy-wide use of
raw materials including the upstream raw material requirements and GHGemissions (material and carbon footprints) are derived using the environmental
and economic raw materials model (URMOD) (ifeu 2019c).
The material flows into the German economy (i.e. domestic extraction,
imports, and secondary material inputs) and exports are determined using
economy-wide material flow accounts (EW-MFA). The headline indicator is the
RMC (Raw Material Consumption) which represents the primary raw material
use for domestic consumption and investments. The RMC is divided into the
following raw material categories: biomass, metal ores, non-metallic minerals, and
fossil energy materials/carriers. The use of raw materials for internationally traded
goods is expressed in raw material equivalents (RME) in order to equally assess
raw materials extraction domestically and abroad. RME represents the weight of
raw materials used for the manufacture of goods including all raw materials used
in the production of these goods both at home and abroad. In addition, a number
of single raw materials (for example, metals) are assessed in this project.
Further information on the methodology and detailed results are provided
in (Dittrich et al. 2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e). A summary of the
results is also provided in (Günther et al. 2019).

Results
GHG emissions. In all scenarios, the overall GHG mitigation target for
2030 of the German Climate Action Plan (reduction of 55% compared by
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2030 compared to 1990) is reached, in particular, due to the significant
progress in the energy sector. With the exception of GreenLate, all other
scenarios are able to reach even higher emissions reductions until 2030,
namely 60.3% (GreenEe1), 61.4 to 62.6% (GreenEe2/Me/Life), and 69%
(GreenSupreme) (all compared to 1990 levels). However, not all individual
sector targets are met.
All Green-scenarios have in common that a transformation towards 100%
renewable energy (electricity, fuels, and feedstocks) takes place until 2050. By
2050, GHG-reductions of 95% in GreenLate and 97% in GreenSupreme are
achieved which considers the GHG-emissions that are also accounted for in
the climate targets of the German Federal Government (reduction of 80–95%
by 2030 compared with 1990). Through sustainable agriculture and forestry
management (i.e. natural sinks), GreenLife and GreenSupreme achieve netzero emissions and even GreenLate comes close to this goal. The Green
scenarios thus show that no carbon capture and storage (CCS) is required for
GHG-neutrality in Germany. Because of its even more ambitious measures
to limit global warming to 1.5 °C, the GreenSupreme scenario meets the 2050
climate targets already in 2036 with a subsequent reduction of 88% by 2040
compared with 1990 levels.
The development paths of the Green-scenarios are compared with a global
average transformation path of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) which should be approximately followed in order to limit
global warming to 1.5 °C compared to pre-industrial levels (IPCC global
1.5 °C; IIASA 2019; Figure 12.1). The comparison highlights that in order to
develop along the lines of the Paris Agreement, national GHG-emissions
should be reduced by around 70% by 2030 compared with 1990 levels as
outlined in GreenSupreme. The high level of ambition reflected in GreenEe1,
GreenEe2, GreenMe and GreenLife (especially until 2040) does not meet the
requirements of the IPCC’s average global 1.5 °C emissions pathway.
Similarly, the current targets of the German Federal Government and the
GreenLate-scenario until 2040 are insufficient to limit global warming well
below 2 °C. On the other hand, GreenSupreme, represents a compatible
transformation path.
Raw material consumption (RMC). The transformation towards a largely GHGneutral Germany has considerable effects on the demand for raw materials. The
RMC can be reduced through the phase-out of fossil energy carriers when
transitioning towards a renewable energy system. Other important leverage
points include, e.g. structural policies that reduce the number and size of new
settlement areas, increased energy savings, enhanced use of secondary materials,
optimisation of manufacturing processes via substitution and increases in material
efficiency, and lifestyle changes. In all scenarios, continuous improvements in
materials efficiency and in the technological development in Europe and the rest
of the world (RoW) are assumed (see scenario details above).
In 2010 (base year), Germany’s RMC equals 1.37 Gt and is dominated by
non-metallic minerals and fossil fuels (Figure 12.2). Already in GreenLate it is
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Figure 12.1 Development of the remaining GHG-emissions in the Green scenarios taking
into account LULUCF (conservative) and the CO2 emissions of international
transport.
Source: Günther et al. (2019).

assumed that energy efficiency potentials across all sectors are unlocked and
ambitious sustainable resource policy is implemented (with a time delay
compared to the other scenarios). This includes the increased use of secondary
materials (see also our companion paper in this book) and material substitution
as well as changes towards more sustainable lifestyles (e.g. less meat con
sumption and changes in transport via avoidance and relocation). As a result,
the RMC decreases in GreenLate already by 56% until 2050 compared to
2010 levels. Additional measures to increase both energy and material effi
ciency (GreenEe2 + material efficiency) supplemented by additional sustain
able life-styles changes (e.g. lower per-capita living space or changes in
personal mobility) allow for a reduction of RMC by a further 12%
(GreenMe). This includes, e.g. tapping the full recycling potentials for ma
terials, additional material substitutions, and the use of innovative materials
such as textile-reinforced concrete and timber constructions. In addition, it is
assumed that at global-scale efforts towards increased materials efficiency (si
milar to Germany) also take place and this is reflected in the lower material
footprint of imports. Further lifestyle changes (i.e. a reduction of per-capita
living space compared to today and consumer preference for more durable
goods offered within the framework of a sharing economy) of the GreenLifescenario combined with a more ambitious transformation of the energy system
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Figure 12.2 Raw material consumption (RMC) by raw materials category for all Green
scenarios (2010-2050). RME: raw material equivalents.
Source: Günther et al. (2019).

and the liberation from annual economic growth (GreenSupreme) are capable
of reducing RMC by an additional 2% until 2050 (GreenSupreme).
The largest reduction of RMC is associated with the phase-out of fossil
energy carriers. Durable products from the chemical industry are produced
from 2030 onwards using feedstock obtained through PtX routes using re
newable electricity. In 2050, only small amounts of fossil raw materials are still
consumed in GreenEe1, GreenLate, GreenEe2 and GreenLife (approx. 5.5 to
8.1 Mt). This is a result of the delayed switch to renewable energies in the rest
of the world and imports of products to Germany (footprinting perspective).
On the other hand, due to the assumed global phase-out of fossil fuels by 2050
in GreenMe and GreenSupreme, no fossil energy carriers are part of the RMC
in 2050 in both scenarios.
Dietary changes such as reduced meat consumption as well as the assumption
that no virgin biomass is used for energy purposes after 2030 contribute sig
nificantly to the decline in biomass use. In contrast, increasing wood construction
in all Green scenarios except GreenLate and the substitution of abiotic materials
by wood (e.g. insulating materials) increase the biomass demand (especially in
GreenMe and GreenSupreme). Due to the additional demands for metals for
restructuring the economy and the energy system, the decrease in the con
sumption of metal ores equals only –4% to –29% until 2030, whereas a reduction
of –16% to –53% can be achieved by 2040. In GreenLate, the transformation of
the economy is delayed and does not pick up speed until after 2030.
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In 2010, RMC per person (RMC/cap) in Germany equalled 16.8 t/cap and
is thus above the global average of 11.1 t/cap (IRP 2019). In the Green
scenarios, a reduction to 5.7 (GreenSupreme) to 8.4 tons/cap (GreenLate) is
achieved in 2050. All scenarios, with the exception of GreenLate, thus reach
the corridor of sustainable resource use of 5 to 8 t/cap/year discussed in the
literature in 2050 (Bringezu 2015; IRP 2014; Lehmann 2018; UNEP 2011).
The comparison shows that reaching a significantly lower RMC per capita in
Germany in 2050 might be possible, while at the same time remaining a high
standard of the technological and economic level of well-being.
Finally, also the demand for several individual raw materials was examined
in this project. Results show that while for a number of materials such as, e.g.
iron, copper, aluminium, zinc, and nickel demand decreases over time (due to
efficiency gains and lifestyle changes), the demand for a range of speciality
metals such as lithium and cobalt is expected to significantly increase in the
future, for instance as a result of the widespread implementation of electric
vehicles. This is examined in further detail in our companion paper in this
book (Dittrich et al. 2020f ).

Recommendations
The RESCUE study highlights that GHG-neutrality in Germany together
with a significant reduction of primary raw material consumption is possible
through bold and ambitious actions. However, the sketched transformation
pathways will also increase demands for individual raw materials (see also our
companion paper). The six Green-scenarios illustrate that significant progress
at all levels is necessary to ensure sustainable climate protection and natural
resource conservation. Implementing only technical solutions for lowering
GHG-emissions and raw material consumption is not sufficient. Instead, a
broad range of strategies and measures targeting substitution, avoidance, and
natural carbon sinks to influence GHGs in the atmosphere are needed. Against
the background of a globally equitable use of raw materials and to follow the
IPCC’s average global 1.5 °C emissions pathway, a transformation path ana
logous to GreenSupreme should, therefore, be pursued.

Abbreviations
ALMOD
CCS
EW-MFA
GDP
GEMOD
GHG
IPCC
LULUCF
PtG

agriculture and land use model
carbon capture and storage
economy-wide material flow accounts
gross domestic product
Gebäudeenergiemodell (building energy model)
greenhouse gas emissions
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
land use, land use change and Forestry
power to gas
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PtL
power to liquid
PtX
power to X
RMC
raw material consumption
TREMOD transport emissions model
URMOD Umweltökonomisches Rohstoffmodell (environmental-economic
raw material model)

Note
1 This chapter is based on a technical report published first by the authors as “Günther J.,
Lehmann H., Nuss P. and Purr K. “Resource-Efficient Pathways towards GreenhouseGas- Neutrality — RESCUE: Summary Report” at https://www.umweltbunde
samt.de/en/rescue/summary_report.
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13 Resource use in a post-fossil
green Germany
Monika Dittrich, Karl Schoer, Jens Günther,
Philip Nuss, and Harry Lehmann

Introduction
Human life requires materials. Our current human experience is that the
amount of used materials increases with the level of wealth. According to
IRP (2017a) estimates, there could be a doubling of the materials that would
be extracted globally by 2050, if significant changes in our way of production
and consumption. The extraction and processing of materials are linked to
environmental harnessing and damage, such as climate change, loss of soil
fertility and biodiversity, water stress, among others. Therefore, it can also be
expected that the environmental impact will at least double as well. To
mitigate climate change, the fossil-based economies have to change towards a
post-fossil, circular, sustainable economy. This raises the question of how
many materials are required in a post-fossil world? Likewise, it is of interest
to know how many and what kind of materials are necessary for such an
economic transformation?
Chapter 12 of this volume has presented different transformation pathways
towards a 95% Greenhouse gas emission saving in 2050:
•
•
•
•
•

GreenEe as an energy-efficient pathway.
GreenLate with a less ambitious and late transformation.
GreenMe with high efforts in material efficiency.
GreenLife with high lifestyle changes.
GreenSupreme, which combines the best of material efficiency and
lifestyle changes.

For all of the five pathways, primary resource consumption is declining as
demonstrated in Chapter 12. By analysing the material used in more detail, this
chapter goes a step further and ponders important questions: What are the
relevant strategies and measures that lead to a reduction of primary material
demand? How many secondary materials are used? What is the future demand
for raw materials? Will there be enough raw materials available for Germany?
This chapter answers these questions by partly using selected raw materials
as examples.
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Strategies and measures to reduce resource use in green
Germany
All green scenarios include strategies with respect to material efficiency,
substitution and recycling. However, the pathways differ with respect to their
level of ambition. Given the limited scope of the article, we will summarize
the most important strategies and differences between the pathways and
explain relevant general assumptions as well as specific assumptions with regard
to substitution and recycling. For more details, see UBA (2019) and Dittrich
et al. (2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e).
Overall and structural changes with effects on resource demand

All Green-Scenario assume a declining population in Germany by –12% in
2050 compared to 2010, based on official population projection by Destatis
(2015). A declining population affects the whole economy, including the
demand for food, energy, products and services as well as the demand for
housing and overall infrastructure.
The demand for infrastructure furthermore depends on urban policies.
In all Green scenarios, land sealing decreases, and thus the demand for
new communal streets, water infrastructure as well as communal electricity
and communication infrastructure declines. However, in GreenSupreme and
GreenLife far less urban space is developed as people demand less living space
(41 m² per person) while in contrast, the built-up area is largest in GreenLate
with high average living space demand (53 m² per person) (Dittrich et al.
2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e, forthcoming).
Except for GreenSupreme, all scenarios assume a low overall economic
growth of 0.7% p.a. In GreenSupreme, zero growth is assumed which implies
that activity rates in several economic sectors are declining while at the same
time other sectors are still innovative and expanding (Dittrich et al. 2020a,
2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e, forthcoming). As a result of declining demand for
infrastructure, housing, industrial and commercial buildings, the demand for
construction services and construction materials declines in all scenarios, most
distinctively in GreenSupreme. Likewise, the transformation of the energy
system requires innovation and implies growth in the electricity, electronics and
machinery sectors. In all scenarios, there is a shift towards services that are less
resource-intensive compared to the extraction and industry.
Besides the population development, urban policies and economic growth,
a fourth very important factor refer to the transition outside Germany. All
pathways described by the green scenarios imply that European countries are
transforming their economies towards a resource-efficient and greenhouse gas
neutral Europe in the same way as Germany. Thus, all changes regarding
substitution, recycling and efficiency described below are relevant in European
countries as well. Hence, upstream flows of imports from European countries
decline, accordingly. For example, if the energy system changes towards
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renewables in European countries, respective exports do not carry fossil
backpacks anymore. Outside Europe, the world is changing as well. In the
majority of Green pathways, the rest of the world is changing its energy system
and its production processes with a lag of ten years and thus, reaching the full
transformation in 2060. In GreenMe and GreenSupreme the rest of the world
has already fully transformed its energy system by 2050 and produces its
products and services as resource-efficient as it is assumed in Germany.
Substitution

In all green scenarios there are significant redirections of material flows. The
dominant one, of course, is the substitution of fossil fuels by renewable en
ergies: coal, currently used for electricity, is substituted by wind and solar
power; petroleum and gas used for heat generation or mobility are substituted
by renewably produced electricity and heat or by synthetic fuels. In all green
scenarios, no fossil fuels are used in Germany in 2050 anymore – neither fossil
fuels for energetic use nor fossil fuels as raw materials for plastics or paints.
However, the scenarios differ in the speed and extent at which the substitution
is implemented: while in GreenSupreme, both coal and petroleum are already
substituted by renewables to a high degree in 2030, in GreenLate the changes
start about ten years later.
In all green scenarios the building materials are changing: minerals are re
placed by biotic materials. In Germany, there is a slight tendency toward
wooden houses. This trend is perpetuated in GreenLate while it is intensified
in GreenEe and GreenLife, following the sustainable pathway for building
construction in Germany as explained in Deilmann et al. (2017). In GreenMe
and GreenSupreme the substitution of minerals used in the housing sector by
wooden materials is further strengthened: In 2050, the majority of new houses
are built with wooden materials including insulation wherever feasible.
Further substitutions, particularly in GreenMe and GreenSupreme, include
for example the use of aluminium instead of copper in electricity wires.
Recycling

In Germany, several materials such as paper, glass, plastics, construction mi
nerals and metals are already being recycled. However, there is still potential to
increase the amount of secondary materials used in the German economy. In
all transformation pathways, the use of secondary materials increases. The
increase in the recycling rate is only small in GreenLate but higher in GreenEe
and GreenLife. Wherever feasible, further recycling efforts are implemented in
GreenMe and GreenSupreme. In this context, the following paragraphs give
some examples.
In 2010, iron scrap held a share of around 47% of input in steel production
(UBA 2014). The share of secondary iron can be increased if steel production
changes from blast furnace processes towards electric arc furnace processes. In
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GreenLate only 50% of iron scrap is used in steel production in 2050. All other
transformation pathways assume a full change of steel production with a share
of 67% of iron scrap in 2050. In GreenSupreme the scenario with the fastest
overall transformation, steel production technology change starts already in
2025 and is accomplished in 2040.
Similar to iron, copper, aluminium, lead and zinc are recycled. In Germany
copper scrap formed about 56% of copper production in 2010. With respect to
aluminium, lead and zinc, the secondary materials held an input share of 54%,
73% and 39% in the respective metal production (UBA 2014). In the green
scenarios, the shares of secondary materials increase due to improved collec
tion, urban mining and technological changes. In GreenLate the share of
secondary copper, aluminium, zinc and lead in metal production increase only
up to 70% in 2050. In the other green scenarios, however, the secondary
metals hold a share of 90% in the respective non-iron metal production.
Likewise, recycling can further be improved with regard to other metals
such as zinc, tin, silver or nickel. However, the data on the rates of secondary
inputs in the respective metal production is less reliable due to a lack of data.
Therefore, a general approach was used. In GreenEe and GreenLife the share
of secondary metals increased by 10% until 2050 compared to the share in
2010. In GreenLate the increase is only 5% while in GreenMe and Supreme
the secondary share rises up by 25%.
Further improvements in recycling comprise paper, plastics, wood, glasses
and different construction minerals. With regard to some materials, the po
tential for improvement is low, for example, secondary paper already holds a
high share of paper production. The paper industry produced around
23 million ton of paper in 2010, with an input of almost 16 million tons of
secondary paper (UBA 2014). Thus, the potential for further increase is small
and accounts only for 10% increase in 2050 compared to 2010 in all green
scenarios. Recycling of other materials can be improved largely, for example
for plastics. In GreenMe and GreenSupreme, 75% of post-consumer plastics
are recycled in 2050, compared to 47% in 2017.

Further resource efficiency
All pathways in the green scenarios include further efficiency measures with
respect to energy and materials. Again, efforts differ between the pathways.
The material efficient design of products, for example, lightweight electric
cars, and material-efficient production technology, such as bifacial and thin
cells, are used mostly in GreenMe and GreenSupreme. Material efficiency also
increases due to improved processes and waste reduction in production and
services. In the past, average material efficiency increased by 1% p.a. in
Germany excluding structural effects of reunification (Dittrich et al. 2018).
With regard to all sectors where no specific change was described, an average
increase in material efficiency was assumed. In GreenLate it slows down to
0.9% p.a. which is in line with the European average while in GreenEe and
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GreenLife material efficiency increases to 1.1% p.a. and in GreenMe and
GreenSupreme the rate raises to 1.2% p.a.
The entire primary and secondary material consumption in the
Green pathways

All changes explained above, and further changes described in UBA (2019)
and Dittrich et al. (2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2020d, 2020e, forthcoming) result in
a significant reduction of the consumption of primary raw materials (RMC;
see Chapter 12, this volume). However, the entire material demand is higher
due to secondary materials which are used as well. If the used secondary
materials are expressed in raw material equivalents just like the used primary
materials, the result reflects the amount of substituted primary materials.
Furthermore, the share of secondary materials of in the entire material demand
can be interpreted as the degree of circularity of an economy: 100% would be
a fully circular economy without dissipative losses and no more demand of
primary materials at all; 0% characterizes an economy that only uses primary
materials without any recycling or reuse.
In addition to the raw material consumption, Figure 13.1 also shows the
secondary materials expressed in tons of raw material equivalents. Secondary
metals include iron, copper and aluminium. The other secondary materials
comprise paper, wood, plastics and construction minerals such as recycled
concrete, sand or gypsum. Secondary construction minerals are conservatively
estimated without closed-loop recycling. Thus, the overall amount of used
secondary material is a minimum estimation. While RMC decreases in all
scenarios by at least –56% (GreenLate) or even by –70% (GreenSupreme) the
volume of secondary materials in consumption increases in all scenarios. When
following a conservative estimation, at least around 152 million tons (RME) of
secondary materials were used in Germany in 2010. In 2050, at least 218 million
tons of secondary materials are used in GreenLate and 260 million tons are used
in GreenEe. GreenMe shows the highest amount of secondary materials with
270 million tons in 2050. In contrast, the amount is lowest in GreenSupreme
with 206 million tons. The difference between GreenMe and GreenSupreme is
interesting as in both pathways the shares of recycling materials are equal. Thus,
the difference of 65 million tons is a consequence of the decrease in demand and
particularly a decrease in the demand for construction minerals. With respect to
construction minerals, transportation distances limit the use of secondary con
struction minerals although they are theoretically available.
The share of secondary materials in the entire material consumption in
creases in all Green pathways. While in GreenEe the degree of circularity is
10% in 2010, it rises up to 32% in 2050. The degree of circularity is highest in
GreenMe (38%) and lowest in GreenLate (27%) with GreenSupreme (33%)
and GreenLife (31%) in between.
Figure 13.1 also shows the substitutional effect of renewable energies ex
pressing their contribution in tons of oil equivalents (RME). With growing
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Figure 13.1 Primary and secondary raw material consumption in green scenarios.
Source: own calculation in URMOD (2019).

energy efficiency and energy savings, the overall energy demand (provided by
fossil fuels and renewables) decreases in all scenarios. However, the substitu
tional effect of renewables is highest in GreenLate in 2050 as overall energy
demand is highest. In contrast, the effect is lowest in GreenSupreme due to the
lowest energy demand in that pathway.
Consumption of selected metals in the green pathways

As explained in Chapter 12 of this volume, and presented in Figure 13.1,
primary metal consumption declines at least by 24% in GreenLate and up to
74% in Supreme in 2050 compared to 2010. Including the secondary basic
metals, there is still a decline of the entire metal consumption. Thereby, the
decrease of primary and secondary metals in GreenLate is lowest with –20%
and highest in GreenSupreme with –5 4% (GreenEe (–29%), GreenLife
(–35%) and GreenMe (–45%)).
The use of iron is a suitable example to illustrate this trend. In GreenLate only
small efforts are made in order to reduce overall iron demand and improve re
cycling. In 2010, 23 million tons of primary iron (here and in the following: iron
content) and further 23 million tons of secondary iron have been consumed in
Germany for products and investments. In GreenLate, the consumption of pri
mary and secondary iron decreases to 33 million ton; thereof 16 million tons are
primary iron and further 17 million tons are secondary iron. In GreenSupreme the
pathway with the highest reduction of overall demand and high improvements of
recycling, the consumption of iron is reduced to 24 million tons in 2050;
8 million tons primary and 16 million tons secondary iron, respectively.
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The transformation of the energy system implies not only a decreasing use
of fossil fuels but also an increasing demand for metals for renewable energy
installations. Generators of wind power plants, transformers in solar power,
and batteries in electric cars are not operating without a considerable high
amount and variety of metals. This trend was described already more than 10
years ago, e.g. by Elshkaki and van der Voet (2006) and further researched
during the past decade, e.g. by Marscheider-Weidemann et al. (2016), IRP
(2017b) or Rietveld et al. (2018). In the Green pathways the same trend can be
observed: against the trend of declining metal consumption, technology and
precious metals do not decrease but increase in 2030. In this respect, lithium
can be adduced as a good example. Lithium is used in batteries in cars, lorries
and busses. In GreenLate only few electric vehicles enter the market in 2030.
Thus, demand for lithium for vehicle batteries is only 1,360 tons in 2030 while
it is 2,500 in GreenLife where electric vehicles have a fast and wide market
entry in upcoming and extensive car-sharing systems. In 2050, demand for
lithium is highest in GreenLate with more than 26 thousand ton due to high
numbers of vehicles. In contrast, demand is lowest in GreenSupreme with
9.6 thousand tons reflecting a smaller vehicle fleet combined with more efficient
battery technology. However, compared to the (estimated) lithium production
of 85 thousand tons in 2018 (USGS 2019), even a demand of 9.6 thousand tons
would ‘occupy” more than 11% of current global production. Thus, meeting
the demand not only for Germany but also worldwide requires a significant
increase in lithium extraction and the development of recycling structures for
lithium batteries.
Besides lithium, demand for graphite, cobalt, silicon metal and further
metals for new energy system technologies increase temporarily or con
tinuously during the pathways. However, the demand for basic metals and for
the majority of further metals decreases. If demand for steel decreases, demand
for steel stabilisers such as chromium, nickel or manganese follows the same
downward trend. Thus, the question arises whether the resulting primary
metal consumption is still high or moderate. Therefore, the consumption of
these raw materials was measured as a share of global production and compared
to the share of the German population in world population. Figure 13.2 shows
the metal consumption of Germany in 2030 and 2050 with respect to five
different metals and differentiates all five transformation pathways as a share of
current global production according to USGS.
With respect to iron in the GreenEe pathway, the consumption is 1.20%
and 0.690% of current (2018) global production in 2030 and 2050, respec
tively. At the same time, in the ambitious pathway GreenSupreme the share is
only 0.94% and 0.50% in the same years, respectively. Compared to the share
of the German population in global population in 2050 (0.78%, assuming
medium global population development according to United Nations 2019)
the consumption in GreenEe equals the share of population; it exceeds the
‘adequate” German share in GreenLate while it is clearly below in GreenMe,
GreenLife and GreenSupreme.
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Figure 13.2 Metal consumption in Germany as a share of current global production.
Source: own calculation in URMOD and USGS (2019).

The other four selected metals copper, zinc, silver and nickel show a similar
picture: consumption is still high in 2030, exceeding the population share in
2030 in nearly all pathways with respect to almost all metals. Thereby, demand
for primary metals is highest in GreenLate and lowest in GreenSupreme. In
2050, in GreenEe and partly in GreenLife the ‘adequate” share is met, yet,
exceeded in GreenLate and undercut in GreenMe and GreenSupreme.
Particularly the copper demand is still high in GreenLate, reflecting the
comparatively low ambition in recycling in this pathway in Germany as well as
abroad. On the other hand, the low share in GreenMe and GreenSupreme is,
among others, a result of efficient use within Germany but at the same time
also a consequence of increasing global efficient use of primary copper in
corporated in upstream flows of imports.

Discussion and conclusion
Currently, material consumption in Germany accounts for around 1.3 billion
tons of primary raw materials. As extraction, procession, use, re-use and disposal
is coercively linked to environmental impacts, a pathway towards to sustainable
use of materials has to decrease material consumption significantly, in addition to
a sustainable extraction, processing, use and recycling of materials. The closed
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link between material consumption and greenhouse gas emission has been shown
and discussed in Chapter 12. In this contribution, we analysed the decrease of
material demand and particularly metal demand in more detail.
Recycling, substitution and increasing efficiency are valuable measures in
order to minimise material consumption. It is obvious that there is not only
one strategy or measure; the combination of all measures and efforts leads as a
result to a significant reduction of primary material consumption. However,
the different ambitious levels of substitution, recycling and efficiency measures
in the varying Green pathways result in different material consumption levels.
The consequence of the comparatively low ambitious level in GreenLate is a
relatively low decrease in material consumption and a low degree of circularity
of the economy. Consequently, we have demonstrated that the resulting share
of primary metal consumption of Germany in global production is still high.
The fact that other countries also demand metals for their transformation or
their economic development implies that global metal production has to in
crease to meet future global demand. This is linked to serious and increasing
environmental consequences and impacts due to extraction, processing, use
and disposal as described e.g. by van de Voet et al. (2018).
In contrast, ambitious technological changes, as shown in the GreenMe
pathway, resulting in a significant decrease in overall material demand.
Combining technological changes and life style changes – without loss of
prosperity – make it possible to achieve a strong decline of primary material
demand as illustrated in the GreenSupreme pathway. The resulting values of 5.7
tons per person (RMC) in GreenSupreme are clearly below the current global
average of 11.98 tons (2015 according to IRP 2016) and already in the line with
material consumption targets which were discussed for example, by Bringezu
(2015). The degree of circularity was estimated conservatively in the presented
approach. A degree of 30% and more is feasible with currently existing tech
nologies. Thus, recycling efforts are significantly contributing to the reduction
of primary material demand. This implies that logistics for collecting and se
parating have to be improved and technical facilities have to be (re)constructed.
With respect to selected metals, this chapter has shown that the very ambitious
pathways result in a significant decreasing demand for metals.
High ambitious levels lead to a decrease of demand for metals resulting in a
low global share of demand. This is important as a fair global distribution is
essential for global sustainability. A post-fossil, green Germany can be reached
with a significant decrease in material consumption contributing to the mi
tigation of environmental impacts linked to extraction, processing, use and
disposal of raw materials.

List of abbreviations
IRP
International Resource Panel
RMC raw material consumption
RME raw material equivalent
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UBA
German Federal Environmental Agency
URMOD Umweltökonomisches Rohstoffmodell (economic-environmental
raw material model)
USGS
United States Geological Survey
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14 Vertical integration in a
multi-level governance system
using the example of the German
Resource Efficiency Programme
Maic Verbücheln and Bettina Bahn-Walkowiak
Introduction
Global resource use trends show clear evidence of the challenges that have to
be addressed urgently if society is to be prepared for the future. One of the
most critical tasks is to preserve natural resources, especially in connection
with climate protection. This is, inter alia, reflected in the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). For example, target 8.4 requires to ‘improve
progressively, through 2030, global resource efficiency in consumption and
production and endeavour to decouple economic growth from environmental
degradation’ (United Nations 2019). Furthermore, several other subtasks also
indirectly refer to the use of natural resources.
A considerably more efficient if not markedly reduced use of resources and
its negative environmental impacts are major challenges of our modern wes
tern societies which have to be tackled by policy immediately (Bringezu
2014). Germany is among the few countries that have achieved an absolute
decoupling of economic growth of raw material consumption during the
period 1995 to 2014. However, the per-capita resource use in Germany in
2014 (measured as raw material consumption) was 15.8 tonnes. Therefore,
Germany is still a stable resource-intensive nation with an above-average
per capita use compared to Europe (13.4 tonnes) and is also well above the
global average, which has been growing to about 12.3 tonnes in 2017
(Eurostat 2019).
Against this background, the German Resource Efficiency Programme
(ProgRess) was launched in 2012 and advanced in 2016 and 2020 (BMU
2012; BMUB 2016; BMU 2020). The ultimate goal of ProgRess is to make
the extraction and use of natural resources more sustainable and reduce as
sociated environmental pollution as much as possible. By doing this – also with
responsibility towards future generations – the programme should create a
prerequisite for securing a long-term high quality of life. To bring the policy
approaches formulated in ProgRess to reality, efforts to implement resource
efficiency measures have to be increased at all levels – from international to
regional to local.
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The chapter intends to provide an impetus for the current debate on ProgRess
policy development. The chapter identifies, analyses and describes deficits and
possibilities of vertical integration of the German programme in particular and
derives recommendations for action which may also serve as indications for
other strategies. The following sections are based on results of the advisory
report ‘Vertical integration of the national resource efficiency programme
ProgRess (VertRess)’ (Verbücheln & Bahn-Walkowiak unpublished), con
ducted by the German Institute of Urban Affairs (Difu) and the Wuppertal
Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy on behalf of
the German Environmental Agency (UBA) and the Federal Ministry of the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU).

The German federal system and the present structure
of ProgRess
Within the debate on policy coherence and policy integration, a distinction is
usually made between horizontal and vertical integration (Howlett, Vince &
del Rio 2017; Bahn-Walkowiak & Wilts 2017; Candel & Biesbroek 2016;
Jordan & Lenschow 2010). Horizontal integration strives for better net
working and connection between the various policy areas such as the
economy, finance, social affairs, or in environmental policy areas such as cli
mate protection, mobility, energy. Vertical integration seeks better co
ordination and cooperation between the levels of action and actors in a specific
topical field. Both aspects are eminently important, but this chapter will focus
on the vertical dimension, which is often neglected. Based on the theoretical
policy integration approach, a thorough analysis of the relevant documents,
the legal responsibilities and subsequent influences of the governance levels is
conducted and the architecture of the governance elements of the programme
studied to identify deficits and potentials in the current structure.
Germany is considered to be a pioneer in developing a national resource
efficiency agenda (EEA 2016; EEA 2020). With the publication of the
‘Programme for the sustainable use and conservation of natural resources’
(ProgRess I) in 2012, the German Federal Government has set a milestone
for the development of a dedicated policy mix in this field. ProgRess was
updated in 2016 (ProgRess II) and recently in 2020 (ProgRess III). The
implementation process is challenging, and aspirations differ from reality, thus
calling for new action and approaches.

Construction of the federal system in Germany
The German Federal system is complex. In addition to the Federation, the
German Federal Republic consists of 16 partly sovereign Federal States
(Länder), which – according to the German constitution – have to fulfil their
state tasks. The concurrent legislation assigns different legislative tasks to the
federal government and the federal states.
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In practice, various areas with a high resource relevance are regulated at
Länder level (e.g. the innovation policy, public support programmes, public
procurement, sustainability agreements with individual companies or volun
tary commitments in specific sectors or industries, construction and regional
planning and the expansion and optimisation of waste management and re
cycling (infra-)structures as well as waste prevention and re-use strategies and
measures). At the same time, important resource-relevant policy areas in
which the federal states have outstanding competencies are not (yet) part of
ProgRess or are addressed in other strategies (e.g. mobility/traffic, land
management, water balance).
Following the federalism reform in 2006, nature and landscape conserva
tion, soil distribution, spatial planning, and water management are jointly
regulated areas by government and federal states, which, of course, also have
great municipal relevance (see below). Accordingly, the resource efficiency
programme assigns tasks to the respective levels and the 2016 update reports
on the specific level activities.

Structure of the German Resource Efficiency Programme
(ProgRess)
ProgRess II consists of ten action areas with over 120 individual policy ap
proaches. Unlike the broad European concept of resources (Eurostat n.d.),
ProgRess focuses on the material use of resources, including the related
environmental impacts. The programme addresses a large number of different
activity levels (as shown in Figure 14.1) but bases mainly on voluntary
activities and instruments.

ProgRess implementation mechanisms
The governance of ProgRess is shared by the Federal Environment Ministry
and Federal Environment Agency (here: BMU and UBA). Main elements in
the implementation process of ProgRess are:
•

•

A National Platform for Resource Efficiency (NaRess), established in
2013. Initially comprising the Federal Government and industry
associations, the membership was extended to further groups such as
environmental organisations, unions and local authority associations.
NaRess serves as a platform for sharing information on members’
resource efficiency activities and supports the implementation and
onward development of ProgRess (BMUB 2016).
The Centre for Resource Efficiency (VDI ZRE), established in 2011. It
develops products notably comprising sector-specific support, methodologies,
and information. They include, for example, resource efficiency checks and
process systematisation tools to assist manufacturing enterprises with internal
resource efficiency improvement projects (BMUB 2016).
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Figure 14.1 Elements of the German Resource Efficiency Programme (ProgRess
2016–2020).
Source: own illustration; modified from Bahn-Walkowiak et al. (2019: 44).

•

The Resource Efficiency Network (NeRess), established in 2007. The
network combines inter-disciplinary expertise and experience in resource
efficient production, products, and management (BMUB 2016).

The implementation of ProgRess has been transparently communicated from
a range of different thematic perspectives in biannual public Resource
Efficiency Network (NeRess) meetings, biannual meetings of the Länder, and
conferences of the European Resources Forum (ERF) and the National
Resources Forum (NRF).

ProgRess evaluation
A recent evaluation assessed ProgRess to be a successful strategy with im
portant network components and an elaborated updating process. However,
the impact on resource use clearly needs to be improved, and material flows
need to be optimised (Bahn-Walkowiak et al. 2019; Verbücheln & WagnerEndres 2018). The leading research question is why ProgRess does not
have a greater penetration on all levels and how can this be improved. The
objective of this chapter is therefore to highlight options for better in
tegration of Länder and municipalities in the further development and
implementation of ProgRess.
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Länder: responsibilities and influence on action areas
of ProgRess
To date, all 16 Länder have a sustainability strategy, but only 3 of them have
a specific strategy for resource efficiency (i.e. Baden-Wuerttemberg, Hessen,
Saxony). The Länder that have integrated relevant resource policy activities
into their environmental policy are Bavaria (Bavarian Raw Materials
Strategy), Saarland (Saar Environmental Pact) and North-Rhine-Westphalia
(Sustainability Strategy).
Federal states have various legal and other possibilities to, directly and
indirectly, influence the consumption of raw materials. To mention is the
field of land management, construction policy, waste and circular flow po
licies, public procurement, mining laws, regulation of environmental impact
assessments. However, some of the resource relevant intervention points
of the Länder are not within the defined scope of action of ProgRess, but
go beyond it.
The scope for action of the Länder in the areas of raw material extraction
and supply, production, consumption, circular economy and sustainable urban
development (which represent five of ProgRess’ total ten areas of action)
is consequently vast and diverse. The authors identified several hundred
intervention points in the form of different economic, legal, informational, or
sectoral instruments. Multiplied with the individual countries an impressive
number of options occurs.
ProgRess areas, which are in the exclusive responsibility of the Länder, are
not found in the 120 policy approaches. On the other hand, about 60 of the
policy approaches are at least partly under the responsibility of the Länder.
That means that competencies/responsibilities are to be shared with the
other governance levels and coordination is required. Multi-actor respon
sibilities are always at risk to lead to no actor feeling responsible, sometimes
resulting in inaction.

Municipalities: responsibilities and influence on action
areas of ProgRess
Besides the sovereignty of the Länder, it is important to mention that the local
self-government of German municipalities includes the right to implement most
of the public responsibility independently. However, the municipalities imple
ment obligatory as well as optional tasks on the local level in general. Concerning
the constitutional law, it is not possible to allocate duties directly to the muni
cipalities by the Federal State – only the Länder have this option by using their
legislation. Therefore, the Federal Government has to go via the Länder level or
use other means such as programmes or incentives to address municipalities.
On the municipal level, large quantities of resources are required, such as
building materials, water and energy. Resource efficiency is a cross-sectional
local and regional issue. Hence, the local politicians, administration and
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Figure 14.2 Actors and action areas in resource efficiency on the local level.
Source: own illustration; modified from Verbücheln and Wagner-Endres (2018).

municipal undertakings play an important role in resource efficiency,
along with actors of civil society and private enterprises (Verbücheln &
Wagner-Endres 2018). Figure 14.2 shows the actors and municipal actions
fields which have a direct or indirect effect on the use of natural resources.
The local politics (e.g. mayor, council, a county office) sets the agenda on
the local level, produces statutes and has a monitoring and controlling func
tion, for example, vis-à-vis the local administration (CEMR 2013). The
municipal administration has competencies in different resource relevant ac
tion areas (e.g. urban planning, environment; see Figure 14.2). The daily work
of the administration comprises planning and implementation. The municipal
business development units support small and medium enterprises (SME) or
industries in business parks (e.g. resource efficiency). Municipal infrastructure
undertakings and economic enterprises (private law organised) take duties
from the local government. They mostly provide local and regional infra
structures like energy and water supply, public transport, or waste manage
ment. The mentioned actors are in Germany part of the so-called ‘municipal
family’. The civil society (e.g. Transition Town) pushes bottom-up processes
and is important for local action.
Figure 14.2 shows how important the role of municipalities is for the im
plementation of resource relevant activities. In addition, municipalities play
further different roles on the local and regional level – they are initiators,
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networkers, or partners for the implementation of any resource relevant ac
tivities. Local actors have the knowledge to identify on-site potentials, develop
networks and adopt measures.
However, there are different interfaces between the 120 individual
policy approaches which are described in ProgRess II and the action areas
of the municipalities. The evaluation has shown that 34 of the policy ap
proaches are optional, and three are obligatory for the municipalities
(Verbücheln and Bahn-Walkowiak, unpublished). For example, the fol
lowing ProgRess policy approaches have a direct link to municipalities:
‘Environment-friendly expansion of material use of regenerative resources’
or ‘resource-efficient neighbourhood and building development, con
struction, refurbishment, and use’ or ‘resource-efficient infrastructure’
(BMUB, 2016). An effective implementation of such policy approaches is
not possible without the municipalities. Furthermore, municipal activities
affect resource relevant action fields which are not included in ProgRess,
for example, the field of mobility.
There is a multitude of municipal activities which have a direct and indirect
effect on natural resources. But on the local and regional level, resources are not
a single action field. In the municipalities, there are usually no separate de
partments, authorities, or single persons who are responsible for resource pro
tection or resource efficiency. Approaches are mostly sectoral. Furthermore,
questions concerning resource efficiency play a minor role in most of the
municipal action areas (e.g. urban planning). There are still potentials on
the local and regional level which have to be realised in an efficient and
consistent way.

Deficits and potentials of the vertical structure of ProgRess
Institutional transmission belts of multi-level systems have to mesh to ensure
percipience, responsibility, and also legitimisation. It is important to support
activities for the implementation of resource efficiency measures on Länder
and municipal level. However, the description above sheds a first light on
the weakness of ProgRess: the decentralised design of the resource policy
with rather guiding than obliging instruments entails a patchwork of effective
and ineffective interventions and (all too often) non-interventions. Without
an at least mandatory and specific resource policy addressing the most
resource-intensive sectors, the tiger may remain toothless.
The following sections will highlight some deficits concerning the vertical
structure of ProgRess as well as the content in more detail.
Policy development process

Firstly, we have to point out the vertical structure for the development of
ProgRess (see Figure 14.1). This structure is based on an inter-ministerial
exchange between the Federal Ministry for the Environment and the
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Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, which is, among others,
supported by the ‘National Platform Resource Efficiency’ (NaRess). In
NaRess, stakeholders from business and economy as well as the federal states
are, for instance, directly addressed by the format. It is a structural deficit that
stakeholders from the municipalities are addressed less. This means one of the
major actors is only slightly considered in the follow-up development pro
cess of ProgRess III. The Länder are involved in the vertical process. It needs
to be mentioned, however, that better horizontal exchange and cooperation
between the Länder in the context of resource policy would also be rea
sonable.
In contrast to the ProgRess approach, the German Waste Prevention
Programme is a joint programme of the Federal Government and the Länder
to which both governance levels are committed. It is thus an example of
vertical integration. The Länder either adopt the guidelines or have to develop
independent waste prevention programmes. In addition, dialogue takes place
for the development of the programme/strategy to involve stakeholders such
as representatives of public institutions, industry players, NGOs, scientists, etc.
For ProgRess, however, there are considerably more process elements es
tablished for the coordination of the actors (NaRess, NeRess, etc.), but there
is no reciprocal commitment for participation.
Furthermore, the integration of waste and resource policy is challenging
from horizontal and vertical perspective due to the largely separate responsi
bilities, activities and actors, which can be found in almost all competent
authorities from the national to the municipal level.
Content and representation

Secondly, there are deficits in the content of ProgRess. It is important to take
into account the partial overlapping, but not congruent actors and institutions
targeted by ProgRess – for example, in the context of resource efficiency and
circular economy.
The integration of spatial planning, land management, and resource con
servation is insufficiently addressed by ProgRess. The Länder-specific possi
bilities for action in this context are, therefore, insufficiently guided by aspects
of resource protection. Sustainable urban development does not cover urban
sprawl or the continuing increase in traffic areas and parking spaces.
This has partly led to the countries concentrating on micro-economic
resource efficiency and non-regulative instruments to nudge activities, albeit
very successfully. More than 70 activities were newly created since the
update of ProgRess II in 2016 and identified in the study. 15 Länder offer
public financial programmes in order to support enterprises in their efforts to
strive for more resource efficiency. However, it has become increasingly
clear that the focus on industrial win-win solutions is only successful to a
limited extent and the resistance is high, not only in Germany (Tukker &
Ekins 2019).
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Also, critical sectoral fields of action like the mobility are furthermore not
part of ProgRess. The areas construction, housing, and mobility however
traditionally play a major role in both state and local policy, especially from
an economic point of view. ProgRess’ tension between a very broad and
comprehensive design of 120 approaches in ten action areas and a narrow
focus on abiotic raw materials leads to partly unclear responsibilities and
possibly to the problem that actors not feel authorised at all. Moreover, some
examples show that the used headings for the action areas in ProgRess are
partly vast and not concrete, whereas the subheadings are very concrete. The
wording has to be optimised with a focus on the target groups – including a
direct designation.
ProgRess implementation

Thirdly, we have to look at the implementation processes. ProgRess is a policy
mix acting in a multi-level system, but because of the large number of sta
keholders and high amount of levels and legal spheres that are touched, the
implementation of the programme is highly complex and confronted with
several barriers. This is, inter alia, complicated by changing actors (political
configurations) and long-term institutional arrangements.
At Länder level, responsibilities for energy and resource efficiency are
usually not split (no state has a resource efficiency ministry). The targeted use
of synergies, however, is an exception, for example, for building renovation.
As a consequence, the main activities of the Länder to foster resource effi
ciency have a focus on the industry and small and medium-sized enterprises.
An example is the promotion of the information platform Centre for
Resource Efficiency (VDI ZRE) which is closely connected to the Association
of German Engineers (VDI).
ProgRess is almost unknown on the municipal level, and integrated in
centives to engage in resource efficiency do not exist. Moreover, there is no
direct contact person on the local level concerning the issue of resource ef
ficiency, despite several intersections. This is a main deficit because the im
plementation of resource efficiency measures is often driven and implemented
on the local level by actors from the municipalities. Better information, as well
as incentives for the municipalities, are missing so far.
To foster the protection of natural resources, all potentials in all fields of
actions in the different governance levels have to be addressed in the right
way. Not all possibilities and potentials, however, have been exhausted on a
local and regional level, which is why the issue of resource efficiency needs has
to be expanded with the spotlight on actors such as municipalities and their
activities. Local management systems aiming for cross-sectoral optimisation of
material flows are not firmly entrenched, particularly in cities. On this back
ground, the objective is to optimise the vertical integration of the Länder as
well as the municipalities within the further development and implementation
of ProgRess.
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Recommendations for better vertical integration of the
resource efficiency policy in Germany
Better structural integration of the Länder and municipalities

In the past, ProgRess has focused on the optimisation of resource efficiency in
small and medium-sized enterprises on two levels. First, through the involvement
of association representatives during the development of ProgRess and second,
concerning the implementation of measures (e.g. information and incentives for
the enterprises). The attention should also, overall, be expanded to other target
groups which are relevant for resource efficiency, in particular, the federal states
and the municipalities. The involvement of federal states and municipal orga
nisations should be optimised because they are not yet fully integrated in the
information and participation formats of ProgRess. A better dialogue between
Federal State, Länder and municipalities has also to be put on the agenda.
Therefore, an adaptation or optimisation of the structure of the National
Platform Resource Efficiency (NaRess) as part of the ProgRess vertical
structure is recommended. A modified structure of the NaRess organisation
for a better exchange of information and participation between Federal
Ministries, Länder, and municipalities are reasonable. Following levels are
recommended:
a

b

c

Optimisation of the cooperation between Federal Ministries, also with a
view on legislation framework, for example by the establishment of an
inter-ministerial committee (including the Ministry of Transport and the
Ministry of Food and Agriculture).
Optimised integration and exchange with a view on Länder and
municipalities (including associations like the Association of German
Cities, German Association of Towns and Municipalities, German
County Council or German Association of Local Utilities).
Use and development of new working groups and cross-sector
roundtables with municipal representatives – also with representatives
from the administration of bigger cities for examples. For this purpose,
existing groups can be used or extended.

All three levels mentioned above have to be connected for an exchange.
However, not only the structure but also the format and the content of the
NaRess meetings have to be amended.
The governance levels and groups of interests have to be better integrated
into the follow-up process to ProgRess III (so far, the focus is on enterprises).
Advancement of the content of ProgRess III

Resource efficiency is a cross-sectional task, and better integration of the
different sectors/policy fields should be designed to enable synergies.
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Moreover, a stronger focus on activities like urban planning, building and
construction, and mobility – all inducing highly resource-intensive material
streams and land use – is required. It thus also touches on horizontal in
tegration issues, because integrated approaches are needed.
Increase the awareness level of ProgRess

The awareness level in the municipalities to resource management issues has to
be improved clearly. Therefore, the strategic approaches which are already
formulated in ProgRess II have to be filled with life. Those approaches are:
1
2
3

consolidation of the concept ‘sustainable municipalities’ – focus: resource
efficiency;
establishment of specific information – and consultation offers for
municipalities; and
support of municipal activities which foster the regional economic
development regarding resource efficiency.

Against this background, the development of an information platform –
similar to the VDI ZRE – for municipalities as a target group is an effective
way for the optimisation of the awareness on the local level. The information
has to address the local level in general which includes the local policy, the
administration, the local business development as well as the civil society. For
the implementation of integrated approaches, all these stakeholders play an
important role.
Incentives for relevant local stakeholders

The programme is largely based on voluntary activities and instruments. This,
however, also touches on the outreach to the target groups: regulatory and
economic instruments are naturally perceived much more strongly by all
sections of the society.
Incentives are also of integral importance for the cross-sectional topic of
resource efficiency to be promoted on the municipal level. A subsidy pro
gramme and/or competition and/or the financing of staff (e.g. resource effi
ciency manager) should be taken into account. This is important also for the
awareness rising among actors on the local level but not at least for consumers
who are all directly affected by local decision-making in the context of waste,
mobility and floor-space management if they are done under resource-efficient
aspects.

General conclusions and outlook
A shift in resource use patterns is inevitable when we want to take the climate
crisis seriously. Although this chapter has focused primarily on institutional
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vertical integration in a particular programme in a single country, it is clear that
resource conservation is an essential part of any other resource-dependent
environmental policy field such as climate protection and land use. With a
view on resource scarcity, however, it is also an issue of economy and peace.
Resource relevant activities must be brought closer in a more systematic
way at national, European and global levels. The segmentation of federal
environmental policy in Germany has so far continued at the state level. Better
horizontal cooperation between the states should be an objective too!
With a view to European policy development, it has become apparent in
recent years that resource efficiency is increasingly understood as an essential
element of a broader circular economy. This means highly complex challenges
and research demand, not only in the context of global value chains for re
sources and waste but also and especially in the regional-municipal area, which
is characterised by path-dependent infrastructures and small-scale regulation of
waste management at a day-to-day basis. A huge number of extremely dif
ferent actors and stakeholders has to be brought to the table to discuss common
objectives and target conflicts in the first place. This points to a necessary indepth analysis target and conflict-of-goals.
With a specific view on policy integration and especially vertical policy
integration, the question should be investigated in more detail as to how
such a complex implementation process can be made more participatory and
inclusive without the most powerful industries becoming the main decisionmakers in the long run. As the Federal Ministry states: ‘Comprehensive public
participation is vital for gaining broad acceptance of the programme’ (BMU
2019) and has introduced a citizens’ dialogue for ProgRess III for the second
time (comprising a total of 250 randomly selected members of the public
who will bring in their suggestions for improving the programme). This ex
traordinarily successful process could, for example, also be a viable way for
local decision-makers in the municipalities to become better involved.
A concluding remark shall acknowledge that new programme 2020–2023
has taken up some of the aspects suggested in this chapter. For example, the
promotion of local public transport and an alignment of the municipal eco
nomic development towards resource efficiency and closing regional material
cycles have been newly included as two priorities.
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15 A strategy to increase the
resource efficiency of renewable
energy technologies
Hans-Martin Henning, Shivenes Shammugam,
Estelle Gervais, and Thomas Schlegl
Introduction
The Paris Agreement, which was negotiated during the 21st Conference
of the Parties (COP 21) in 2015, obliges all involved nations to accelerate and
strengthen their activities in combating climate change. The main goal of the
Paris Agreement is to maintain the global temperature rise below 2 °C while
pursuing efforts to limit the rise to 1.5 °C. Within this context, the involved
nations are required to outline their climate goals and actions which will
collectively contribute to achieving the agreed climate goals. As an example,
the climate goals in Germany aim at reducing the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by at least 80% compared to the reference emission values from
1990. By the end of 2017, the total GHG emissions in Germany have reduced
by 27%. The realisation of these climate goals clearly requires a shift in the
electricity production sector from the GHG-intensive conventional power
plants towards GHG-free generators. The renewable energy technologies
photovoltaics (PV) and wind turbines are among the most competitive electricity generating technologies, can be installed quickly in both centralised
and decentralised manner and offer further declining installation costs. The
expected increase in the installation of renewable energy technologies opens
up the following question: Are there enough raw materials to cater to the
increasing demand for renewable energy technologies in the future? In this
chapter, the possibility of a raw material supply risk due to the increased
deployment of PV and wind turbines will be presented using the example of a
global energy transition scenario. In addition to that, ways to increase the
resource efficiency of renewable energy technologies will also be discussed.

Energy transformation process and potential demand
for raw materials
Energy scenarios are not predictions of how the future energy system will be,
but they assist the energy transformation process by providing guidance and
presenting possible risks that can occur while pursuing climate goals. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) publishes the World Energy Outlook
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(WEO) every year which provides an update on the global energy market
and the projections of the energy system based on current trends and data.
In the latest version of the WEO, three energy scenarios were presented,
among which the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) is considered to
be the most sustainable scenario (IEA 2018). The SDS scenario considers the
broader energy picture taking into account the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) on energy, universal energy access, air pollution,
clean water and sanitation. According to this scenario, the global energyrelated CO2 emissions will peak at around 2020 and will continuously decline
thereafter. The IEA claims that the scenario is fully in line with the trajectory
required to achieve a global temperature rise of between 1.7 to 1.8 °C
by 2100.
According to this scenario, the global cumulative installed capacity of PV
and wind turbines will reach 4240 GW and 2819 GW respectively by 2040.
By the end of 2018, a total of 532 GW (PV) and 590 GW (wind) capacities are
available globally (IRENA 2019). The expected massive expansion of PV and
wind turbines is however conditioned to the supply of large raw material
amounts. As an example, the requirements of selected metals are shown in
Table 15.1. The demand includes new capacities that have to be installed to
substitute older power plants that have reached their lifespan to achieve the
proposed cumulative installed capacity in 2040. Furthermore, an annual reduction of 1% is considered for the specific material demand to take material
efficiency measures into accounts, such as improvement in the manufacturing
process and power conversion efficiencies.
There are several important points that can be understood from the results.
Firstly, increasing demand for renewable energy technologies will eventually
exhaust the reserve of relevant metals. If the SDS scenario is realised, approximately 13% of available silver reserves would have been mined and
manufactured into PV modules by 2040. Although the use of rare earth elements (REEs) in wind turbines does not seem as critical as silver in PV, it
should be mentioned that the installations of these technologies will not be
ceased in 2040. Instead, the installations will continue beyond that at an even
greater rate to reach the long-term climate goals. Secondly, the expansion of
renewable energy technologies will most likely be constraint by the production capacity of raw materials, since the growth in annual demand by far
outweighs the current production rate. In terms of dysprosium, the production
has to be increased by more than 250% of today’s level.
Thirdly, renewable energy technologies can expect tough competition from
other sectors in securing raw materials for the future. Regarding silver, for
instance, only 8% of the current global silver demand goes into manufacturing
crystalline Silicon (c-Si) based PV modules, which dominate the global PV
market with a share of over 95% per cent. Therefore, a twofold increase of the
silver demand required for PV module can create tough competition among
other silver-intensive sectors. With the exception of the financial crisis in
2011, the global GDP growth has been positive other the past 50 years.

Ag
Nd
Dy

23
90
7

Specific metal
demand
[kg/MW]

4.6
13.6
1.1

Maximum annual
material
demand [kt]
27
19
0.42

Global production
in 2018 [kt]
17
71
251

Percentage of
demand to
production [%]
72.6
170.4
13.3

Cumulative
material demand
2020–2040 [kt]

560
23000
320

Reserve
2018 [kt]

13
0.7
4

Percentage of
demand to
reserve [%]

Sources: The specific metal demand for Nd and Dy are obtained from Shammugam et al. (2019) whereas the specific demand for Ag is obtained from Fraunhofer internal
data. USGS (2018) and Viebahn et al. (2015) provided the reserve and annual production of Ag and REEs respectively.

PV
Wind
turbine

Metal

Table 15.1 Maximum annual and cumulative material demand of selected metals in PV and wind turbines for the Sustainable
Development Scenario in WEO 2018
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Assuming that this trend continues in the future, growth in all manufacturing
sectors can be expected, which consequently creates competition for raw
materials between different sectors. In most cases the outcome is predictable;
those who are willing to pay the most can secure the raw materials they need.
Apart from the aforementioned arguments, there are several other risks that
can occur due to the increasing deployment of renewable energy technologies.
One of the most likely ones will be the hike in raw material prices as the
availability becomes scarce. Being already the most expensive metal in c-Si PV
modules, a strong increase in silver price will definitely hinder the cost reduction of PV modules, which in turn will impede a large-scale deployment.
Furthermore, the increase in price might provide producing countries with
useful leverage against other countries to increase their profit. This is possible
since most of the metals required by renewable energy technologies are found
in large concentrations in only a handful of countries. An example of this was
the export restriction on REEs imposed by China in 2012, which eventually
led Vestas, a major turbine manufacturer, to use squirrel cage induction
generators for their turbines instead of their established high-speed generators
with permanent magnets.

Material efficiency measures in solar cells
and novel concepts
Based on the arguments presented in the previous chapter, it is clear that
further improving resource efficiency in renewable technologies is vital in
order to ensure their sustainability and cost-effective wide-scale implementation. Resource efficiency in photovoltaics can be achieved via
direct or indirect measures. A direct material efficiency measure can be the
improvement in the production process of PV products, like solar cells and
modules. An example of this is the reduction of kerf losses which occur from
the slicing of silicon ingots into thin wafers. By 2018, almost the entire c-Si PV
industry switched from the slurry-based wafer sawing to the diamond wire
sawing, which reduces the amount of silicon consumed per wafer by approximately 15% (ITRPV 2017). The further material reduction can be
expected by using kerfless wafering technologies, thinner diamond wires as
well as increasing the rate of recycling for the silicon residue during the sawing
process. In addition to that, efforts are undertaken in order to reduce the use
of silver in cell metallisation since it is currently – and will most probably
remain – the most expensive metal in a crystalline solar cell. Besides reducing
the amount of silver via improved screen printing and cell interconnection,
feasible ways of substituting it with a mixture of copper and nickel are already
available, which allows for comparable efficiency.
Material efficiency can also be indirectly achieved by improving cell efficiency, which reduces the specific demand for all relevant materials, as well as
reduction of cell thickness, which improves the material efficiency of silicon.
The most common cell thickness of a silicon-based solar cell is 180 µm.
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Nonetheless, efforts are being carried out to reduce this, so that thickness as
low as 120 µm can already be expected by 2030 for mono c-Si solar cells. In
terms of efficiency, the maximum achievable efficiency for c-Si solar cells
is limited at 29.4% (Polman et al. 2016). The current maximum recorded c-Si
solar cell efficiency is 26.7%, which shows that there is still slight room for
improvement (Green et al. 2019). Furthermore, the module efficiency, which
lies currently around 17–20%, can also be improved further. For example,
losses in cell interconnections can be reduced by utilising shingles solar cells
whereas shading losses can be reduced by using frameless modules.
Improved concepts such as the Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cell can
help in further reducing specific material content of solar cells due to their
high efficiency. SHJ has very high conversion efficiency due to distinctive
surface passivation. Compared to other silicon-based solar cells such as
Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC) or Back Surface Field (BSF), the
main advantages of SHJ include the simple and low-temperature manufacturing processes, which decrease the thermal budget and thus the cost of the
cell (Louwen et al. 2016). However, the production facility is not yet available
on a large scale as main players in the industry often opt to optimise their
current portfolio and respective products rather than adopting a new cell
concept and corresponding production line. However, this is most likely to
change in the future once the cost advantages increase, driven by significant
learning effects.
A further increase in efficiency above 30% can be achieved by the transition
from one to two or more p-n-junctions, named tandem or multijunction solar
cells. In terms of tandem solar cells, one of the most widely discussed concepts
is the perovskite cell in combination with Si-cells. This solar cell has gained
much attention in the past few years due to the enormous increase in efficiency in a very short period of time, as well as the utilisation of inexpensive
materials. Nonetheless, the main challenges faced by perovskite cells is the
instability issue and the use of lead which is toxic and faces the uncertainty of
being banned in the EU Directive for Hazardous Substances (RoHS).
Research efforts are already being undertaken to substitute lead with other
metals such as bismuth. Nonetheless, the power conversion efficiency is still
low compared to the requirement for large scale commercial application.
Another promising multijunction concept is the monolithic application of
III-V solar cells onto a Si bottom cell. A triple junction configuration has
demonstrated to reach efficiencies beyond 37% for terrestrial applications,
which clearly offers an enormous material-saving potential (NREL 2019).

Reducing the demand for rare earth elements
in wind turbines
The most critical metals in wind turbines are clearly rare earth elements
(REEs), namely, dysprosium and neodymium. Improvements in the production technique can reduce material losses and decrease the utilisation of
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REEs. For example, Viebahn et al. (2015) reported that the specific material
demand of neodymium in a middle-speed generator in wind turbines can be
reduced from the current 50 kg/MW to around 32 kg/MW by 2050. Pavel
et al. (2017), on the other hand, project an even more intensive reduction by
stating that 35 kg/MW of neodymium can already be achieved by 2030. Apart
from improving the production techniques, material efficiency in REEs can
also be achieved via substitution measures. Principally, two different substitution measures can be applied. Firstly, neodymium and dysprosium can be
substituted by other less expensive metals such as cerium and cobalt doped
alloys (Pathak et al. 2015). The problem with this solution is that cobalt can
face a severe bottleneck in the future with expected strong demand for batteries in electric vehicles. Therefore, although the substitution of REEs can
reduce the cost of wind turbines in the near future, it might not be sustainable
in the long run when the price of cobalt spikes due to substantial demand and
stiff competition, especially from the automotive industry.
This leaves us with the second substitution measure, namely the utilisation of
complementary wind turbine concepts without permanent magnets (PM).
There are numerous other PM-free concepts available on the market, namely
electrically excited generators such as the synchronous direct-drive generator by
Enercon or the doubly-fed induction generator by Siemens-Gamesa. Despite
the availability of such concepts, generators with PM remain the preferred
concept for offshore turbines in part due to their high reliability. Since maintenance work can be highly costly especially when the turbines are built further
from the shores, developers tend to opt for the turbines that require less
maintenance and repair works. Therefore, efforts in improving the reliability of
wind turbines are necessary to close the gap between electrically-excited turbines and turbines with PMs and thus suppressing the need for REEs.
Nonetheless, this substitution measure should be treated with care as the increased use of electrically excited turbines might lead to supply bottlenecks of
copper (Shammugam et al. 2019). Therefore, a balance between both generator
concepts is necessary to overcome the overall metal supply risk. Further state-ofthe-art concepts such as the high-temperature superconducting and the pseudodirect-drive generators can also facilitate in reducing metal requirements due to
their lesser weight and improved efficiency.

Secondary production of metals via recycling
A substantially different way of reducing material demand is recycling. In the
example of the cumulative demand for silver, assuming a 100% recycling rate
reduces the total demand by 20%. Besides that, the peak silver demand could
also be reduced by half. In terms of the demand for neodymium and dysprosium, the total cumulative demand can be reduced by 25% assuming a
100% recycling rate. One could argue that the effect of recycling in reducing
material demand might seem small. However, it is essential to mention that
most of the metal demand will still be in use in 2040 and will be available for
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recycling beyond that. Therefore, the virgin demand for manufacturing the
technologies in the future can be much lower assuming that most of the
material can be won by recycling. In the long term, recycling is probably
the most sustainable way of producing metals in order not to exhaust the
available raw material resources.
A major challenge faced by the recycling sector is the current lack of market.
In Germany for example, although there are around 40 GW of installed PV
capacity, most of them were installed from 2010 onwards and will be available
for recycling at the earliest by 2035, assuming a lifespan of 25 years. Therefore, it
is understandable that there are few available business models and facilities to
recycle them. Within this context, First Solar stands out as one of the very few
module manufacturers that collects and recycles their own modules. With a
reported recycling rate of 90% including semiconductor materials, First Solar not
only ensures that the material can be recovered and reused but also has to make
sure that no toxic wastes such as cadmium are disposed inappropriately. Similar
challenge is also faced by wind turbines since the market is still small for business
models and infrastructure developments. In addition to that, a literature review
(Jensen and Skelton 2018; Cousins et al. 2019) shows that most of the research
today focuses on the recycling of carbon fibres in the turbine blades and very less
on the recycling of the generators which contain REEs.

Towards a sustainable energy system with efficient
resource utilisation
The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive was first
introduced in the EU in 2002 to properly manage waste from electric and
electronic products. The main goal of the directive is to prevent and reduce
the negative environmental effects resulting from the generation and management of WEEE by introducing sustainable production and consumption by
reducing, reusing and recycling. Since 2012, this directive also included PV
modules and requires manufacturers to take back and recycle their decommissioned products. However, the biggest drawback of this directive is that the
exact metals to be recycled are not defined. As an example, the organisation
PV-Cycle, which consists of a group of module manufacturers, aims at recycling more than 80% of the weight of PV modules. However, this goal can
already be reached if the glass and aluminium frame are recycled, which
contributes to more than 90% of the total module weight. Critical metals are
often neglected due to their modest amount, which calls for a more specific
regulation to define recycling targets for exact metals.
To fully utilise the potential of recycling, a closed-loop recycling process can
be implemented. This process means that the materials won by recycling wind
turbines and PV modules are used to manufacture new turbines and modules.
Such a system is seen as the most effective risk mitigation measure to fend off
competitions from other sectors and ensures that the RE industry can secure its
long-term material needs. For example, more than half of the silver demand
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globally is used as financial commodity and jewellery, which rarely gets recycled.
Without a closed-loop recycling process, there is a high possibility that the
recycled silver demand from PV modules might end being purchased as a financial asset, especially if the price keeps increasing. On a different note, there is
also a possibility that decommissioned RE technologies contain more amount of
metals than the amount required to manufacture material-efficient RE technologies at certain time points in the future. This is possible if the market growth
remains fairly consistent or existing technology is replaced by a much more
efficient technology in the future. For example, the existing wind turbines with
PM can provide a surplus of REEs assuming that turbines with electrically
excited generators will strongly dominate the market in the future. Ultimately,
this provides the industry the opportunity to sell the surplus amount of material
which contributes to increasing the financial attractiveness of RE technologies.
Besides that, a local closed-loop recycling process also reduces the dependency
of the producing countries on foreign markets and makes them more immune
towards price fluctuations on the global market.
Furthermore, in order to allow efficient implementations of such a recycling
process, the idea of recycling has to be integrated already during the manufacturing process. In doing so, a product will be designed in such a way that it
can be easily dismantled and prepared for remanufacturing or recycling during
the end-of-life stage. Regarding the issue of lack of a general market for recycling, there is ample time for the industry to prepare for the large-scale
decommissioning of the technologies. Research activities should nonetheless
already be conducted intensively for recycling so that the industry is fully
prepared with appropriate infrastructure. Although the entrepreneurial risk
might be very high to start a business where the market is currently very
limited, such a strategy might be possible with governmental support. These
recycling facilities and business models can already be tested using PV modules
or wind turbine components that have been prematurely decommissioned due
to failures. For example, Shammugam et al. (2019) estimated that almost 30%
of the total material demand in a lifespan of wind turbines is a direct result of
maintenance, repair and component exchanges due to failures. The significant
amount of failed modules shows that a sufficient supply of components will be
available to test the recycling facilities and business models before the largescale decommissioning of RE technologies actually occurs in the near future.
As of efficiency measures and substitution strategies discussed in this chapter
to increase the material efficiency of RE technologies, most of them are still
being researched and are not available on a large commercial scale. Therefore
increased research works are necessary in these fields in order to accelerate the
implementation and market entry of these measures. More governmental
support is required for start-ups that are willing to venture into innovative and
novel technologies to initiate the activities that will eventually attract more
players to be involved and eventually increase the learning rate of these
technologies and infrastructure. These efficiency measures are all the more
important that renewable technologies have an expected lifespan of at least
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25 years, which means that the amount of metals in-use will only be available
for reuse upon reaching the lifespan. Therefore it is essential to accelerate the
implementation of the material efficiency measures to ensure the long-term
sustainability of RE technologies.
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16 Governing critical infrastructure
in digital futures
Louis Klein

Critical infrastructure
Today, we are only a few days away from civil war, say the critical infrastructure providers. Imagine a blackout, no electricity, nowhere in the entire
grid. Moreover, the electricity does not come back. A few backup generators
will kick in and sustain an emergency mode, for a few days, especially for
hospitals, police and army, and some of the rich. Private households seek
for a safety net. People run for food and petrol. But stocks will deplete soon.
The cooling chain breaks down. Frozen and fresh food turns bad. After three
days the shelves are empty, transportation breaks down, and communications
fade out. The civil order starts to crumble as people run out of food with little
or no information about what is happening. Rumours spread and anxieties
grow into panic. Scuffles grow into fights. While in hospitals, patients who
cannot be sustained must die. The first gun is fired.
Modern societies are far more vulnerable as the occasional hacker attacks
suggest. If critical infrastructure breaks down, society collapses. An electricity
black-out maybe just an example a critical infrastructure breakdown,
However, in modern society energy is vital for almost everything. Moreover,
the more developed a society, the harder the blow. Hence, critical infrastructure is a major concern of institutional and organisational risk management. Yet, there is a trade-off between criticality and efficiency. The
more efficient a system, the lower is its resilience, and the higher is its
criticality (Klein 2018a). So, if we want to optimise resource efficiency, we
need to keep more than a watchful eye on criticality. However, our appetite
for energy is limitless. The growth curves described in the so-called Great
Acceleration (Colvile 2016; McNeill & Engelke 2014) are exponential. We
may debate if the resources we are consuming are three, six or seven times
beyond the regenerative capacity of our planet. This debate is futile. The
challenge at hand is far beyond incremental solutions. It is a question of
bold systems change.
There is no right life in the wrong one, said the German philosopher and
founder of the Critical School, Theodor W. Adorno (1951). In a globalised
world, in the age of the Anthropocene, there are no sustainable pockets of
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happiness. The dynamic interdependencies of the living world do not allow
for small, isolated solutions. Facing the challenges of the Anthropocene in the
21st century, we need to acknowledge that despite campaigns like the UN
Sustainable Development Goals, our current debates are missing the point
in so many ways. Neither the resource challenge nor the security and resilience
of critical infrastructure can be treated and solved in isolation. These challenges
go deep and address the very fabric of our societies and the very thinking
that brought about those social systems that characterise western modernity.
Everything needs to be challenged. Building on Albert Einstein’s famous
quote that the thinking that brought about the problems will not be thinking
that yields the solutions, we need to start looking for new thinking, for an
epistemological turn towards Anthropocene Thinking that puts an end to the
paradigms of modernity and take it from there.
First, we need to understand our understanding, understand our thinking
and the regimes we use to govern (Foerster 2002). We need to acknowledge
the ruling matrix of epistemological propositions that determines our worldview. We will learn that it is us who conceived and created the reality we live
in. Moreover, advanced technology is only able to support us as far as our ideas
can provide for it. We need to understand that there is more than one future
(Poli 2011) and that systems change is not a question of incremental project
management, but a matter of mind shift and leverage points (Klein 2019). We
need to understand that competition yields perverse incentives and scarcity,
and that smart rules govern serious games (Klein 2018b) which can manifest
the common good not only respecting the sustainability of our planet but
contributing to a thrivable living world.
This kind of systems change will allow for sustainable energy regimes that
do not deplete resources but grows them. It will enable us to translate sustainable energy regimes into critical infrastructure that supports this sustainability, that meets the requirements of robustness, resilience, and anti-fragility,
and performs as effective as efficient. We may in the age of big data, digital
transformation, and artificial intelligence (AI) conceive of distributed autonomous infrastructure systems which reliably harvest and distribute renewable
energy serving the common good while sustaining a thrivable planet.
Technology, however, comes last. First, we need to understand understanding
and allow for another thinking.

Anthropocene thinking
We live in a post-truth society not because our political world is full of lies but
because we live in a VUCA, a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous,
world which needs more than truth. We need volatility sciences, uncertainty
sciences, complexity sciences, and ambiguity sciences. If we want to meet the
challenges of the Anthropocene in the 21st century, we need thinking beyond
the reductionist paradigms of modernity. Anthropocene thinking (Klein 2018c)
identifies three candidates contributing to the necessary epistemological turn in
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the current scientific debates. First, systems sciences and cybernetics; second,
integral theory; and third, theories of resonance.
Systems sciences and cybernetics are certainly the backbones of Anthropocene
thinking. Systems sciences and cybernetics and later chaos and complexity
sciences went into the challenge of dependent variables, feedback loops, path
dependency, the power of context, the sensitivity to initial conditions and
emergence (Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015). They can model and simulate
system dynamics and explore the future implications of any complex system
(Forrester 1968). The Report to the Club of Rome about the limits of growth is,
undoubtedly, a hallmark of systems sciences and cybernetics (Meadows et al.
1972). Also, the Operations Room to govern the entire economy based on the
Viable Systems Model in Allende’s Chile in 1973 led by the cybernetician
Stafford Beer made it into the pop culture of digital natives (Medina 2011). The
relationship of systems sciences and cybernetics to modern sciences is like the
relationship of quantum mechanics and relativity theory to classical mechanics.
Modern sciences, as well as classical mechanics, are simple, limited cases of the
broader theory.
Integral theory is the most popular of the three candidates. It became so
popular for addressing individual cognitive and moral development that a
plethora of self-help and self-improvement movements highjacked it for their
cause. Seen from the perspective of Anthropocene thinking, it is the research
on individual and collective development as well as social integration that
makes it remarkable (McIntosh 2007; Loevinger 1987). It fills the blind
spot systems sciences and cybernetics have with respect of the conditio humana.
The inevitability of the living body, the conscious self and the social others
need to be addressed to relate to human beings and not only to systems (Klein
2012). Integral theory provides this and opens perspectives of alternative
developments and different processes of civilisation.
Theories of resonance are new and ancient at the same time. Theories of
resonance are new because only lately, the focus broadened from a specific
psychological theory to entire social systems (Rosa 2016). They suggest harmonious resonance as the critical criteria for human wellbeing addressing the
three inevitable levels of the conditio humana. We can be in tune with your living
body, your conscious self, and the social others. Communications, groups, and
societies can be resonant and in tune. Yet, resonance reaches far beyond the
human scale into nature resonating with the totality of the living world as
described in the popular Gaia hypothesis (Margulis 1998; Lovelock 1979).
Resonance is a universal phenomenon that travels from the very elementary
processes of quantum mechanics via the self-awareness of the human being
to the harmonic relationships that rule the stars and the constellation of
the cosmos. Looking for resonance allows us to go back in time, and therefore
theories of resonance can be considered to be rather acient, before the
Enlightenment, before the Renaissance and even before the Axial Age (8th to
the 3rd century BCE). In the Vedic scripts of ancient India (1700 to 1100
BCE), meaning was attributed to sound and colour. In physical terms,
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meaning was attributed to a frequency of soundwaves and light waves. This
scientific insight suggests that meaning can be processed in the form of those
frequencies. Peculiar as it occurs, we have an intuition for this when we
speak and communicate. We process meaning in the basic form of frequencies
based on resonance and call it words, sentences, stories, and narratives. With
theories of resonance, we look at an entirely different paradigm which may
revolutionise even our understanding of quantum computing moving away
from digital logic towards the computable resonance.
Theories of resonance specify the quality of integration while integral
theory addresses the scale and coherence of integration. This combination of
integral theory and theories of resonance bridges a scientific understanding of
matter, energy, and life in the form of critical spirituality to Daoist traditions
(Ames & Hall 2003) and recent developments of Apithology, the discipline
that studies the generative causes of health and wellness in living systems
(Varey 2008). Both are approaching health and well-being from the larger
picture of the totality of the living world, both arriving at what currently
features as One Health regarding the future of medicine and healthcare, which
argues that there cannot be individual health on a sick planet (Zinsstag et al.
2015; Atlas & Maloy 2014).

Governing good governance
Anthropocene thinking enlarges our understanding of governance. If we look
at the different governments and regimes in the world and even when we look
at western democracies only, we see plenty of versions featured under the same
headline. We may use the explanation that different cultures and different
values yield different regimes and various versions of democracy, however, this
remains on the very surface. Western democracies, for example, are all founded
on a set of the same three fundamental values. liberté, égalité, fraternité is the triad
of the French revolution. The Germans’ national anthem speaks of Einigkeit und
Recht und Freiheit. It is personal freedom, equality before the law and societal
solidarity which address the foundation of a desirable society or to be more
precise, as the foundation of the governance of a desirable society. A theory of
civilisation based on integral theory argues that there are three levels of societal
maturity combined in this triad of social integration. First, there is the level of
law and order which overcomes the earlier level of fight and force. With an
accepted rule of law, a society can shield itself against civil war and the law
of the jungle. It usually comes with a strong hierarchy and negative sanctions.
A mighty ruler owning the monopoly of the use of forces will punish those
who violate the rules. Second, there is the level of competition and personal
freedom to pursue one’s happiness participating in this competition.
Competition allows for personal ambition and fuels the individual motivation to go the legendary extra mile. The social integration mechanism is
an investment and return. Those who do more deserve more. This leads to
meritocracies which come at the price that those at the bottom are not simply
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unlucky but deserve to have not. In its extreme form competition challenges
the right to exist of those who do not, as we say, earn their living. The level
of competition builds on the level of rules and regulations to be distinct to
the law of the jungle. Third, there is a level of societal solidarity. A society
can overcome competition and share what was achieved collectively with
everybody. It is not a matter of redistributing individual crops. It is based
on the ancient Greek insight, attributed to Aristotle, that the whole is more
than the sum of its parts. Collectively we create value beyond the individual
returns. This is more than value-added, it is something that, for the lack of
a better word, could be called hypervalue (Klein 2017). A society can agree
to tap into this hypervalue to mitigate the downside of competition, allowing
for both the individual pursuit of happiness and societal solidarity. Hypervalue,
in this sense, is the new commons which operate along the lines of agreement
and sharing.
In contemporary western democracies, we see all three levels of social
integration in place, the rule of law, competition, and societal solidarity.
However, increased competition dominates and seems to be applied to almost
all walks of life. It looks like a successful paradigm being overstretched to the
extent that it yields the right opposite of what it intended (Kuhn 1962).
Overstretched competition produces scarcity where there is none for the sake
of profit. Integral theory looking into modes of social integration and levels
of civilisation as well as systems sciences and cybernetics understanding the
emergence and hypervalue provide an understanding that yields new options
for good governance.
Context design and individual care lie at the heart of good governance.
Understanding the power of context opens a new perspective on rules and
regulations. It is a little bit like nudging individuals to do what is better for
them (Thaler & Sunstein 2008). The rules and regulations of social systems can
also be seen as rules and regulations of serious games, one may be the economy
the other politics and so forth. Games, however, have their own character. In
the game Monopoly, for example, one player after the other goes bankrupted
and drops out until only one player is left owning all the property and having
all the money. Or there is a game like Settlers of Catan where all players stay in
the game until the very end, rightfully hoping to win while the game unfolds,
and the winner wins by a margin. Settlers of Catan was awarded game of the
year in 1995 meeting all the criteria which make a good game. There is a lot to
learn from game design for governing societies. Moreover, we can learn from
systems sciences and cybernetics how the various serious games of society feed
into each other.

Choosing futures
Meaning, said the German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, is the unity of the
distinction between actuality and possibilities (1984). Psychic systems and
social systems can relate to futures in the form of meaning. They need to do so
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to survive and sustain themselves. We think about futures routinely. However,
we are matrix-bound. We can only see what our epistemological proposition
allows us to see. If we want to overcome this, we need to challenge our
matrix, and the easiest way to do so is to do this together. Exploring the
unknown and conceiving of alternative futures scenarios can follow meaningful conversations and facilitating processes which overcome epistemological
silos and embrace diversity (Bennett et al. 2016; Poli 2011). We cannot think
what we cannot think, but what we could think is already present in the
presence. It is in the various ingredients which makes the various futures
distinct and unique.
Anticipation translates futures into practices and approaches feasibility
(Poli 2010). The possibility of systems analytics in models and simulations
adds to the possibility to explore the unknown and draw new maps which
allow navigating a VUCA world. Shifting to Anthropocene Thinking allows
to widen the view and to change the criteria of evaluation. If a futures scenario
is functionally adequate, resilient, and sustainable if it is integrating into
the broader scope of the living world and if it is improving resonance it is
undoubtedly amongst the desirable futures to choose from.
In the 21st century, artificial intelligence (AI) is inevitable (Harari 2015;
Brynjolfsson & McAfee 2014). All futures of critical infrastructure we can
think of will revolve around questions of AI. Nonetheless, technology comes
last. Technology is an accelerator and supports to scale up, but technology is
never a driver or a creator of momentum (Collins 2001). Someone builds
technology and this someone as well as the building process is embedded in
paradigms, in a specific tradition of theory and practice. In the end, technology
is hardwired and coded thinking with all its propositions and dependencies. In
this sense, technology manifests, accelerates, and scales a specific worldview
and the according to social, cultural and political regimes (Marcuse 1964). And
if we want to see systems change, we need to mind technology as the most
conservative agent of the past.
Form follows function, is the modernist’s building maxim. In the 21st
century, we need to understand understanding first and acknowledge that
function is already an embedded concept. Technology is never neutral. It is
a manifestation of paradigms in use. So, if we use AI to upgrade what we have
already, it will yield just more of the same. If we do not want more of the
3same but systems change, we need to critically rethink what we have and
conceive of desirable futures and their paradigmatic propositions. Then we
can choose wisely before technology becomes hardwired and coded path
dependency. This applies not only for critical infrastructure but also for AI
itself (Minsky 2006). If you do not get what you wanted, you need to start all
over again, if you still have the time given the challenges of the Anthropocene
in the 21st century.
Privatising critical infrastructures like electricity or water was a common
practice praised in the late 20th century serving the paradigmatic idea of
competition as a desirable mode of societal integration. The market
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competition was thought to serve the people better than rules and regulations
of public administration. However, the nature of technology, for example, in
energy production was not prone to competition but lead to oligopolies of a
handful of players who could afford large investments in power plants and
grids and time horizons of 30 to 40 years for a profitable return on investment.
Moreover, moving critical infrastructure into competition produced perverse
incentives. If a business model is set up to solve a social problem, it is set-up to
benefit and profit from that problem. It needs the problem to exist and the
greater the challenge, the more significant the profit. The conventional
technology of energy production produces scarcity whenever demand rises.
It does not support overcoming the problem.
The energy reaching the earth from the sun is abundant. Energy scarcity is
not in the resource but in the infrastructure of producing and distributing
energy. Changing the infrastructure of harvesting and allocating energy could
create commons where energy is shared rather than sold. If we think of this
scenario as a desirable future of critical infrastructure, we are looking at
entirely different technological requirements, especially for the supporting AI.
We can think of commons, and we need to meet the criticality of energy
infrastructure shielding us from the initial scenario of civil war. Critical
infrastructure needs to be robust, resilient, and anti-fragile. The solution we
see in organic life is next to optimal redundancy, not maximal effectiveness
and efficiency. Redundancy, however, is the foe of profit. It became a word
with a negative connotation. Yet, competition yields criticality, redundancy
fosters sustainability.
Organic life’s solution for safeguarding critical infrastructure is autonomous
systems like respiration, blood circulation, the lymph system to name but a
few. Hence, moving critical infrastructure away from competition does not
mean to subdue to rules and regulations of public administration but to
move on to the autonomy of commons. If this sounds like science fiction it
meets the requirements of exploring a desirable futures scenario very well. The
responsible decision, however, lies in the presence.

Desirable AI
AI is matrix-bound and purpose-driven (Tegmark 2017). AI can be curious
and self-learning. It is matrix-bound like any other technology. It depends on
its epistemological and paradigmatic propositions. If it is coded in terms of
law and order, it does rarely exceed the scope of a diligent expert system. But
it can be coded following other modes of social integration supporting
competition as well as commons. It depends on the purpose. AI is purposedriven. The purpose is a normative proposition balancing strategic and operative requirements, presence and future. Purpose provides orientation. Do
we want to make a profit or overcome criticality? Are we want to benefit
from scarcity or integrate sustainably into the realms of the living world?
According to the criteria we choose we choose.
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AI can be curious and self-learning. However, this is where AI imposes
another layer of complexity and adds to the gravity of technological choices.
Curious and self-learning AI does not only accelerate and scale, but it also
grows. The criteria which guide the technological choices will guide the
curiosity and self-learning of the AI. If we choose the AI to support competition, it will consequently grow problems, produce scarcity, and deplete
resources. It will not stop in optimising itself to do so. It will pursue effectiveness and efficiency, grow lean, eliminate redundancies, and inevitably
foster criticality. It optimises what it was built for. AI can also realise and
grow commons if we want. It can support a transition from competition to
sharing, engaging in different measures and indicators for social integration
and quality of life.
We can use the AI to support those serious games we want to play, the
good games, like in the strategy games the games industry features since the
early 1990s. The generation we call millennials learnt to view the world in
this way and to navigate the complexity of the so-called virtual world with
ease. They think of society as something that is or should be governed by
smart algorithms like those well-designed computer games. They know that
flow leads to epic wins and that this bears the potential to change the world
(McGonigal 2012). The voice in the Fridays for Future protests that they do
not see desirable futures in the current regimes of petty public administration
and cut-throat competition. Any human-made system is only as strong as the
supporting narrative is shared ( Jorgensen & Largacha-Martinez 2014; Boje
2001). What holds for the acceptance of a currency applies to organisations,
institutions, and regimes as well. They start to understand that they can
choose a more desirable future.
AI does not understand narratives. It ‘thinks’ fast, not slow (Kahneman
2011). It is operationally closed in its digital logic. It can evaluate quickly
according to its digital coding, yet it does not rationalise. It does not process
meaning. This holds for its curiosity as well as for its self-learning, at least as
far as we can see today. However, it can be used to realise the design of
autonomous systems in reference to the hierarchy of human needs (Maslow
1943) and the sequences of personality development (Loevinger 1987). The
more basic the level of human needs and the level of personality development, the more AI can be supportive. The more advanced and sophisticated
the level of human needs and the level of personality development, the more
comprehensive the realms of personal freedom AI can grant.

Beyond critical infrastructure
Imagine a world where curious and self-learning AI serves to safeguards critical
infrastructure. A world where the governance of energy, food and water is
integrated into autonomous systems based on the logic of the commons, a
world where the governance of health, transportation, security, and telecommunications furthers integration and resonance. The world would be safer
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and greener for a start. Physiological needs were met, and a lot of psychological stress was eased. There was more room for family and friends, more time
for personality development towards empathy, respect, and appreciation, for
creativity, spontaneity, and new goals.
2045 would neither be the year of the singularity nor the year of nightfall
(Morris 2013). AI would have learnt to govern critical infrastructure according
to criteria of functional adequacy integration and resonance. Truth would still
be cherished, but it ceased to be the single, limiting source of legitimisation.
Progress would connotate advances in personal development and civilisation
rather than technological frenzies. We would relate to critical infrastructure
as we relate to respiration and heartbeat. We know it is in place, we know it
serves us but more than this we could gratefully forget and trust.
The Anthropocene could be the era where anthropocentrism could be
overcome, where integration aimed at the largest relevant level, the level of
Gaia, the level of all the life on earth (Latour 2015). It could be an era where
resonance would not end with the human scale but explore what Gaia has
to say and find our place on a thrivable planet.
A better world starts as an exploration of desirable futures. We can change
the world. But understanding our understanding comes first. Challenging
our epistemological propositions and worldviews makes sure that we get it
right. Anthropocene thinking suggests a way to do so.
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17 The energy transition in
Deventer
A Hanseatic approach
Ir. Almar Otten and Ron Sint Nicolaas

Deventer: a culture of cooperation since Hanseatic times
A brief history of co-operation

Deventer belongs to the five oldest cities of the Netherlands. In 768 the Frank
missionary Lebuinus crossed the river IJssel to convert the Saxons to
Christianity. He built a church at the high grounds at the crossing of the river
IJssel and the Schipbeek. Deventer became an important trading place and was
one of the first Dutch towns to join the Hanze, the economic cooperation
between hundreds of towns surrounding the North and the East Sea.
Between the 11th and the 16th centuries, Deventer developed into a city of
science and books. Desiderius Erasmus and Geert Grote, founder of the
Modern Devotion, studied at the famous Latin School.
In the 18th century industry became the economic engine of the city. The
Deventer company Noury van der Lande was one of the founding companies
of the Akzo Nobel concern. The recently split off chemical division was
therefor called Nouryon.
Nowadays Deventer, blessed with 100,000 inhabitants, has a mixed eco
nomic profile. There still are well-known industrial enterprises such as Auping
(beds), Ardagh (tin cans), Byk-Cera (additives), Nefit-Bosch (heating systems)
and Nouryon (research). Since 1950 however, knowledge industry became
more important. Deventer is the home base of large and worldwide operating
consultancy firms like Witteveen+Bos and Tauw. During the last ten years
new IT- and New Technology firms emerged and grew rapidly on a fertile
soil, formed during ages of innovation and co-operation.
A brief history of sustainability

Since 2007 Deventer has a local strategic plan on sustainable energy. The goal
of the first plan was to be energy-neutral in 2030. Now, in 2019, this political
goal is unchanged. The city council still aims at a fully sustainable energy
system in 2030. There is however a growing awareness that 2030 might be too
optimistic.
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The financial means of the municipality have always been limited. Due to
the lack of budget, we have always been focused on cooperation with other
parties, such as industries, housing associations, schools, energy companies. In
every partnership, the municipality had to be keen on managing the ex
pectations about the governmental role.
From 2007 to 2015 the municipality basically adopted an opportunistic ap
proach. That led for example to a project in which solar systems were placed on 53
government buildings, such as schools and sports halls. The municipality also took
the lead in the spatial procedures to enable the construction of two wind turbines,
partly owned by the local energy cooperation, at the entrance of the town.
In 2016 the first contours of the National Climate Agreement became clear.
It was obvious that the Dutch municipalities would be assigned to take the lead
in the local energy transition. At the same time, the Deventer municipality was
approached by the two largest housing associations to talk about the future
energy management in districts where they owned houses and where they had
to decide about the replacement of the old heating system. Would they install
new gas-based systems with a depreciation period of 12 years or was this the
right time to choose a sustainable, non-fossil fuel dependent source of heat?
They asked the municipality to develop a long-term energy strategy. The
municipality, the housing associations and the energy network operator started
a joint project, called ‘Fossil Free and Affordable Housing’.
Zandweerd became the first district to radically start building a new heating
system. In the present situation, all houses have individual gas boilers. These
will be replaced a collective heat network. This network has two sources of
heat. The first is the nearby sewage treatment plan. That delivers water with a
temperature of about 40 degrees Celsius. The temperature of this water can be
raised by electrical heat pumps to a maximum of 70 degrees, specifically de
pendent on the isolation state of the individual house of a block of houses.

Towards a new strategy
Goals

In May 2019 the Senate of the Dutch Parliament agreed upon the National
Climate Agreement and the Climate Act. The national goals are formulated as
follows:
i 49% reduction of CO2 emissions in 2030, based on the CO2 emissions
in 1990;
ii 95% CO2-emission in 2050;
iii A zero-emission production of electricity in 2050;
iv 1.5 million of 7 million houses heated free of fossil fuels in 2030.
The Climate Act clearly appoints the municipality as director of the local energy
transition. By law municipalities are assigned to develop the following plans:
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a
b
c

a regional strategy as to produce a certain amount of sustainable
energy (2020);
a general plan for the transition of heat supply (2021);
specific plans for transition of heat supply in districts, covering the whole
town (2022).

From the national goals we can derive the following local goals for Deventer:
i in 2030 half of the energy we use should originate from sustainable
sources;
ii in 2050 near to all of the energy we use should originate from sustainable
sources;
iii in 2030 20% of all houses should be free of fossil fuels, that means 10,000
houses must be taken off the gas network in the next decade.
It is obvious that we need to change our strategy to achieve these goals. We
cannot hold on to our basically reactive strategy of stimulating, facilitating,
enhancing and connecting initiatives taken by others. The Climate Act tells us
to take the lead, despite still having hardly any financial power. Moreover, from
now on, major decisions must be made. The city council must take a stand in
issues that will doubtlessly lead to major political and social controversies.
Although our role and position have changed, our new strategy will still be
based on the co-operative way we worked during the last decade, based on
mutual trust and understanding of needs and qualities.

Two tasks
The entire climate task exists of two major challenges of an entirely different
order:
a
b

the transition of heat supply;
the production of sustainable (electrical) energy.

In directing the transition of heat supply we must deal with a broad range of
questions of a technical, social, juridical or financial nature. What makes it
even more complicated is that different parties are involved and that no party
has the power, the assets and the authority to fulfil the task alone. Cooperation is a strict requirement;
The production of sustainable (electrical) energy is essentially a spatial issue:
where do we want or don’t want wind turbines or large solar systems? Apart
from regulatory conditions, this task is governed by sentiments and political
considerations.
Both tasks demand a different strategy. In the chapters below, we will
describe our new strategy in the transition of heat supply and the production of
sustainable (electrical) energy.
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Strategy on the transition of heat supply
General approach

The transition of heat supply in Deventer concerns 45,000 houses, more than
500,000 m2 offices and industrial buildings. The general approach is focused
on districts, areas with a certain similarity in the type of buildings and energy
infrastructure.
In 2017 the municipality and the four Deventer Housing Associations
started the project ‘Fossil Free and Affordable Homes.’ Later also the network
operators and the Water Board joined the project. The first focus of the
project was to support the housing associations in deciding about the heat
supply in the homes that were on the list for general maintenance and re
novation. Now this project is the vehicle for the entire heat supply transi
tion task.
Our strategy is based on answering the following questions:
•
•
•
•

Where do we start?
What source of heat do we choose?
Who is responsible for the new heat infrastructure?
Who is financing the transformation?

Where do we start?

Investment regimes of the partners involved determining our transformation
planning. Therefore, it is of vital importance that partners are willing to share
their financial plans in full transparency. That is only feasible if partners work
in confidence.
From the start of the ‘Fossil Free and Affordable Homes’-project, we have
invested in gaining a mutual understanding of each other’s position, motives
and targets. When different worlds with different rules and regulations collide,
an open mind and willingness to accept that, are crucial.
Investment regimes were combined with information such as the type and
age of houses, the energy infrastructure, other development plans and social
aspects. That lead to a subdivision of the town into ‘logical’ energy transfor
mation districts.
There was no doubt that Zandweerd would be the district to start. In that
district the following developments and opportunities came together:
a
b
c

150 new homes were newly developed by a commercial developer on the
former site of a skating stadium. By law, these homes should be sustainably
heated;
200 new homes were built by a housing association;
500 houses were on the list of heavy maintenance by another housing
association;
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d
e

the district is located close to the main sewage treatment plant and the
river IJssel, which could serve as sources of heat;
a collective heat system could in the future serve more than 5,000 homes
in the same district.

What source of heat do we choose?

To select the best source of heat we must make three choices:
i Can we use a direct source of heat, such as geothermal or aquathermal, or
is there no other possibility than to use electrical heat supply?
ii Do we use individual heat supply systems, such as small heat pumps, or do
we prefer a collective heat supply system?
iii Can we supply a low-temperature heat or is a high-temperature heat
required, mostly for older and less isolated homes?
Selecting the best system always asks for tailor-made solutions. In depends on
many variables such as, age and construction of the houses, the presence of
heat network nearby, the availability of a direct heat source and the risk of
noise pollution caused by individual heat pumps.
In the project ‘Fossil Free and Affordable Homes’, we share knowledge and
experience from different points of view. That enables us to make the right
choice. In the process of decision making, we always must deal with the
unknown future. Scientists and business are constantly working on improving
existing techniques and developing new techniques. Together with our
partners we keep a close eye on promising new techniques and are even
willing to invest in the application of such. However, the possible emergence
of new heating techniques, such as heating by means of hydrogen gas, is no
excuse for a wait-and-see attitude.
We feel it our duty as local government to go ahead, make decisions and
accept the risk of regretting some of our decisions.
Who is responsible for the new heat infrastructure?

In the Netherlands, the gas and electricity market are strictly regulated. The
distribution network is semi-publicly owned, the supply of gas and electricity
is a private market. At this moment the heat supply is not regulated. In
Deventer, we have nine existing heat networks, all privately owned and based
on fossil fuels, that serve about 10,000 homes.
It seems low hanging fruit to transform the fossil fuel-based networks into
sustainable networks. In the present energy market, however, it is not fi
nancially profitable to invest in the sustainability of those networks. Network
owners have limited willingness to close the gap between loss and profit.
In the district Zandweerd, we are planning to build a new heat network,
based on heat from the sewage treatment plant. Here it must be decided who
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takes responsibility for the construction and the exploitation of the new
network. We cannot to wait for the government to develop new legislation
for the heat supply market. Pending this new legislation, the municipality has
declared willing to take first responsibility in the realisation of heat networks.
Later the municipality will decide about keeping that responsibility themselves
or sell it on the market.
Who is financing the transformation?

The financial starting point of the transformation is the energy bill not to rise
above trend. The energy transition is not supposed to become a burden on the
shoulders of individual households. This financial demand severely limits the
willingness of private companies to invest in new infrastructure. The muni
cipality itself also lacks the financial means for significant investments.
Therefor money must be found elsewhere.
In the short term, the next 2 or 3 years, we depend on the financial support
of the national or provincial authorities for closing the gap between the
commercial limits of the market and the limits of financially burdening the
house owners.
For the long term, the municipalities of Deventer, Apeldoorn, Zutphen and
Zwolle actively develop financial arrangements to accelerate the energy
transition. This project called Transform aims at making residents and house
owners an irresistibly good offer for an alternative energy and heat supply.
Tailor-made, feasible and affordable.
An essential tool for Transform is the ‘trex’: the transition exploitation. The
‘trex’ contains all the investments and financial flows that are currently pro
vided in the different districts, including the investments and operating costs
required for the new energy and heat supply. Transform is, therefore, working
on a financing scheme at the district level. National and European Investment
banks and pension funds are interested in this and contribute their ideas. The
aim of this scheme is that everyone can participate: owner-occupied and
rented homes, shops, businesses, schools. All of them without the monthly
energy bills increasing. Local projects of energy cooperatives or residents’
initiatives are also included in the total area approach.
We are convinced that Transform or similar arrangements will be the fi
nancial vehicle for the realisation of the heat supply transition.
Concise Deventer heat transition strategy

Our goal is to transform the heat supply of 10,000 homes from natural gas to
sustainable sources in 2030 and 45,000 homes in 2050. Our strategy can be
summarised as follows:
a

we divide the city into districts with similar energy infrastructure and
types of houses;
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b
c
d
e
f
g
h

the order of transformation is determined by the investment regimes of
the partners involved;
house owners are primarily responsible themselves for deciding on the
applied techniques;
information is shared to optimise the process of decision-making;
the possible emergence of promising new heating techniques is no excuse
for a wait-and-see-attitude;
pending the new legislation regulating the heat supply market, the
municipality is willing to take responsibility in the realisation of heat
networks in the short term;
the next two or three years we depend on the financial support of the
national or provincial authorities for closing the gap between the
willingness of the market and the financial strength of the house owners;
for the long term we actively develop financial arrangements, based on the
energy bill not to rise above trend.

Strategy on the transition of production of electricity
Political debate

Contrary to the heat supply transition, the sustainable production of electricity is
not a technical challenge. It is essentially a political issue. It is all about balancing
values. In general, the construction of large solar parks or huge wind turbines is
regarded as a threat to our valuable and vulnerable landscape. In 2014 the city
council had to decide about the construction of two 120-metre wind turbines at
the entrance of the town, along the highway A1. It was a close finish. The
council voted 18 against and 19 in favour of the wind turbines. The political
debate was not limited to the city council. The discussion split parts of society.
For four years the subject of wind turbines and solar parks was banned from
the political arena. The only thing that happened was an investigation of the
appreciation of the wind turbines before and after the realisation. About 1500,
randomly selected, inhabitants of Deventer were involved in the study. The
results of the study showed that there was a very low appreciation during the
period of preparation and decision making. A large majority would have voted
against the wind turbines. One year after the placement of the wind turbines
the appreciation appeared to have turned 180 degrees. A majority claimed to
be proud of the wind turbines.
Our National Climate Agreement puts our local debate or non-debate in
another perspective. Now the Climate Law forces us to explicitly make a
statement about the sustainable production of electricity on Deventer territory.
Our strategy consists of the following steps:
•
•
•

development of different scenarios based on energy numbers;
show the spatial consequences of the scenarios;
organise the process of realisation.
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Energy numbers

It is easy to formulate the goal that all electricity should originate from sus
tainable sources. Basic questions asked in a political debate are: how can we do
it, how much do we need and what are the consequences? To give an im
pression of the measures required to reach our goals, we built a model that can
be used for calculating different energy scenarios.
The first step is to determine what is the total amount of energy we must
produce sustainably in 2030 of 2050. The assumption that 50% of the future
heating demand cannot be supplied by direct sources, leads to a total sus
tainable electricity demand of 3642 Terajoule. The model tells us that covering
all roofs in town with solar panels provides only 22% of our total demand. We
need to do more. But what? Wind turbines? The model shows that we need
135 large wind turbines to meet our demand. From a rapid appraisal, we know
that a maximum of 22 wind turbines is feasible within the spatial regulations.
So, what else can we do? Solar parks in rural areas? The model shows that we
need over 1000 hectares of solar parks. Is that what we want?
Table 17.1 features a possible energy mix for Deventer. For our strategy,
these kinds of numbers are of crucial importance. Without numbers the debate
has no firm ground and discussions will end in the mud. Now anyone can use
our model, change the underlying assumptions and create our own energy
mix. This surely supports a good locale climate debate.
Spatial consequences

Figure 17.1 and Table 17.1 show the land use in the entire Deventer muni
cipality. It also shows the locations where the placement of wind turbines is
not obstructed by spatial regulations.
The energy mix described above is based on assuming that three additional wind
turbines, possibly along the highway A1, is the maximum feasible. In that scenario, a
total surface of nearly 800 hectares of solar parks in rural areas is needed to be fully
sustainable. Thus, 800 hectares of agricultural land must be transformed into an
ocean of glittering solar panels. It is obvious that not everyone will be enthusiastic.
Table 17.1 Possible energy mix for Deventer
Amount of energy (Tj)
Solar on roofs of homes
Solar on roofs of companies
Solar on roofs of farms
Three wind turbines along highway A1
Solar on ground urban areas
Solar on ground industrial areas
Solar on ground protected areas
Solar on ground other rural areas
Total

254
140
79
81
163
221
0
2704
3642

Surface (ha)

48
65
0
791
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Figure 17.1 Land use in Deventer municipality.
Table 17.2 Land use in Deventer municipality
Usage

Surface in hectares

Town and surrounding villages
Business and industrial areas
Protected rural areas (nature and landscape)
Other rural areas
Total

2.381
645
5.074
5.331
13.432

Ultimately the city council will decide what we are going to do.
The process of realisation

Independently of the local political debate, the Climate Law obliges us to
make progress in the production of sustainable electricity. Besides, the ex
ploitation of wind turbines and solar parks is a lucrative business. The mu
nicipality is frequently approached by companies that are interested to build
wind turbines and solar parks. Pending the outcome of the political debate, we
had to take the following temporary measures:
The city council established an action framework for companies that want
to build a solar park. One of the most important regulations is that the in
itiator is primarily responsible for creating broad support in the area sur
rounding the proposed solar park. This support can be obtained by fitting the
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plans in the landscape or sharing the financial profit with the people affected
by the plan.
For wind turbines, there is no action framework right now. That means that an
initiator is fully responsible himself for the development of the plans and creating
social and political support. From our experience with the two wind turbines that
were built in 2014, we can estimate the total costs of preparation and decision
making about several tons. Knowing that the outcome of the political process is
highly uncertain, no initiator will start developing plans at his own cost and risk. If
the city council agrees on adding three or more wind turbines to the existing two
turbines, the municipality will have to take the risk for the preparation costs.
Besides, we have another urgent matter: the actual capacity of our electricity
network is insufficient for the transition to locally produced electricity.
Especially in rural and industrial areas, the network is already ‘full’. Newly
built solar systems on farms or factories can simply not be connected to the
network. The municipality can only address the problem on a national level
and join forces with the network operators.
Conclusion

Due to the lack of financial means, the municipality has always invested in cooperation with companies, housing associations, NGOs, inhabitants and other
governmental authorities. We tried to create an atmosphere of transparency and
understanding for motives, needs and ambitions of all parties involved. This context
always forced the municipality to be clear about role, responsibility and means.
The National Climate Agreement puts our role from a different perspective.
The municipality is the appointed director of the local energy transition. We
see that our investments in building partnerships immediately pay-off. As in
long gone Hanseatic times, we have confidence in the power of co-operation.
In high spirit, we step towards a sustainable future.
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Case studies of existing
solutions

18 Natural resources as common
goods
Alexa K. Lutzenberger, Franziska Lichter,
and Sarah Holzgreve

Introduction
Soil, water, air and biodiversity (genetic diversity) are among the most essential
sources of life. With the existence of humankind, fierce battles over natural
resources started – and continue to exist today. Main drivers of the diverse conflicts
are besides climate change, the ongoing economic growth, and the increasing
population accompanied by rising consumption patterns. Achieving food-waterenergy-security and health, mitigating and adapting to climate change, protecting
biodiversity and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, among others, are only a few of
the thematic challenges for humanity according to intra- and intergenerational
justice and types of ownership. Sustainable resource use and management, which
provides a constant everlasting amount of ecosystem services, is only possible if
humanity creates a new path away from the existing business as usual capitalism of
exploitation and greed (Söllner 2014). Only if politicians, businessmen and civil
society learn to treat their resources sustainably according to Brundtland 1987
(‘Our Common Future’) (Butlin 1989) and inter alia in correlation to the concept
of strong sustainability by Ott and Döring (2004) can the survival of humanity can
be assumed. The concept of commons might be a vital contribution to overcome
unsustainable management and ownership of global resources.
Various approaches are available to derive the topic of resources as common
goods. This diversity of approaches comes from various scientific fields and
social aspects. From this diversity, however, very different approaches to
common goods and justice/distributive justice can be formulated and also
approaches to implementation can be found. Discussions and approaches from
politics and science are assigned to the following groups, among others:
•

Ecological
•
•

•

Planetary boundaries
Environmental impact

Ecological-social
•
•

Health
Basic necessities of life
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Social
•
•

•

Cultural – philosophical
•
•

•

Living and working conditions
Availability of resources
Income development, GNP
Human resources

Economical
•
•

•

Justice as a philosophical approach
Social sustainability as a cultural idea

Socio-economic
•
•
•
•

•

Brundlandt-Kommission – inter- and intragenerational justice
Living and working conditions

Benefits and costs/benefits etc.
Economic growth

Ecological-economical
•

Green economy, and so on.

Until today no uniform definition of common goods exists, and terminolo
gical fuzziness is a scientific reality. Therefore, a key question is: In how far can
natural resources be defined as humanity’s common goods, and is a concept of
common goods and its inherent part of commoning helpful in reducing re
source extraction, and preserving existing resources for future generations?
The aim is to identify how natural resources can be defined and assorted and,
in a second step, how common goods can be derived from that definition and
being identified as humanity’s common goods.

Definition of natural resources
A resource in the economic sense means to carry out an action and is equated
with the term capital. Furthermore, it can be divided into labour capital,
physical capital and natural capital, the latter being the only natural resource
(Reller et al. 2014). In terms of the geo- and sustainability sciences, natural
resources are understood more broadly as all-natural capital used in the past or
potentially usable including the environmental compartments water, air, and
soil as well as energetic, mineral, and biotic resources as plants and animals
(Reller et al. 2014). In the broadest sense, all ecosystem functions of earth and
the solar system usable by humans or funding human well-being are included
(Schütz & Bringezu 2008; Reid 2005; Bleischwitz et al. 2009). According to
this, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) International
Resources Panel lists water, land, energy, and materials such as minerals,
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Figure 18.1 Scales of the resource system, pool and unit.
Source: based on Holzgreve (2015).

biomass and fossil fuels as natural resources (UNEP 2012). The German
Resource Efficiency Programme (ProGress 2012) adds to the UNEP defini
tion the biodiversity aspect and divides raw materials in abiotic materials like
fossil fuels, ores, industrial minerals, and construction material; and material
use, food/feedstuff and fuel as biotic material. The use of raw materials is
herein closely connected with the use of other resources such as water, land/
soil, air, biological diversity and ecosystems (BMUB 2012).
Based on the mentioned definitions, natural resources can be defined
broadly as the means for human actions and basis of human livelihoods pro
vided by nature; namely the large-scale resource pools like water, air, soil/
land. They are extended by all ecosystem functions of earth and solar system
usable by humans or funding human well-being (biodiversity, energy) and the
extracted raw materials sub-categorised in biotic and abiotic materials. Their
value for humanity – as resource pools embedded in ecosystems or as single
resource units – is given by provisioning, supporting, cultural, and regulating
ecosystem or resource services (Reid 2005). While local resource extraction
reduces services to the provisioning and takes place at the local level, benefits
from supporting and regulating services are of global significance.

Definition of commons
The classic economic view on different types of goods (cf. Chapter 1 on ca
pital) is often used as a starting point in commons’ discourses (Hardin 1968; de
Moor 2011). Thus, goods are grouped normally into public goods, club goods,
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private goods, and common goods or rather common pool resources. Always
depending on the degree of – access to, or exclusion from, as well as on
the rivalry of use (scales from low to high) (de Moor 2011; Vanni 2014;
Ostrom 1991). This economic classification (private, club, public) is based on
forms of ownership, but in case of open access or common pool goods, there is
no ownership according to an economic point of view. Furthermore, in
classical economics, the Roman res nullius (no one’s goods), and res com
munes (everyone’s goods), have been merged into one category and con
sidered to be at free disposal as underlined by Scott Gordon’s sentence from
1954: ‘Everybody’s property is no-ones’ property’ (Gordon 1954). Differences
between the types of collective ownership, public goods, and common goods
are often blurred in the discourse on commons and make it necessary to define
more clearly between them (Quilligan 2014).
Public goods are characterised by low excludability and a low rivalry of use.
They are usually governed by the state to avoid free-riding. Public goods are
generally subject to state-imposed regulations and laws on a large scale.
A common or common good in the classic sense refers according to present
discourse to resources whose access and use intensity is managed jointly by
negotiating rules against the background of traditions, norms, and practices
(Quilligan 2014). It is a self-organised social system of assuming responsibility
for renewable and finite, tangible (land, rivers) and less to intangible re
sources (atmosphere, internet) based on shared values and community
identity with little link to market and state (Bollier 2014). Unlike a public
good, it needs management and protection in order to endure (Hess 2008).
Consequently, a common good starts to exist wherever and whenever a
community decides to manage a resource collectively with particular at
tention to equal access, use and sustainability, and this is where the com
moning process begins.
By upscaling from a common good unit like a single fish to common resource
pools (fish species in one lake) to global commons (aggregated fish resource pools
globally), the intersection with public goods is strongly increasing and raise the
question to whom belongs the wind, atmosphere, fish etc. on a global level? As
mentioned, a common pool resource consists of many single resource units
which are used, mostly owned, and consumed by individuals. Therefore, a
common pool resource, as well as a global common, is exploited by a large
number of users in a relatively unrestricted and unregulated manner, making it
more vulnerable to appropriation (de Moor 2011; Vanni 2014; Ostrom 1996)
and due to lower access restrictions and usage regulation in comparison to
private goods, prone to overuse and ultimately susceptible to the ‘Tragedy of
the Commons’ mentioned by Hardin (1968). Regulatory forms and com
moning are, therefore, regarded as particularly necessary for obtaining
common pool resources and global commons (Hess 2008). Furthermore, both
are characterised by the fact that they are classified according to economic
tradition in the sector of free access and thus in the field of public goods.
Therefore more participation rights and greater potential for co-determination
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are being demanded, as well as stronger regulation for the global commons.
Forms of collective administration exist currently only to a small extent for
them (de Moor 2011).
Subsequently, a common is here defined as: A system of resource governance
consisting of a common pool resource which is compounded by single resource
units (common good). The resource is addressed by an identifiable community
of users, which initiate an identifiable process of commoning, where a shared
aim in resource preservation and regulations for sustainable use, and governance
of the relevant resource is discussed, adapted and installed. At least, as Silke
Helfrich mentioned, everything can be a common (Helfrich 2012).
From the perspective of the Commons, it is, therefore, necessary to manage
all-natural resources, without exception, at the local level according to their
global significance as the common heritage of humanity – if we want to preserve
them as the essential foundation of life on Earth for future generations.

Development of a common good management concept
Several innovative, regulatory strategies are established through a range of
decision-makers, actors, partnerships and networks in a variety of formal and
informal ways, including the collective action of common goods. This type of
action is often associated with the term governance. According to Mayntz, in
relation to the individual nation-state, governance means the totality of all
the forms of collective regulation of social situations that exist side by side:
‘from institutionalized civil society self-regulation through various forms of
interaction between state and private actors, to the sovereign action of state
actors’ (Mayntz 2010).
In order to evaluate the diversity of ideas on the governance of common
goods – concepts and management approach applied in abiotic and biotic
common good areas – are filtered out. The underlying question is: What
concepts and approaches can be considered successful in maintaining the
productive use of common pool resources/common goods?
The identified concepts and approaches were checked for their independent
transferability to other resources. The aim was to identify those concepts and
approaches that have the potential to successfully manage other resources and to
influence their management in a meaningful way. The inventoried concepts do
not represent ‘blueprints’ in themselves. Their essential variables, which have
contributed to successful management and collective action, were made visible.
In addition, an overview has been given of the areas in which approaches exist
and how they are structured. The focus of the study is on the period 1999–2014.
This time span is at least necessary to understand the policy change related to
sustainability, resource and climate change issues globally and regionally over the
last decade. The resource sectors examined show that concrete research on
concepts and approaches for the regulation and governance of common goods
has been intensified in the last 15 years. The increasing complexity in the field of
social interaction with natural resources, intensified by the increasing scarcity of
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resources, deterioration of living conditions or climatic changes of the last
decades, call for new management approaches on all levels of action to be made
visible. (1) During the data search, the entire intra-, inter- and transdisciplinary
bandwidth was mapped as far as possible. (2) Ecological, economic, social,
cultural and political constructs were taken into account in order to do justice to
a sustainable understanding. (3) A further main focus was the identification of
concepts and approaches in relation to the evaluated CG resources.
In total, 54 usable concepts were identified. All concepts were checked for
six attributes. The first attribute, ‘located organisational level’, checks whether
the concept is described at the formal or informal level (distinction at the
macro level). The second attribute (collective choice arrangement) refers more
precisely to the Community level. Namely, whether the concept is for ex
ample determined, regulated and developed by the community, by a social
network with, for example, a cultural background (participation, micro-level).
The third attribute (clearly defined biophysical boundaries) focuses on whether
the biophysical boundaries of the considered common goods are defined.
Biophysical properties are decisive: the occurrence, design and preservation of
natural capital and influence ecosystem services. The fourth characteristic
makes a distinction between common goods unit and common pool resource.
It differentiates whether the focus of the concept is to be seen in the large-scale
or small-scale perspective. The fifth property (transferability of the concept)
assesses the transferability of the concept to other common good units and
common pool resource. The last characteristic distinguishes seven categories:
ecological, economic, social, cultural-philosophical.
In the category organisation level, most of the concepts (32) are designed at
the formal level. This is essential for common goods, as formal management
can secure the stability of resources through an organisational structure.
Formal structures guarantee the safeguarding of decisions that have been taken
or must be taken on the respective planning level (Zell 2011). The efficiency
of the organisation of global and regional common goods can be enhanced by
formal structures because more decisions can be made or more problems
solved within a certain period of time.
Informal organisations include social structures in which interpersonal re
lationships play a major role (Zell 2011). Nine concepts could be identified
with this feature. The aspect of social interaction is a major factor in the design
of the commons according to the Institutional Framework for Policy Analysis
and Design (IAD) (Polski & Ostrom 1999). Potential for linking the formal
and informal level for further developed concepts, which integrate the in
dividual needs and ideas of informal organisation, could be found in 13 of the
examined concepts.
In the category Common Good Entity or Common Pool Resource it could
be analysed that most concepts (33) focus on common pool resources, nine on
common goods units and 11 consider both. Overall, 36 of the 54 concepts
analysed, offer a high transfer performance to other resources, with seven
being located in the middle of transferability.
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It is clear from the document analysis that an interdisciplinary focus seems to
be indispensable. Particularly with regard to global commons and common
pool resources such as air, water, soil, etc., and especially with respect to the
joint management of transboundary natural resources. Many of the biotic and
abiotic resources are interrelated and build a common and continuously ex
change. These complex contexts are not sufficiently taken into account in the
examined approaches so far.

Design principles for the assessment of management
approaches
The heuristic study of the management concepts and approaches is intended to
address the question: Where and in which sectors are the strengths and
weaknesses of the individual common pool resource/common good man
agement concepts if they are reflected by minimum criteria in the design for a
sustainable common pool resource/common good management? The refer
ring sub-questions are:
a
b
c
d

What management approaches promote a robust social-ecological system?
Where the approaches are different from or similar to each other?
Which approaches complement each other sensibly?
And which approaches can be combined appropriately depending on
the problem?

As a pioneer in the development of principles and criteria that promote
sustainable common pool resource/common good management, Elinor
Ostrom’s work must be mentioned. By 1999, Ostrom had postulated eight
principles, which she repeatedly evaluated over the years, and which have
been tested, further developed, and supplemented in case studies by various
authors (Anderies et al. 2004; Araral 2013; Bunch et al. 2011; Bruns 2008;
Cox et al. 2010; Fowler 2003; Gruber 2010; Lindsay 1998; Ostrom 1999, 2008;
Pomeroy et al. 1998; Stern 2011).
The aim was to create a matrix consisting of management approaches and
evaluated design principles that could be evaluated in the form of a crossing
scheme. The methodical procedure was divided into two main steps: First, the
management approaches of the previously evaluated case studies were elevated
to a meta-management approach for the design analysis. This approach was
necessary because it is not about a special resource or a common good in
particular, but about an approach that offers the possibility to be applicable for
several resources. In order to ensure a better overview, all approaches were
grouped together. A distinction was made between (a) a management concept,
(b) a governance concept and (c) a more advanced approach. The difficulty in
evaluating the individual meta-approaches and concepts was that there were
sometimes hardly any uniform definitions, standards or framework conditions
for the respective concepts/approaches. Depending on the application, the
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author’s view and the inclusion of different tools and methods or combinations
of approaches, the concepts can take more or less social-ecological aspects into
account and vary in their design, criteria and principles. Taking into account
the divergences, an attempt was made to filter out the generally valid criteria of
a concept/approach and to evaluate only these on the basis of the design
principles. In addition, approaches are summarised which are to be treated
synonymously, such as ‘co-management’ which is also referred to in the lit
erature as joint-management, collaborative management or cooperative
management and so on. In the second step, a literature analysis on the topic of
design principles was methodically carried out. In the selection process, only
design criteria related to CPR/CG will be considered. In addition, the
principles cover as broad an interdisciplinary field as possible. Social, ecolo
gical, economic and cultural aspects should be taken into account in as ba
lanced a compilation as possible and take account of the sustainability concept.
In total, the evaluated portfolio – according to in-depth literature analysis –
comprises 59 design principles and criteria that promote sustainable and
collective use of natural resources. Each principle includes a brief description,
which facilitates the subsequent assessment of the respective management
approach. In a further step, those principles were extracted which allow an
assessment of the management at the macro level. For this purpose, 22 design
principles are selected and assigned to a respective major category. The ma
trix, therefore, includes the following main categories and their design
principles:
I Fairness and legitimacy
•

Collective choice arrangements.
•

•

Graduated sanctions.
•

•
•
•

Most individuals affected by the operational rules can participate in
modifying the operational rules (Anderies et al. 2004; Bruns 2008;
Cox et al. 2010; Ostrom 1990).
Appropriators who violate operational rules are likely to be
assessed graduated sanctions (depending on the seriousness and
the context of the offence) by other appropriators, by officials
accountable to the appropriators, or by both (Anderies et al.
2004; Bruns 2008; Cox et al. 2010; Ostrom 1990).

Clear allocation and ownership of rights and obligations (Araral 2013).
Fairness in the allocation of risks, costs and benefits (Araral 2013).
Resources and equity (Gruber 2010).
•
•

Environmental justice is a social imperative that includes recognising
local values.
Seek to improve (or minimise negative effects upon) the local
economy.
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Recognise the need for linkages between conservation and local
economy based upon equity, local needs, financial and
environmental sustainability.
Seek equitable and fair distribution of local benefits, potentially
including compensation for protecting natural resources.
Regulated access to natural resources and graduated sanctions can
help ensure equity.

II Collaboration
•

Networks/collaborative partnerships (Gruber 2010; Pomeroy et al.
1998).
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Coordination between government and community (Pomeroy et al.
1998).
•

•

Is the bringing together of information and expertise.
Networks may take many forms: alliances of support groups,
organisations of stakeholders, and federations of resource users.
They may be formal or informal.
Networking is closely associated with the establishment of four
types of linkages: (1) with other communities and projects
involved in similar initiatives; (2) with sources of power and
influence; (3) with NGOs and business groups, and (4) with
donors and government agencies.
Networks and partnerships are integral to building social capital
and serve as a catalyst synchronise finding innovative strategies
and solutions.
Collaborative partnerships are vital to leveraging resources and
supporting implementation.
Stakeholder training, workshops, and other collaborative learning
opportunities can build social capital and commitment.
Seek agreement among key environmental NGOs, governments,
and private sector to work collaboratively and to share resource
and responsibilities.
Ownership by community members and other stakeholders
enhances design, implementation, and operation, support cohesion,
and encourages long-term commitment.

A coordinating body is established, external to the local group or
organisation and with representation from the group or organisation
and government, to monitor the local management arrangements,
resolve conflicts, and reinforce local rule enforcement.

Participatory decision making (Gruber 2010).
•

Effective participatory problem solving and decision making is
enabled by a well- structured and facilitated dialogue involving
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•
•
•
•

scientists, policy makers, resource users, practitioners, and
community members.
Decision making is informed by analysis of key information about
environmental and human-environmental systems including life
aspirations of local people.
It is vital to create a shared holistic vision/plan that anticipates
probable environmental, social, and economic outcomes.
The policy creation process should include a wide range of key
expert and non-expert constituency/community groups at the
table.
Participatory problem solving should provide opportunities for
the sharing of knowledge and collaborative learning about socialecological systems.

III Information
•

Interdisciplinary.
•

•

Communication and Information Dissemination (Gruber 2010).
•
•
•
•
•

•

Well-designed communication systems provide information
sharing that support multiple social networks and raises the
level of knowledge and awareness.
Linkages are provided between different information and knowledge
systems to support learning, decision making, and change.
Effective communication supports openness and transparency.
Promote information sharing between experts and non-experts
through multiple approaches including seminars and workshops;
printed, electronic, and mass media; and projects.
Explicitly state expectations and limits.

Information based (Fowler 2003).
•

•

Management must be based on the realm of scientific studies and
thereby include all disciplines (Fowler 2003).

Management must be based upon information, including the
products of scientific research, monitoring, and assessment.

Research and information development (Gruber 2010).
•
•
•
•

There is a common information base that is accessible and useful.
Decisions should be based upon a broad but systematic body of
information.
Integrated information includes technical, scientific, social,
quality-of-life, economic, and other forms of local knowledge,
including indigenous experiential knowledge.
An economic evaluation of environmental assets is a valuable
information base.
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On-going research is necessary to improve upon existing
solutions including a role for community members in the
collection of scientific information.

IV Security
•

Risk averse.
•

•
•

Addressing poverty and reducing inequities (Bunch et al. 2011).
Promoting resilience (health, ecosystem function, biodiversity)
(Bunch et al. 2011).
•
•

•

‘resilience’ as an integrating concept that bridges health and
sustainability concerns across scales from individuals to
communities and ecosystems.
Reduce vulnerability against natural hazards.

Security of rights (Lindsay 1998).
•
•
•
•

•

Management must be precautionary and avoid risk in achieving
sustainability.

There must be a certainty that the rights cannot be taken away or
changed unilaterally and unfairly.
The rights must be clear.
There must be certainty about the subjects of the rights.
The government entity entering into the agreement must have
clear authority to do so.

Conflict management and resolution (Gruber 2010).
•
•
•
•
•

Difficult realities and conflicts are inherent in community-based
social-ecological systems.
Plan for and develop capacity and strategies for conflict
management and resolution at the time of initiation of a
community-based social-ecological initiative.
Recognise the central role of institutions outside of the
Community-Based organisation in mediation of environmentsociety conflicts.
Work to transcend organisational rivalry and competition
between organisations or stakeholder groups.
Design participatory decision making processes that promote
dialogue and reduce factionalism.

V Adaptiveness
•

Adaptive leadership and co-management (Gruber 2010).
•
•

A robust social-ecological organisation is designed and supported
to be a learning organisation that supports adaptive capacity.
A learning organisation and an optimum management system are
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•
•

•

resilient to perturbation, with an ability to cope with external
shocks and rapid change.
Adaptive co-management and adaptive leadership are dynamic
and focused on processes rather than static structures.
Adaptive co-management approaches include roles for local
government, local community members, NGOs, and private
institutions and decision making inclusive of people affected by
and knowledgeable of the issues.
An effective co-management approach engages, trains, and
mobilises community member in the work of the organisation.

VI Polycentricity
•

Devolution and empowerment (Gruber 2010).
•

•
•
•

•
•

True sharing of power and responsibility (devolution of authority
and responsibility) between government authorities, community
groups, and the broader community with enhanced local decision
making improve outcomes.
Most individuals affected by environmental rules and regulations,
including those who are often marginalised, should be included
or represented in the group who make or modify the rules.
There are nested, multiple layers of governments and enterprises
related to role/activities of decision making, appropriation,
monitoring, enforcement, conflict resolution, and governance.
Devolution of control and decision-making significantly changes
the relationship between central governments and rural/regional
areas and if done effectively, can engage and build the
commitment of local community members.
Establishing clear rules, procedures, and regulations can empower
the local community.

Nested enterprises (Anderies et al. 2004; Bruns 2008; Cox et al. 2010;
Ostrom 1990).
•

Appropriation, provision, monitoring, enforcement, conflict
resolution, and governance activities are organised in multiple
layers of nested enterprises.

VII Transparency
•

Monitoring the resource (Anderies et al. 2004; Bruns 2008;
Cox et al. 2010; Stern 2011; Ostrom 1990).
•
•

Monitors who are accountable to the users monitor the condition
of the resource.
Establish independent monitoring of the resource and its use that
is accountable to the range of interested and affected parties.
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Public trust and legitimacy/confidence building measures (Gruber 2010).
•
•
•
•
•

Work must be viewed by the community as legitimate to build
community trust.
Local leaders are integral to efforts in establishing trust and
credibility.
Support by local elected officials will build trust and legitimacy.
Participatory approaches to problem-solving and decision making
are critical to building legitimacy.
Transparency in activities, including decision making, supports
the building of trust.

Figure 18.2 shows with respect to natural resources as commons the effect of
the design principles and management approaches on the one hand and the
social cohesion of the community on the other.
Furthermore, the analysis makes it clear that the management approaches
available to us create the possibilities to manage a resource collectively from
Commons points of view and that it is not necessarily new management
concepts required but the existing is able to promote these possibilities.
Aspects such as polycentric/decentralisation and co-management, which lie in
the broad midfield, show that links on the horizontal as well as vertical scale
and level (bridging, linking) do not yet experience sufficient implementation/
application in concepts and can be supplemented here by suitable combina
tions with other management approaches, which have their focus there.
Integration potential exists particularly in the implementation on a structural
level. The same applies to sanction, poverty or conflict resolution mechanisms
in connection with securing rights.
Many of the listed approaches and concepts of the matrix can be freely
combined. Some of the possible combinations of individual approaches that can

Figure 18.2 The relationship between social cohesion and the management of commons.
Source: Lutzenberger, Lichter and Holzgreve (2015).
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very often be found in the Commons-Literature are already pointed out and
evaluated in the matrix. For example, Adaptive Collaborative Management,
which is made up of the individual approaches of Adaptive and Collaborative
Management. Consequently, the matrix focuses on individual approaches, since
potential combinations cannot be mapped and evaluated in their entirety in the
matrix due to the multitude of possible combinations. However, the matrix can
be understood as a tool which enables combinations. On the basis of the matrix it
is possible for the observer to read off the evaluation of the individual approach
accordingly and to carry out combinations independently. Combinations of in
dividual approaches offer the option to combine and promote different strengths
of the respective concepts and to sensibly reduce weaknesses by adding further
approaches. This procedure can be carried out theoretically and practically during
and before a project phase according to the problem situation and planning.
The listed design principles are thus a guide for the implementation of the
commoning process (from weak to strong) as well as for commons research
and projects. The design principles are not a methodical checklist per se, and
their consideration is not a guarantee for the success of the respective project.
However, the inclusion of the design principles can significantly influence the
structuring of the process and help to control, inform, and shape the com
moning process. Therefore, the design principles are elements of a more ef
fective research process, which supports and applies knowledge generation in
order to solve problems or to recognise them in advance. The design prin
ciples in the context of the listed management approaches contribute more to
the joint management of natural resources, which support the restoration and
conservation of ecosystem services and ensure their sustainable use. In addi
tion, synergies and interrelations are created with important international
environmental agreements, guidelines and requirements such as Agenda 21,
the Millennium Development Goals, or the CBD, to name but a few of them,
which, with their principles and framework conditions, also call for the joint
and equitable conservation of natural resources.
As already described in the definition chapter, global resources are freely
accessible for everyone, can be used without restriction, and thus belong to
everyone. There is no direct form of ownership/order which assigns the re
source to a person, a state or an organisation, among others, and which reg
ulates it. The difficulty in controlling global resources lies in the lack of
property rights. There is still the question who decides about global resources
and their legitimateness. These and other questions remain in the scientific
discourse by permanent degradation progresses. There is agreement that
Antarctica, the oceans, space and the atmosphere are now recognised as global
commons. The used definition, however, includes far more resources such as
biodiversity, rare earths, genetic resources, etc.
The consequences of the lack of property rights are persistent overexploitation,
pollution and lack of responsible use of resources and services, named in literature
as the tragedy of the commons. A further difficulty lies in the limits of global
commons, which must first be defined by the respective community. This
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appears more difficult, especially for topics such as biodiversity, seas, and so one.
Different interests, risks, finances, property claims, forms of government meet and
have to be decided at the highest level in order to be negotiated in the interest of
all humanity. Especially the global commons as part of the common pool re
sources and integrated into an ecological cause-and-effect structure experience
severe degradation and waste due to a lack of international regulation and control
mechanisms. In this way, seas become no-man’s-land and rainforests become
bioenergy producers. The consequences of the lack of control and the lack of
access to resources as a global common good are directly felt by the world’s
population. Issues such as the scarcity of drinking water, food security, climate
change and energy supply have long been associated with the lack of regulation of
global commons. The time scales and the current status of the existing de
gradation are also problematic. For example, the gases emitted during climate
change such as carbon dioxide, methane, and others are globally distributed in the
atmosphere for centuries, the extinction of species is irreversible, if a finite re
source has been degraded, it will no longer renew itself, etc., which also puts
intra- and intergenerational justice even more in the focus. In addition, scientific
statements on climate change, biodiversity are subject to rather rough estimates
based on scenario analyses, and others, which are partly based on a lack of data
and monitoring. The overarching complexity of these systems and their inter
action make an accurate analysis and prediction of system changes difficult. The
same applies to technologies whose extent and effect cannot be estimated (for
example geoengineering) (Stern 2011).
Consequently, there are gaps in communication and information dis
semination as well as in the research of global commons as a whole. The
consequential and risk costs of the use and overexploitation of global
resources have so far been carried by all, e.g. the effects of climate change
such as rising sea levels or the increase in periods of drought. The danger of
competition for the last global resources, the individual exploitation of
economic benefits culminates in collective damage. The individual’s concern
about the global commons is nevertheless low. One way out of this dilemma
would be to convert unrestricted access to a Community ownership regime.
The resource would be managed jointly, rights and obligations defined,
respected and monitored.
Today, the management challenge for natural resources lies in the fact that
resources often do not belong to one state alone but have to be controlled
beyond national borders (beyond national jurisdiction and legislation) and
remain part of individual nations. This increases the complexity of the
process of commoning. The social cohesion of countries must go beyond
national boundaries, and all countries must be fundamentally united on
management approaches, objectives, and institutions, otherwise the system
will return to full access and be exposed to overexploitation. This procedure
requires high reciprocity. A reciprocal giving and taking, because interests
can collide and a common denominator must be found. Bromley and
Cochrane named three possible forms for the control of the international
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policy of the commuter (facilitative, inducing, injunctive), whereby in
junctive should be the latter option because it determines winners and losers
in the process of the convention and leads rather to the exit from the alliance
(Bromley & Cochrane 1994).
The goal of international policy agreements should be, that all stakeholders
see themselves through a common management in some way as winners and
not as losers. Furthermore, the costs and benefits must be fairly shared. For an
optimal international policy regime, the costs of leaking from the agreement
would have to exceed the costs of accession (Bromley & Cochrane 1994).
Dealing with global commons thus implies, to a certain extent, a collaborative
political approach (Multilateral political considerations include: (a) several
states act jointly cooperatively and, in principle, equally, taking into account all
interests; (b) the common interest is formally accredited in the form of con
tracts and agreed on arrangements that bind all parties involved (Cheneval 2011).
Examples of multilateralism would be multilateral federations with common
policies such as the European Union, or a multilateral environmental treaty
such as the Kyoto Protocol). Opposed to multilateral action, varies states try to
promote their own solutions in order to counter climate change and biodi
versity loss. For a variety of reasons, states are less multilateral in environmental
problems and are leaving risks of global change and cause-effect linkages
unrelated. The 22 design principles and the management approaches can,
however, provide initial help to analyse the process of control and to optimise
it in relation to the design principles, thus positively advancing the com
moning process. As a result, control attempts at a global level can be evaluated,
compared, and improved, which is not yet the case. The application of the
design principles to multilateral instruments thus contributes significantly
to the management of global, national, regional, and local commons. The
22 design principles are applicable to all levels, although with growing
complexity, increasingly challenging to implement.

Case study: the water framework directive – an instrument
for managing global water resources?
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) was adopted by the European
Parliament on 23 October 2000 with the aim of establishing a uniform reg
ulatory framework for water policy within the EU. The Water Framework
Directive is, therefore, an instrument for managing water pollution at the
European level. Implementation takes place through the acceding countries,
which results in a multitude of different management approaches for im
plementation. However, the analysis focus is primarily based on the content
and framework of the WFD and less on the later implementation by the
acceding countries. For this purpose, the application of the 22 design prin
ciples is examined in the establishment of a regulatory framework, namely on
the Directive WFD 2000/60/EC.
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Theoretical assumption of a commoning process

If one assumes hypothetically that the first part of the commoning process took
place, namely to form a community (social union, in this case, a multilateral
state alliance), the second step would be to define the resource – in the
concrete case of the WFD, it would be water (ground and surface water, river
basins, etc.). For the regulation of the resource the European Union (EU)
implemented the WFD as an institution. The WFD applies throughout
Europe and controls all water bodies with the aim of improving the chemical
and ecological condition. Through the multilateral agreement by the member
states, one can assume that the EU treat the water bodies as a global common,
although it is not named like that in the Directive. Thus the steps in the
commoning process would be fulfilled from a theoretical point of view.
Summary of the analysis

The evaluation shows that the WFD has its strengths, especially in the categories
of collaboration, information, transparency, and polycentricity. In the categories
of fairness and safety, it is clearly below the requirements. The category adap
tivity is, however, not included in the regulatory framework at all.
In the cross-section, it can be seen that the Directive has so far failed in its
framework to take account of the local level of the accession countries and this is
one of the most significant weaknesses in relation to the commoning process.
Neither in the Directive nor the Common Implementation Strategy (CIS) – the
joint implementation strategy of the WFD – could a reference be found to the
local level. Consequently, the related design principles, such as collective choice
arrangements or co-management are also negatively affected. Furthermore, it
clearly appears, that addressing poverty and inequalities in the distribution of re
sources, costs, benefits, and risks is given little textual consideration, although
poverty problems and conflicts with regard to water use are existent in the EU.
Moreover, the issue of conflict management is also not pursued further by
the WFD.
The WFD is a supranational institution and requires an implementation to
the regional and local level. Due to the heterogeneity of the EU, the choice of
management approaches is left to the acceding countries. In this way, they are
given the flexibility to take into account their region-specific conditions. Thus
the WFD does not exclude any approaches per se. However, exactly for this
reason, the directive itself does not create any opportunities for collaborative
management approaches. Furthermore, the regulatory framework does not
provide an interrelation to the local economy, which is directly dependent on
the water resources, and therefore does not create any linkage for the local
community to see advantages in protecting the resources. Only in one section
is an economic benefit for fisheries emphasised if the waters meet a certain
quality standard: ‘Protection of water status within river basins will provide
economic benefits by contributing towards the protection of fish populations,
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including coastal fish populations (EC Directive 2000/60/EC 2010). Water
users like agriculture, tourism and others more are not addressed. The in
clusion of local resources – from a common good unit to resource pools – is
addressed mainly from an ecological point of view but only partly from an
economic and socio-cultural one. However, the current top-down me
chanism of the WFD, that governs the entire water resource across Europe
cannot mean the institutional decoupling of the local level in the regulatory
framework. There is a strong link between the success of nature conservation
and the co-participation of the local communities (Andrade & Rhodes 2012).
In the light of the current regulatory framework, the WFD can rather be
located in a ‘command and control’ policy, which has to be modified under an
assumed commoning process.
Furthermore, resilience as an approach and equitable distribution of
risks, costs, and benefits are not addressed in the WFD. Fairness is also not
a concept of the WFD. An adaptive concept approach in the regulatory
framework could at least promote the cohesion between resilience and
monitoring. Despite everything, when the 22 design principles were
applied, the WFD achieved a 68% commoning rate. Assuming hypothe
tically that the implementation of the 22 design principles corresponds to
a 100% commoning process, the consideration of all 22 design principles
equates a ‘strong commoning’. If, however, no or only a few design
principles are taken into consideration, one can speak of a ‘weak com
moning’. Thus the WFD shows clear tendencies towards a rather strong
commoning process.
Overall, the WFD thus achieved a considerable result. With the WFD, the
EU as a multilateral alliance confers an approach to global common water on
the European level. The trend towards a ‘strong commoning’ approach can be
supported by the addition of complementary management approaches to the
WFD framework. The analysed deficits show that a major problem is the lack
of integration at the local level.
The optional approaches to improve the commoning process within the
framework of the WFD are summarised as follows:
Category: Governance approach
•

Adaptive governance

Category: Management approach
•

Adaptive governance

Category: Complementary approaches
•
•

Sustainable livelihood approach
Collective action

Natural resources as common goods
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Payments for ecosystem services
Social capital

The combination of the chosen governance and management approaches
covers 86% of the deficit design principles.
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19 Sustainable resource output
Towards an approach to a
multidimensional environmental
assessment of biomass production
H. Böttcher, K. Hennenberg, K. Wiegmann,
M. Scheffler, and A. Hansen
Introduction
The need for monitoring of the use of biomass resources

The need to use natural resources (e.g. raw materials, air, water, soil, land and
ecosystem services through biodiversity) sustainably and efficiently has
been identified by science (e.g. Rockström et al. 2009) and generally been
recognised by policy (e.g. United Nations 2015). Corresponding initiatives
exist at German, European and global level in numerous policy targets and
regulations, for example, the German Resource Efficiency Programs
(ProgRess, ProgRess II), the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe, and
the Resource Panel of the United Nations Environment Program.
The concept of planetary boundaries (Rockström et al. 2009) has established
a visual concept for assessing the state of environmental indicators at the global
scale. More recent research highlighted the need to consider interactions
between indicators and the regional heterogeneity of the processes under
pinning the boundaries (Steffen et al. 2015) but also the need to improve the
exchange between science and global policies regarding the definition of these
boundaries (Galaz et al. 2012).
Successful implementation of sustainable use of natural resources requires a
comprehensive monitoring and assessment system. Such a system uses a range of
indicators and metrics and tracks them over time and with relation to specific
targets to design and to evaluate the path to sustainable resource use (Pavlovskaia
2014). The bioeconomy, or biobased economy, has not only become a technical
term for summarising production systems relying on biomass resources but is also
seen as an overarching concept for taking a holistic and systems’ perspective on
the involved sectors. In fact, O’Brien et al. (2015) proposed a systems dynamics
approach that is needed to implement a monitoring system for the bioeconomy.

Limits to the concept of resource efficiency
A common metric to supporting monitoring and assessments on the
sustainable use of (natural) resources, in general, is resource efficiency
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(Huysman et al. 2015). Focusing on the field of land use and biomass pro
duction, this can be defined as the ratio of a specific utility or output of a
biomass production system and the associated specific input, consumption or
use of natural resources related to biomass production (for instance crop yield/
area). Another approach for assessing resource efficiency is the concept of ecoefficiency (WBCSD 2006) defined as the ratio between utility and environ
mental impacts (for example crop yield/water demand). It is a concept that
corresponds to the concept of resource efficiency but is widening the input to
environmental impacts.
The utility associated with land use and biomass production is not only
provided by the sale of crop products (plant or animal products), but also
by the provision of other ecosystem services (TEEB 2010). Following the
concept of ecosystem services, the notion of utility can be broadened
to include supply services, regulatory services and cultural services. Mere
biomass production can be considered a supply service, but it uses other
ecosystem services to effectively deliver it, often impacting them negatively.
Theoretically, it is desirable to include as many ecosystem services in con
sideration of utility as possible. However, there is a challenge of identifying,
quantifying and integrating appropriate indicators (Albert et al. 2016).
The concept of ecosystem services allows a consideration of the multidimensional benefits but requires the dimensions to be brought to a common
scale of values what can be difficult.
Existing approaches differ regarding the selection of indicators or the en
vironmental aspects covered. These may be very specific, for example, re
ferring to soil erosion, or very general, referring to land as a natural resource.
Examples are the framework of human appropriation of net primary pro
duction (HANPP; Haberl et al. 2007) or the concept of material input per
service unit (MIPS; Schmidt-Bleek 1998). An explicit aggregation of in
dicators of different dimensions, however, reduces interpretability of the in
dicator as it reduces the transparency of the approach when a conversion to a
common metric has to be done with certain assumptions (Pavlovskaia 2014).
The approach of MIPS, for example, cannot be used for assessing specific
outputs (e.g. emissions) or specific environmental impacts (e.g. N-balance;
Mancini et al. 2012). Indicators must be able to provide quantitative measures
that allow an actual assessment and comparison of systems. Therefore, multidimensional approaches are used in sustainability assessments that typically
present indicators side by side.
A multi-dimensional assessment requires not necessarily a full integration of
indicators into common physical units but a standardisation of the dimensions
to be considered. Thus, water quality and greenhouse gas emissions as different
indicators can hardly be physically combined. However, they can be compared
through scaling e.g. regarding the degree of target achievement of a reduction
target or the relative exceedance of limits.
Both resource efficiency and eco-efficiency face another critical limitation
that must be taken into account when applied as indicators for the evaluation
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of sustainable production systems. They do not assess the absolute state of
resources nor the transgression of sustainability constraints (i.e. leakage
effects). Despite increasing resource efficiency, i.e. decreasing input per
output produced, the demand for natural resources may increase due to
population growth and changing patterns of consumption. Therefore, a
relative decoupling of resource use and economic growth by increasing
resource efficiency is not sufficient for sustainable resource use and successful
resource conservation.
In this paper, we present a new metric for assessing the sustainability of use
of natural resources for biomass production by combining existing concepts
of resource efficiency and environmental assessment to the sustainable resource
output (SRO) and test the metric in two case studies.

Methods
The concept of sustainable resource output

Sustainable resource output can be considered an extension to the classic
concept of resource efficiency. In addition to the utility of production and the
utilisation of natural resources, it also includes thresholds and limits to natural
resource use. These thresholds, if exceeded, cause the metric to be set to zero.
The benefits gained through the use of natural resources can also be included.
This allows production systems of different productivity to be compared by
looking at specific indicators.
There are two elements required for calculating SRO (see Figure 19.1).
The absolute utility of biomass production U is normalised in order to assess
systems relative productivity U′ (0 = low productivity, 1 = high pro
ductivity) with U′ ∈ {a ∈ ℝ | 0 ≤ a ≤ 1}. The maximum and minimum
values need to be defined, either from literature or from model simulations
with alternative scenarios. U can be defined narrowly to include only

Figure 19.1 Calculation of sustainable resource output SRO from normalised relative
utilisation (resource conservation) I′ and normalised relative utility U′ of
natural resources with exemplary figures.
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revenues from biomass production but also expanded to include monetised
ecosystem services. In any case, assumptions for deriving utility values need
to be clearly documented.
Similarly, the absolute value for the use of natural resources I must be nor
malised into a relational scaling system. This makes different indicators com
parable and is used for assessing the degree of resource utilisation or resource
conservation I′ (for example, 0 = low resource conservation, 1 = high resource
conservation) with I′ ∈ {a ∈ ℝ | 0 ≤ a ≤ 1}. If production reaches an intensity
that causes the sustainable use of resources to exceed threshold values, it is set as
zero. Such limit and tolerance values can often be taken from literature, from
current legislation, as well as from scenario modelling. In the latter case, two
guard railing scenarios are established that provide tolerable maximum and
minimum values for a certain indicator. SRO then results from the product of
scaled relative utility U′ and scaled relative utilisation (resource conservation) I′.
Four steps for assessing the sustainability of biomass production systems
should be applied for deriving the two elements needed for the calculation
of SRO:
•

•

•

•

System definition: It determines the system boundaries of the assessment
and the functional unit for the product generating the utility of natural
resources U. It is an important prerequisite and often set through the model
or assessment tool applied, database, indicators and variables selected.
Klöpffer and Grahl (2012) highlight that not only the functional unit
needs to be identical, it also needs to be functionally equivalent, e.g. not
only the energy unit needs to be the same but also the type of energy.
Assessment: Depending on the database used, indicators need to be
selected that are used to assess resource utilisation I. Indicator selection is
an important step of the analysis as it forms the frame for interpretability of
results. Indicators should be chosen in a way that considers the aim of the
analysis (Albert et al. 2016). Indicators for assessing land use refer typically
either to the area or the intensity of land use (Erb 2015).
Reference: This includes the description of a reference system and variants,
e.g. generated by model simulations through a sensitivity analysis or from
literature. The choice of the reference system determines the level of
indicator performance for a specific system, and is a critical element of the
analysis. It needs to be well documented and credible. For production
systems of biomass, it is reasonable to establish a reference that presents a
scenario without biomass extraction (Koponen et al. 2018).
Presentation and interpretation: This step determines which type of
scaling or standardisation is used to bring indicators into a format that
makes them comparable and in which form they are graphically displayed.
Interpretation can further introduce prioritisation or weighting of single
indicators when aggregating or interpreting results. Both presentation
and interpretation of the results must take into account the assumptions
made in earlier steps as well as uncertainties of the calculation.
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Case study descriptions
System definition

We tested SRO for two production systems, one from agriculture and one
from forestry. The systems were designed to reflect different forest manage
ment and farm operations:
•
•

Crop and livestock production (different levels of intensity of cash crop
production, feed production and grassland management).
Forestry (spruce forests, alternative scenarios of forest management change
and management intensity).

Based on alternative scenarios reflecting different levels of production intensity
in the individual systems, it was determined to what extent resource output
changed in the scenarios compared to the reference (see detailed system de
scriptions in Böttcher et al. 2020).
The production systems were set up as artificial management units re
presenting typical situations in agriculture and forestry in Germany, as they can
be observed in the field. However, the size of the management units is higher
than those of typical private enterprises operating in the field. The aim was to
model sufficiently large units to capture landscape effects and to allow for
management shifts without disruption. Therefore, the study provides only
limited guidance for management decisions at the farm or forest stand level but
is rather oriented towards decisions at larger scale level.
Ideally, the utility I associated with land use and biomass production should also
include the provision of other ecosystem services. Although the concept of SRO
allows such an inclusion, we limited the analysis to the sale of agricultural or forestry
products, i.e. the contribution margin (short: margin). The margin is defined as the
monetary amount of revenue (product quantity times price) less variable costs of
production. Alternative parameters for mapping the benefits could be gross value
added, the revenue, dry biomass production, or the energy or protein production.
The utilisation of natural resources U was determined with the help of
indicators that describe the impact of the production system on natural re
sources. The following indicators were considered in the system crop and
livestock production:
•
•
•

Greenhouse gas emissions: given as kg CO2 eq. per ha and year, and
derived from area, crops, nitrogen requirements, yields and application of
manure;
Humus balance: given as humus equivalents in kg C per ha, resulting from
the humus balance of crop rotation, catch crops, crop residues and the
application of manure;
Nitrogen balance: given as kg nitrogen surplus per ha and year based on
nutrient inputs into and flows out of the system (farm gate balance);
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•
•

Nutrient contamination of water: given as a percentage of the area with a
nitrogen balance greater than 50 kg/ha, derived from the calculated
nitrogen balances.
Biodiversity: expressed as biotope values, which, for example, take
account of the proportion of land used for the cultivation of flowering
strips and fallow land, the number of crops in crop rotation, the absence of
fertilisers and the proportion of grassland.

Indicators for assessing SRO in forestry were:
a

b
c
d
e

f
g

Growing stock: given as cubic meters of wood per ha, calculated as a single
tree volume and aggregated to stand level growing stock, differentiated by
tree species groups (beech, oak, other broadleaf species, spruce, fir, Douglas
fir, pine, and larch).
Growing stock increment: represented as cubic meters of wood increment
per ha and year.
Harvest amount: given as cubic meters of wood per ha per year, describes
the potentially available growing stock separately for logs and other wood
(industrial wood).
Deadwood stock: given as cubic meters per ha, differentiated by the type
of wood (coniferous, oak, other broadleaf ).
Greenhouse gas removals/emissions: CO2 removed from the atmosphere
through biomass growths and emissions resulting from harvest and
biomass decay expressed in tons of CO2 per ha and year, derived from
modelled growing stock and biomass functions for other compartments
(roots, branches, leaves).
Soil carbon changes: expressed in tons C per ha and year, calculated using
a soil carbon model driven by climate parameters and litter composition.
Share of old trees: represented by the volume of trees with a diameter of
more than 80 cm.

Biomass production in the agricultural and forestry systems was calculated
using the simulation model FABio (Forestry and Agriculture Biomass Model),
developed at Oeko-Institut (FABio agricultural model: Böttcher et al. 2020;
FABio forestry model: Böttcher et al. 2018).

Scenario development
Three alternative management scenarios were designed for crop and livestock
production that include a ‘cash crop’ scenario, a ‘moderate extensification’
scenario and a ‘strong extensification’ scenario. The gradient of intensity be
comes evident, particularly when looking at crop rotation parameters, which
in the cash crop scenario refer to rules of conventional cultivation (for highly
productive areas). The moderate extensification scenario uses adapted culti
vation rules (as recommended for less productive sites), characterised by longer
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crop rotations. In the strong extensification scenario, crop rotation and
management rules based on organic farming are applied, including also setaside areas (for more details on scenario specifications, please refer to Böttcher
et al. 2020).
The forestry production system describes a case of forest conversion from
pure spruce forest stands to mixed stands dominated by broadleaved trees. This
example is based on data from the German National Forest Inventory
(Bundeswaldinventur, BWI). A selection of inventory plots with similar con
ditions (region, tree species composition, and ownership) was selected and
treated as one management unit. Four scenarios were simulated over a period of
100 years. As a business as usual scenario, we considered a continuation of
production patterns (current target diameters, no species change), derived from
publicly available parameters describing the WEHAM base scenario (BMEL
2016). Two alternative scenarios assume a reduction in management intensity
(increased target diameters) and a forest conversion of tree species change to
wards broadleaved trees (introduction of beech trees in regeneration). A fourth
scenario combines scenarios of reduced intensity and forest conversion.

Results
The sustainable resource output SRO describes effects of changes in the in
tensity of management on the individual environmental indicators as the pro
duct of relative utilisation I′ (of natural resources measured by environmental
indicators) and relative utility U′ (margin). Figure 19.2 shows the results of
relative utilisation I′, and utility U′ (Figure 19.2a and 19.2c) compared to SRO
(Figure 19.2b and 19.2d) applied to examples in the agriculture and forestry case
studies. High values of SRO indicate a high performance, i.e. low impacts on
natural resources paired with high output in terms of revenue. Low values show
that the management option either impacts environmental indicators negatively
and/or leads to a reduced revenue compared to the other options.
In the agriculture case study, the highest margin is achieved when cash crops
are produced (see Figure 19.2a). With moderate and strong extensification, the
margin is reduced by 50%. However, cash crop production scores low re
garding environmental performance. Regarding the carbon balance of soils,
the threshold of –300 H-eq/ha is reached, causing the indicator to be set to
zero. Also, in terms of all other indicators, the cash crop option results in lower
indicator values with largest differences for the biodiversity indicator. Due to
the high relative margin that can be achieved with cash crops, the option
performs better when looking at SRO, the product of relative margin and
relative utilisation (see Figure 19.2b). On indicators that are relatively close for
the alternative options on the common scale, such as GHG emissions and
Nitrogen balance in the example, large differences in the utility have a larger
impact on relative performance.
In the forestry case study, the highest margin can be achieved with a continuation
of business as usual management as it achieves the highest harvestable volume.
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Figure 19.2 Examples for performance of relative utilisation I′ (environmental indicators)
and utility U′ (margin) for case studies on (a) agriculture and (c) forestry, and
the resulting sustainable resource output SRO for (b) agriculture and (d) for
estry, which allows to assess alternative management options in such biomass
production systems (with SRO = I′ × U′).

Forest conversion to broadleaved trees reduces the margin considerably, whereas for
the reduced intensity only a small reduction can be observed. Figure 19.2c) shows
that the options perform very differently regarding the different indicators. While
reduced intensity seems to be best for the generation of additional deadwood, re
duced intensity combined with forest conversion results in the highest CO2 sink
over the simulation period and yields the highest standing volume. Assessing the
performance of options using SRO changes the order for a number of indicators,
e.g. soil carbon where options including forest conversion result in low values due
to relatively low margins that can be achieved (Figure 19.2d). In the case
of deadwood, SRO confirms the observation made when ignoring economic
performance.

Interpretation and discussion
The SRO concept expands the concept of resource efficiency and allows a
consideration of the multi-dimensional use of natural resources by bringing
the dimensions to a common scale of values. Compared to resource effi
ciency, SRO has the advantage that critical boundaries and thresholds are
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considered, such that increases in efficiency that exceed environmental limits
are reflected in the metric. The presented case studies deliver reasonable
results and demonstrate the application of the concept. There are, however, a
number of challenges that are associated with the approach requiring further
assessment and testing.
The selection of indicators should be guided by the purpose of the assessment,
directly linking to the environmental concerns to be studied but also needs to
reflect system boundaries and data availability. The indicators should be able to
adequately reflect the conditions in the production system and its boundaries.
Using simulation models, as in this study, allows for a consistent consideration of
indicators in one framework but also limits the choice of indicators to model
capabilities. A large number of indicators exist, as documented by the SEBI
process (EEA 2012) or the MAES initiative (EC 2018). However, particularly
with regard to the effects on biodiversity, adequate data is often not available,
but also scientific evidence regarding the relationship between management
intensity and biodiversity is unclear (Nolet et al. 2018; Sabatini et al. 2019).
Combining the approach with a geographical information system would allow
detailed spatial representation of indicators.
A major challenge is the selection and implementation of appropriate
thresholds and limits as maxima and minima for the scaling of indicators into
a common frame. Identifying these values is required to make indicators
comparable – similarly to the resource efficiency approach – but also as an
input for the calculation of SRO. The choice of maximum and minimum
values determines the relative utilisation of natural resources and has
therefore strong influence on the value of sustainable resource output in the
end. Thresholds might not be easily derived for all indicators, i.e. indicator
selection should therefore also consider the availability of such information.
We used existing literature values, legal boundary values and also modelled
values from sensitivity analyses. We recommend preferably using published
literature values for the application of the SRO approach, if that is not
possible and values are estimated or generated by models, then a good
documentation is crucial.
For plausibility and consistency checks of the values, the following questions
should be answered:
i Do the thresholds and limits reflect tolerable magnitudes or loads
regarding policy targets or existing legislation?
ii Are thresholds or limits universally valid for the alternative systems analysed?
iii Are the values sufficiently differentiated to make differences in the
production systems visible?
Also, for the scaling of utility U (margin), maximum and minimum values need
to be defined. The result of SRO is also very sensitive to the choice of these
parameters. They should reflect a realistic range of possible values across alter
native management options. As in the definition of resource efficiency, SRO
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remains with the monetary value of biomass production. Our case studies took
into account only revenues from biomass production and costs of biomass ex
traction. The concept, however, can be extended to include monetised impacts
on ecosystem services to fully include external costs (TEEB 2010, 2018). This
could be done by including costs for administrative fines or reduced premiums,
payments for ecosystem services, CO2 prices etc. It has to be considered,
though, that an inclusion of more aspects into the utility term also requires more
efforts to establish adequate and transparent scaling values.

Conclusions
The concept of SRO extends the concept of resource efficiency in a mean
ingful way and can be used for the multi-dimensional evaluation of the
sustainability of biomass production systems. The advantage against the clas
sical concept of resource efficiency is the inclusion of thresholds to reflect the
transgression of sustainability limits of production systems. As the major
challenge, we identified the selection of threshold values that need to be
carefully chosen and well documented. Future work should seek to refine the
SRO concept by exploring different indicators and scaling approaches and to
test its integration into existing assessment tools.

List of abbreviations
BWI
FABio
GHG
HANPP
I
MIPS
ProgRess
SRO
U

German National Forest Inventory (Bundeswaldinventur)
Forestry and Agriculture Biomass Model
greenhouse gas
human appropriation of net primary production
utilisation of natural resources
material input per service unit
German Resource Efficiency Programme
sustainable resource output
utility of natural resources
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20 More resource efficiency in
production and products
Digitalisation supports industry
and trades
Peter Jahns
Introduction
In 1992, The Global Earth Summit of the United Nations in Rio advocated
for cross-cutting sustainability strategies to meet the unrelenting challenges of
sustainable development.
In 2002, Germany adopted a National Sustainability Strategy (Bundesregierung
2016). By 2017, fifteen (15) out of sixteen (16) of the Federal States of Germany,
including North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), had adopted regional strategies to
address the challenges of sustainable development (Müller & Reutter 2017).
North Rhine-Westphalia is the most populated federal state in Germany
and a central industrial and economic region (Müller & Reutter 2017). Thus,
in 1998, the Ministry for the Environment in North Rhine-Westphalia
established the Effizienz-Agentur NRW (EFA) with the principal objective of
improving the competitiveness of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)
by supporting a strategy of sustainable growth (Jahns 2018).
As per the NRW.INVEST GmbH, Knowledgebase NRW (2018), SMEs in
North-Rhine Westphalia are the backbone of the economy. Currently, there
are 712,100 SMEs in North-Rhine Westphalia and accounting for 78.8 per cent
of employment. Out of this total, 12,000 are small and medium-sized manu
facturing companies (20 to 500 employees). Furthermore, there are 19,000 craft
enterprises with resource efficiency potential. The majority of all training in
North-Rhine Westphalia provided by EFA is for these SMEs. The SME sector
is, thus, the focus of EFA (Jahns 2018; Bliesner, Liedtke & Rohn 2014).
The Effizienz-Agentur NRW (EFA) has been operating for the past twenty
(20) years (Jahns 2018). Jahns indicates that the EFA supports manufacturing
companies in North-Rhine Westphalia with advice concerning resource ef
ficiency so that products and processes are made more efficiently to reduce
costs and adverse effects on the environment. Jahns further indicates that the
company offers support for the financing and implementation of research and
development projects and investments in the form of financial advice.
Additionally, EFA provides network and knowledge transfer opportunities,
information about training courses and workshops, with the aim of increasing
resource efficiency and competitiveness in SMEs.
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Raw material and material costs represent the most significant proportion of
costs for manufacturing companies in Germany. Its share of the total cost of
manufacturing is about 42 per cent. Whereas the average Personnel and en
ergy are 18 per cent and two per cent, respectively. It therefore stands to
reason to pay careful attention during production and take care when dealing
with these natural resources. The focussing on the subject of ‘energy’ which
is unfortunately seen all too often in public discussions in industry and trade
does not go far enough. Reducing the cost of raw materials and other materials
is the key to separating resource consumption and growth. Efficiency is a
decisive factor in this. As far as resource-efficient production is concerned, the
focus should be on natural resources. It is, therefore, logical to emphasis
the term ‘resource efficiency’ since the operational goals of EFA are to reduce
the use of materials and energy.
EFA is working on concrete projects with small and medium-sized en
terprises that allow it (EFA) to create products with less energy and primary
resources (Jahns 2018; Kaiser 2018; European Environment Agency 2016).
The priority is to avoid waste from the get-go and not wait to start thinking
about it in the future. The idea is to prevent waste before it is produced.
The purpose of the chapter is to share some best ways to implement cleaner
production and resource efficiency practices that sustainably support industry and
trades through digitalisation. The chapter contributes to the conversation on re
source efficiency by linking both individual and organisational measures of success
with producing more with less energy and primary resources. The remainder of
the chapter proceeds as follows. The next section provides a brief description
of the Effizienz-Agentur NRW (EFA) Consulting Offer, which is a guide to
more resource efficiency. Section two illustrates results from the agency’s con
sultancy practice during a period in which digital networking is becoming the
standard. Section three focuses on three cases to illustrate the importance of
digitalisation for manufacturing companies, which has been discussed in Germany
under the term ‘Industry 4.0’. The final section is the conclusion.

The Effizienz-Agentur NRW consulting offer – guide
to more resource efficiency
EFA’s consulting offer for more resource efficiency goes through a threepronged process, namely, need for action, initial consultation and solutions
( Jahns 2018). Figure 20.1 depicts the three-pronged process.
The three-pronged process, as described by (Jahns 2018) is described in
more detail in the following sections.
Need for action

EFA works with clients to systematically determine needs that ought to be
addressed. The need for action assesses gaps between current conditions and
improved conditions of performance.
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Figure 20.1 EFA consulting – guide to more resource efficiency.

Initial consultation

The Needs Assessment is a process that helps EFA to understand the clients’
needs, motivations, and behaviours – what they do, how they do it, and why.
The assessment begins with an initial consultation meeting with the client,
which is followed by a company tour. It is an iterative process where common
relevance analysis conducted. The common relevance analysis includes com
piling and analysing data on trends through interviews, surveys and focus group
discussions. After this, EFA discusses a financial framework with the client to set
policies, procedures, regulations and standing orders to ensure that public funds
are appropriately taken care of. All of these are done at no cost to clients.
Solutions

Immediate recommendations for action, workshops for focusing, in-depth
consulting projects and financing advice are then offered.
Conservation of resources and digitalisation = ‘Resource Efficiency 4.0’

Industry 4.0 represents the digital networking of industrial processes, starting
with the acquisition of raw materials through to the recycling of the products at
the end of their service life, i.e. in the sense of a circular economy (Jahns 2018;
Müller, Buliga & Voigt 2018). Industry 4.0 solutions can be completely auto
mated and without human influence or partially automated cooperation be
tween man and machine. The automation, which is accompanied by new
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manufacturing and working methods, will also fundamentally change our way
of living and consuming in a digital society. Classic mass-produced goods are
being replaced with products which are more individualised and flexible pro
duction processes. Small batches and even the manufacture of individual items
are becoming more of the standard. Web-based process control systems and
networked sensor systems in the sense of Industry 4.0 are allowing companies
to record their processes more accurately and individually control them – even
to the extent of autonomous factories. If information is available in real-time,
individual production processes and entire value creation chains can be con
trolled in such a way that optimum use can be made of capacities. The pro
ductivity of the German economy could increase by almost twelve per cent by
2025, merely due to additional value creation. At the same time, the chances
of avoiding wastage are increasing thanks to requirements-based production.
The ‘digital transformation’ is therefore associated with significant
upheavals, disruptions and new challenges, particularly for manufacturing
companies. Existing business models are being questioned, products are
disappearing from the market, and services are increasing in importance.
While a wide range of new possibilities, offered by digitalisation, is
proceeding concurrently with a trend towards the individualisation of
production and products, the development of new business areas and
business models are also emerging.
The manufacturing companies are operating in this conflict area.
Particularly the 12,000 small and medium-sized manufacturing companies
(20 to 500 employees) and the approximately 19,000 handicraft businesses
with enormous potential for conserving resources have little capacity outside
of everyday businesses to fundamentally and continually occupying them
selves with this strategically important topic of digitalisation and resource
conservation in the sense of ‘Resource Efficiency 4.0’. The digitalisation and
resource conservation offer Effizienz-Agentur NRW an opportunity to
provide advisory support.
Resource Efficiency 4.0 – Digitalisation as a tool

The goal of EFA, i.e. helping companies on the way to more resource-efficient
manufacturing, has not changed because of digitalisation. However, that which
has changed a great deal for the companies seeking advice are their possibilities
about planning and controlling production processes, and adapting products or
services to the individual needs of the customer. All action approaches for
supporting the companies with a more efficient process design in the digitali
sation era have been subsumed into the category of ‘Resource Efficiency 4.0’ at
EFA since 2018. It is crucial to use digitalisation as a useful tool for reducing
material and energy consumption and not as an end in itself. Above all,
Resource Efficiency 4.0 is an instrument which helps companies with their
work. As with all tools, the intention with which you use it is the decisive
factor. It is a case of keeping an eye on the ‘resource efficiency’ indicator.
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The digitalisation of a production line is not a cure-all. The experience
gained in the initial ‘Industry 4.0’ projects in foundries and surface refining
companies has shown how meaningful it is to create full process transparency
through a resource efficiency analysis. The companies obtain the required
transparency regarding the respective use of the material and the associated
CO2 emissions. This data forms the basis for introducing or adopting ERP
systems. In this way, the decisive success indicators for manufacturing in a
more competitive way can first be determined, and resource conservation
improved by taking technical measures. On this basis, the competitiveness of
the company can be further increased through digitalising production: This
approach comes under the expression ‘Resource Efficiency 4.0’.
Operational areas of activity

A company is, usually, confronted by four fields of activity within the scope of
providing its services, namely: order clarification, order processing, calculation
and the future of the company (see Figure 20.2). The first three fields of
activity can be regarded as being of equal importance, whereby the latter area,
the future of the company, is strategically important and not a part of everyday
business. For small and medium-sized companies, in particular, there is a se
vere risk of this critical area of activity being taken over by day-to-day business
and fading into the background.
ORDER CLARIFICATION

The customer’s requirements and expectations must first be clarified before
manufacturing begins. In this way, the manufacturing of erroneous or defective

Figure 20.2 Resource Efficiency 4.0 – Fields of activity.
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products due to misunderstandings or inaccurate specifications can be avoided
right from the start. As banal as this requirement might sound: consultancy
practice has shown that following up, often, does not take place with sufficient
diligence in this case, or the customer is promised services by the sales department,
for example, which cannot be provided.
The order description at least contains the subject, delivery date and price,
the quantity and the delivery location, of course. Depending on the type
of order, other requirements may be added concerning commissioning, for
example. The order description must be stored on the company’s central data
management system (digital) in such a way that all employees can access the
information that is relevant to them if required.
The company procurement department must be involved during order
clarification. The reason is that it is impossible to make a meaningful statement
about delivery dates without knowledge of part availability (takes place by
comparing with company stock levels) and the delivery times of required
materials (raw materials, semi-finished products, bought-in parts). The order
data cannot be deemed complete until part lists can be generated on the ex
isting data basis.
ORDER PROCESSING

Order clarification is followed by order processing. In particular, it includes
planning, optimisation, visualisation and implementation of all orders using a
central data management system. The data basis of these sub-steps is identical
to that which is used during order clarification, and should ideally be carried
out using the same data system (software program) and therefore without
media or system disruption, which minimises transmission errors.
The customer order is organised into numerous work and process steps, and
the required documents (e.g. company orders or ‘routing slips’) are generated
automatically. A problem-free and complete flow of information is the basis
for stable processes. Through automatic analysis of the existing data, it is
possible to make the implicitly present process knowledge transparent and
therefore usable for improvement processes (process mining), for example.
A smoothly functioning enterprise resource management system is a
prerequisite for interruption-free production. As well as incoming and
outgoing goods, enterprise resource management also includes the ware
house system and shipping. Central recording of the workflows (booking in
and out of deliveries, assignment of defined storage locations) in the data
management system provides information about stock levels ‘in real-time’.
Automated provision of materials is also a part of the scope of work of a
contemporary enterprise resource management system and takes the strain
off the employees in the production area. Another advantage: Programcontrolled material management makes an automatic inventory and stock
planning and targeted stock reduction possible to counteract overstocking
and the resulting disposals.
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Production takes place based on manufacturing plans, which are ideally
generated automatically after entering the required data. The definition of the
exact system and machine configuration is the task of the production planning
and control (PPS) department, which represents the core of a manufacturing
company. Here too, digital support from ERP systems, for example, is vital.
The production process is monitored and controlled using automatic machine
data recording. The efficiency and utilisation of production can be tracked
without problems by accurately defining and documenting setup times, the
start of orders and the completion of orders.
CALCULATION

The digital connection of machines and systems to the data managing system
makes cause-based cost transparency possible concerning orders, products and
processes. In this way, it is comparatively easy to check the calculation after
processing a request based on actual person-hours, machine run times and
material consumption values, and determine whether the assumptions that
were made during pre-calculation were correct. In the event of deviations,
more accurate assumptions can be used as the basis for a quote when placing
future orders.
Costs, particularly material and energy costs, should be assigned in a causerelated way. After all, the material costs are the most significant cost block in
the processing industry. To keep the proportion of general costs as low as
possible, cost centres should be analysed and redefined if necessary. Personnel
costs must be transferred to individual cost centres. The recording of quantity
throughput via cost centres is desirable. Write-offs, room costs, maintenance,
energy, operating materials and auxiliary materials must be taken into con
sideration during the determination of hourly machine rates. Overhead charge
rates must be updated at regular intervals.
Cause-related cost assignment is made possible by connecting individual
machines (machine data recording [MDE]) and also integrating a higher-order
data architecture (operational data recording [BDE]), (Management Executive
Systems [MES]) in the ERP system. Exact knowledge of the cost structure
puts the business operator in a position to reduce manufacturing costs in a
targeted way using efficiency measures and to remove products from the
product range in good time.
FUTURE OF THE COMPANY

The question of the company’s future does not come up every day, but it is
essential for the company management to also deal with social changes
continue to be able to anticipate the effects on company operations in good
time. Against the background of the lack of global resources, it is logical to
realise that resource efficiency is a strategic element of company develop
ment. Continuous and long-term company development can only be
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achieved if the principles of process and resource efficiency are taken into
consideration. It is, therefore, advisable to adapt to market changes under
resource criteria.
Digital networking is presenting companies with additional challenges.
Many processes are easier to comprehend and process because information
can be shared quickly. In the same way that trading on the Internet is
changing retail structures, production locations that are connected via the
Internet will revolutionise manufacturing procedures. Anyone who does
not keep a permanent eye on their business environment and researches
ways of opening up new business areas is otherwise at risk of losing their
market position.
To be able to react to changes quickly, the product development process
should have a flexible design. Besides, the topic of resource consumption must
always be taken into consideration since 80 per cent of the effects on the
environment, and the cost of a product is already defined at the design stage.
During product design, it should always be ensured that the product is
manufactured in an uncomplicated way, easy to repair or maintain and can be
dismantled without problems at the end of its service life. The production of
the future has a modular design and is automated to a considerable extent, so
that system utilisation is optimal and the wastage quota is minimised. An
entrepreneur should orient himself to this vision when he is thinking about the
further development of his company.
Competitive advantages are generated in two respects through resource
efficiency usage. Firstly, it is generated directly by when the use of materials
goes hand in hand with lower material cost. Secondly, and indirectly, when
a resource-efficient method of production communicates environmental
advantages to the customer.
Illustrative case studies

Effizienz-Agentur NRW carries out about 250 projects per annum for in
creasing resource efficiency in small and medium-sized industry and trade
companies in North Rhine-Westphalia, and also accompanies implementa
tion. In parallel to the rapid increase in the importance of digitalisation for
manufacturing companies, which has been discussed in Germany under the
term ‘Industry 4.0’, the consultancy work of the Duisburg agency is also on
the increase in this area. Based on the following practical examples, it is easy to
understand the significant contribution that elements of digitalisation can make
to resource efficiency, i.e. material and energy savings. It is not a case of
creating a ‘smart factory’. Particularly companies that operate in the value
creation chain as suppliers and semi-finished product manufacturers, for ex
ample, and are subject to strict customer specifications often only have a
limited amount of influence on changes. As far as a consultancy is concerned,
here it is a case of finding the correct starting points and making use of
digitalisation in locations where it is sensible and useful.
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Figure 20.3 mk Plast GmbH & Co KG processes more than 20 tons of plastic per day into
plastic films.
Photo: Firma some.oner; Yashar Khosravani.

The three following consultancy cases or practical examples which are
described in more detail in the following have been proportionally supported
within the scope of the EFRE ‘Resource Efficiency’ consultancy programme.
Practical example 1 (industry: plastics)
INITIAL SITUATION

The core business of the family-run mk Plast GmbH & Co. KG from the
North Rhine-Westphalian town of Monschau is the manufacturing and
processing of plastic film which is depicted in Figure 20.3.
Approximately 40 employees work at the location. More than 20 tons of
plastic is processed per day with eight production machines (so-called
blown film extruders) and production lines. Among other things, the film
is used in the form of pouches and sacks in the packing industry and in
medical engineering. To increase its process transparency and improve
resource efficiency, the company used the resource efficiency consulting of
Effizienz-Agentur NRW.
RESULTS AND ADVANTAGES

The process analysis showed that the operational connection of the machine
park to the current information systems (Management Executive System MES,
Enterprise Resource Planning ERP and Monitoring) and the evaluations
thereof did not fulfil the increased demands that were being made concerning
order calculation and organisation.
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The first step of the consulting, therefore concentrated on the order-specific
maintenance systems and their connection to the operational data recording.
The data that was collected constituted the prerequisite for providing the
existing ERP system with the necessary operational information. The relevant
process information such as compressed air flow rate, switch cabinet tem
perature, flow and return temperatures of the cooling water, total electrical
output, melt pressure, cylinder temperature, diverter temperature and melting
temperature as well as traction and melt throughput was first recorded on a
pilot extruder, stored centrally in the database and then made available to the
ERP system for evaluation. A particular challenge was interpreting and
technically qualifying the complex variety of data in the sense of making more
efficient use of resources.
Another goal of the consulting project was to reduce non-productive setup
and downtimes during order changes on the blown film extrusion lines. Setup
times and the start and completion of orders can now be accurately defined
with the aid of automated machine data recording, and expenditure which is
incurred can be documented and evaluated in detail. The setup times at the
pilot extruder were able to be reduced by up to approx. 20 hours per year by
these measures.
It was accompanied by wastage minimisation of approximately four tons of
granules per annum with a throughput of approximately 200 kilograms per
hour. At the same time, the productivity of the overall process was improved.
Approximately 20 tons of waste production per annum will be saved in future
when applied to all eight production lines. The company also expects a further
reduction in film wastage of 30 tons per annum by making operative im
provements to the cooling section of the blown film extrusion line. In total,
mk Plast will save approximately 50 tons of polyethylene thanks to having
more efficient process data recording and evaluation. As a result of the mea
sures which have been implemented, including increased value creation and
resource productivity, the company is anticipating an annual cost reduction of
around 98,000 euros.
Practical example 2 (industry: metal)
BACKGROUND AND GOALS

Putzier Oberflächentechnik GmbH refines sections of steel using the thermal
spraying process for mechanical engineering, the paper and electronics in
dustries, and also the food processing industry, among others. Figure 20.4
illustrates how Putzier refines steel parts using thermal spraying processes.
The company from Leichlingen in North-Rhine Westphalia, which has
around 40 employees, processes approximately 90 tons of steel and four tons of
spray powder per annum. To improve resource efficiency, Putzier used the
resource efficiency consulting of Effizienz-Agentur NRW. An initial analysis
showed that the operational information systems (Enterprise Resource
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Figure 20.4 Refining of steel parts using thermal spraying processes by Putzier.
Photo: Jens Putzier.

Planning ERP, production planning and control system PPS, operational data
recording BDE) and the evaluations from these systems had not been adapted
to the increased requirements. To increase potential in this area, the company
used one of the Excel tools developed by Effizienz-Agentur NRW for causeoriented assignment of resource costs (Ressourcenkostenrechnung, RKR,
Resource Cost Accounting).
RESULTS AND ADVANTAGES

In the first stage of the consulting, the main focus was on the start-up and
auxiliary processing times of the entire value creation and BDE data recording.
The analyses were based on structured employee interviews. The results
formed the basis for checking the ERP data management system. With the aid
of resource cost accounting, the order flow, the handover of the order at
the sales side, and also the planning of the orders in the manufacturing system
were improved during the next stage. The purchasing processes are now more
strongly linked to the order situation. The updating of the cost calculation
(pre- and post-calculation) allows Putzier to analyse the cost-effectiveness of
the order spectrum continually.
Orders which are uneconomical can now be quickly identified. The time
taken for internal organisation, from the technical inquiry to the quotation
calculation and the manufacturing order, was reduced by up to 60 per cent
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after the restructuring. Wastage quotas, internal complaints and stock levels
were also reduced, and backlogs were also relieved. The reductions led to
annual material savings of 2.4 tons and a three per cent reduction of the
material quota within the company.
For Putzier, the process transparency that was gained has opened up an
entirely new perspective for the further development of its corporate strategy.
Moreover, the first stage of the digital transformation is complete. Other
projects for the filling in gaps in the digitalisation are being planned. With the
aid of dynamic project management, the company wants to align itself for the
future, initiate the generation change and sustainably align its range of products
to resource efficiency and Industry 4.0.
Practical example 3 (industry: metal)
BACKGROUND AND GOALS

Stainless steel factory Schmees manufactures high quality cast steel components
at its NRW location in Langenfeld for the food and pharmaceutical industries
and the mechanical energy engineering. Every year, Edelstahlwerke Schmees
processes approximately 2,200 tons of steel into castings (see Figure 20.5).
Approximately 140 employees work at the Langenfeld location. A large
number of product variants continuously presents the company with significant
organisational challenges. Up until the beginning of 2016, the individual pro
duction areas looked after the manufacturing of the orders single-handedly. An
initial analysis revealed that redundancies were occurring time and time again in
the warehousing area, among others. To organise manufacturing and warehousing
more transparently and efficiently, Schmees used Resource Cost Accounting

Figure 20.5 The Edelstahlwerke Schmees processes approximately 2,200 t of steel into castings.
Photo: Edelstahlwerke Schmees GmbH.
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(Ressourcenkostenrechnung, RKR) from Effizienz-Agentur NRW as part of
resource efficiency consulting. A created the data basis for a new module in the
ERP system, was, thus created.
RESULTS AND ADVANTAGES

In 2015, with the help of RKR, Schmees recorded materials and energy usage
in its cost structures. Based on the data that was collected, a cause-oriented cost
accounting system was developed. This made it possible to evaluate individual
orders in accordance with specific resource requirements.
The integration of RKR in the new ERP system has now put the company
in a position to systematically analyse specific order groups such as rings and
housings with regard to their material requirements, compare them and
therefore determine the maximum material efficiency potential for each
product via time series. Further, the integration of RKR in the new ERP
system makes it possible to identify material wasters at an early stage.
This evaluation now constitutes the basis for the central planning and
control of the material flow. With the aid of achieved new coordination
options, the effectiveness of the manufacturing process was improved in such a
way that the timeliness of order processing increased significantly. Also, there
was a considerable reduction in the amount of reworking. The entire order
process is now controlled centrally via production data acquisition. Schemes
also set up a continuous improvement process, meaning that the flow of orders
is getting better all the time.
These measures have resulted in a sustainable reduction in the number of
unfinished castings and scrap quantities in production. The ERP system which
has been supplemented by RKR is an essential step towards further digital
networking of its processes for the company. Schmees invested approximately
10,000 euros in the development and implementation of the ERP solution
and reduced its material costs by around 400,000 euros per annum.

Summary
Digitalisation fundamentally influences and changes how manufacturing
companies produce their products. The bandwidth ranges from simple
changes and improvements to operational processes to upheavals which cast
doubt upon existing business models and make strategic engagement with
the market and the future essential. On the one hand, the market influences
products and production samples at increasing speed and in increasingly
short cycles by means of digitalisation, and on the other hand the future
viability of many manufacturing companies depends on how sensibly they
make use of the elements of digitalisation in order to be able to benefit from
the advantages thereof.
If you examine the proportion of material costs of about 42 per cent in the
manufacturing industry in Germany, it becomes clear how much potential
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digitalisation has in the material and energy-saving areas, which have a decisive
influence on a company’s competitiveness. For the purpose of clarification,
we can also talk about ‘Resource Efficiency 4.0’. The practical examples reveal
the concrete savings which can be made in terms of resources and emissions
and also costs due to elements of digitalisation, i.e. using Resource Efficiency
4.0. The experience gained during the work of Effizienz-Agentur NRW has
shown that dividing up into the elements of order clarification, order pro
cessing, calculation and company future in the analysis for evaluating Resource
Efficiency 4.0 is useful for identifying weaknesses and initiating improvements
accordingly using digitalisation instruments.
The examples also show that the prerequisite for the effective introduction
and use of Resource Efficiency 4.0 is exact knowledge of your existing pro
cesses. An exact analysis of the relevant processes within the company is
needed to do this to provide transparency. Only then can it be seriously
decided whether and to what extent elements of digitalisation are to be in
troduced in the sense of Resource Efficiency 4.0. However, particularly small
and medium-sized companies from industry and trade often lack the financial
resources, the time and the relevant personnel to carry out appropriate ana
lyses. Neutral and independent external consultancy can help in these cases,
such as that which is provided by the Effizienz-Agentur NRW, which works
on behalf of the North Rhine-Westphalia Ministry for the Environment.
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21 Eight tons of lifestyle
Monitoring a sustainable material
footprint for households
in Germany and the world
Jens Teubler, Sebastian Schuster,
and Christa Liedtke
Background
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) emphasise the fact that the use
of natural resources is directly linked to the household consumption of
products and services (Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production)
(United Nations General Assembly 2015). Its indicator Material Footprint
measures the use and extraction of raw materials in an economy and is
therefore compatible with similar indicators on the micro-economic level
of households.
Lettenmeier and colleagues (Lettenmeier 2018; Lettenmeier, Liedtke &
Rohn 2014) based their Material Footprint on the MIPS method, a concept
that was developed in the early 1990s at the Wuppertal Institut (Liedtke et al.
2014; Schmidt-Bleek 2000) and has since been further developed and applied
in several studies (e.g. recently in Buhl, Liedtke, Teubler, Bienge & Schmidt
2018; Teubler, Buhl, Lettenmeier, Greiff & Liedtke 2018).
It could be shown that 8 tonnes per person and year are consistent with
sustainable use of natural resources by households and therefore consistent with
the SDG 12 goal for sustainable consumption. This 8-tonne lifestyle is achiev
able by most, if not all, households at the global level (Greiff, Teubler, Baedeker,
Liedtke & Rohn 2017; Lettenmeier, Hirvilammi, Laakso, Lähteenoja &
Aalto 2012).
However, sustainable consumption policies affect households differently, in
particular when they are confronted with limitations on income, time or
freedom of movement (e.g. driving to work). And although it is possible to
assess either the average or individual material footprint (per capita or via
surveys), we lack methods to describe different types of households, their
lifestyles and footprints in a representative manner.
We explore possibilities to do so in this article. Our interest lies in
finding an applicable method that allows us to describe the footprint of
households regarding their socio-demographic characteristics but also find
the causes consumption behaviour. This type of monitoring would enable
us to tailor policies for sustainable consumption that respect people’s needs
and restrictions.
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It would enable us to:
a
b
c
d
e
f

rank such policies by the size of their effect and costs;
understand and estimate the effects of financial incentives for sustainable
products;
map the effects of digitalisation;
anticipate social fairness issues regarding additional fees of practices and or
bans of products and specific services;
approach household predominantly that show a high ability and willingness
to change their lifestyle: and
address households with high incomes, high environmental awareness and
high footprints.

The authors (and others) conducted several studies regarding average foot
prints in Germany as well as the footprints of individuals. We use these studies
as a starting point to develop a solution.

Previous studies and their limitations
A study in 2017 (Buhl, Teubler, Liedtke & Stadler 2017) used aggregated
macroeconomic resource-intensities (resource use per Euro spent) and
combined them with microdata on the income and expenditures of house
holds in the German federal State of North-Rhine Westphalia over three
(3) periods (survey carried out every 5 years: 2003, 2008, 2013). While the
authors found that the overall or average MF did not change that much over
ten years (about 31 tons per person in 2013), the data showed a clear shift
from resource use in transport, food and housing towards housing, energy
and communication1 in particular. Due to the nature of the method applied
(resource intensities based on input-/output modelling), it could not be
further investigated to what extent changes in lifestyles or the society itself
are responsible for these changes (although the strong link between income
and environmental pressure could be ascertained). More importantly, it
could not be investigated how individual lifestyle choices (e.g. vegetarian or
car-free lifestyles) would affect these results.
Several studies have now been conducted at the household and individual
lifestyle levels to methodically differentiate behavioural data and footprints (Buhl
2014; Buhl & Acosta 2015; Greiff et al. 2017; Lähteenoja, Lettenmeier &
Kotakorpi 2008; Lettenmeier et al. 2012). The overall consumption fields were
considered, as were individual areas such as sport and time use. Following these
studies, an online calculator (www.ressourcen-rechner.de) was created, which has
been collecting material footprints and socio-economic data since 2015. The re
searchers combined online surveys or diaries from either small or large random
samples with specific characterisation factors. Thus it was possible to match not
only socio-economic data, but also socio-demographic data and voluntary in
formation on, for example, willingness to pay or attitudes towards the environment
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Table 21.1 Variable importance of predictors and performance of linear and non-linear
predictions
Variable Importance

GLM (%)

MARS (%)

Household size (no.)
Trips local train (km)
Trips car (km)
Dwelling size (m2)
Car age (a)
Cars in household (no.)
Trips long-distance train (km)
Travel by long-distance train
Conventional electricity (ref. eco)
Gas car (l/100 km)
Travels car (km)
Holiday long-distance train (h)
Holiday flight (h)
Night storage heating (ref. oil)
Car drivers (no.)
Milk (no. cups 200 ml)
Consumption electricity (kWh)
Holidays luxury hotel (d)
Car passenger > 2 (ref. alone)
Electricity source IDK (ref. eco)
Holidays car (km)
Meat consumption high (ref. vegan)
RMSE
R2

100
88.98
80.85
66.23
49.06
48.44
46.34
45.11
36.81
34.68
29.24
26.04
24.86
22.28
21.97
20.62
19.27
18.45
18.31
18.09
16.81
10.27
0.48
0.74

71
89
100
57
78
78
52
40
28

23

0.60
0.61

Source: Buhl et al. (2019)
Note: Variable importance measures the relative decrease in prediction error (MSE & RMSE) with the
most important predictor scaled to 100. The importance of categorical items in relation to a reference
(ref.). ‘Electricity source IDK’ is electricity source not known (‘I don’t know’). RMSE is the rooted
mean squared error. R2 measures the accuracy of the prediction.

to the corresponding resource use from lifestyle choices (see e.g. Buhl, Liedtke &
Bienge 2017; Buhl et al. 2018; Buhl, Liedtke, Teubler, Schuster & Bienge 2019).
Table 21.1 shows an example from an online survey with over 60,000 users
that investigates the predictors for resource use. While the sample is biased
(over-representation of, for example, female vegetarians), the online tool2 and
its set of consumption questions could be used to identify the consumption
choices that matter the most. Here, household size, mobility choices and energy
use already account for more than 70% of the overall footprints. Reducing the
number of questions offers two major advantages. First, it enables the researcher
to conduct surveys in a time-efficient manner that allows for integration of
additional lifestyle-related questions. Secondly, it highlights the areas where a
high level of differentiation of consumption choices is highly relevant for the
resulting footprint. As a result, a persons’ footprint can be estimated on the basis
of less information but still with adequate precision.
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Challenges and solution
The two different approaches can be classified as top-down and bottom-up
modelling of Material Footprints (or any other environmental impact indicator
for that matter). Top-down methods heavily rely on information from
macroeconomic tables (usually input-output tables for trade that transform
monetary into physical flows). Bottom-up approaches, on the other hand, are
often interchangeable with calculations from life cycle assessments (focusing on
the function and services of products or products themselves to satisfy needs).
The third possible method for providing relevant and comprehensive en
vironmental data are so-called hybrid approaches, where top-down data is
further differentiated with the help of bottom-up modelling. While this
solution is promising, in regard to the calculation of a comprehensive average
footprint in particular countries, it still does not provide the necessary sociodemographic information to explain which and why households exhibit their
individual footprint.
We believe that this gap between footprints per capita (equalising con
sumption over a large population) and footprints per individuum (with usually
highly biased or random samples) can be bridged in other ways. We suggest
using a probability based access panel of consumers to achieve both goals:
differentiation of consumption and lifestyle choice where it matters the most
(especially regarding needs, preferences and restrictions) as well as providing a
comprehensive picture of the society and its material footprint.
This type of research design includes a random selection of individuals
within a statistical population, observations of the same variables over short
or long periods of time and weighting procedures to deal with, for example,
non-responses.
This would enable us to corroborate findings from previous studies. It also
helps to investigate more deeply how footprints are affected by sociodemographic characteristics like household income, gender or employment
status. More importantly, it would allow researchers to link environmental
footprints to individual driving forces like needs, parenthood, life satisfaction
and opinions or, for example, the willingness to pay for sustainable products
(see Figure 21.1 for examples of potential factors that could be investigated).

Advantages of the approach
A panel solution offers several advantages. First, panels exist over a long
time with only small changes. The socio-economic and socio-demographic
data can, therefore, be used for more than one study. This allows to link
data from previous studies with the current Footprint survey to identify
additional relevant parameters or to validate results. One example for this
would be the impact of so-called critical life events (e.g. unemployment,
illness but also marriage and children) on a person’s consumption behaviour
and one’s footprint.
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Meta-Driving Forces

Sociodemographics
Demography

Internal Driving Forces
Others

Sex

Others

Consumption
Others

Needs

of goods and services

Residence

Education

Emotions
Religious
Affiliation

Opinions

Income

Climate
Change

Abilities
State of
Economy

Life Satisfaction
Employment
Ethnicity

Marital Status

Globalisation

Figure 21.1 Household groups and potential driving forces for sustainable consumption (to
be further investigated).
Source: own compilation.

The second advantage stems from the ability of researchers to weight
groups in the sample that are over- or underrepresented from either the
sampling design itself or from, for example, deviations from nonresponses. By using state-of-art methods, the results of the sample can be
re-distributed to reflect the society it represents (see Gabler, Kolb, Sand &
Zins 2015 for a short overview on approaches and literature). Thus, not
only average footprints for the overall society can be calculated but also
for parts of the society that fulfil specific characteristics (sex, income,
education, age, among others).
A further benefit of using a panel is its usage for trend and foresight analysis.
If conducted yearly, trends of consumption can be shown. Therefore, studies
over several years could reveal the reactions of households to events or policies
in a robust and transparent way.
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From the point of view of survey design, such an approach also enables
researchers to learn from follow-up surveys. Since it is known whether a
household participated the last time and what its responses were, additional
questions could investigate more deeply into issues of interest. If, for example,
the footprint of car-owners correlates with large footprints, it could be in
teresting to know if this trend is even more pronounced with the owners
of SUVs.
Outside of the traditional survey methods, this approach could also be
combined with the increasingly large digital data pools. Big data and App data,
if collected with the knowledge and approval of participants, can answer re
search questions in real-time and mirror them to the actors in politics and
society but also the participants themselves. The usage of GPS data, for ex
ample, collected by the smartphones of participants, could map movements
and mobility choices, giving insights into the cause-effect chains of the
environmental footprint of our day-to-day travel.
This integration of digital data also makes it possible to integrate statistics and
research on the use of time. Since people use their time to realise their personal
goals and needs, it is often more directly linked to the environmental impact of
consumption then expenses. Time prosperity is already a relevant topic for many
groups in our society, especially for the younger generation (Buhl, Schipperges &
Liedtke 2017). Transformation research, in particular for enabling sustainable
consumption, can thus generate a higher social and political impact.

Data requirements for environmental data
The matching data on the environmental side of such a panel study can be
provided efficiently. Using generic life cycle inventories allows for bottom-up
models of consumption choices that are robust enough for overall results (see
Teubler et al. 2018; Wiesen, Mathieu Saurat & Michael Lettenmeier 2014;
Wiesen & Wirges 2017 for examples). These results can be further differ
entiated in light of specific research questions. If, for example, watching tel
evision is relevant for both time and resource use, it could be beneficial to
model characterisation factors for different types of television sets and request
information of the participants to that effect.
The limit of this type of modelling lies in its ability to account for all the
consumption areas that have a low specific effect, but still, have a relevant
share in the overall footprint if combined. These are often also areas where a
survey would require many questions (thus time) without affecting the results
to a high degree (e.g. ownership of small electrical devices or tools).
One solution for this data gap might be the calculation of a baseline of
material footprint. This baseline is attributed to every panel participant re
garding basic parameters such as household size or level of income. It could be
based on environmental data from macroeconomic studies (e.g. resource in
tensities) as well as previous bottom-up studies. Although it would not be
possible to account for 100% of the overall footprint of an average household,
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the authors are confident that this approach would cover most, if not all re
levant areas of sustainable consumption.

Outlook (pilot study)
A change in the analytical focus is needed to achieve the objectives of SDG 12
and successfully implement various programmes such as ProgRess and the
National Programme on Sustainable Consumption in Germany. Rather than
reporting on the average Material Footprint in a country alone, monitoring
should include information on modern lifestyles and the specific social situa
tions people find themselves in. The ongoing discussion on CO2 taxation in
Germany is a good example of this requirement. We do not know, as of yet,
what groups in our society would benefit from it and which low-income
groups would be affected by it without having reasonable options to reduce
their overall fossil fuel use.
A more differentiated monitoring could, therefore, help to identify socially
inclusive approaches to climate protection (and sustainable resource use
overall). It is crucial in our opinion, to devise sustainability policies that dis
tribute the burdens and benefits fairly and ecologically in terms of household
budgets and quality of life.
The next step is to plan and conduct a pilot study to test the hypotheses of
the authors. Applying the learnings from previous studies (in particular Buhl
et al. 2019 and Teubler et al. 2018), a first set of material footprint questions
has to be selected that:
•
•
•

predict most of the material footprint;
are relevant in regard to current; and
discuss policies in Germany such as Energiewende (shift towards
renewable energies), low-carbon transport or Carbon Tax, can be
answered by households without much effort or additional information.

A second group of questions will be then used to match the results with needs,
preferences and restrictions of households. They should cover areas like life
satisfaction, personality disposition or lifestyles (using, for example, a tool by
Gunnar Otte (Otte 2004) that combines several social milieu models with the
theory of Pierre Bourdieu).
The calculation of characterisation factors for life-cycle raw material and
natural resource use should include both questions and the material footprint
of the baseline of ‘other and general services’. The survey can then be con
ducted using an already existing panel (for example the GESIS panel3), ap
plying state-of-art methods for sampling and weighting.
Finally, results are investigated with the help of multivariate statistical
methods (for example regression models, cluster analysis, factor analysis
and latent class analysis), but should also be compared to the results of
previous studies. Does the weighted average provide results in the range of
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macro-economic statistics? Are we able to differentiate between the soft
characteristics of households and their footprints? Are there any un
ambiguous differences between households in urban and rural areas, that
have not been taken into account in former studies? Can we replicate,
corroborate or falsify findings from smaller random samples? Do we find
‘black spots’ of household groups that are overwhelmingly under
represented in the panel? Does the material footprint composition differ
significantly between different ethnicities? And are we able to design a
similar study that explains the potential effects of a specific policy for
sustainable consumption?

Discussion
We have presented a feasible solution for the monitoring of the resource
use of households. A solution that, if successful, could be used to test and
quantify the effects of explicit measures for lowering the Material Footprint
of consumption. Subsequently, it also measures the Material Footprint of
the products consumed or the services they provide.
The methodological approach, therefore, addresses central fields for a
transformation towards more sustainable consumption: consumption patterns,
lifestyles and policies, but also innovative products, processes and business
models. It helps to evaluate the sustainability of innovations during the
development of product-service systems. The latter is of great importance for
sustainability, as many unintended side effects are usually not evaluated during
their development (especially innovations based on digital services).
The approach provides numerous applications for sustainability research in
the long run. It could, for example, provide insights on the success of nudging
policies or on time budgets for households and their relationship with social
milieus in a digitalised world. It would certainly facilitate investigations into
problem shifts of consumption (indirect rebound effects), because the results
are not only differentiated on a socio-economic level. And it could enable
producers and software developers with information on how and why
households consume the way they are.4
This can be achieved using a survey design focused on a panel, and by
differentiating along several dimensions. The social dimension allows for the
differentiation of societal groups, their preferences, limitations and char
acteristics. The second dimension, the environmental impacts, is then further
differentiated into different areas of consumption (or across those areas to
identify potential rebounds). This would provide researchers, policymakers,
companies and households alike with the necessary information to steer
sustainable consumption fairly and effectively. As such and since it is not
restricted to the Material Footprint as a single indicator, a panel approach
could also be used to help companies developing sustainable products and
services (SDG 12.6). It could raise awareness for sustainable development
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(SDG 12.8), identify pressure factors of climate change (SDG 13) or reveal
inequalities (SDG 10).
The aim is to achieve a high quality of life for the various lifestyle groups
within our ecological boundaries – provided that there is a balance between
social and individual development opportunities. The approach described
here would be the first step for that.

Abbreviations
GLM
MARS
MIPS
MSE
RMSE
SDG

generalised linear regression model
multivariate adaptive regression splines
material input per service
mean squared error
rooted mean squared error
Sustainable Development Goals

Notes
1 It is reasonable to assume that this shift towards communication is a direct result of
digitalisation.
2 See www.ressourcen-rechner.de.
3 See www.gesis.org/gesis-panel/gesis-panel-home.
4 A current study on the ‘Latest initiatives by science and policy to promote sustainable
consumption and recommendations to enhance the German Sustainability Strategy’.
discusses some of these applications and summarises the scientific discourse on sustainable
consumption in Germany. It is expected to be published by the end of 2019.
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22 C like clever and cycle
Without a smart and systematic
conception of the metal industry,
product labelling and an indicator
system, nothing will happen
Kathrin Greiff, Florian Fiesinger, Christa Liedtke,
and Martin Faulstich
Introduction
Metals are essential for a wide range of applications and technologies. These
include vehicle construction, information and communication technology,
renewable energy production and medical technology (MarscheiderWeidemann et al. 2016). Their availability is of the utmost importance for our
society, but this is not guaranteed in the long term. Based on the number of
elements in the periodic table, most metals, especially rare earths, are not
recovered after use and have recycling rates close to 0% (UNEP 2011).
Irrespective of existing static ranges the metal content in the earth is finite.
Even if metals such as indium, zinc or zirconium theoretically have static
resource ranges of more than 100 years, the limitedness of the earth tells us
something different – the elements cannot be multiplied, even if we continuously discover new sources. At present, it is not scarcity that seems to be
the problem, but rather the economic availability of primary and secondary
sources. This economic availability initially leads to bottlenecks and economic
restrictions in the existing growth course. Germany is in a weak position here,
as it has no raw material sources. It must, therefore, deal intelligently with its
raw materials and budget them if it wants to remain competitive. In the
process of the raw material transition, there is no alternative but to meet the
long-term demand for metals mostly from secondary raw materials.
In addition to the physical scarcity, the planetary boundaries in the handling
of metals must be ensured (Steffen et al. 2015). Specifically, the limit of the
remaining CO2 budget of 420 GtCO2 for the 1.5° target of the IPCC must be
fulfilled (IPCC 2018). The global energy consumption of primary metal
production is responsible for 7-8% of the global energy expenditure (UNEP
2013). The most effective way to reduce CO2 emissions and other environmental impacts as land-use change, biodiversity loss or toxic emissions in
metallurgy is secondary production. In the case of aluminium, cumulative
energy consumption (CED) is reduced by 80 up to 95% and CO2 emissions by
80% compared to primary production. This balance is similar for other metals
(Frischenschlager et al. 2010; Steger et al. 2019).
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The earth’s capacity to absorb greenhouse gases is ultimately a critical
limiting factor in the handling of metals. The fact that the demand for metals
far exceeds their secondary production is extremely problematic at this point
(Wilts & von Gries 2017). Nevertheless, metals are crucial for climate protection and energy system transformation (Teubler, Kiefer & Liedtke 2018).
Examples are the rare earth metal neodymium used in high-performance
permanent magnets in wind turbines, the alkali metal lithium as the most
important component in batteries, or the metal tellurium used in thin-film
solar cells to generate solar power (Marscheider-Weidemann et al. 2016). It is
therefore essential to promote the aspects of resource efficiency and to
strengthen the critical role of metals in national and European policy programs.
Next to a global solution, a European solo effort with predominantly marketbased instruments and the effects of committed behaviour by civil society in
the European Union (EU), show that the EU can make a considerable contribution to sustainable development on its own (Distelkamp, Meyer &
Moghayer 2015). Thus, a comprehensive approach is needed for sustainable
metal management in the sense of a circular economy on the European level
fostering sustainable production and consumption pathways. But, this need
and the special role of metals are not seen in the current debate about resources
in society and politics. Due to the fact that in public perception, metallic raw
materials are often discussed as less urgent than energy or polymer raw materials, this article aims to highlight the critical role of metals.
Further, the objective of this contribution is to show which prerequisites
exist for the development and establishment of a holistic metal management
and where political strategies have to start. Challenges needed to be overcome
to achieve such a holistic metal strategy and management are highlighted. In
particular, the role of the metal industry, circular product design and labelling
and corresponding indicator systems is examined. In addition, the special role
of digitalisation is being worked out. Finally, conclusions are drawn and
shown which aspects have to be considered for a holistic metal strategy and
management.

Requirements for circular management
The role of the metal industry

Metallic raw materials are of strategic importance for the highly specialised
German economy, especially for the expansion of renewable energies, in the field
of (electric) mobility and construction or housing. However, Germany has no
economically exploitable metal deposits. Metal ores and concentrates are fully
imported. In the criticality study undertaken by the European Commission in
2017, metals used in future technologies such as solar cells, fibre-optic cables and
magnets for wind turbines were classified as particularly critical (European
Commission 2017). For these metals, suitable recovery processes must be
developed which, on the one hand, ensure the necessary purity levels and, on
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the other hand, are economically viable (Fröhlich et al. 2017). For this purpose,
the value-added chains of primary production in Germany and Europe must be
maintained, since they are simultaneously used for secondary production. It is a
matter of maintaining economic profitability as well as the basic supply of our
society with metallic raw materials.
The metal industry is a key industry in Germany. It is divided into the steel
and non-ferrous metal sectors. In the steel industry in Germany, 42.1 million
tons, steel scrap accounted for 43%, were produced in 2016 by 85,000 employees in 68 companies and generated a turnover of 35.1 billion euros
(Wirtschaftsvereinigung Stahl 2018). The products are mainly used in the
construction industry, in the automotive industry and for mechanical engineering. Products from the non-ferrous metal industry, on the other hand,
are used in high-tech applications in the aerospace, automotive, chemical and
electrical industries. In 2017, the non-ferrous metals industry employed
108,000 people in 655 companies and generated a turnover of 51.3 billion
euros. Of the 2.634 million tonnes of crude base metal produced in 2017, 52%
was made from secondary sources (Wirtschaftsvereinigung Metalle 2018).
This strength in the metal industry is an opportunity to further expand the
leading role in the secondary production of metals. The demand for metals will
continue to rise in future (Elshkaki et al. 2018). Drivers are countries such as
China or India, which want to catch up with the standard of living of industrial countries. Secondary production in Germany and Europe can make a
major contribution to meeting the future demand for metals, provided that
existing metallurgical structures are maintained or further expanded.
Particularly in the case of functional technology elements or materials, new
metallurgical structures must be investigated and established for a functioning
secondary raw materials economy or preferably circular economy (Reuter
et al. 2019). Besides, research activities should also be intensified with regard
to accompanying modelling, especially in relation to the modelling of availability and losses.
The role of eco-design

To integrate sustainable development into European environmental legislation, the White Paper on Integrated Product Policy (IPP) was released in
2003. The focus of environmental policy was on the entire life cycle of
products and manufacturers were required to assume greater product responsibility for their products placed on the market. Manufacturers know the
exact material composition of their products and know best how they can be
dismantled in the most efficient way. For this reason, binding take-back and
recycling obligations must be introduced for product manufacturers. These
represent the optimal way to increase collection and recycling quotas. Various
policy instruments exist at European level to implement such objectives.
Those instruments protect consumers and the environment from possible
negative impacts. Products in the European market should thus become
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more sustainable. These policy instruments can be divided into ‘push and pull’
measures. The ‘push’ instruments set minimum standards that must be met for
a product to be approved for the European market at all (exclusion of nonsustainable products from the market). The ‘pull’ instruments are voluntary
requirements that go beyond the minimum standards, for example, product
labels (European Commission 2019).
Another way to increase the product responsibility for manufactures is the
use of service concepts and business models such as leasing which are already
implemented in the product development or design phase. The so-called
sharing economy leads to reduced consumption of raw materials by aligning
the interests of manufacturers and users (Liedtke, Buhl & Ameli 2013b). A carsharing vehicle can substitute up to 20 private cars according to a study by the
German CarSharing Association (bcs 2016) and saves around 11,440 kg of
steel, 190 kg of cast iron and 1,710 kg of aluminium per car-sharing vehicle.
However, leasing models must be evaluated more strongly, as otherwise, the
design of services could lead to problem shifts and rebound effects (Clausen,
Bowry & Bienge 2017). To avoid increased resource usage in production and
consumption, such complex value creation models should be tested step by
step in real-world laboratories and ‘LivingLabs’ (Schneidewind 2014, Liedtke
et al. 2015). In this way, the effects as mentioned above and objectives can be
modelled for implementation in the circular economy and made tangible for
policymakers.
80% of all product-related environmental impacts are determined in the
design phase (Tischner & Moser 2015). The product design actively influences
the criteria longevity, reparability and recyclability of a product and contributes significantly to the conservation of resources of metallic raw materials
(Liedtke, Buhl & Ameli 2013a; Liedtke 2018). As the European Environment
Agency defines, ‘Eco-Design delivers products made with fewer resources,
using recycled and renewable resources and avoiding hazardous materials, as
well as with components that are longer lasting and easier to maintain, repair,
upgrade and recycle’ (European Environment Agency 2016: 18). However,
the implementation of a design suitable for recycling is associated with certain
challenges. The complexity of products in terms of the quantity of raw materials used has increased rapidly over the last 100 years. For example, every
technically usable element of the periodic table is used by now. This is
symbolised by the increase in the metals required for energy generation
technologies as shown by Zepf et al. (2014). For example, modern wind
turbines require the entire range of rare earths for high-performance permanent magnets (Marscheider-Weidemann et al. 2016).
With this, the recovery of functional metals becomes very complex or even
impossible, due to complex metal interconnections and thus irreversible losses
that are ‘an inevitable part of industrial circular economy’ or rather recycling
processes (Reuter et al. 2019: 10.5; Reuter & Van Schaik 2016). These dissipative mechanisms remove metals from the material cycle in a way and
on a scale that makes it thermodynamically or economically impossible to
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recover them. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the functioning of dissipation to prevent it.
A high dissipation rate can be found in particular in the metals classified as
critical by the European Commission. These metals are increasingly used in
information and communication technology (ICT) or rather for digitalisation
(see further below). Losses can be attributed to the use of a variety of metals
in complex combinations. Existing recycling schemes are unable to cope with
the increasing complexity of these primarily electrical and electronic products
and [e-]wastes. Prime examples are smartphones, in which about 56 metals are
used (Bookhagen et al. 2018). Most of the metals are not recovered at all and
have recycling rates below 1% (UNEP 2011). Accordingly, relevant material
research on topics such as corrosion, abrasion or the entropy of metals must
be increasingly promoted in order to better understand the mechanisms of
dissipative losses. In order to be able to map possible losses due to material
composition and interactions, modelling at the product level is necessary,
which must be incorporated directly into the design process. For this, Reuter
et al. (2019) presented a simulation approach for end of life processes on the
product level. With this concept, potentials for a circular economy with high
significance can be derived via a bottom-up approach.
However, recycling processes also of basic metals always lead to material
loss. European Environment Agency showed for the case of aluminium that
‘even in a very circular system only 16% of the aluminium remains in the cycle
after 10 years’ (European Environment Agency 2017: 25). According to this,
recycling should not be the only priority, but the principles of modularity
should be given greater consideration and thus the inner loops of circular
economy to increase product and material lifetimes (European Environment
Agency 2017). Many products contain a large number of different metals
which must be used as efficiently as possible. Modularity makes it possible
to replace individual defective components in products, thus extending their
useful lifetime. A modular design also contributes to better disassembly and
separation of the components and higher recovery rates of the metals contained when entering the recycling process (Reuter, Van Schaik & Ballester
2018). Schoch (2019) showed in a case study of mobile phone screens, that
design for disassembly could lead to standardisation in the design process. This
standardisation enables the exchange and further use of modules so that
materials can be kept longer in the economic cycle and thus dissipation of
recycling processes is prevented or postponed.
To accelerate the use of recyclable design, it makes sense to introduce
binding design guidelines as required in the Eco Design Directive (Directive
2009; Greiff & Liedtke 2019) and incentives for a ‘design for recycling’ and
recovery should be promoted. Furthermore, material databases should be
set up, which can be used in the design process. For example, in Switzerland
and Germany, networks were formed which want to build up and expand
a material database in such a way that construction and design based on
key figures of a circular economy are possible (www.materialarchiv.ch).
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As described above, the requirements of the Eco Design Directive as a push
instrument are representing a minimum standard. To be able to influence
products beyond this minimum, a product labelling system should be set up
and established with the aim of strengthening the comparability of products
among themselves – as already proposed by the Resource Commission at
the Federal Environment Agency in Germany (Ressourcenkommission am
Umweltbundesamt 2017). This state-installed unit for the supervision of
mandatory labelling of products in the area of resource efficiency and recyclability has the task of collecting, testing and monitoring certain information to be supplied by companies for products that are placed on the market
in Germany or Europe. It verifies whether the product-related information
supplied by the manufacturers or distributors complies with the requirements
of the labelling unit (Ressourcenkommission am Umweltbundesamt 2017).
The role of Indicators

For measuring the effectiveness of a circular economy in general and particularly in the metals sector, a set of expressive indicators for monitoring
the different CE strategies and also for developing benchmarks is needed.
There is no comprehensive approach in place for measuring the circular
economy, yet (Potting et al. 2017; Pauliuk 2018; Saidani et al. 2019). Ellen
MacArthur Foundation identified the four assessment categories for the
circular economy: ‘resource productivity, circular activities, waste generation, energy and GHG emissions’ (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2015).
Considering resource consumption and raw material productivity, the
quantity of resources that remains in the economic cycle through recycling is
an essential parameter for assessing resource use in the context of the circular
economy. By now, most recycling rates in Europe are based on input streams
from recovery plants. With this calculation method, the effectiveness of the
circular economy cannot be measured in any way. Even if the calculation
method based on output flows is to be standardised in future by an initiative
of the European Commission, this indicator reflects the quality of the collection and recycling infrastructure, but not how much recycled material is
actually returned to the economic cycle. The European Commission has
developed an indicator framework to establish monitoring for the circular
economy beyond this indicator on macro-level (European Commission
2018). Among others, it is proposed to use this framework to map the
proportion of recycled material that is returned to the production process.
This framework thus meets the requirement for a substitution rate, as
demanded by Resource Commission at the Federal Environment Agency in
Germany (Ressourcenkomission am Umweltbundesamt 2019).
At the European level, an attempt is made to map this indicator, called
EOL-RIR (End-of-life recycling input rates) at the element level and CMU
(Circular Material Use rate) at the European level, on the basis of existing
statistics. However, for the CMU the same data basis is used for the calculation
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of recycling quotas. As a result, the significance is not yet sufficiently valid, but
the methodological approach is the right way forward. An improvement in the
data situation should nevertheless be sought. Nevertheless, the requirements of
the Resource Commission at the Federal Environment Agency go beyond this
framework. The returned material should not only be identified on element
level and European or national level but also derived at the product level.
Especially in the context of metals, it is essential to present and ensure differentiation at the functional level.
This approach to a functional substitution rate can only be part of a comprehensive set of indicators against the background of the diverse CE strategies. As Pauliuk (2018), for example, shows, a large number of indicators are
currently being discussed at the product and company level as well as at the
macro level, which can be used to measure circularity (see also Bringezu &
Bleischwitz 2009; Liedtke et al. 2014). In the case of metals, however, the
introduction of a functional substitution rate would be an essential first step.
This could also show the actual loss of certain functional materials or the
positive effects of circular economy strategies.
Specific role: Digitalisation

In the case of metals, digitalisation plays a special role. On the one hand,
digitalisation with the corresponding technological infrastructure generates a
high demand for metals, which is also encouraged by rapid innovation cycles.
The technologies used are thus an outstanding example of complex products.
For example, German data centres contain neodymium with a quantity of
about 52 t Nd2O3 equivalents (calculations based on data from Stobbe et al.
2015). As already described above, however, the quantities per technical unit
are very low, the proportion for a hard disk is about 0.72% neodymium
(Stobbe et al. 2015).
On the other hand, the question arises how digitalisation can make a
constructive contribution to comprehensive metal management and recycling
of metals. Digitalisation is leading to fundamental changes in our society. It
enables new forms of economic activity through innovative business models
and increased efficiency in processes. These positive effects should be seen as
an opportunity for the metal industry to further advance the recyclability of
metals.
According to the Wuppertal Institute, a lack of information about the
nature, quality, quantity and availability of secondary material is the primary
barrier. This lack of information tempts companies to hold on to primary
materials instead of using recycled materials (Wilts & Berg 2017). The digital
transformation offers a number of possibilities to counteract the lack of information. The development of a digital, automated market and logistics
platform between supply and recycling companies could provide a crosscompany sales area for secondary metals. Such digital market and platform
would reduce search and transaction costs and strengthen the competitiveness
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of secondary raw materials. The use of the block chain technology could
prevent data manipulation and ensure the reliability of the specified product
information. Cascade benefits between the companies could also be organised
directly in the sense of the above-mentioned material logistics. In addition,
eliminating the lack of information, digitalisation offers further opportunities
to make the recycling of metals more efficient. By using sensor technology,
conclusions can be drawn beforehand about the composition of metal scrap.
Based on these results, optimal process routes could be determined in real-time
based on data analysis applications. Data availability and processing, e.g.
through the use of artificial intelligence, must be used to determine and
control material flows more precisely. By modelling and simulating the entire
value chain of metallurgy, predictions could be made about recycling rates and
qualities (Reuter et al. 2019; Reuter 2016). These predictions would make it
possible to detect unintended developments at an early stage and take corrective measures accordingly. However, it should be noted that not all
companies have the same possibilities to deal with digitalisation issues. In
particular, small and medium-sized enterprises do not have the capacity to
make high investments and deal with the associated risks. For these companies,
a special support from the state should be considered.

Conclusion
Our high-tech society uses an increasing number of metals. These are used in
highly complex products and in very low concentrations in relation to functional metals. A circular use of recycling is further complicated apart from the
unavoidable and also dissipative losses of such a process. As part of the overall
objective of achieving a sustainable society and economy, the aim must be to
reduce these losses to a minimum. The sustainable use of metals is a prerequisite
for a sustainable industrial society. For this, comprehensive, resource-efficient
metal management which is based on the principles of the circular economy
must be developed and established. Due to the fact that in the public perception
metallic raw materials are often discussed as less urgent than energy or polymer
raw materials, this article highlighted the critical role of metals. As pointed out
in this contribution different fields play a crucial role in such systematic metal
management: the metal industry, eco-design, comprehensive monitoring via
indicators and particularly the role of digitalisation for the support of the previous aspects as well as a driver of metal use. These areas were examined in
more detail for the implementation of metal management in the context of a
circular economy.
In summary, it was shown that the ferrous and non-ferrous industries are
essential pillars of the German economy. They are necessary to supply the
German industry with basic materials which are used in many sectors such as
the construction sector, the automotive sector or the electronics industry. It is
essential that the infrastructure of the primary metal production in Germany
and Europe are preserved in order to use them for secondary metal production
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in the future. In addition, the important role of eco-design in the sustainable
use of metals was highlighted. Since 80% of all product-related environmental
impacts are determined in the design phase, it is important to integrate topics
such as resource efficiency, circularity, reuse, modularity, durability and reparability in this phase already. Only in this way, the impact of dissipation can
be counteracted in the best way possible. To monitor the progress of change
towards a more sustainable economy, an indicator, such as the substitution
rate, is needed. The substitution rate is intended to relate the secondary raw
materials employed to the total amount of material used. It can also be used to
derive specifications at the product level, which in turn are used in eco-design.
Digitalisation can play a decisive role here, especially for the processing of the
data required.
As shown in this contribution, there are numerous approaches for the
development of functional metal management, but there is still a high research
need for a holistic implementation. The main aspects are:
•
•
•
•

We need an advanced and flexible metallurgical infrastructure – particularly
in the case of functional technology materials, new metallurgical structures
and logistics systems must be investigated and established.
We need eco-design standardisation and labelling on product level
regarding circularity aspects as recyclability as well as recycling content.
We need a strong monitoring system that includes a holistic set of
indicators, starting with the implementation of a functional substitution rate.
We must further develop digital techniques and use them to model
circular product systems and, thus, holistic metal management.

In this discussion, the product level is identified as a critical starting point.
Thus, these aspects and conclusions can be arranged along with the steps of a
general product life cycle as shown in Table 22.1, to demonstrate which
measures should be addressed at which life cycle stages (according to Greiff &
Faulstich 2018). A bottom-up approach seems to be the best option for metal
management at political and industrial level and should be pursued further.
Overall, it can be concluded that there will be no circular use of metals
without the use of virgin metal. But today we are still a long way from an
optimal state and are wasting and, above all, losing a large part of the raw
materials that are important to us and which we will never be able to recover
in this way. That is why the role of metals at all levels should be given
particular importance.

Abbreviations
CE
CEC
CMU
CO2

circular economy
cumulative energy consumption
circular material use rate
carbon dioxide
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Table 22.1 Aspects for a resource-efficient metal management according to products life
cycle steps
Life cycle step

Aspects of resource-efficient metal management

Design for circularity
and sustainability

Optimisation of product design
Focus on service design and user needs
(target group and benefit specification)
Integration of indicators for circularity in the design and
development process: focus on longevity, reparability and
recyclability using modelling or simulation tools
Focus on product-service systems combined with new business
models
Cooperation with all further life cycle stages
Concentrations of useful materials will decrease while the
environmental impact will increase
Resource efficiency can be improved by mining fewer raw
materials
Technically optimisation of production process within
thermodynamic equilibriums
Noticeable increases in efficiency by substituting materials
Closing and decreasing internal material loops along the life cycle
or value chain
Optimisation of production processes
Material efficiency through Remanufacturing or Refurbishment
Legal requirements for the content of recycled materials
Extension of service life through technical and design aspects or
leasing systems
Use of reparable and recyclable products
A shift in demand patterns towards consumption of less materialintensive goods or services via product information and
labelling
Monitoring of EoL management success by expressive indicators,
implementation of standards
High collection and separation rates by optimisation of
infrastructure
Consideration and cooperation with product development or
design phase

Resource extraction

Production of primary
material

Production of goods
Use of goods

End-of-life (EoL)
management

EoL
EOL-RIR
EU
GHG
Gt
IPCC
IPP
Nd2O3
t
UNEP

end of life
end of life recycling input rate
European Union
greenhouse gas
gigatonnes
International Panel on Climate Change
Integrated Product Policy
neodymium (III) oxide
tonnes
United Nations Environmental Programme
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23 The nexus of procurement and
sustainability
Reflection of the limits and
opportunities of product labels,
using the example of the
Forest Stewardship Council
Uwe Sayer and Nina Griesshammer
Introduction
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) established a set of rules on how forest
management should be done in an ecologically and socially responsible way in
the nineties. The idea was (and is) to use market tools such as certification and
labels to encourage better forest management practices through demand driven
by retailers and consumers. The underlying concerns, at that time, were the
constant loss of forests and the maintenance of a relevant renewable source of
timber and re fibre. Over the years, FSC has grown to a global system with
around 200 Mio. ha of forests FSC certified and more than 38.000 companies
associated worldwide. While FSC steadily improved upon its system and is
perceived as one of the most trusted brand around responsible forest manage
ment worldwide, the nexus of a sustainability label remains. Products carrying a
sustainability label (for example on forestry) stand for responsible procurement
and wood or fibre product whereas a lot of basic fundamental remain open and
unaddressed through the label such as sustainable production in processing or
resource efficiency. While this becomes a growing global concern, this chapter
reflects this nexus and formulates roles for various groups.

Certification and labels in a changing environment
While markets and consumer recognition of FSC grew steadily over the last
years - up to 50% in Germany (prompted, EMNID 2019), expectations and
perception on certification and labels also changed.
In the late nineties, certification systems were expected to change the
conditions for the production of goods worldwide significantly. Certification
contributes to defined requirements for use of resources and/or requirements
on production processes worldwide. However new challenges need to be
addressed by innovative ways of production and consumption. These chal
lenges are climate change, loss of biodiversity and the pollution of ecosystems,
water and soils, use of pesticides and fertilisers through a global intensification
of land-use systems.
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The growing market relevance and consumer recognition of certification
systems and labels led to a reaction from competing market players resulting
in various labels used in all sectors. Consumer protection organisations in
Germany describe this process as a ‘jungle of labels’. They have thus generated
tools and platforms to help consumers distinguish between the meanings of the
existing labels. Consequently, the media continually evaluates if labels do
deliver what they aimed for and if they have a benefit for society. It is re
markable that the evaluation of labels is mostly not based on their own mis
sions and values, but includes more current challenges of production. Some of
those aspects may be far beyond current scopes of the related labelling-systems
such as climate change and production intensification. As a consequence, the
gap between expectations and the reality of systems like FSC acting in a
complex, constantly shifting market combined with rapidly changing en
vironmental conditions becomes bigger and bigger. Solutions are not easy to
create and are picked up in the following chapter.

The concept of the FSC system
One of the founding ideas of FSC was (and is) a balance between economic,
social and environmental aspects in forestry. As a result, FSC developed a
3-chamber-system giving all those aspects equal decision power. Sustainable
management needs to integrate social and environmental values in their op
erational work far beyond what is usually understood as legal or acceptable.
To achieve balance, FSC has its members divided into three chambers: an
economic, a social and an environmental chamber. In relevant decisions, all
chambers have the same voting rights, and if needed because of the objection
of a whole chamber, there is veto power. So according to FSC standard
development processes for sustainable forestry need to follow this basic deci
sion principle of considering all three chambers. Examples are international
or national board decisions, member decisions or national standard-setting
processes.
Primarily, FSC is responsible for forest management. The basis for this is
FSC forest standards with national adaptions. After approval by FSC, forest
enterprises have to use these standards as a basis for their forest management if
they aim for an FSC certification. Independent certification bodies verify the
compliance of forest owners with FSC requirements on a yearly basis.
FSC standards ask for:
•
•
•

•

compliance with legislation;
the establishment of consolidated management plans;
special attention to environmental issues such as the use of pesticides,
identification and special treatment of highly valuable and often sensible
ecosystems, special treatment of forests along water lines, enhancement of
biodiversity through setting aside forest areas;
safeguards for working conditions in forests;
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•
•

compliance with ILO conventions (ILO n.d.); and
concepts to address unsolved land-use conflicts through FPIC (United
Nations 2013).

After a successful audit, forest enterprise can label and sell their products as
FSC certified. In the following processing and trading chain, all companies
buying and selling certified materials need to be FSC certified if they want to
use the FSC claim. As a consequence, they need to be compliant with the
technical requirements for processing and trading of FSC certified materials
(Chain of custody certification or COC certification). These technical re
quirements mainly address the physical product such as assembling, reassem
bling in new packaging formats, mixing with recycling or non-certified
materials, among others. The intention of these COC certificates is mainly
that FSC claims on products are correct.

New FSC dimensions in processing and trade
A vast variety of environmental and social questions such as recyclability, ef
ficient resources, health questions in production, safe working conditions or
fair salaries are not fully covered by COC certification of most environmental
and social production labels.
On social issues, FSC in recent years decided to request compliance with
minimum social requirements in COC certificates. FSC certified companies in
the supply chain must make sure that work is done in compliance with ILO
conventions. This global process still has some outstanding and unresolved
questions for the implementation and affects around 50.000 FSC certified
companies throughout all supply chains worldwide.
On environmental issues, there are also some minimum requirements
requested by FSC-companies who want to mix not-certified materials to
FSC-certified products. From the very beginning, discussions arose allowing
mixing of FSC certified materials with recycling fibres of non-certified
materials, particularly in large scale fibre-based industry processes such as
pulp, paper or panels. In 1997 first policies have been published (FSC policy
for Percentage-Based Claims) in which mixing of wooden materials was
allowed under certain conditions. Conditions like continually increasing the
FSC certified parts as well as safeguarding minimum environmental and
social requirements for the non-certified parts. In the meantime, this concept
has evolved into the global concept of Controlled Wood (CW). In this
concept, FSC clearly defines unacceptable practices for non-certified wood
sources which cannot be mixed with FSC certified materials and need to be
avoided by companies (FSC 2017).
These are:
•
•

illegally harvested wood;
wood harvested in violation of traditional and human rights;
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wood harvested in forests in which high conservation values (HCVs) are
threatened by management activities (HCVs are areas particularly worthy
of protection);
wood harvested in forests being converted to plantations or non-forest
use; and
wood from forests in which genetically modified trees are planted.

Besides evaluating the wood streams from FSC certified materials, companies
usually need to evaluate their whole wood supply with the controlled wood
categories to produce FSC mix-products.

Changes in production and trade through the
FSC approach
One fundamental concept used by FSC is the demand or the market-driven
approach: The more FSC products are requested in markets, the more
forest enterprises have market incentives to certify their forests and sell
FSC products.
This has worked pretty well in the last 20 years in Germany based on the
fact that relevant partners support FSC publicly and generate credibility. In
Germany, FSC is supported by most of the well-recognised environmental
organisations such as WWF or NABU (German affiliate of birdlife) as well
as the big Labour Unions (IG BAU, IG Metall). Internal global evaluations
clearly show that a strong reputation, a trusted brand and credibility are the
most relevant aspects for companies to work with FSC followed by global
coverage, expertise and efficiency. Based on FSCs balanced 3-chamber ap
proach, social and environmental organisations know that their views are
properly reflected in FSCs regulations. As a result, they actively support FSC as
a system which helps to implement better social and environmental standards
in global forestry and also demonstrates credibility towards society. Utilising
FSC in the corporate sector incorporates this credibility into businesses when
they sell or produce FSC products. Due to the governance structure, the
support from credible partners and then the collaboration with the corporate
sector, FSC products are vastly present in German markets covering most of
the existing wood and fibre sectors.

Prominent examples of transforming markets
through demand
Not only the private corporate sector but also the public procurement sector
needs to address concerns around responsible sourcing. With the growing
relevance of forest certification schemes, various governments decided to in
corporate certification as requirements in the public procurement protocols. In
Germany, FSC was mentioned as a possible verification of responsible sour
cing for wooden products in public procurements starting in 2007 until today.
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In growing markets, the supply situation for FSC material is the limiting
factor, but still, companies hesitate to formulate strong procurement policies
since they could be publicly denounced. The reasons are that procurement
policies are strong tools that demonstrate social and environmentalcommit
ments. If they are not carefully phrased and properly implemented, they have
been interpreted as unambitious and as green-washing. At the same time
procurement policies are powerful tools for corporate companies to com
municate mid- and long-term goals for specific products.
In the paper and wood sector, there are prominent examples where com
panies publicly state their expectations towards suppliers for FSC certified
wood and paper. Examples are:
•

•
•

•
•

Lidl (Lidl Deutschland 2018): Publication of a position paper requesting
all fresh-fibre in food packaging, household and tissue articles changed to
Recycling or FSC until the end of 2018. Until 2020 expansion to all
textiles, garden articles, furniture, toys, decoration articles, media,
stationery, tools and instruction manuals. These sourcing requirements
are embedded in a strategic frame of saving resources, the increase of
recycled materials and the use of certified fresh fibres.
Aldi 2018: Aldi North and Aldi South published a timber sourcing policy.
Aldi North is explicitly requesting FSC certified wood if products are
sourced in risk countries.
EDEKA (EDEKA 2019): Announcement to shift sourcing of wood, paper
and tissue to sustainable sources with Blue Angel or – in case of fresh
fibre – to FSC certified sources. On packaging and Edeka owned brands,
this was already implemented by the end of 2017.
OTTO (Otto Group 2019): As part of the CR strategy 2020 FSC
certified catalogue paper is planned to be increased to 60% by 2020 and
furniture to 100% by 2025.
IKEA (IKEA 2018): Public policy for 100% FSC certified wood or
recycling by 2020.

FSC’s impacts on the ground
With growing relevance, there are growing concerns and critical questions
on systems like FSC: Are the aims reached and does the system deliver what
it promises consumers through its products? Answers are not always easy
to give.
Within national standards like the German FSC standard for forest man
agement, it is comparably easy to phrase what the standard requires from forest
owners. Relevant examples in Germany are regulations on tree species
composition, set aside areas, definition and treatment of high conservation
areas, biotope wood, skid trails, safer working conditions, and minimum sal
aries (including for external subcontractors). Through analysis of corrective
actions from the audit, it can be evaluated which issues arise in Germany forest
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Figure 23.1 Distribution of the analysed corrective action requests divided into different
categories, shown as percentages. Issues of corrective action requests through
the FSC certification towards German FSC-certified forest enterprises and
their relevance/ranking.

enterprises. Most relevant issues are corrections in safety equipment for
woodworkers and issues around soil, water, hunting and biodiversity (Strasser
& Litschel 2017).
Besides these indirect approaches, there are scientific studies evaluating
the impact of FSC. Usually, scientific studies are not easily accessible and are
difficult to understand for people outside the scientific world. At the same
time, the role of science is to work independently within defined and accepted
methods on issues delivering answers to relevant questions of our time.
The number of studies evaluating FSC worldwide with scientific approaches
is limited but continuously growing. Many studies conclude that FSC has
positive impacts on relevant questions, for example, concerning social or
environmental issues. Here two relevant examples:
•

Does forest certification really work? This study (Dasgupta & Burivalova 2017)
evaluates the effects of FSC certification in tropical forests separated
into environmental, social and economic impacts. An interactive
website allows the filtering of specific issues and distinguishes between
stronger and weaker evidence regarding the impacts of FSC certification.
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Figure 23.2 Variables related to working and living conditions.

•

The study clearly shows a significant positive impact on environmental
and social questions through FSC certification.
Social impacts of the Forest Stewardship Council certification: An assessment in the
Congo basin. This study (Cerutti et al. 2014) compares FSC-certified with
non-FSC-certified operations in central Africa in large areas. The results
clearly show positive impacts on many social issues.

The middle of the nexus: perceptions of consumers on
sustainable production and labelled products
Current sustainability labels are usually designed to address environmental and
social issues around land use and the management of their commodities (i.e.
timber from forests, soy/palm oil/cattle breeding from converted farmland,
fish from fishery). Besides production aspects, new questions are arising and
expected to be covered in environmentally friendly and socially fair labels such
as regional sourcing or environmental and social standards in the following
processing chain. An example of an existing consumer label already covering
various of those aspects including sourcing, processing and health, is the
German Blue Angel. The Blue Angel was founded to make environmentally
friendly products visible to consumers. Issues touched by the Blue Angel for
example with paper products are the use of recycling materials as well as
many processing aspects like water pollution, water consumption, energy
consumption, use of chemicals and health aspects.
Beyond those aspects, there are even more questions not addressed at all in
current sustainability labels around general resource efficiency such as re
cyclability, efficient use of products, regional sourcing versus far transportation
combined with life-cycle-assessments or general questions of the overall
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ecological/CO2-footprint of the product. Some of those aspects may qualify
for future labelling generations (i.e. recyclability, transport, CO2-footprint,
transparency around life-cycle) while general consumption patterns may by
concept not fit with the idea of labelling based on a consumer-driven concept.
NGOs and consumer organisations have over the years touched on some of
those questions with conceptional approaches. As early as 2006, a process
supported by 48 environmental organisations started phrasing a transformation
process for the European paper industry. In 2014 the concept was expanded to
a global paper vision formally supported by 108 environmental organisations
worldwide (Environmental Paper Network 2014).
The vision phrases seven points for the use and the production of paper in a
hierarchical order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduce global paper consumption and promote fair access to paper;
maximise recycled fibre content;
ensure social responsibility;
source fibre responsibly;
reduce greenhouse gas emissions;
ensure clean production; and
ensure transparency and integrity.

The vision includes various opportunities for existing labels like the Blue
Angel or FSC certified products. FSC is mentioned as a solution in ‘sourcing
fibre responsibly’. The vision shows that current expectations from the
majority of environmental groups worldwide not only demand responsible
sourcing and processing of products but also includes general questions
on consumption patterns and personal behaviour beforehand. But even in
this vision, a general concept of resource efficiency is not fully covered and
addressed.
In the authors’ view there is currently no satisfying answer that adequately
addresses the responsible use of products including sourcing, processing,
use and recycling with the question of consumption as such or an effective
or ‘wise’ use of products in regards to the general challenge of over
consumption of global goods in a world of growing population. Further
actions from all involved parties with a high responsibility for public policies
and rules are needed.

The certification dilemma
As a demand-driven system, FSC relies to a large extent, and by concept, on
the consumption of products. The more FSC products are sold and consumed,
the higher the interest for market partners to demand more FSC certified
materials with the effect of more certified forest area worldwide where FSC
standards are implemented. This dynamic somehow ‘releases’ consumers from
the responsibility to rethink existing consumption patterns. It also ‘releases’
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retailers to reflect very generally the concept of ‘selling of more products’ or
the underlying driving concept of economic growth. There is currently no
guiding principles or legal safeguards in selling products with highly negative
environmental or social impact. Examples for this is the sale of fresh fibrebased tissue paper, whereas recycling fibre-based tissue paper would be a more
appropriate alternative. Similar aspects are concern around the packaging of
products, recyclability of goods or effective use of primary products (durable
products versus non-durable or throw-away-products).
Following this way of thinking, there is a big bundle of unaddressed
questions going beyond the responsible production of goods. Particularly in
times of a rapid climate change the following relevant aspects, most of them
not touched and covered by sustainability labels like the FSC, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

general reduction of consumption;
increased use of recycled products;
avoidance of environmentally damaging products (examples for wooden
products could be composite products based on wood fibres and plastic);
transparency on environmental or social impacts on product;
promoting products with longer life-cycles and reduction of on nonreturnable materials;
considerations of cascading use of products;
promotion and use of recyclable products; and
reduction of unnecessary packaging and rethinking or packaging as
such (including the replacement of plastic and environmentally unfriendly
packaging to sustainable packaging or multiple uses of packaging).

NGOs observe a lack of coordinated approaches and the need for more
broadly accepted definitions (i.e. on origin, life-cycle information, social and
environmental impacts) and the urgent need for policy harmonisation at all
levels of production and trade (i.e. policymakers, researchers, industry).
Within this situation, existing labels remain in the dilemma of delivering
positive impacts in some production areas (i.e. FSC delivering products based
on environmental and social standards in forestry) while not addressing major
questions beyond production and sourcing (see above). As a consequence, the
media and major NGOs carefully reflect on their support and their engagement
in such systems. Some NGOs balance their work and invest in both (support
for responsible primary production and sourcing as well as towards policy work
for global consumption aspects) while others focus their engagement more on
the broader issue of consumption and the life-cycle of products.

Beyond the dilemma – discussion of possible solutions
and recommendations
It is very clear that a general call for less consumption, cascading use of pro
ducts or alternative products (recycling, recyclability etc.) is at least not simple
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to touch on with existing tools if these are acting in isolation. It is also very
clear that particularly the demand for less consumption is partly in contra
diction to the demand-driven approach of labelling schemes. However, some
labelling schemes are asking for a change of the management of, for example,
land-use and that change could also work and go hand in hand with ‘good
management’ and ‘less consumption’.
For sustainability labels like FSC, a good way forward is not trivial. Key
questions are if the system should expand its scope to broader sustainability
aspects, through increasing complexity or if the systems should focus on its
core competences at the risk of working in isolation of broader aspects of
responsible consumption.
The authors do not want to give a ready-made answer both on the best way
forward, nor on the most likely scenario in which sustainability labels will
evolve in the upcoming years rather than contribute to a needed debate about
the future role of sustainability labels. Regardless of the development of ex
isting labels, it is very clear, that voluntary demand-driven consumer labels will
not be able to touch on the question of consuming as such. Therefore the most
likely scenario will be, that systems like FSC remain focussing mainly on the
implementation of environmental and social standards in forestry worldwide.
As a consequence, the dilemma can only be solved with intelligent combi
nations of various tools and the embedding of existing labelling systems like
FSC in broader concepts. Here are some recommendations of processes to
address the dilemma:
Role for all

Most of all modern societies, particularly, in the more developed part of the
world, need to rethink their consumption patterns generally. We all need to act
more environmentally and socially responsible and need to recognize the limits
of the planet. By doing so, this automatically would require less consumption of
everything (i.e. change in diet, change in mobility, change in energy con
sumption). Sustainability labels can only contribute in a positive way if con
sumption patterns as such are changing. Inhabitants of more developed countries
with extremely higher consumption rates are much more in global responsibility
than countries with high rates of poverty and low living standards.
This shift will need a fundamental change in personal attitude and beha
viour. Parts of this can be done through voluntary and personal changes, the
major part of this may require public incentives or legal safeguards.
A part of doing so would be a changed and more honest communication.
‘Climate-friendly’ has, for example, to be replaced by ‘less climate-damaging’
in cases where resources are used. Other examples are that ‘more consumption
of good products’ is not necessarily ‘better’ compared with reduced con
sumption. Communication needs to be adjusted accordingly at all levels.
To name things as they are is a way of taking responsibility and explaining
their real picture.
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Role of governments

From the authors view the main reason is that a global shift towards less
growth and an adjustment and reduction of consumption will have overall
positive effects for the society because it can contribute to halting the climate
crisis. However, individuals, particularly in more developed countries, could
perceive this as adverse effects and would not be supportive pro-actively. As a
consequence, individual and corporate behaviour in those areas can only be
addressed through administrative actions and related legislations. Possible
starting points could be:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in general frameworks: support of activities and programs need
generally be evaluated against positive changes in social and environmental
regards and not mainly based on economic considerations. This includes
incentives for reduced consumption as well as incentives for more
intelligent and efficient resource use (e.g. wood in construction rather
than in the energy sector, support for cascading approaches in the use of
products etc.).
Consumption policies including hierarchical views for consumption and
production rather than developing sector policies (example: incentives for
cascading of products before using forest products directly in the energy
sector).
Tax-systems (i.e. CO2-taxes) favouring products along the line of
responsible consumption.
Support for sustainability labelling systems. ‘Best in class’ systems need
clear advantages. Evaluations need to be done and published
independently of political positions.
Strict control, consequent and efficient implementation of existing
policies already contributing to responsible production and consumption
(i.e. EUTR, public procurement policies).
Establishment of tools to seriously support and implement cascading of
product uses.
Active support of positive examples in responsible sourcing and
responsible use of products (i.e. recycling, recyclable, cascading use).
Public information campaigns about responsible production and
responsible consumption at all levels.
Leading by example to generate spillover effects.
Shift to an ecological and socially responsible procurement as a legal
requirement to operate in all public institutions (e.g. ministries, schools,
universities).

Role of the corporate sector

Companies need to adjust products and behaviour to the modern needs of the
globe. This goes beyond cost-considerations.
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On the product side, need to work on more sustainable products beyond
responsible sourcing, including aspects such as recyclability of products, a
conceptional shift from non-returnable products to long-living products, re
ducing packaging, CO2-considerations, among others.
Beyond products, companies need to rethink and adjust sustainability be
haviour at all levels of their footprints, including, procurement, mobility,
energy, water, among others.
Role of the media

Much more than in the past, the media needs to shed light on the views of the
sectors in the context of the overall picture of responsible production and
responsible consumption. A growing role in this regard could be to call out
companies not properly delivering on their goals and not behaving accoun
table. Moreover, to support opinion-building with clear, fact-based honest and
frank communication.
Role of NGOs

NGOs could have two roles in this change. On the one hand, there is a
consequent need for information on existing labels and on a hierarchical view
on consumption (as for example stated in the global paper vision). There is a
need for a global ‘consumption vision’ or ‘global product vision’ including
aspects of reduction, recycling, sourcing, recyclability, cascading, life-cycle
etc.. The second role for NGOs is to remain a pressure group towards public
authorities, governments and companies to push this change.
Role of existing sustainability labels

Certification systems need to continually evaluate their role in supporting
responsible production, processing and trade. At the same time the alliance of
sustainability labels needs to continually reflect whether it can contribute in
positive ways at the level of overall consumption through mutual commu
nication and strategic exchange with the global retail sector.
Further developments of existing labels should always evaluate if current
society (means stakeholder and interest groups) needs are incorporated in
technical solutions and if relevant stakeholder groups do support existing so
lutions and contents of the relevant system.

Abbreviations
COC
CR
CW
EUTR

chain of custody
Corporate responsibilty
controlled wood
European Timber Regulation
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FPIC
free prior informed consent
FSC
Forest Stewardship Council
HCV
high conservation value
IG BAU Industiergewertschaft Bauen Agrar Umwelt
IG Metall Industriegewerkschaft Metall
ILO
International Labour Organization
NABU
Naturschutzbund Deutschland
NGO
non-governmental organization
WWF
World Wide Fund for Nature
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24 The role of biomass
use in a defossilised and
resource-efficient world
Horst Fehrenbach and Nils Rettenmaier

Introduction
There is limited potential on this planet not only for fossil energy resources but
also for any kind of renewable energy. Apart from technical restrictions, each
source is also reaching its ecological limits. These can always be attached to
the available area. However, no energy source is as closely tied to the available
area as biomass. No other renewable energy source has such clear use re
strictions with regard to planetary boundaries as biomass. On the other hand,
the production and use of biomass are essential components of life. The use of
biomass by humans is as old as humankind itself and is the source for satisfying
a wide range of needs, from nutrition through building and utility material
to energy.
Based on the energy demand of the industrialised countries, the almost
uncontroversial expansion of the use of biomass for energy purposes ten years
ago has now been massively questioned as a sustainable solution. Haberl et al.
(2007) calculated that Europe is already using considerably more productive
ecosystem services (net primary production) worldwide than it can mobilise
on its territory. The German Federal Environment Agency (UBA) ac
knowledged this conclusion and stated that for covering the high energy
consumption in the industrialised countries of the world by the cultivation of
biomass disproportionately large proportions of productive arable ( Jering et al.
2012). There is undoubtedly a general consensus that food production should
be given priority under all circumstances. All the more so as food security in
the future will face major challenges, given the further increase in the world
population and global food trends (e.g. more animal products that require
many times more land than plant-based products).
Particularly with regard to the globalisation of agricultural markets, there are
also socio-economic implications which have been intensively discussed in
the relevant research on the sustainability assessment of bioenergy in recent
years. Increased demand for bioenergy in addition to increasing food markets
has been spotted as a driver for an additional increase in land-use change
(Laborde 2011). Furthermore, in globalised agricultural markets, such land-use
change can appear detached from the actual areas on which the raw materials
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are produced. This principle is described as indirect land-use change (iLUC).
Intensified, yield-only management of forestry land also leads to adverse ef
fects, particularly in the area of biodiversity. Nevertheless, the use of biomass
in current energy systems (electricity, heat, fuel) contributes significantly to the
share of renewable energies. The current European renewable energy policy
enhances the biofuel targets for 2030 (European Parliament & Council of the
European Union 2018), but fuels with low risk for land-use change shall be
given preference.
In view of the above-mentioned limits, the objective of this article is to
critically reflect on which role biomass could play in a defossilised and
resource-efficient world and to what extent biomass can be provided with low
risk for land-use change.

Biomass with low risk for land-use change
The food versus fuel debate of the past ten years focussed a lot on land-use
changes that directly or indirectly might be triggered by increasing demand
for crop-based biofuels and bioenergy. It has become clear that land-use
changes can only be minimised (or ideally mitigated) by either using bio
genic waste and residues or biomass from dedicated crops with low risk for
land-use change.
While there is little doubt about the sustainable use of biogenic waste and
residues, there is still an ongoing discussion about potential loopholes asso
ciated with the use of so-called low iLUC biofuels and bioenergy based on
dedicated crops. It is widely held that (indirect) land-use change can be mi
tigated through (i) yield increases due to improved agricultural practices
(beyond levels which would have prevailed in the absence of productivitypromoting schemes for non-food biomass), as well as (ii) the cultivation of
crops on land not previously used for the cultivation of crops (e.g. preamble
of European Parliament & Council of the European Union 2018). However,
this will only lead to a reduced (i) LUC risk if stringent criteria regarding the
additionality of such measures are implemented.
Biomass feedstock with low land-use change risk can thus consist of:
•
•
•
•

biogenic waste and residues;
biogenic residues from agriculture, forestry, landscape management
(primary residues);
biogenic residues from industrial processes (secondary residues); and
true biogenic waste (tertiary residues).

Dedicated crops (energy/industrial crops) cultivated on:
•
•

unused land (land not used for the cultivation of crops for at least a
number of years);
surplus land (becoming available due to yield increases beyond BAU);
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the potentials of these two primary sources of low LUC risk biomass are
presented in the following two sections; and
biomass potentials from dedicated crops with low land-use change risk.

As mentioned in the previous section, there are two options of obtaining
biomass from dedicated crops with low land-use change risk: i) biomass cul
tivated on so-called surplus land and ii) biomass cultivated on unused land.
These options are discussed in the following.

Biomass feedstock cultivated on unused land
Unused land is land which was previously not used for the cultivation of crops
(cf. definition in European Parliament & Council of the European Union 2018).
It is unclear whether the land hasn’t been used at all (in this case the definition
could even include pristine land) or whether the land is idling for more than a
certain number of years (e.g. five years) after ceasing its agricultural use for
economic, political or environmental reasons. In the latter case, the term
abandoned (agricultural) land would be more appropriate. Apart from unused
land and ‘abandoned land’, there are many other similar terms that are often
incorrectly used as synonyms such as degraded land, wasteland or marginal
land. Marginal land is often incorrectly used as an umbrella term for all types of
land ranging from fallow and abandoned land to degraded land.
However, since the term marginal originates from economics, it is clear that
the extent of land defined as marginal could vary subject to the prevailing
economic framework conditions. Therefore, a number of completed and
ongoing EU-funded projects such as SEEMLA, FORBIO and MAGIC have
focussed their research efforts on marginal land, among others trying to come
up with a more stable delimitation based on biophysical criteria.
Within the SEEMLA project, marginal lands in Europe have mapped
and quantified using the Muencheberg Soil Quality Rating (SQR) system
(Mueller, Schindler, Behrendt, Eulenstein & Dannowski 2007). According to
Vlachaki et al. (2018), approximately 224 Mha of land in Europe belongs to the
poor and very poor classes of the SQR index and is identified as marginal. This
area corresponds to 45% of the overall area investigated. Subsequently, the area
of marginal land suitable for biomass cultivation was determined (54 Mha) and
lastly, the area of marginal land suitable for cultivation of the selected energy
crops was quantified (46.5 Mha).
Using a similar GIS-based approach and using biophysical criteria to identify
so-called ‘areas with natural constraints’ (ANC), von Cossel et al. (2018) have
mapped and quantified marginal lands in the EU28 within the MAGIC
project. Despite a smaller geographical focus (EU28 vs 39 European countries
in SEEMLA), the authors identify an area of 64.7 Mha of marginal arable land
(53.5 Mha of which influenced by soil constraints according to von Cossel
et al. 2019) and report an area of marginal land suitable for cultivation of the
selected energy crops of 61.0 Mha.
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For Germany, the reported areas are not in line either: according to
Vlachaki et al. (2018), the area of marginal land is 3.2 Mha compared to
5.6 Mha underlying the analysis by von Cossel et al. (2018). The observed
discrepancies between the two approaches – especially at EU/European level –
clearly call for more research and harmonisation.
However, even if the range of results could be narrowed in the future, such
analyses based on biophysical criteria still do not tell (i) which share of the land
identified as marginal is unused and (ii) whether this land is high carbon stock
or highly biodiverse land.
Answering these urgent questions currently is subject to further research since it
is clear that only the use of unused, low carbon stock and low biodiversity marginal
land avoids indirect land-use changes (iLUC) and negative environmental impacts.
Moreover, there are also other alternatives to use marginal land, for example, for
other renewable energy sources such as ground-mounted photovoltaic (PV)
systems, some of which offer several times greater environmental benefits than
biomass production. Last but not least, marginal land is also one of the last retreats
for species that already suffer from the intensive use of standard agricultural land
(Geffroy 2018; Hallmann et al. 2017), i.e. marginal land plays a vital role in bio
diversity conservation. A broad public discussion is therefore needed as to which
proportion of marginal land should be reserved for different competing societal
objectives such as bioenergy production, other renewable energies or nature
conservation (Rettenmaier, Schmehl, Gärtner & Reinhardt 2018).
Yet, even if the above-mentioned challenge to determine the area of unused,
low carbon stock and low biodiversity marginal land was mastered, the result
would only represent a static snapshot. In a dynamic world with global popu
lation projected to reach 9.7 billion people by 2050 (United Nations 2015) and
changing diets due to economic development, significant cropland expansion
is expected, to satisfy the additional demand for food and feed. Thus, using
feedstock from unused land areas that would have been converted to cropland
anyway (in a business-as-usual counterfactual scenario) would lead to indirect
land-use changes. Searle and Giuntoli (2018) suggest using Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) methodology for demonstrating additionality, for example,
to demonstrate that the unused land would have remained unused or that
conversion of the land would not be profitable without biofuel incentives.
On top of all the above-mentioned issues, further research is also needed to
determine potential yields on such land. Only then can the biomass potential
of dedicated crops from marginal land be appropriately assessed. Yet, it is clear
that marginal lands give marginal yields. The authors therefore conclude that
the biomass potential from marginal lands in Europe will only contribute
relatively little to meet ambitious targets for biofuels and bioenergy.

Biomass feedstock cultivated on surplus land
Surplus land is land that is not needed any more for food and feeds pro
duction due to yield increases as a result of improved agricultural practices
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(mainly intensification). Since crop yields tend to increase over time due to
technological and agronomical improvements, only additional yield increases
beyond a business-as-usual counterfactual scenario would lead to a reduced
(i) LUC risk. Again, Searle and Giuntoli (2018) suggest applying CDM
methodology to demonstrate additionality by identifying genuinely abovebaseline yield increases. To the authors’ knowledge, this additionality test has
not been used in practice yet. Therefore, it is currently impossible to estimate
the biomass potential from surplus land in Europe.
Biomass potentials from biogenic waste and residues

In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted on biomass potentials
for energy use, particularly with regard to the available biomass based on
biogenic waste and residues (Brosowski et al. 2015; Fritsche et al. 2004;
Zeller et al. 2012). Fehrenbach et al. (2019) have examined this work in a
comprehensive analysis regarding the comparability of results and approaches.
The results revealed the existence of considerable differences even in the
definition of biomass potential. The choice of criteria that restrict the physi
cally available potential is critical. The cited meta-study worked out a usable
potential for Germany, which includes both the technical limits and demanding
ecological restrictions.
Types of biogenic waste and residues

Following material groups can be distinguished:
•
•
•
•
•

wood from forestry;
residues from agriculture (including straw, other harvest residues, slurry,
manure, among others);
municipal and commercial biogenic waste and residues (biowaste, yard
and garden waste, sewage sludge, waste wood, among others);
material flows from landscape management (cuttings, among others); and
industrial biogenic waste (saw dust, black liquor, waste from food
industry, among others).

The definition of what is to be understood in many studies as the potential of
so-called residual forest wood is very inconsistent. It is often understood to
mean small pieces of leftover from the harvesting of wood, which is counted as
potential. However, the extraction of these material fractions is viewed cri
tically from the point of view of biodiversity protection and the conservation
of nutrients.
Fehrenbach et al. (2019) avoid the term residual forest wood for two reasons
and refer to forest wood restricting the actual potential for energy use by
excluding the small-sized assortment (<7 cm). Therefore, the relevant quan
tities of forest wood already used for energy purposes are to be counted as solid
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wood (>7 cm) or low-value roundwood that is not used in the sawmill in
dustry for economic reasons. Fehrenbach et al. (2019) refer exactly this ma
terial applying the term dendromass for the potential determination. A
distinction was then made between the material dendromass part and the
energetically usable part taking the request of paper and board industry into
account. Under consideration of exactly these criteria, Ewald et al. (2017)
specify the energy wood potential with 1.8 m3 per hectare and year.

Quantities of biogenic waste and residues in Germany
The various biomass potential studies show considerable bandwidths for in
dividual residual materials. For forest wood, there is about a factor of 3 be
tween the lower end of 8 million tonnes (Fritsche et al. 2004) and the higher
end of 30 million tonnes (Brosowski et al. 2015), adding current energetic use
and additional potential. For straw, the bandwidth is even a factor of 4, ranging
from 5 million tonnes per year (Fritsche et al. 2004) to 20 million tonnes
(Zeller et al. 2012). Fehrenbach et al. (2019) evaluated 50 studies and applied
a number of criteria to derive the final quantity according to demanding
ecological restrictions, as mentioned above. A selection of the criteria applied
is listed in Table 24.1.
In order to determine the total energy potential for energy recovery from all
residual and waste materials, the estimated quantities are converted from tonne
data into a primary energy potential (petajoule, PJ). The conversion is made
either by the lower calorific value or by the specific gas formation rate.
The second applies for waste/residues with negative calorific value due to their
high water content and which are used energetically by fermentation.
In this way, the average potential of available primary energy based on
biogenic waste and residues of 900 PJ per year is determined. If the collection

Table 24.1 Selection of the criteria applied to determine the potential of residual biomass
under demanding ecological restrictions
Criteria referring to agricultural residues

Criteria referring to forest wood

No land-use change
Consideration of organic farming with
20% area
Safeguarding nutrient balances and humus
balancing
Consideration of ecological conservation
compensation areas
Yield increases
Competition for use
Development of livestock
Consideration of grazing livestock
husbandry

Clear cutting ban
10% natural forest development in
state-owned forests
Consideration of nature conservation
areas
Consideration of forest certifications
Biodiversity goals in used forests
Limit for non-solid wood (<7 cm)
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of solid manure and various industrial substrates is intensified, the amount
can be increased to 960 PJ. If the restriction on the extraction of forest wood is
tightened, the total potential is reduced to 880 PJ. This amount of energy does
not correspond to the final usable energy (electricity, heat, fuel). For this
purpose, the conversion losses of the respective conversion techniques must
first be included.
Additional bioenergy potential from biogenic waste and residues in Germany

The analysis of Fehrenbach et al. (2019) does not answer the questions
to what extent the available biomasses already used in the energy system.
Nevertheless, the study provided indications since the literature on the status
quo of use has also been considered. Figure 24.1 compares the potential
determined by Fehrenbach et al. (2019) with the quantities that are already
energetically used.
Three groups can be distinguished here:
1
2
3

Those materials that are already used to a greater extent than the
sustainably available potential provides for; this group includes the
woody biomasses, in particular, forest wood.
Those materials that are already used to the extent that they are actually
generated; this group includes a number of municipal and industrial waste
types.
Those materials that still have an untapped potential; this applies primarily
to straw group includes but also to solid manure and other agricultural
residues.

Figure 24.1 Comparing the available potential of biogenic waste and residues with current
use of these materials in the energy system.
Source: own illustration based on data from Fehrenbach et al. (2019).
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While Fehrenbach et al. (2019) figure out 900 PJ as the available potential of
biogenic residues and waste, approximately 770 PJ are already in some form of
energetic use. In the case of forest wood, the potential is even clearly overused
so that a reduction would be necessary here. Moreover, a large share of the
forest wood a large proportion of the forest wood utilised for energy purposes
is used as logs for heating buildings. Against this utilisation pathway, however,
the production of industrial process heat shall be preferred.
On the other hand, there is a significant additional potential for the en
ergetic use of straw. Of the 190 PJ (equivalent to 13 million tonnes) de
termined to be available, only less than 1 per cent has so far been used for
electricity, heat and fuel production.
All in all, there remains an additionally available net potential of 130 PJ and
the recommendation to redirect parts of currently used biomass into priority
paths (process heat, fuels for aviation or shipping).
Thrän et al. (2019) come to very similar figures as far as the technical
biomass potential for biogenic residues and waste is concerned. They estimate
876 PJ as the sum of already used and still mobilisable materials.
Future avenues for biomass use are:
•
•

bioenergy and biofuels from biogenic waste and residues in Germany; and
matching biomass types and utilisation paths

To identify preferred utilisation paths in the electricity, heat and fuel markets,
the technical and economic boundary conditions of current and future con
version technologies must be analysed. Against this background, available and
future technological concepts for the production of secondary and final energy
sources for bioenergy sources based on biogenic waste and residues needs to be
analysed and evaluated from a process engineering, environmental and eco
nomic point of view. To this end Fehrenbach et al. (2019) evaluated a total of
19 technologies according to their suitability of the selected techniques for
converting waste or residues into electricity, heat or fuels for transport.
The evaluation was carried out on the basis of the following five criteria,
rated after a 3-scale value level:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency (including exergy as a measure).
Greenhouse gas balance (saving against fossil reference).
Production costs (compared to fossil reference).
Other ecological aspects, such as air pollutants, pollution of water or soils,
risk due to further waste streams, the closing of material cycles.
Compatibility for the transformation of the energy system (relevance
regarding substitution of fossil fuels, usefulness for the energy system,
storage capability, flexibility).

The pathways for the use in the heat sector achieve the best rating for a total of
almost 90% of the energetic potential of waste and residues. In absolute
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numbers, the output is approximately 600 PJ heat. However, this beneficial
result is only valid for direct energetic use in a boiler plant or a combined heat
and power plant with the generation of process heat. In the case of residential
heat the use of biomass is less favourable, in particular, because of available
renewable alternatives (solar, heat pump, insulation) and increased air pollutant
emissions. On the other hand, there are mostly no renewable alternatives
available for process heat demand in the industrial sector.
For the waste or residues associated with higher moisture contents, the
production of biomethane, predominantly for transport fuel production (to
which 10% of the input is attributed, resulting in 25 PJ fuel) is the best
evaluated option. Here, too, the favourable rating applies under the condition
of a special use: The use of fuels in aviation or shipping, since here renewable
alternatives are more difficult to implement than in road transport.
The stability of the results the set boundary conditions of the evaluation
approach was varied in the sense of a sensitivity analysis. A significant change
in the ranking occurs if the criterion production cost is excluded from the
evaluation. The energy use to be preferred will then be allocated to only
55% industrial heat (370 PJ), 38% as fuels for transport (190 PJ) and 7% for
electricity generation (16 PJ).

Matching bioenergy supply and energy demand
in Germany
The analysis of Fehrenbach et al. (2019) follows a bottom-up approach. They do
not question whether the potential quantities of the most suitable target uses
assigned based on a list of criteria are also in demand there to the same extent.
Nor are these prioritised utilisation pathways aligned with the scenarios for
a Resource-Efficient and Greenhouse-Gas-Neutral Germany (RTD) or the
long-term and climate change scenarios for Germany (Pfluger, Tersteegen &
Franke 2017).
After the completion of the study, we now examined how the energy
sources allocated to the utilisation pathways correspond to the demand in these
sectors. Figure 24.2 shows that both the demand for industrial process heat and
aviation fuel is significantly higher than the supply that can be covered by
biomass. The metal industry alone requires approximately 550 PJ of process
heat at high or medium temperature. The chemical industry has a demand of
about 360 PJ (Pfluger et al. 2017). Biomass is an attractive option for industry
to avoid greenhouse gases. It allows heat to be transferred to a relatively high
temperature level (depending on the calorific value), as well as being available
in various aggregate states.

The role of biomass in forward-looking scenario studies
Biomass plays a vital role in most forward-looking scenario studies using en
ergy systems models such as Pfluger et al. (2017), Gerhardt et al. (2015) or
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Figure 24.2 Comparing the useful energy from available potential of biogenic waste
and residues with the current demand of heat, electricity and transport fuel.
Baseline: biomass allocated according to the evaluation by five criteria (see
text); sensitivity: evaluation without the criteria production costs.
Source: own illustration based on data from Fehrenbach et al. (2019), Pfluger
et al. (2017), AG Energiebilanzen e.V. (2019).

Repenning et al. (2015). These studies differ in terms of underlying biomass
potentials (biogenic waste and residues, available land for the cultivation of
dedicated crops as well as the amount of biomass imports) and biomass allo
cation to the various sectors. In Günther et al. (2019), no use at all of the
dedicated crops is foreseen in the future (see also Chapters 12 and 13 of this
volume). All studies conclude that biomass should primarily be used in those
sectors where there are no or few affordable alternatives for decarbonisation,
respectively defossilisation. Most often, aviation and shipping, as well as hightemperature heat for industrial processes, are mentioned as the main future
applications. But also the chemical industry must not be neglected which
needs a renewable carbon source in the future This could either be recycled
carbon via PtG/PtL (especially for short chain-length molecules) or biomass,
from which longer, more complex molecules synthesised by nature could
be obtained.

Conclusions
The role of biomass in a future without fossil CO2 emissions is complex. On
the one hand, biomass is a readily available resource and should also be used
within the framework of a resource-efficient economy. On the other hand,
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biomass potentials are limited by various factors. Biomass production is linked
to land area, which – given the growing world population – must be used for
food supply first. For this reason, the potential for non-food uses of biomass
from dedicated crops will always be sharply limited.
Yet, there is a potential of dedicated crops from marginal land or surplus land
with low risk for indirect land-use change (iLUC). As these land categories have
not yet been clearly defined, data on potentially available areas are therefore not
comparable. In addition, conflicts with biodiversity often arise when these types of
land are used. Moreover, the yields from marginal areas are marginal. The rea
lisation of greater potential for the use of these areas is therefore not to be expected.
The question of how much forest wood is available is a particularly complex
one: even the distinction between wood as the actual harvested good and what is
called residual forest wood is unclear. The decisive factor is the forestry strategy: is
the forest rather a production site for maximised wood yield or a near-natural
ecosystem with high carbon storage? If priority is given to the second option, the
potential for use is also significantly lower here. Besides, there are the imponder
ables of forest restructuring and climate change, which may result in a high volume
of timber in the short term. The long-term potential may continue to decline.
Among the multitude of different biogenic wastes and residues, straw ac
counts for the largest unused energy potential to date. The more recent studies
estimate this at a range of 140 to 200 Petajoules. Manure also offers the
possibility of expanding the production of biogas. Otherwise, the majority of
substances are already used for energy.
On the way to a climate-neutral world, biomass thus makes a contribution
to directly replacing fossil fuels. The results presented here on the potentials of
biogenic waste and residues as well as of cultivated biomass on unused and
surplus land show that it is difficult to increase the domestic biomass supply
compared to today. According to most forward-looking scenario studies, the
future biomass demand for energy in the sectors transport (aviation and marine
fuels) and industry (high-temperature heat) will remain high or even rise.
Besides these, the demand for biomass for material use, e.g. in the chemical
industry, could continue to rise. It is clear that biomass demand will exceed
domestic biomass supply, so significant biomass imports may be necessary.
Alternatively, the demand for hydrocarbons for fuels and chemicals could also
be met by PtG/PtL technologies, but at significantly higher costs (also in the
future). Biomass should, therefore, be used in particular where there are no,
or only a few, very expensive renewable alternatives available. To answer this
question, further research activities are needed to determine more precisely the
future role of biomass in a defossilised world.

Abbreviations
ANC
BAU

Areas with Natural Constraints (Articles 31 & 32 in European
Parliament & Council of the European Union 2013)
business as usual
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CDM

Clean Development Mechanism, one of three market-based
mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol
EU
European Union
GIS
Geographical Information System
iLUC
indirect land use change
LUC
land use change
PJ
petajoule
PtG
power-to-gas
PtL
power-to-liquid
PV
photovoltaics
RED II Renewable Energy Directive II (European Parliament & Council of
the European Union 2018)
RTD
Ressourceneffizientes und treibhausgasneutrales Deutschland
(Resource-Efficient and Greenhouse-Gas-Neutral Germany)
(Günther et al. 2019)
SQR
(Muencheberg) Soil Quality Rating (Mueller et al. 2007)
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Part IV

Pioneering innovations

25 Big, environmentally
friendly events
Sparing resources, respecting nature,
setting limits – an attempt by the
German Protestant Festival (Deutscher
Evangelischer Kirchentag) at organising
a big event on a sustainable footing
Oliver Foltin, Christof Hertel, and Jobst Kraus
Introduction and objective of the article
The objective of this chapter is to give an overview over the way the Kirchentag is
organised in a sustainable manner. Furthermore, the chapter mentions and discusses
measures that are implemented since a long-time or are currently invented.
The German Protestant Festival (hereinafter referred to as ‘Kirchentag’ (DEKT)
or ‘Kirchentag’ Festival’) takes place every two years in a German city. The cities
chosen for the Festival over the last few years were Bremen, Dresden, Hamburg,
Stuttgart as well as Berlin in 2017, where it was celebrated in conjunction with the
anniversary of the Reformation and Dortmund in 2019. The Kirchentag Festival
lasts five days, from Wednesday until Sunday. The participants, numbering more
than 100,000 and covering all age groups, are predominantly Protestants while
some may follow no or other faiths; they come from everywhere, from all parts of
Germany and the world; approximately 80 nations are represented, and the
visitors are above all young people half of whom are under 30 years of age (Pickel,
Jaeckel & Yendell 2015; DEKT n.d.). A Kirchentag Festival opens with a church
service on Wednesday and ends with a final church service on Sunday.
Kirchentag Festivals offer dedicated groups and initiatives a stage on which to
present their concerns and projects. To this end, around 2,500 cultural, spiritual
and social-policy events take place over the duration of five days (DEKT n.d.).
There are a variety of formats from workshops, exhibitions, concerts, church
services to Bible work. During lectures and podium discussions, the most varied
topics, aspects and issues concerning religious and social life, such as the fair orga
nisation of a globalised world, the preservation of Creation and human dignity – are
discussed with representatives from the world of politics, science, media, business,
church and public life. At the ‘Market of Possibilities’ (Markt der Möglichkeiten),
national as well as local church and social initiatives present themselves and their
work to visitors of the Festival as part of a large exhibition. The Kirchentag Festival
saw the light of day in 1949 as a movement of Protestant laymen who were brought
together by their belief in Jesus Christ and their commitment to the Church and the
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world (Ueberschär 2017). The objective of the Kirchentag Festival was formulated
in 1955 in the preamble of the ‘Procedural Rules of the Deutsche Evangelische
Kirchentag’ and remains valid to this day: ‘The Kirchentag Festival wants to bring
together people who look for the Christian faith. It wants to gather Protestant
Christians and strengthen their faith. It wants people to take on responsibilities
within the Church and enable them to bear witness, serve the world and contribute
to the community of worldwide Christendom’ (DEKT 2015: 1).
The organisation and execution of the Kirchentag Festival would be im
possible without the commitment of teams of volunteers, who are involved in
planning and structuring the content of the event. The logistics and the on-site
organisation too very much depend on the dedication of around 4,000 to 5,000
volunteers with youth ministry or scouts background. Overall, the preparation
of each Kirchentag Festival takes around one and a half years with the organisers
having access to a well-established organisational structure (DEKT 2019). The
so-called ‘Central Office’ in Fulda acts as the permanent institution whose
primary task is the selection of the topics to be covered at the Kirchentag.
The actual organisation and direct execution of the event is the responsibility of
the Field Office (Geschäftsstelle), which, every two years, sets up its head
quarters in the respective host city. The costs for organising and carrying out a
Kirchentag Festival amount to around 20 million euros of which 30 per cent are
raised through the sale of entrance tickets, donations and sponsoring and which
is supplemented by money provided by the respective host cities, federal states
and federal-state churches as well as project funds (DEKT 2018a).

Methodology
The authors are partly members of the so-called counselling task force ‘en
vironment’, one author is employed by the Kirchentag (DEKT) and works for
environmental projects in the ‘Field Office’. Besides counselling the organi
sation in questions of environmental management and proposing new projects,
all of us were practically involved in some projects voluntarily. Under these
circumstances, we took a quite critical look at the current way of organising
mobility, procurement, energy consumption, nutrition etc and how the
DEKT cope with planetary challenges and the practice of ecological man
agement. In a certain sense, we didn’t carry out a scientific study, but we tried
to reflect the practice of DEKT critically and also in solidarity. Our aim is to
challenge the DEKT to more efforts towards sustainability.

Discussion: an eco-friendly event through environmental
management at the Kirchentag Festival
Framework for environmental management

A big event such as the Kirchentag Festival has, due to a large number of
people gathering there, always both a direct and indirect impact on the
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environment. In Germany and Europe, however, the systematic environ
mental management of big events is still far from being the norm.
Nevertheless, the benefits of environmentally conscious event planning are
quite obvious: Apart from reducing the impact on the environment, it leads to
cost savings due to a reduced and documented use of resources and helps
convey a better image of the event among the public. Hence, the organisers of
the Kirchentag Festival did, some years ago, set themselves the goal of orga
nising the Kirchentag in a way that is as green and climate-friendly as possible.
The aim was to reduce and/or restrict in particular the negative effects of an
event of this size. As part of a project funded by the German Ministry of
Environment and the Federal Environment Agency (Umweltbundesamt), the
first eco-controlling exercise was introduced in 2003 which, apart from sys
tematically recording the environmental effects of the Kirchentag Festival,
evaluates the established indicators. The eco-controlling exercise was the basis
that led to a further step in 2004 when, as per the EMAS Regulation,1 a
validation of the Central Office in Fulda was undertaken (Cierjacks, Teichert
& Diefenbacher 2008). With the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme
(EMAS), an environmental management system developed by the European
Union, the environmental performance of companies and organisations of any
size and from any industry can be continually improved. This ensures that
environmental aspects are systematically taken into consideration. The ecomanagement system based on EMAS sees itself as a comprehensive environ
mental assessment tool aimed at reducing the usage of substances, materials and
resources and at continually improving environmental performance. As the last
step involving the 2007 Kirchentag in Cologne, the Field Office and the event
itself were included in the EMAS evaluation and were successfully certified.
Since then, the Kirchentag Festival has been the first and only big event in
Germany that succeeded in permanently enshrining such an eco-management
system (Umweltgutachterausschuss beim Bundesministerium für Umwelt,
Naturschutz und nukleare Sicherheit 2017).
Principles of environmental management of the Kirchentag Festival

The foundation and basis of the environmental work of the Kirchentag
Festival is its environmental policy and the guidelines formulated therein,
which were last reviewed and updated in 2018:
Our environmental programme is a firm part of all fields of organisation.
All co-workers receive intensive training and have the opportunity to
present their ideas on the topic. The Board assumes commercial
responsibility for topics involving the environment.
We consider environmental protection to be an ongoing process. While
preparing, carrying out, following up on and administrating the Kirchentag
Festival, we are continually striving for sustainability, which, to us, not only
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means complying with the applicable laws and standards but developing our
very own standard. By using the EMAS eco-management system set forth in
the EU Regulation, we undertake to continually and voluntarily improve our
environmental performance. In conjunction with our suppliers and service
providers as well as with the authorities, associations and other interested
parties, we work out environmentally relevant standards. By doing so we
reinforce sustainability within the value creation chain and in the public sector.
By analysing the environmental aspects within the life cycle of the
Kirchentag Festival we recognise opportunities and risks within the organi
sational context. Through our own environmental programme and established
environmental controlling, we continually improve our impact.
On account of the size of our event, we attach great importance to reducing
resource utilisation and environmental impact with regard to energy and water
consumption, transport, material procurement and catering, construction
technology, use of land and waste disposal. We furthermore encourage a
closed-loop cycle of resources.
The development and fostering of future-proof ecological alternatives
constitute another priority of our environmental work. We explicitly want to
increase the use of regenerative energy. We furthermore want to develop a
sustainable mobility culture and use resources more intelligently by way of
digital solutions.
Our material procurement and catering are geared towards being as eco
logical, fair and regional as possible. By doing so, we want to help producers,
suppliers and traders, both regionally and worldwide, adopt an eco-friendlier
approach.
Waste is to be avoided if at all possible. Unavoidable waste is preferably
recycled or disposed of in an environmentally-friendly manner.
Through our public relations and educational work, we want to convey
environmental knowledge to our employees, co-workers, business partners
and participants, increase their environmental awareness and make them
change their everyday behaviour in a way that has a lesser impact on the
environment’ (DEKT 2019: 7).
Implementation of measures

Before every Kirchentag Festival, current environmental goals are looked at in
detail and further developed where necessary. The general intention is to
minimise or, as far as possible, avoid in its entirety the use of natural resources
and the emission of climate-warming relevant gases. Specific environmental
goals are defined based on a comprehensive evaluation of the relevance of
different environmental aspects and the resulting risks and opportunities with
regard to the established environmental impact. Below, we refer to the 2017
Kirchentag Festival in Berlin to present the environmental goals as well as the
measures that were implemented and discuss possible further developments
with regard to the 2019 Kirchentag in Dortmund (DEKT 2019).
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Figure 25.1 Filling the transport gap with cargo bikes since the Kirchentag Hamburg 2013.
Source: Hertel & Spott (2014: 12 f ).

Catering – consuming organic and fairly traded products

Catering includes the consumption of food during the planning and execution
phase of the Kirchentag Festival. During those stages at the 2017 Kirchentag in
Berlin, around 170 tonnes of food were consumed. Based on the strategy that
the ‘Kirchentag isst ökofair’ (the Kirchentag is about consuming organic and
fairly traded products) and considering the enormous amount of food as well as
its impact on production and processing, the 2013 Kirchentag in Hamburg
developed and put into practice its own fair, ecological catering concept,
which ensures that the catering is continually improved in terms of its en
vironmental effects (DEKT 2019). The objective of the catering concept
consists above all in reducing the use of valuable resources through a deliberate
selection of food. Hence, the following guidelines apply to the procurement of
food (DEKT 2019: 20):
•
•
•
•
•

ecologically grown food;
food from countries of the global South are fairly traded;
considering regionality and seasonality of food;
focussing on vegetarian and vegan options, offering small quantities of
organic meat; and
optimising quantity management.

As far as the catering for participants and helpers at the Kirchentag in Berlin is
concerned, the proportion of food produced in line with the EU EcoRegulation was increased from around 50 per cent to more than 70 per cent.
Specialist training sessions and workshops organised prior to the event led to
greater awareness among the organisers of the 2019 Kirchentag in Dortmund
2019; the volunteers involved in choosing the (fully vegetarian) food options
for gatherings such as the ‘Meet and Greet’ opening night of the Kirchentag,
were given a cookery book titled ‘Was für ein Geschmack’ (What a taste),
which had been specially developed for the event and was meant to assist them
in implementing the standards set by the Kirchentag (DEKT 2019). In order to
help the canteens develop a sustainable nutrition strategy for the Kirchentag,
the transparent ‘Gläserne Restaurant’ practices seasonal, regional and organic
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dishes.2 To give hotels and conference venues an idea of how to meet the
Kirchentag standards a brochure for chefs and managers was produced.3
Mobility – the use of sustainable modes to and at the Festival

One of the goals of the Kirchentag is to boost environmentally-friendly mobility
options. Car and air travel are to be reduced through increased use of low-emission
or no-emission means of transport such as trains and bicycles. Those who work for
the Kirchentag itself are encouraged to do so by the organisers who provide them
with a Bahncard 100 for frequent travellers, the option of video-conferencing and
the use of cycle couriers during the event. Instead of using cars and vans to transport
goods within the ‘transport gap’ (see Figure 25.1), 12 young volunteers with load
bikes completed almost 500 jobs, covering 3.366 km with a corresponding re
duction in CO2, nitrogen oxides and particulate matter (Hertel & Spott 2014: 39).
At the 2017 Kirchentag in Berlin, for example, the number of the cycle
couriers used to transport material between individual event locations was
increased. By purchasing a plug-in hybrid car for the Field Office of the
Kirchentag in Dortmund, the organisers were able to reduce fuel consumption
during the planning stages of the Kirchentag (DEKT 2019). This does,
however, only constitute a small part of the mobility concerning the
Kirchentag. The mobility options provided to the volunteers and participants
of every Kirchentag are much more relevant. What is primarily needed here is
a change of awareness through information on environmentally compatible
alternative ways of travel and offers available. According to transport statistics,
23 per cent of the visitors of the Kirchentag Festival travels to the event by car
while more than 70 per cent use trains and buses/coaches (DEKT 2018b).
Since 1981, entrance tickets for the Kirchentag have included a ticket for
public transport in the respective host city (HVV 2015: 21). In most cases,
people can get from A to B by walking or by hiring bikes, which the
Kirchentag makes available in conjunction with the respective suppliers.
Participants registering online for the Berlin Kirchentag could furthermore use
a link to compensate for their emissions by making a voluntary payment to a
respective supplier (DEKT 2019).
Energy-split and remaining emissions

During the 2017 Kirchentag in Berlin, around 85 per cent of the electricity
used for preparing and carrying out the event was generated ecologically via
regenerative sources of energy. To this end, a cooperation agreement was
signed with a respective provider who, for the duration of the event, supplied
the open-air stages and exhibition halls with the necessary power and who was
independent of the coal and nuclear energy industry. The site in Berlin turned
out to be quite vast compared with other host cities. Furthermore, there were
fewer participants than expected, which meant that, compared with other
Kirchentag Festivals, more fuel was used and too much material was procured,
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Figure 25.2 Humus Bildung – Humification-Education. Postcard designed for the Kirchentag
compost-toilet project 2015.
Source: Bruno Nagel, www.sprachbehausung.de 2015.

which led to an increase in energy and emission values absolute and per head
(DEKT 2019).
Sustainable procurement of products and services

The Kirchentag Festival in Berlin succeeded in further enhancing sustainable
procurement. The textiles, for example, that were for sale at the Kirchentag
shops were exclusively made from organic cotton. Besides, more than 90 per
cent of all publications on offer at the Kirchentag was printed on recycled
paper. The use of disposable carpets in the exhibition sections of the trade fair
area has, for many years, been reduced. Where carpets cannot be dispensed
with, carpet tiles are used, which, following the Kirchentag, can be re-used at
other trade fairs. In addition, the offices of the Kirchentag are cleaned with
predominantly ecological cleaning agents (DEKT 2018b).
Waste reduction and recycling

As soon as the events are being planned and the Kirchentag Festival enters the
preparatory phase, a calculation of the necessary as well as the ordered and
procured quantities for a multiplicity of products must be undertaken. At the
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Kirchentag in Berlin, a specially developed orientation tool for the co-workers
was used listing the material and quantities for the many event formats on the
basis and experience of previous Kirchentag Festivals. In addition, the pro
curers are trained to thoroughly review the required quantities as far as their
purpose is concerned (DEKT 2018b).
Many of the items on offer at the Kirchentag shop cannot be sold during
one Kirchentag Festival. To make products less perishable, general claims
without year and city are used, to ensure that these items can be sold at a later
date. Left-over textiles such as unsold Kirchentag scarves are, among other
things, re-used in small upcycling projects. A workshop for disabled people,
for example, turned 2000 scarves from Berlin into bedding that is sold online
via kirchentag.de/shop. The Festival set up water stations that form part of socalled information towers where bottles and cups can be refilled. The use of
deposit crockery and refillable drinks bottles is the rule at the ‘Meet and Greet
‘opening night of the Kirchentag Festival and whenever food and drink is
provided to the helpers (DEKT 2019).
Responsible water consumption

Due to the water available at public water stations during the event and the
frequent use of tap water during meetings, water consumption is somewhat
higher than if bottled water were used. The organisers of the Kirchentag
Festival are aware of this and accept it because, to them, the frequently su
perior tap water quality and a reduction of waste are an essential priority. In
order to reduce water consumption, the organisers of past Kirchentag Festivals
tried to use composting toilets. The advantage of composting toilets is that
they do not require water and chemical additives and that, if the composting is
performed by experts, the ‘muck’ left behind by the visitors of the Kirchentag
Festival is turned into fertile humus soil (DEKT 2019; see also Figure 25.2 for
an artistic view on the process).4
Environmental communication and employee trainings

Apart from the external communication of environmental topics and suc
cessful case studies, internal communication in the form of employee training
sessions is an important factor to ensure the acceptance and implementation of
environmental measures. An internal wiki called KiWi is a major base for
knowledge transfer for environmental issues from one Kirchentag to the next
one (DEKT 2019).
Kirchentag adapting to climate change-related weather extremes

By introducing the project ‘Climate Change Adaptation of Big Events based
on the 37th Kirchentag Festival in Dortmund in 2019’ the Kirchentag Festival
has added another dimension to its environmental work. The project, which is
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funded by the German Ministry of the Environment, consists of an attempt at
adapting big events to the consequences of climate change. These climate
change adaptations are summarised in a guideline and be made available to
other event organisers in the future. The project involved the definition of
around 35 measures5 that refer above all to the adaptation to climate signals
such as heat, heavy rains, storms and thunderstorms. They were implemented,
and their effectiveness reviewed at the 2019 Kirchentag Festival in Dortmund.
Apart from safety issues and questions involving event technology, it is above
all about enhancing the awareness of the participants and using available re
sources such as cool or shady places as preventative measures (DEKT 2019).
Perpetuated environmental standards applied by the Kirchentag Festival

In addition to these measures for the Kirchentag Festival, there is a range of
established environmental standards of the Kirchentag that have become a
matter of course for many years. The most important are listed below (DEKT
2018b, 2019):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office material of past Kirchentag Festivals is re-used.
The Central Office and, if possible, the Field Office is powered by green
electricity.
The energy-saving default is pre-set on all computers, monitors and printers.
The default setting when it comes to printing documents on all printers
and computers is the 2-sided, black-and-white standard.
The publications contain references to the quality of the recycled paper.
Collection points for various special types of waste (CDs, batteries,
energy-saving lamps, toner cartridges).
In the offices and meetings, rooms, boards and table displays contain
information about environmental management.
During tendering, preference is given to regional service providers and
companies with a good ecological track record.
Obligatory Training courses for employees are organised that cover the
environment and environmentally friendly behaviour.
During the event, cycle and cargo-bike couriers are also used for logistics
(see youtu.be/fH0-ilgRneQ for the emission-free logistics project in 2013
in Hamburg).
Each unit within the Field Office is provided with at least one service
bicycle.
‘Paper waste’ printed on one side only is used to produce scribbling
note pads.

The results of environmental controlling of the Kirchentag Festival

Pursuant to the EMAS Regulation No. 1221/2009, the eco-management
system of the Kirchentag must fulfil specific requirements when it comes to
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the establishment and presentation of key figures. To this end, so-called vital
indicators are used to convey environmental achievements. This is meant to
ensure a transparent presentation of the environmental successes and a com
parison between the different Kirchentag Festivals to make potential changes
visible. All EMAS reports could be downloaded on kirchentag.de/umwelt.
The key environmental indicators collated by the Kirchentag cover energy
sufficiency, water, waste, material use, bio-diversity and emissions. The period
covered by environmental controlling at a Kirchentag always includes the
entire preparatory and planning stage as well as the time when the actual event
takes place. As far as the presentation of the figures that follow the absolute
figures for this two-yearly period are halved. This is in line with EMAS
Regulation referring to one calendar year and to the number of permanent
visitors to a Kirchentag as a reference value. (DEKT 2018b). The figures
collated in the field of energy efficiency suggest that the annual use of elec
tricity per permanent participant and based on a reference value of about
105,000 permanent participants per Kirchentag, has been reduced from 6.0 kWh
at the 2013 Kirchentag in Hamburg to 3.8 kWh at the 2017 Kirchentag
in Berlin. The annual water consumption per participant, however, has risen
from 67.1 litres to 74 litres over the same period. The amount of waste was,
however, kept at the same level of around 0.5 kg per permanent participant.
The same applies to material consumption which, since the 2013 Kirchentag
only rose slightly from 0.65 kg to 0.79 kg at the 2017 Kirchentag. The entire
annual emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2 equivalent) have increased slightly
and risen from 29.8 kg to 36 kg per permanent participant. Overall, the
105,000 permanent participants of the Berlin Kirchentag including its pre
paration caused carbon dioxide emissions of around 8,000 tonnes (DEKT
2018b). One must, however, take into consideration that one cannot always
compare the figures of one Kirchentag Festival with those of another. Many
environmental effects depend on the circumstances on-site. Nevertheless, the
environmental indicators help establish a framework of measurable environ
mental effects within which the execution and organisation of a Kirchentag
Festival are to take place and which can be continually improved through the
implementation of the measures.

Outlook: conclusion and recommendations
The DEKT has achieved some things that are worth seeing, but on which it is
not possible to rest. Like all major events, it continues to be challenged both
nationally and internationally in view of the global challenges. In order to
further reduce its ecological footprint step by step, it is not enough to be a kind
of real laboratory for sustainable development for the respective host city and
to strengthen existing transformation approaches by taking up local-regional
issues with commitment. Rather, it seems necessary to us that, in addition to
the continuation of an ambitious sustainability course, the Kirchentag, as an
advance requester on the market, also initiates sustainable innovations vis-à-vis
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trade fair companies and producers. Ultimately, DEKT must also ask itself
what the transition to a post-fossil society means for the organisation of events
and what is a tolerable size for such an event. Efficiency cannot and must not
then be the sole yardstick. In addition, there is the challenge as a learning
organisation to look for concretions of a culture of sufficiency that can be
practically lived by visitors, participants and organisations. To pass on these
experiences to new employees, but also nationally and internationally to other
event organisers with reports on their experiences and in the discourse, also in
order to benefit from them, will remain an important and challenging task.
In view of the challenges of not crossing the planetary borders, not ex
ceeding the Paris climate target of 1.5 degrees Celsius, and also as an organiser
of major events to take care of the implementation of the Sustainable
Development Goals, all major events – party conventions, city or sports fes
tivals, trade fairs, etc. should enter into a cheerful competition with the
Kirchentag for the most environmentally friendly and sustainable event. This
would have several positive effects. Here are three of them:
•
•
•

Suppliers and service providers (e.g. caterers) must adapt to new
requirements – and if several do so, the pressure to change increases.
When green events become mainstream, politics is increasingly required
to follow suit and create the necessary framework conditions (or
abolish them).
Event visitors are increasingly confronted with a new culture of food,
mobility, infrastructure etc. and motivated to change their own behaviour.

List of abbreviations
CD
compact disc
carbon dioxide
CO2
DEKT Deutscher Evangelischer Kirchentag (German Protestant Church
Festival)
EC
European Commission
EMAS Eco-Management and Audit Scheme
kg
kilogram
kWh kilowatt hour
sqm
square metre

Notes
1 See ec.europa.eu/environment/emas/index_en.htm.
2 See youtu.be/UBN2dplKlYY.
3 See dxz7zkp528hul.cloudfront.net/production/htdocs/fileadmin/dateien/zzz_NEUER_
BAUM/Ueber_uns/Umweltengagement/PDF/KleVer/DEKT34_Leitfaden_Klever.pdf.
4 See also youtu.be/k3J1hq3w9zk.
5 See www.klimaangepasst.de.
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26 The Kwawu resilient
entrepreneurial ecosystems
A complex adaptive systems approach
to achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals
Eben Anuwa-Amarh, Christoph Hinske,
Nana Kwabena Bamfo-Debrah, David Sefa,
Sheriff Amarh, and Stephen Nassam
Introduction
The relationship between recourse efficiency, entrepreneurial action in busi
ness ecosystems and regional economic development is receiving increasing
attention from scholars and policymakers (Roundy, Brockman & Bradshaw
2018; Galindo & Méndez 2014; CII-GBC International Conference on
Resource Efficiency n.d.). There is the recognition that social constructions
and cultural values have the potential of generating entrepreneurial action,
which in turn drive economic development and revitalisation at local, regional
and state levels (Roundy et al. 2018; Strickling 2016; Arruda, Nogueira &
Costa, 2013). Researchers are, therefore, gradually shifting their focus from
studies of entrepreneurial action to complex, resilient entrepreneurial eco
systems and systems-level leadership (Dreier, Nabarro & Nelson 2019).
Entities such as the World Business Council for Sustainable Development are
offering high-level Business Ecosystems Training in cooperation with KPMG
a multinational professional services network focusing on financial audit, tax,
and management consulting services (World Business Council for Sustainable
Development n.d.).
Whereas studies of entrepreneurial ecosystems have focused mainly on
identifying the core attributes of the elements in established ecosystems (Spigel
2016), little has been done to seek to understand the extent to which complex
systems of interdependencies between the said elements create emergent
patterns (Roundy et al. 2018; Mack and Mayer 2016) and social innovation
towards sustainability (Mulgan 2019). Nonetheless, it is this focus on the
complex interactions among agents, organisations, and socio-cultural forces,
that demonstrates how entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge. According to a
recent Deloitte Article (Kelly 2015) these business ecosystems are characterised
by way of how their interaction dynamics allow individual actors to ‘achieve
something together that lies beyond the effective scope and capabilities of
any individual actor (or even group of broadly similar actors)’.
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In their report, the authors highlight examples where business ecosystem
strategies were used to tackle complex nexus problems such as’water resource
management, […] and food safety’ (Kelly, 2015).
The objective of this chapter is to examine the nature of the resilient
entrepreneurial ecosystem among the people of Kwawu in Ghana through
the lens of complexity science. The study assesses how the Kwawu people
have progressed in terms of nurturing a resilient entrepreneurial ecosystem
through a complex network of agents, community resources, assets, and
support systems that help entrepreneurs to thrive and succeed.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Firstly, a brief description of
the Kwawu of Ghana is provided. It is followed by a review of existing lit
erature resilient entrepreneurial ecosystem, and complexity theory. Next, the
flexibility of qualitative and interpretive methods is considered as particularly
appropriate for studying the complex Kwawu resilient entrepreneurial eco
systems. Finally, findings and propositions of the study are discussed, and the
implications for researchers, practitioners and policymakers are suggested.

The Kwahu of Ghana
Kwahu is an area and group of people that live in the Eastern region of Ghana.
They are a part of the Twi-speaking Akan group. Their motto is ‘Asaase Aban,
Yenti Gyae’. ‘Asaase Aban’ means ‘Natural Fortress’, given its position as the
highest habitable region in Ghana. ‘Yenti Gyae’ stands for ‘We Do Not Quit.’
Put together, ‘Asaase Aban, Yenti Gyae’ means ‘Natural Fortress, We Do Not
Quit’. Colloquially, it implies ‘Natural Fortress, We Do Not Understand
Stop’. It shows the tenacity of purpose and the willingness to charge forward in
spite of the odds or obstacles in one’s way and to cause things to happen.
The paramount king (Omanhene), and the royal lineage of the Kwawu lives
at Abene, north of Abetifi on the edges of the highlands. Till date, the road
from Abetifi to the enclave of Abene, which houses the Omanhene, is sur
rounded by some unease, given the stories recounted of the battles fought
along the route. The Kwawu people of Ghana, over three centuries, have
developed unique but successful, complex, resilient entrepreneurial ecosys
tems. These emergent ecosystems enable them to find better solutions to
business problems than their peers, despite facing similar challenges and having
no extra resources than their peers.

Literature review
Entrepreneurial ecosystems

According to Roundy et al. (2018), it was Bahrami and Evans (1995), who
were the first to introduce the term ‘ecosystem’ into the academic en
trepreneurship literature. The central notions of entrepreneurship studies,
thus, shifted away from individual, personality-based enquiry, towards a
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broader viewpoint that incorporated the role of social, cultural, and economic
forces in the entrepreneurship process (Roundy et al. 2018; Stam &
Spigel 2016).
Despite its popularity, there is currently no widely accepted definition
of entrepreneurial ecosystems amongst researchers or practitioners. Roundy
et al. (2018) attempted an explanation. They split the term, entrepreneurial
ecosystem, into two elements. The authors considered the first element, en
trepreneurial, as a process by which opportunities for producing innovative
goods and services are examined, appraised and utilised. The second element,
the ecosystem, is a biological metaphor, which connotes the interaction of
interdependent actors in a geographic community. Thus, entrepreneurial
ecosystems focus on the entrepreneurial culture, and supportive policies
‘cultures, institutions, and networks that build up within a region over time’
(Roundy et al. 2018: 2).
Entrepreneurial ecosystems are, thus, historically produced (Saxenian 1994;
Kenney & Patton 2005) with high levels of innovativeness (Acs et al. 2014).
Further, entrepreneurial ecosystems create a cohesive social and economic
system that supports the creation and growth of new ventures (Spigel 2016). In
this chapter, an entrepreneurial ecosystem is defined as ‘a set of interdependent
actors and factors coordinated in such a way that they enable productive
entrepreneurship within a particular territory and community (Stam &
Spigel 2016: 2).
Resilience and entrepreneurial ecosystems

Korber and McNaughton (2018) reviewed extant literature at the intersec
tion of resilience and entrepreneurial ecosystems. The authors posited that
the resilience construct is essential for entrepreneurial ecosystems for several
reasons. Firstly, academics frequently use resilience as synonyms for pre
paredness, hardiness, persistence, or self-efficacy to justify why some en
trepreneurs and their firms perform better than their non-resilient
counterparts. Secondly, intellectual and behavioural entrepreneurial qualities
and distinct patterns of entrepreneurship are said to nurture the capacity of
individuals and firms to adapt to new conditions and to contribute to longterm sustainability through innovation. Thirdly, is the ability of en
trepreneurial ecosystems to foster macro-level (regions, communities,
economies) resilience within the context of entrepreneurial failure, recovery
and transformation.
An entrepreneurial ecosystem is, thus, resilient when it is able to ‘absorb’
disturbances and undergo the changes necessary to transform its essential
behaviours, structures, and identity into a system that is better able to re
spond to disruptions (Stam & Spigel 2016; Walker, Holling, Carpenter &
Kinzig 2004). It can survive disruptions without suffering a significant loss of
function and, can be stronger after the disruption (Stam & Spigel 2016;
Holling 1986).
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Complexity systems and entrepreneurship, and emergence

Typically, complexity systems analyse the interactions between seemingly
unpredictable patterns, behaviours, and structures produced at one level to
develop from and influenced by processes operating at different levels and by
the interactions of the overall system (Roundy et al. 2018; Anderson,
Drakopoulou Dodd & Jack 2012; Lissack & Letiche 2002). Systems that ex
hibit complexity are adaptive and can change based on experience
(Schindehutte & Morris 2009). Within such systems, the individual elements
continually interact with one another and the environment across levels, al
tering the system and its response to disruptions and allowing it to adapt to
changes (Roundy et al. 2018; Messier & Puettmann 2011).
Fundamentally, both complexity theory and entrepreneurship scholarship
are the focus of the concept of emergence and new arrangements, which
include structures, processes, and system-wide properties that emerge within
and across the system (Lichtenstein 2011). Thus, the complexity lens explores
exchanges and emergent phenomena at multiple levels of analysis and stress the
significance of nonlinear and unpredictable processes that create new and
emergent formations (Roundy et al. 2018; Lichtenstein 2011).
Resilient, Entrepreneurial ecosystems practised with complexity theory
enable business people to practice entrepreneurship sustainably. According to
Shepherd and Patzelt (2011: 6), sustainable entrepreneurship can be defined as:
•
•

The discovery, creation and exploitation of opportunities to create future
goods and services that sustain the natural and communal environment
and provide development gain for others.
These sustainable entrepreneurial activities are generally consistent with
sustainable development goals and are, in turn, relevant for tackling
fundamental societal challenges such as the development of sustainable
production and consumption patterns (Goal 12 of the Sustainable
Development Goals).

The thrust of this chapter is that entrepreneurial ecosystems are the sets of actors,
institutions, social networks, and cultural values that produce and sustain en
trepreneurial activity. They are resilient to the extent that they can respond to
disruptions while balancing the seemingly paradoxical tension between the di
versity and coherence of its elements. Complexity systems examine the interactions
between seemingly unpredictable patterns, behaviours, and structures produced at
one level in an entrepreneurial ecosystem to develop from and influenced by
activities operating at different levels and by the reactions of the overall system.

Method
The study, which is qualitative, employs an inductive and interpretive ap
proach to data collection. It aimed at gaining insight and a more in-depth
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understanding of what makes the Kwawu entrepreneurial ecosystem more
resilient and sustainable. Studies within the interpretive paradigm aim at giving
voice to the various actors to construct their interpretation and meanings
(Burrel & Morgan 1979). A primary concern of the researchers was to create
an understanding, describe and explain what currently obtains in the complex,
resilient Kwawu entrepreneurial ecosystem from the actors themselves. To
achieve this objective, the researchers studied the actors within their social
contexts. As a result, close contact qualitative methods, such as ethnographic
and participant observation, mental model mapping, in-depth interviews, and
focus group discussions, were used.
Before starting the study, prior consent was sought from the Omanhene of
the Kwawu people. In-depth interviews were conducted with seven elders of
the Omanhene and thirty Kwawu entrepreneurs. Three focus group discus
sions, consisting of a total of twenty-eight participants, were held.

Findings and discussions
The study presents findings on three factors that influence the interactions
and interrelations in complex, resilient ecosystems. They are: (a) durable
enabling entrepreneurial culture; (b) an interdependent learning cycle, which
consists of five inter-related elements – observing, doing, adopting, adapting
and replicating; (c) and spiriting (wisdom dispensing and ‘grey hair’ services)
and social inclusion.
Enabling entrepreneurial culture

An enabling entrepreneurial culture, within this context, is the affirmative
sense of empowering individuals to become successful entrepreneurs.
One principal way by which the Kwawu community bolsters this shared

Figure 26.1 The eight elements of the Kwawu entrepreneurial ecosystem.
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entrepreneurship (free enterprise, private enterprise) philosophy to promote
prosperity and expand equitable opportunity, is the continuous investment in
an enabling entrepreneurial (business, commercial, risk-taking, ground
breaking, empire-building) culture. This nurturing and self-sustaining culture
is as vital as the air they breathe and the water they drink.
The community has quality mentors, who are a network of successful en
trepreneurs, that are handy, to offer entrepreneurial mentoring. An important
asset of the community is the availability of start-up capital, which is usually
generated within these trusted networks. The entrepreneurial cultural out
comes they cherish include: created wealth, trusting and faithful relations,
imaginative and inspired thinking, less wastefulness and a developed ability to
‘sniff’ business opportunities. Even though entrepreneurship is driven by the
‘self’, they also value cooperation and collaboration with business associates
through the sharing of business ideas and products.
Proposition 1: you become what your culture is.
An interdependent learning cycle
Observing

From childhood, the Kwawu observe the traits, personas, behaviours and
mannerisms of their entrepreneurial parents, uncles, aunties and other close
associates and attempt to mimic them later on in life. They see close associates
start businesses and fail and start again. They then develop the inclination
towards having a resilient mindset that business failures can be faced squarely
and overcome. Primarily, they learn the basic rules of the game of en
trepreneurship and jump in almost effortlessly. Factors that encourage the
inclination towards developing by observing include:
•
•
•

The availability of actors such as parents and close associations who are
seen to be warm, nurturing, and who reward entrepreneurial behaviour.
Successful entrepreneurs who are wealthy and admired and have high
social status.
Community leaders who inspire entrepreneurial confidence.
Proposition 2: intense observation improves your ability to interact with
your surroundings and other people to produce the desired outcome.

Doing

‘Development by doing’ is realised by putting observed behaviour into
practice to achieve detectable levels of excellence. Development by doing is
complemented by coaching from close associates to accomplish a shared
agenda of successful entrepreneurial development. According to the Kwawus,
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most of these skills cannot be learned in the formal lecture halls of our uni
versities. However, it is this type of universal, time-tested apprenticeship has
always been critical in addressing skills shortages globally.
The World Economic Forum echoed this when it noted that there
would be no guarantee of success when one when throws intelligent and
highly educated persons on a commodities trading floor without any level
of apprenticeship (Stefanova Ratcheva & Leopold 2018). However, when
intelligent and intuitive individuals on the factory floor or trading floor
learn the complex supply chain, then they would not earn a well-paying
job with growth potential, but also acquire personalised skillsets to flourish
in the role and the industry. This is what the Kwawus call ‘Development
by Doing’.
Proposition 3: you become what you do.
Adopting

Sometimes, transitioning from a non-entrepreneurs to entrepreneurs involve
choosing new ways of thinking and doing things. For the Kwawu, it en
compasses the informed selection and accepting of other people’s tested en
trepreneurial ethos as your own. The Kwawus do this by deliberately choosing
to embrace the philosophy of self and personal responsibility, without aban
doning group interactions. They also embrace the ethos of constant and
consistence learning from, and packaging themselves after, successful pace
setters and the adopting of new technologies, products and service. This
adopted ethos eventually becomes part of them.
Proposition 4: what you adopt becomes part of you.
Adapting

Developing by adapting is done in response to changing business cir
cumstances and environment (for examples, changes in social, political and
economic conditions; the emergence of new technologies, products and
services). The purpose is to ensure relevance, survival and to remain
competitive in changing markets. This sort of development is not only
done to mitigate undesirable impacts of past decisions and actions about
the business and business environment, but also to explore new ways of
making better decisions and improving outcomes. The adaptation involves
cooperation and collaboration with business associates and at formal
and informal gatherings and festivals that encourage individual input and
self-achievements.
Proposition 5: when you adapt, you stay relevant.
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Replication

Replication refers to a situation where tested and established business strategies
of the Kwawu are tried elsewhere in a new geographical area or a new market,
or for a new set of customers. Replication often leads to the leaners setting up
new businesses or trading systems where the ability which has already been
acquired is used to set up expanded or new companies. For the Kwawu
people, replication is meant to reproduce and multiply business outcomes
through themselves or selected individuals.
Proposition 6: when you replicate, you reproduce.
Spiriting

Spiriting, in this context, connotes dispensing wisdom and ‘grey hair’ services
to the entire community. It is about incarnating one’s self into individuals
and the community by descending into the system to give birth to one’s
entrepreneurial kind. The Kwawu Spiritors are holders and the embodiment
of entrepreneurial wisdom. They encourage and stir up the community to
entrepreneurial action. The Spiritors are few but noticeable. They are very
experienced community leaders who are vision carriers and successful pace
setters who have great wisdom. The role of Spiritors are as follows:
•
•
•

Empowering and enabling the community to create and preserve
entrepreneurial culture.
Figuring out and shaping how the community creates and maintains the
entrepreneurship edge.
Describing how the community creates an emergent entrepreneurial
ecosystem.

They provide:
•
•

Insight, awareness and comprehension about entrepreneurship.
Influence, encouragement and guidance on entrepreneurship.

The most desired future of the Spiritors includes valuing and exploiting future
socio-economic-environmental ideals, grooming of future holders of the vi
sion and collaborating with current vision bearers to build businesses in Ghana.
Proposition 7: when you ‘spirit’ out, you multiply and spread over a wide area.
Social inclusion

It is the character and atmosphere that holds the elements of the en
trepreneurship development together. Social inclusion provides the required
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energy and conditions for mutual sustainability. The Kwawus do this by
staying mindful that welcoming, accommodating, nurturing and interacting
with many different peoples and cultures (internal and external stakeholders)
for mutual benefits and sustainability are vital.
Proposition 8: social inclusion leads to improved opportunity and ability of
humanity to live in dignity.

Contributions to sustainable management
and development theory and practice
The Kwawu project is an ongoing international effort and intents to make
some contributions to sustainable management and entrepreneurial theory
and practice. Firstly, it combines entrepreneurship ecosystem, resilience and
complexity systems theory to develop an ecosystem-level unit of analysis.
By using an ecosystem and complexity lenses, researchers can better observe
the competitive, collaborative and cooperative characteristics of business
organisations.
Secondly, the findings suggest that increasing the degree of enabling
entrepreneurial culture, interdependent learning cycles and spiriting, can en
hance levels of interaction and interrelations in ecosystems, resulting in more
efficient use of social and material resources for economic development.
Consequently, more skills, knowledge, ideas, resources, and different forms of
support can be exchanged within complex entrepreneurial ecosystems to make
it resilient, robust, enriched and sustainable. These insights are aligned with
research done by the United Nations Global Compact and Volans (n.d.),
stating that business collaboration in ecosystems drastically increases their re
source performance and ability to deliver against the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals.
Thirdly, understanding to create and sustain entrepreneurial business eco
systems is an essential component of the implementation of the circular
economy (Valkokari, Tura, Ståhle, Hanski & Ahola 2019). By analysing
mental models, our chapter shows how entrepreneurs, over centuries, suc
cessfully collaborated in networks to co-create value.
Finally, the insights from this chapter are constantly tested and further
developed with a wide range of ecosystem partners from research and
practice. Together they are applying the described principles in reality labs,
developing policies and systemic actions. These projects are co-hosted by the
Institute of Development and Technology Management, Cape Coast,
Ghana, The Engagement Company and SAXION University of Applied
Sciences, Academy of Finance, Economics and Management (Engagement
Company 2019).
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27 Exploring the possibility
of a meat tax
Floris de Graad

Significant changes start small. With a new starting point. Paying the actual
price of a product is such a starting point. It can lead to change on all levels.
In this case we explore the effects of paying the actual price of meat.
The significant challenges of our era come together in our meat consumption.
It’s like a magnifying glass that projects the issues at the focal point on our plates.
But because we all eat every day, this is also the field in which we’re not
powerless. We are all part of it. And the hopeful thing is: if we can create changes
regarding this complicated issue, it can be done for many other areas, too.
Of course, good intentions and conscious consumption are commendable. But
it won’t be enough. To paraphrase Adam Smith’s famous words, an invisible
hand is intervening. Also as long as this invisible hand intervenes root causes of
today’s food-related problems can only poorly be addressed. This invisible hand
consists of the principle that many of the costs related to the production and
consumption of meat are not included in the price. Food products from systems
that cause the most damage appear to be the most affordable, while more sustainably produced food seems expensive. Biojournaal (2018), Benveniste (2018),
Schravesande (2009). In short, we do not pay the actual price for meat.
To be sustainable, all social costs which come with the production and
consumption of meat should be included in the price. Although these costs are
still invisible in most cases today, they’re no less real because of that. Sooner or
later, they have to be paid by someone. Choosing for a realistic price – in this
case of meat – is a matter of moral consciousness. It’s not about left or right. It
is just that consumers can’t organise this themselves. But it can be done with
the introduction of a meat tax.
This meat tax should at least cover the social costs of production and
consumption of meat. Think about deforestation, climate change, soil erosion,
antibiotic resistance, water consumption, ammonia emissions, health, among
others. Social costs are being made and left unpaid for in all these areas.

The problem
The demand for food is ever increasing. World population is projected
to grow to 9 billion people by 2050. To meet the growing demand, the
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United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification expects global food
production would need to increase by 50%. Others, like the FAO project a
60% increase or even a doubling.
Apart from the growing population, the demand for animal protein is increasing due to changing consumption patterns. Booming economies like
China are increasing their consumption of meat while diary is becoming more
popular in India. In general, these countries follow the same route Western
Europe did half a century ago.
On the other hand, a reverse transition away from animal products is about
to breakthrough in Europe and the United States. This reverse transition is an
important trend, since animal protein has disproportionate environmental
impacts, particularly, when produced in intensive production systems employing massive use of feed crops.
For food sustainability, climate change is often considered paramount.
However, about a dozen of the most critical issues were listed by Rockström
et al. (2009), who identified and quantified several boundary values that should
not be transgressed. Subsequently, these were ranked by Aiking (2014, 2018),
showing that food production is an essential driver of all of them, without
exception. The rate of biodiversity loss, the nitrogen cycle disruption and
climate change did already cross the boundary of non-reversible impact, with
biodiversity loss being most dramatic.
The production of animal proteins (meat, dairy and eggs) is, in many cases
highly inefficient. Animals need to be fed to ‘produce’ proteins. Conversion
losses from plant to animal protein by livestock are 85% on average (both
nitrogen and energy). As a consequence, 77% of all agricultural land is
dedicated to livestock and livestock feed production.
This land claim means a big share of the problems associated with food
production, in general, has, after all, to be assigned to the production of animal
proteins.
Poore and Nemecek (2018) claim moving from current diets to a diet that
excludes animal products has transformative potential, reducing food’s land
use by 3.1 (2.8 to 3.3) billion ha (a 76% reduction), including a 19% reduction
in arable land. Food’s greenhouse gas emissions would be reduced by 6.6
(5.5 to 7.4) billion metric tons of CO2eq (a 49% reduction).
The transformative potential of a diet without animal products also include
acidification by 50% (45 to 54%); eutrophication by 49% (37 to 56%); and
scarcity-weighted freshwater withdrawals by 19% (−5 to 32%) for a 2010
reference year.
In short: an area as large as Africa could be withdrawn from agriculture
when the world would shift to a plant-based diet. However, the optimum
from the land use-perspective is probably a diet with little use of dairy, since
some pasture lands can only be used for livestock, while grazing on pasture
lands is possible with little harm to environment and biodiversity.
But for now, over the past 50 years, increased demand for animal products
has accounted for 65% of agricultural land-use change.
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Meanwhile, the conditions for increased food production are worsening,
mainly due to land degradation. The causes of land degradation are many and
often intertwined with the problems mentioned above, but land degradation
poses a problem in its own right. Land degradation is the most severe threat to
food production, food security, and natural resource conservation in Africa,
particularly for the poor and vulnerable population of the drylands. About 73%
of the African drylands are degraded, and 51% are severely degraded. At least
485 million Africans are affected by land degradation which is a widespread
problem that affects soils, landscapes, and human welfare (Bado & Bationo
2018). Some scholars call land degradation even ‘the single most pressing
current global problem’. However, reliable data on land degradation is still
scarce.
Furthermore, intensive animal protein production requires 10–1000 times
more water than plant protein.
Antibiotic resistance is becoming an increasingly severe threat to human
health through the progressive loss of effective therapeutic treatment options for
many diseases and infections. While a large part of this problem stems from
over-use of antibiotics in medical care, another part comes from their use in
agriculture. Apart from costs related to the production of animal proteins, there
are also many costs associated with the consumption of (mainly red) meat:
The consumption of red and processed meat exceeds recommended levels
in most high and middle-income countries and has been associated with a
range of adverse health impacts. In 2015, the cancer agency of the World
Health Organization, the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC), classified the consumption of red meat, which includes beef,
lamb, and pork, as carcinogenic to humans if eaten in processed form, and
as probably carcinogenic if eaten unprocessed. In addition to being linked
with cancer, the consumption of red and processed meat has also been
associated with increased rates of coronary heart disease, stroke, type 2
diabetes mellitus and overall mortality.
(Springmann et al. 2018)
According to Springmann et al., the consumption of red meat was associated
with 860,000 deaths globally in the year 2020, and that of processed meat with
1,530,000 deaths. When assessed together, those represented 4.4% of all
projected deaths in the analysis in that year.
About two-thirds of attributable deaths (64%) occurred in middle-income
countries, one third (32%) in high-income countries, and a small portion (4%)
in low-income countries: ‘Those impacts and the IARC’s classification raise
the question whether the consumption of red and processed meat should be
regulated similar to other carcinogens or to other foods of public health
concern, such as sugary drinks’ (Springmann et al. 2018). Much of the cost that
comes with the above has already been calculated; some subjects need further
research. But they have never been added up.
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What can be calculated and monetised
It sounds unusual; we are buying something of which we don’t know the
price. However, everything points to the price being high. Research into the
actual cost of meat is therefore necessary. The good news is that modern
techniques and extensive mathematical models make it easier to calculate the
actual price. Due to health regulations the food chain is becoming more and
more transparent. In the EU for example, meat companies are obligated to
trace down and give insight into the origins of their meat within four hours
after request. With an identification number for GlobalGAP number (a farm
assurance programme, guaranteeing good agricultural practice) printed on
labelled food, a registration system is already in place that can be used to trace
down to the farm level.
Anyone who thinks of the principle of a real price as flights of fancy does not
take into account that large companies, insurers and consultancy firms have been
working to calculate the financial consequences of applying a real price to their
industry for some years now. These calculations are made only because they
expect that society will desire the use of an actual cost in the near future.
A leading think tank of investors from the banking and insurance world expects
the time for the introduction of a meat tax to be ready within five years.
No academic studies have yet attempted to estimate the total costs of
agricultural externalities throughout the European Union as a whole, but the
campaign organisation Compassion in World Farming (2016) estimated total
negative externalities of agriculture in the EU to be just under €170 billion per
year. Still this estimate appears incomplete since not from all countries necessary data was available.
It is clear, however, that the hidden costs of nitrogen compounds release
alone already outweighs the profits made in the continent’s agricultural sector.
Intensive livestock production releases nitrogen compounds such as ammonia
into the atmosphere, contributing markedly to climate change. According to
the European Nitrogen Assessment in 2011, this damage amounted to some 70
to 320 billion dollars in Europe. The study concluded that this sum could
exceed all the profits made in the agricultural sector.
For the UK, The Sustainable Food Trust calculated the total hidden costs of
food £120.14 billion. Not all costs in this study can be solely related to animal
protein (like the costs of unhealthy diets in general), but the breakdown of
some costs is still instructive. The hidden water-related costs are estimated at
around £1.49 billion, including water pollution and flooding due to poor soil
maintenance. The report also cites a study by Eswaran, Hall and Reich, in
which it is estimated that the cost of worldwide soil degradation have increased
from $400 billion per year ($70 per person per year) to between $6.3 trillion
and $10.6 trillion annually. This estimate includes erosion, degradation, and
the loss of ecosystem services. It is worrying that the United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification estimated this year the annual costs of
land degradation range between $18 billion and a 20 trillion.
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Table 27.1 The ‘real’ price of meat for the Netherlands

Retail price
Climate damage
Environmental damage
Land use (biodiversity)
subsidies
Animal diseases
‘external benefits’
‘Real price’
Additional costs as percentage of retail price

Pork

Beef

Chicken

€7.75
€1.06
€2.81
€0.09
€0.02
€0.10
€0.00
€11.83
53%

€12.17
€1.29
€2.73
€0.12
€0.42
€0.53
–€0.20
€17.06
40%

€7.00
€0.62
€1.10
€0.05
€0.01
€0.03
€0.00
€8.80
26%

Source: CE Delft, de echte prijs van vlees.

Climate change is maybe the hardest aspect to calculate. Valuing a tonne of
carbon based on the full social impact on human society and the environment
is a complex task and estimates for the social cost of carbon range widely, from
$21 to $900 per tonne. Also, the impact loses (and benefits) of climate change
seem hard to predict and can mostly only be determined afterwards.
One of the most accurate studies into the ‘real’ price of meat has been
carried out in the Netherlands by CE Delft. CE Delft calculated the ‘real’ price
of meat for the Netherlands (Table 27.1).
As CE Delft indicates in the report, conservative estimates are used to define
the costs, and liberal estimates are used to define the external profits (additional
profits, actually not calculated in the retail price). CE Delft created a manual
for pricing environmental costs (Handboek Milieuprijzen) with indicative prices
for a wide range of environmental costs, both for production in the
Netherlands as the EU as a whole. The study finds that retail prices would
increase significantly when a real price is adapted for pork (+53%), beef
(+40%) and chicken (+26%). Though this study seems quite elaborate, it does
not yet cover health-related costs.
In the UK, around 45% of antibiotics are used for animals, and in the EU as
a whole, the figure is about 66%. Antibiotic resistance is becoming an increasingly severe threat to human health through the progressive loss of effective therapeutic treatment options for many diseases and infections. While a
large part of this problem stems from the over-use of antibiotics in medical
care, another part comes from their use in agriculture. Many of these are not
used to treat sick animals but are added to feed and water used for preventative
purposes. Livestock is increasingly developing drug-resistant bacteria in their
intestines and sometimes on their skin that can remain on meat and pass to
humans. The Sustainable Food Trust report cites a UK study on the economic
burden of antimicrobial resistance, indicating that the cost to society could be
as high as £10 billion per year.
On the consumption side, also estimates of hidden health-related costs
circulate. Springmann et al. (2018) attribute $285 billion to the consumption
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of red and processed red meat worldwide, three-quarters of which were due to
processed meat consumption. According to Koorenman (2013) a rough calculation shows that the annual costs in the Netherlands for the curative
treatment of cardiovascular diseases alone amounts at around 7 billion euros.

Taxation
Interestingly, both Springmann et al. and Koorenman estimate the effect of
taxation. Koorenman (2013) suggests raising taxation for meat to a level
effectively halving the consumption of meat. The €7 billion associated with
the curative treatment of cardiovascular diseases would fall by €1 billion.
The assumption is that a halving of meat consumption leads to a decrease in
health care costs for cardiovascular diseases by 16%. This numbers relate to
that part of the population that is currently not a vegetarian (around 95%).
Besides the costs of treating cancer, diabetes, cancer and arthrosis will fall.
The extra tax revenue would be around three billion euros. Current
spending on meat in the Netherlands is approximately six billion euros a
year. With a doubling of the retail price and halving of the consumption,
total spending will remain the same, with half of the amount being tax
revenues. This can be used for low-income compensations masseurs, the
promotion of sustainable agriculture and the compensation for job losses in
the meat sector.
Springmann et al. (2018) describe an ‘optimal taxation’, which prevents
the danger of malnutrition in low-income countries due to higher meat prices.
He forecasts that under ‘optimal taxation’, prices for processed meat will on
average increase by 25%. (ranging from 1% in low-income countries to over
100% in high-income countries). Prices for red meat will increase by 4%,
ranging from 0.2% to over 20%.
This will lead to a fall of consumption by 16% on average, ranging from
1% to 25%, while red meat consumption remained stable as substitution for
processed meat.
As a result, the number of deaths attributable to red and processed meat
consumption decreased by 9 and attributable health costs decreased by 14%
($41 billion) globally. In both cases the highest reduction is to be foreseen in
high and middle-income countries.
In the Netherlands, the True Animal Protein Price Coalition and the Dutch
Vegetarian Society asked CE Delft to calculate the possibilities and impact of
a meat tax. This report (Vergeer et al. 2019) builds upon the report mentioned
above (and therefore does not include hidden health costs) and will be released
in September 2019. Based on the concept, CE Delft concludes the introduction of a meat tax will be feasible within two years when adopted
in phases and reaching full implementation and impact by 2030. By this year
per kg meat, the consumer price will be raised with €5.70 for beef, €4.50 for
pork and €2.04 for chicken.
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The most simple methodology suggested in the report levies taxes at the
point of selling (retailers and butcher’s shops), based on the kind and weight of
the meat purchased. This will stimulate producers to use less meat in their
products. As a result, meat consumption is expected to fall by 50% when fully
implemented. The monetised positive impact amounts of 1.5 billion euros.
Tax revenues will be 2390 billion euros annually.
A more comprehensive variant includes an emission registration system (fine
dust, NH3, NOx, greenhouse gasses) for farmers, which will allow for immediate
reflection in the tax level at the point of sale. The benefit of this variant is
the incentive for farmers to implement sustainability measures and innovations. The
impact on consumer behaviour is expected to be the same in both variants.
The suggested taxation systems do also cover imported meat, whilst meat
production destined for export is excluded. This way, legally no obstacles
are to be expected, since no producer category either national or abroad, is
favoured or disfavoured by the system. Apart from VAT taxes, which are
defined by basis and limited by scope, EU member states are free to levy new
kinds of taxes.
The report corrects the environmental impact of the tax on changing
consumer patterns. Consumers will substitute meat by other products, like
cheese or meat-replacers, also harming the environment.

Conclusion
Naturally, the income from a meat tax must be spent on measures that mitigate
or compensate for the impact of meat production and consumption. How
this happens will always depend to a large extent on the political leanings of
the government. But in this context, measures are also conceivable that
compensate the initial loss of purchasing power through the meat tax. CE
Delft proposes to return half of the tax revenues to taxpayers, so in the end a
majority of taxpayers benefit. This kind of measures can make a meat tax more
acceptable to politics but are not part of the ethics of a true price as such.
In a later phase, it would be logic to broaden the scope of a meat tax to a
tax on animal proteins in general. Many of the mentioned negative aspects
of meat also apply to milk and eggs. For the beginning, however, it seems
recommendable to start with a meat tax.

Abbreviations
CO2eq carbon dioxide equivalent
FAO Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations
IARC International Agency for Research on Cancer, the cancer agency of
the World Health Organization
NH3 ammonia
NOx nitric oxide
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28 Facilitating sustainable dietary
choices for positive nutritional
and environmental outcomes
Maysoun A. Mustafa, Ayman Salama,
and Sayed Azam-Ali
Introduction
Egyptian mythology immortalises a deity – Suchos – with a mission to protect
its subjects from natural threats, such as annual flooding of the river Nile which
drastically affected food production and human populations (Naether 2019).
Millenia later, despite humanity’s mastery of shaping its environment, the
struggle with balancing food production and environmental protection con
tinues across the world.
Food systems fall within a nexus of agriculture, environment and health
(Figure 28.1). To ensure access to sustainable food systems, the spheres of
agriculture, environment and health need to operate in harmony with
each other. The challenge we face is to manage the current needs of
human populations against the capacity of our planet to provide these
services for future generations (Foley et al. 2005). The role of Suchos as a
protector of humanity is far from over, but now the power lies in the
decisions that individuals make daily, and their capacities to make sus
tainable choices.
This chapter addresses the nexus between agriculture, environment and
health. It introduces an artificial intelligence (AI) based platform – SuChos –
designed to facilitate sustainable dietary choices. Section A of the chapter
provides an overview of barriers and opportunities for sustainability in food
systems. Section B outlines the intervention that was developed by
the team to deliver data-driven solutions to pressing global challenges.
It outlines the AI-based platform that is designed to link communities
to demonstrated solutions with measurable outcomes. Finally, section C
describes the pathways towards adoption of the technology and its antici
pated impact.

Defining sustainable diets
Sustainability is built on the delicate balance of three key elements:
social inclusion, economic development and environmental sustainability
(Mustafa et al. 2019). Within the context of food systems, this balance
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Figure 28.1 Nexus of agriculture, environment and health.
Source: adapted from Mabhaudhi et al. (2019).

presents as an attempt to ensure equitable access to healthy and safe food
that is not at the expense of future generations. As we expect to see a 36%
increase in global populations by 2050 (Tilman & Clark 2014), food de
mands will naturally increase as well. The increase in food demands could
have a drastic impact on depleting natural resources beyond planetary
boundaries. The term ‘planetary boundaries’ implies the safe operating
space within Earth’s system based on nine dimensions: greenhouse gas
emissions, nitrogen and phosphorus loading, ozone depletion, chemical
pollution, freshwater use, ocean acidification, land-use change, aerosol
loading and loss in biodiversity (Rockström et al. 2009).
More than ever, there is a need to define sustainable diets. Recently,
the EAT Lancet report (Willet et al. 2019) was developed to establish a
consensus on what constitutes a sustainable diet. In addition to the nu
tritional value of diets, the report also acknowledged the environmental
impact of global foods and their production systems (Willet et al. 2019).
Building on this consensus on nutritional value and environmental impact
as important determinants of sustainable diets, this chapter includes
societal demands as the third aspect to fulfil the requirements for a
sustainable diet.
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Nutritional demands
Our modern food system is deeply challenged. For the third year in a row,
hunger is on the rise (FSIN 2019). The proportion of the global population
facing chronic food deprivation has increased from 804 million in 2016 to
821 million in 2017 (FSIN 2019). While an estimated 500 million people
in Asia and 250 million in Africa face chronic undernourishment, an
estimated 2 billion adults globally are overweight or obese and face threats of
diet-related non-communicable diseases (FSIN 2019; Willet et al. 2019).
Paradoxically, undernourishment and obesity can at times occur within the
same country, community and even same household (NamZ 2018). Known
as the ‘nutritional paradox’ or ‘double burden of malnutrition’, this has
severe economic and health burdens as quantified using the comprehensive
metric disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) (Godecke et al. 2018;
NamZ 2018).
The consumption of nutrient-poor diets through inadequate quantities of
fruit, vegetables and dietary fibres (Herforth et al. 2019) is now a major cause
of non-communicable diseases. High-calorie nutrient-poor foods are in
creasingly found in urban settings and upper-middle and high-income
countries (Baker & Friel 2016). As unique and ethnic food habits are lost,
consumption of processed and ready-to-eat food has increased the global
consumption of free-sugars, fats and animal products (Herforth et al. 2019).
While such consumers would have access to their minimum caloric require
ments, alas they would be deficient in one or more essential micronutrient. As
a result of these inadequacies in today’s food system, an estimated 2 billion
people globally suffer from ‘hidden hunger’ (Godecke et al. 2018).
To address the challenge of poor diets, we need to move from merely
quantifying food security in terms of caloric intake, towards a more holistic
discussion of nutritional security. This means addressing aspects of micro
nutrient deficiencies and related dietary deficiencies. Diets that comprise a
diverse range of nutrient-dense foods are generally recommended as optimal
for positive nutritional outcomes (Mustafa et al. 2019; Willet et al. 2019).

Environmental demands
A broader understanding of the environmental impacts of food production is
emerging. While most people drink an average of two litres of water per day,
per capita use of water is a staggering 3000 litres when the water used to
produce their daily quota of food is considered (Economist 2008). Food
production utilises approximately 70% of freshwater withdrawals as well as an
estimated 85% of ground and surface water (FAO 2011). Thus, anticipated
increases in food demand as populations grow and increase in affluence, will
undeniably increase global pressures on our limited water resources
(Rockström et al. 2009). Freshwater withdrawals are expected to increase by
almost 55% between 2000 and 2050 (Sokolow et al. 2019), while earlier
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estimates from the International Water Management Institute foresee an
additional 2000 more cubic kilometres will be needed to feed a growing
population by 2030 (Economist 2008). This is already a reality in a world that
struggles with issues of water scarcity and climate challenges that exacerbate
water accessibility.
Metrics to measure the water footprint of crops were developed by
Mekonnen and Hoekstra (2014). They identified that most fruits and vege
tables have lower water footprint and higher nutrient density than staple crops
(Mekonnen & Hoekstra 2014). Similarly, Nyathi and colleagues (2019) found
traditional vegetables to possess higher nutritional yield and lower water
footprint compared with non-native vegetables. Such indicators that account
for both nutrition and environmental considerations are essential in our bid
towards a more sustainable and resilient food system.
Evidence is increasingly becoming available on the carbon footprint of
agricultural activities, thus allowing a better interpretation of the environ
mental costs of food production (Clune et al. 2016; Tilman & Clark 2014).
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) special report on
climate change and land describes a reality where food production is explicitly
involved in the climate challenges that the world faces today and will likely be
exacerbated (IPCC 2019). Emphasising the critical role of land use in com
batting climate change, the report outlines that 23% of greenhouse gas
emissions are derived from agriculture related activities (IPCC 2019). It
outlines future scenarios with optimistic outcomes, which require changes in
food systems towards healthier plant-based diets.

Societal demands
Access to information is key in influencing choices. Public awareness and
education campaigns can impact dietary habits and food choices and effectively
encourage informed decision-making by the public (Herforth et al. 2019).
A strong interplay exists between individual decision-making and the accessi
bility of services. In addition, increasing digital literacy has seen the increase in
development of and uptake of applications and the potential to use digital tools
for sustainable food choices. Digitisation is profoundly changing our society,
changing the way we work, produce, communicate or even how we consume.
This is key in the integration of technologies for the development of SuChos.
A big question lies in the influence of food chains on consumer choices.
Do big corporation or communities control markets? For example, in Asian
markets, which are characterised by young populations and open markets,
there is a clear increase in the presence of transnational food and beverage
markets, specifically in ultra-processed food (Baker & Friel 2016). More
work is underway to explore the influence of price, accessibility, taste,
convenience, nutrition on consumption and markets (Herforth & Ahmed
2015), as well as empowering communities as drivers of changes in the food
system (Nisbett et al. 2017).
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Integration of technologies
Our team developed a mobile-based application, SuChos, to facilitate sus
tainable dietary choices for individual consumers with potential to expand
to communal actions. The platform integrates available data on sustainability
aspects of food using state-of-the-art digital technologies. SuChos’ backend
computational systems (database, data engine, AI algorithm, data storage, data
manager, visualisation) are hosted on the Google Cloud Platform. The mobile
application is available on both Google and iOS store and integrates the
following technologies.
Global Food Database

SuChos aims to build the largest food structured and unstructured database in
the world. To date, the database at the core of SuChos contains data from five
countries in three continents with more than one million food products and
70 million data points. SuChos integrates unstructured text data about food
from 179 languages from the Wikipedia project. Data and text mining tech
niques are used to extract knowledge for semi or non-structured knowledge
systems. One of SuChos’ approaches is to integrate existing global efforts in
collecting and curating food data, as well as incorporating food data that is not
widely accessible.
Food behaviour is non-static and changes over time, occupying different
meanings for different communities. SuChos recognises this need for agility
and does not rely on conventional methods of applying rigid definitions and
documentation of food. Thus, providing a constant flow of emerging
knowledge around food culture and habits.
Scientific tools to measure impact

Based on the available data from the Global Food Database, nutritional values
and environmental impact for each food item are calculated. A ‘Health Index’
is developed to visually assess and represent the nutritional value of specific
foods using a 5-star ranking system (1 being least positive, and 5 being most
positive). This ranking is based on the Food Standards Agency Nutrient
Profiling System (FSA-NPS) that assesses the content of nutrients that are
associated with health outcomes (Julia & Hercberg 2017). It is combined with
the Nutrient Balance Score, a novel approach that evaluates the content of
nutrients in composite meals and daily diets (Fern et al. 2015).
Earth Index

An ‘Earth Index’ is developed as an approximate measure of the greenhouse
gas emissions of the food item consumed (Clune et al. 2016; Tilman &
Clark 2014), as well as the water footprint of the food item (Mekonnen
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& Hoekstra 2014). Both water and carbon footprint are allotted equal
weighting and represented using a 5-star ranking system that is comprehensible
for a diverse audience.
Intelligence Recommendation, Identification and Categorisation
Engine (IRICE)

At the core of SuChos is an Intelligence Recommendation, Identification
and Categorisation Engine (IRICE); an AI engine designed to recommend
the most suitable food to consumers. In a world of expanding knowledge,
businesses have increasingly adopted recommendation engines to assist
customers in the selection of content that is relevant and related to their
habits. The nudge algorithm is a key component of IRICE, designed
to recommend food choices that are better, both nutritionally and en
vironmentally (Arno & Thomas 2016). This allows consumers to choose
foods that match their personal preferences and have a better environmental
and nutritional impact.
As an example of the use of SuChos, we can imagine a customer walking
into a restaurant or grocery shop and wishing to rapidly access the health and
environmental information on a particular food item in a readable and visually
appealing form. SuChos uses state-of-the-art technologies to provide such
information within seconds. For this, the customer simply snaps a picture of
the food product using the SuChos application. The image travels to the
nearest cloud data centre of the SuChos network and is analysed using the best
image classification (Russakovsky et al. 2015), using a deep neural network
model to identify the food from millions of food products in less than a second
(You et al. 2018). The IRICE engine compiles the relevant nutritional and
environmental information and sends it back to the customer’s phone in a
visualisation form.
The SuChos recommendation engine is based on the most extensive food
knowledge system in the world (Lops et al. 2011). Manual and automatic data
collection are ongoing processes to mine and integrate all possible existing
knowledge about food. The unstructured data is used for Natural Language
Processing Machine Learning to compute a vector space of food knowledge. It
is the base operational stage for the IRICE search and approximation engine
for food identification and recommendation. Combining food knowledge
with users’ explicit preferences is used to build the turning-key knowledgebased recommendation engine that will serve SuChos users.
As the number of SuChos users and data generation expand, the IRICE
recommendation engine will be ready to implement a ‘Collaborative Filter’
recommendation engine which enriches users’ choices using their implicit and
explicit interactions. The SuChos’ approach is to implement a hybrid IRICE
collaborative filter and content-based model to increase the accuracy of the
SuChos recommendation engine to provide the best user experience in their
food journey (He et al. 2017).
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Pathway to sustainable impact
Globally, communities increasingly wish to celebrate and embrace healthier
and more sustainable foods. This is particularly evident in the growing
number of food-based dietary guidelines that are adopted by national and
international bodies (Herforth et al. 2019). Such guidelines identify links
between dietary habits and health outcomes, translating existing evidence on
food and health into recommendations to influence policies and consumer
behaviour. SuChos is designed as a platform building on an expanding
database of global foods and eating habits to actively advise consumers on
their dietary habits.
SuChos integrates a global food database comprising of ingredients and
photos with scientific tools to measure nutritional and environmental data,
along with stories from communities (Figure 28.2). Using AI-assisted solutions,
this platform aims to support communities in making informed choices on the
food they consume and plan for balanced and healthy diets. It aims to build a
culture of transparency on the food that is produced and marketed globally by
engaging commercial food producers in the process and encouraging com
munities to measure the impact of the food they consume using user-friendly
scientific tools. Badges and digital prizes are designed to match rewards to
global targets for the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG),
such as SDG2 (Zero Hunger and Improved Nutrition) and SDG 6 (Clean
Water and Sanitation).
Collectively, by combining the experiences, stories and recipes of the
communities on the SuChos platform through machine learning-driven
technologies, SuChos aspires towards encouraging communities (producers
and consumers) to align their lifestyles with the SDGs and have a positive
impact on their health and environment.

Figure 28.2 The pathway to impact for the developed platform SuChos.
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Recommendations
Such a breadth and quantity of publicly available data is now available to
support decisions globally on sustainable food systems. However, such data are
not currently integrated into an easily accessible format for consumers to make
informed choices to guide their own behaviour. The availability of indicators
and state of art technologies are integrated on the SuChos platform to calculate
and monitor nutritional and environmental considerations of our food systems.
We are not aware of any comparable application that can rapidly make such
information available to individuals to make their own decisions on how to
support sustainable and nutritious food systems that respect our planetary
boundaries.

Abbreviations
AI
DALYs
FSA-NPS
IPCC
IRICE
SDGs

artificial intelligence
disability adjusted life years
Food Standards Agency Nutrient Profiling System
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Intelligence Recommendation, Identification and Categorisation
Engine
Sustainable Development Goals
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29 Environmental systems
innovation in ancient India with
Factor X components as revealed
in old Tamil Manuscripts
Kannan Narayanan
Introduction
The post-industrial revolution has changed our paths, personalities, lifestyle and
perspectives on a global scale. As a result, we have forgotten our roots and our
civilisational continuity. There is a quick search for solutions to a world in
disorder. Our present-day market economy has ultimately changed humans into
gregarious consumers who are tilting the balance of nature, exhausting resources
by exceeding its replenishing capacity. Our habitat has been changed, life forms
(flora and fauna) have been exterminated, food chain has been poisoned, and the
world has been polluted with anthropogenic hazardous materials (El-Haggar
2007). Part of the problem is that the global system is so massive that we could
not comprehend the cause but the aftermath can be seen and felt globally.
Climate crisis is an excellent example which has altered seasonal monsoons
everywhere, affecting our food production leading to poverty (O’Connor 2019).
Monocultural practice in agriculture has placed humanity in peril. If an epidemic
on the few principle crops that sustain us occurs, it will be a disaster. Biodiversity
has been reduced through landscaping and cash crop agriculture. What we are
witnessing on a global scale, could be just the tip of the iceberg. The ramifi
cations of such a catastrophe have not yet been completely understood.
Though planet earth functions as an enclosed ecosystem in unison with its
components, people who inhabit it are not in harmony with nature, but di
visive in thinking and antagonistic to each other and nature. Their politics,
economy and local governance are disruptive. It was only in the ‘60s that an
interdisciplinary field called Ecology was introduced in university education,
to understand how nature works. Realisation soon followed that our eco
system was in trouble and human activities were the cause for it. Rachel
Carson’s Silent Spring broke the ‘God’s in His heaven, all is right with the
world’ lull. (Mann 2018). This was largely due to our misconstruction that (a)
earth’s resources are limitless and renewable, (b) our actions in polluting the
waters, air and land are local and hence will not have far-reaching effects, (c)
the belief that man is special and everything else ‘out there’ is of no concern to
him. These wrong beliefs led to indifference and apathy, which in turn are the
main reasons for his present existential crisis.
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The current global crisis is new to humanity. However, it has seen civili
sational declines due to environmental disaster or mismanagement of local
resources. For example, the Mayan civilisation collapsed due to over
population and overuse of the land, endemic warfare and drought. Some
researchers point out that the loss of topsoil was a principle factor in the
collapse of Mayan agriculture which, led to famine and the ultimate de
struction (History.com 2019). ‘The medieval Khmer were confronted with a
period of climatic instability that they had no experience of, and which fully
changed the rules of the game that they had been playing for hundreds of
years,’ said Dan Penny, an expert in environmental history who has studied
the Angkor civilisation for many years (Lovgren 2019). A similar scale
of challenge is now confronting contemporary communities, as the climate
begins to change.
If Factor X stands for savings in natural resources and resource efficiency
improvements, then one finds examples in ancient Tamil texts as explained
below. It is indeed comforting to realise that humanity has thought about it
earlier. The nexus perspective emphasises the inter-relatedness and inter
dependencies of these environmental resources and their transitions and fluxes
across spatial scales and between compartments. Surprisingly, these principles were
well understood and addressed in ancient times. United Nations has produced a
set of universal goals that meet the urgent environmental, political and economic
challenges facing our world. Centuries ago, the wise people of southern India had
addressed these Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2019). Observing nature’s
connectivity, they came up with concepts of circular economy as well. Thus, this

Figure 29.1 Stone inscriptions in Tamil (11 CE).
Source: Wikipedia
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article attempts to remind scholars of an ancient past voicing the same concerns of
the current world (Jackson 2017).

Methodology
The ancient wisdom of Tamil culture, an integral part of Indian civilisation, was
understood relatively recently, after the arrival of Europeans to India along with
the introduction of modern press (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2017). Printing
technology encouraged Tamil scholars to transfer ancient knowledge from an
older media to a newer one. There was a hunt for palm leaf manuscripts that
carried ancient wisdom to be transformed into print media. Publication, re
production and distribution of these were factors that encouraged Tamil scholars
in early 20th century to read, undertake discourse analysis and publish ancient
knowledge to an emerging modern world. Unfortunately, those who are familiar
with classical Tamil are getting scarce these days. Additionally, there are not that
many among the scholars who can understand those ancient scripts and interpret
them in Factor X and Nexus perspective. The author of this manuscript whose
speciality is environmental sciences and whose mother tongue is Tamil however,
manages to link the ancient wisdom and modern nexus perspective. Fortunately,
most of the ancient Tamil texts are available in the web which has helped the
author to collect those poems from cyberspace. Interactive social media have
enabled the author to interact with other Tamil scholars to verify the meaning
and perspective of those ancient Tamil voices. While Thirukkural, a well-known
treatise in Tamil, reflecting the ancient wisdom of the land had been translated
into English by early European scholars such as Rev. G.U. Pope (Tirukkural
1886), most of the other poems in this article have no published translations.

Figure 29.2 The Tiruvalangadu copper plates of Rajendra Chola (reign: 1018–1048), which
records his gift of the Palaiyanur village to the Tiruvalangadu Siva temple.
Source: photo by R. Shivaji Rao.
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Results and discussion
Human conflicts have severed man’s links with ancient wisdom and a lifestyle
that was originally eco-friendly and eco-centric. Browsing through the ancient
manuscripts of an older civilisation in the southern part of India where people
speak one of the oldest languages of the world, namely, Tamil, one gets an idea
of how those people discovered the planetary boundaries, ecological limita
tions and attempted to live a lifestyle that was pro-environmental. Nature was
at the centre of their life, whether in love, business, agriculture, tribal gov
ernance or travel. Their correct understanding of the natural system in which
they lived, made them an integral part of a unifying universe. This is com
pletely different from a Judeo-Christian perspective that placed man at the
centre of the universe. This naturally led to the assumption that nature is for
them to exploit. An eventual development was a growing apathy towards
nature and a complete indifference towards it to treat the earth as a dust bin for
his trash (Denig 1985).
However, discussions in recent years on a global level, about sustainable use of
natural resources and the implementation of resource efficiency improvements,
have picked up considerable speed and shaped the environmental debate. In
2017, there was a decision to establish a G20 Resource Efficiency Dialogue to
make efficient and sustainable use of natural resources, a core element of future.
While these efforts look modern and timely, it may come as a surprise to
know that sustainability principles were elucidated by ancient Tamil scholars,
particularly in this case as an advice to the king who ruled their land
(Pisiranthaiyar 2019). A poem, written roughly about 400 years before the
Christian era, speaks eloquently about sustainability and renewability. This
poem was quoted recently (2019 Union Budget) in the Indian parliament by
Nirmala Seetharaman, the Finance minister of Union of India. The poem reads:
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The author Pisiranthaiyar explains the principles of sustainability using paddy
field and elephant as an example. If paddy cultivation is allowed to fruition,
the harvested rice can feed an elephant for months. On the contrary, if one
allows the elephant to feed on its own, most of the yield will be trampled and
wasted. A king should know the principles of sustainability and govern his
land accordingly. Instead, if he is driven by greed and by wrong advisers, he
will not only destroy it but will cause suffering on a large-scale. The poet
talks about natural resources and resource-efficiency improvements through
good practice or best practice in line with the modern understanding of
Factor X.
In another incident, a piece of advice was given to the king by a scholar
named Kudapulaviyanar (2019) which is as follows:

This author had a clear understanding of planet earth and its functions. He
explains the intrinsic bond of water to planet earth and its intricate link to life.
He states that food is a combination of soil and water. Watering the land is
giving life to it. Therefore it is most advisable to harvest rainwater and manage
water resources efficiently. It is astounding how these ancient voices speak
about modern SDGs such as poverty (SDG 1), zero hunger (SDG 2), clean
water (SDG 6), climate action (SDG 13), life on land (SDG 15), peace, justice
and strong institutions (SDG 16) in their poems.
Similarly, Valluvar, who is said to have lived between 300 BCE to 5th
century CE, and is the author of a celebrated collection of couplets called
Thirukkural, reflects on the importance of water:
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[The world its course maintains through life that rain unfailing gives; thus
rain is known as the true ambrosial food of all that lives. It is the bounty of
rain, that preserves the world. It is, therefore, worthy of being called
ambrosia.]
This poem understands life as immortal, and for that rain is essential, and hence,
rain should be called ambrosia or nectar of life (SDG 7). Life on planet earth is
manifold. Individual life is mortal but life as a collective process is immortal. This
immortality is bestowed by rain. This sophisticated understanding that life de
pends on rain for its survival, is ‘thought-provoking’. From a system’s approach,
he explains further that rain is essential not only for maintaining life on land but
also in the sea (SDG 14).

[If clouds restrain their gifts and grant no rain, the treasures fail in the
ocean’s vast domain. Even the wealth of the vast sea will be diminished if
the cloud that has drawn (its waters) up gives them not back again
(as rain).]

Figure 29.3 Tamil texts in palm leaves.
Source: own photograph.
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This couplet explains that the sea will lose its vitality if rain fails and there is no
circulation of water. A detailed understanding of the hydrologic cycle is necessary
to compose a poem like this.

[When water fails, functions of nature cease, you say; thus when rain fails,
no men can walk in ‘duty’s ordered way’. If it is said that no one can
discharge the duties of life without water, for without rain, there is no life.]
He further elucidates that our world cannot function and civilisation will collapse
without rain. Water conservation on land is often discussed yet rarely understood.
One may wonder why one should bother when 71% of the Earth is covered in
water, but according to the US Department of Interior’s Bureau of Reclamation
(2019), ninety-seven per cent of all water on earth is salt water, not suitable for
drinking. Only 3% of water on earth is fresh water, and only 0.5% of that is available
for drinking. The other 2.5% of fresh water is locked in ice caps, glaciers, the
atmosphere, soil, under the earth’s surface, or is too polluted for consumption.
Further, there is a real fear, a warming planet may lead to ‘water wars’. Water is
central to all human activities, including food production, no state can allow its
water resources to be compromised (Mancosu et al. 2015). Therefore, in a world
squeezed dry of water supply, states would go to war to protect their access to water
(Levy & Sidel 2011). At its core, the ‘water wars’ hypothesis expresses our deepest
anxieties about a drought-laden future, wherein desperately thirsty societies take up
arms against one another. This is expressed lucidly in the above-mentioned poem of
Thiruvaluvar that the order of the society will collapse if water scarcity appears
(SDG 16). Knowing the significance of this couplet, Prime Minister of India Mr
Narendra Modi quoted this poem in Indian Parliament (Union Budget 2019).
If a civilisation could view water as holy, one has an inkling of the sanctity
with which it must have viewed all living beings. Thiruvalluvar (Tirukkural
1886) insists on equal rights for all beings on planet earth in one phrase
(all beings are equal) and consequently,
speaks out against the indiscriminate killing of life forms through over-fishing,
large scale farming and finally biological extinction.

[Let those that need to partake your meal guard every-thing that lives; this the
chief and sum of lore that hoarded wisdom gives. The chief of all (the virtues),
which authors have summed up, is the partaking of food that has been shared
with others, and the preservation of the manifold life of other creatures.]
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Figure 29.4 An image of Thiruvalluvar in gold coin commissioned by Thomas Scott-Ellis,
Collector, British India.

He says that sharing of resources among all beings is considered the best of all
virtues (SDG 12).
Probably Thiruvalluvar’s voice was the first authentic SDG on hunger
(SDG 2). He had the audacity to curse the creator.

[If He that shaped the world desires that men should go begging, through
life’s long course, let him a wanderer be and perish so. If the Creator of
the world has decreed even begging as a means of livelihood, may he too
go abegging and perish.]
The ancient Tamils treated flora and fauna as equals and were aware of the
inter-species connectivity, and its significance. In a poem in the collection
Narrinai (2019), a lover hurried to meet his girl under a tree, but she was not
to be found there. Questioning her friend on it, the truth comes out that it
was a tree that the girl had accidentally planted, then seeing it sprout, had fed
and nourished it like a sibling and watched it grow. Now, she feels em
barrassed to meet her lover under the watchful eyes of a sibling. The tree that
has been mentioned is called Punnai in Tamil (Ballnut in English). This
poem in Tamil reads like this:
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This is just a sampling of ancient Tamil poems and their insistence on sensi
tivity, sensibility and connectivity to nature and a call for universal brother
hood. This is clearly a nexus perspective emphasising the inter-relatedness and
interdependencies of environmental resources and their transitions and fluxes
across spatial scales and between compartments.
The ancient Tamil lifestyle was designed in an ecocentric way, and everything,
including their gods, are an extension of time and space surrounding them. This
concept was called ‘Ainthinai’ (David 2011) in Tamil (Ecotype/Biotype/
Ecozone). Here the planetary boundaries are clearly defined. For example, eco
types are characterised by typical flora, fauna, and the tribes living on it. Since an
ecosystem essentially defines a way of living, each ecotype has its mood, music and
a typical psychological factor called ‘deity’ or God. This applies to the essential
four ecotypes, namely, ‘Mullai’ (forest ecotype), ‘Kurunji (mountain ecozone)
‘Marudham’ (Agricultural ecozone) and ‘Neythal’ (Coastal zone). This concept
binds all beings in an ecosystem through complex relationships. God, in this
concept, is a psychological extension of the ecosystem or a metaphor. This is
revealed when the question of a suitable god was sought for a new ecotype called
‘Palai or the desert’ that appeared several centuries later due to extensive land
scaping. It has been explained in literature that Mullai and Kurunji through de
forestation led to Palai the desert. The original concept of the four ecotypes was
explained in ‘Tholkappiam’ (David 2011; it has been dated variously between the
3rd century BCE and the 5th century CE). However, a need appeared later to
define desert ecosystem with its typical flora, fauna, tribes and a God. This systems
innovation approach was certainly a Factor X attempt.
The Tamils had something to say on a circular economy as well. A lady poet
called Auvaiyar explains the interconnectivity of ecosystem components
clearly in her poem. It reads like this:
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Auvaiyar (2019) observes that if the bund of a rice field rises, the water level in
the field will rise. When the water level is right for paddy, the plant grows well
and yields well. When there is a good harvest people are fed and they are
happy. When people are happy, they pay taxes and hence the King becomes
powerful. This regenerative approach of Auvaiyar reflects indeed a circular
economy, which is in contrast to linear economy, that is a ‘take, make, dis
pose’ model.

Key findings
It is clearly evident that these ancient Tamil texts were forerunners of the
modern concept of sustainability, environmental systems innovation, circular
economy, nexus approach, an ancient attempt or a model for a society on X
Factor principles.

Recommendation
By reading those ancient texts, one may wonder how an eco-centric lifestyle has
changed so drastically, over the years to a recklessly consuming society, con
tributing to poverty, environmental degradation and ultimately collapse of ethics
and values. Modern India has made great advances through science and tech
nology but simultaneously has been made poorer by losing values which had
once sustained it. The objectives of SDGs were to produce a set of universal
goals that meet the urgent environmental, political and economic challenges
facing our world. Ancient India had all of them. However, not practising them
has led to the present sad status. There were debates in India after the end of
European colonisation whether India’s progress should take the line of decen
tralisation, sustainability and self-reliance backed by Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi or western style of modernisation backed by Jawarhal Nehru. Gandhi
being an ardent believer of ancient wisdom of India based his arguments on
universal values that would sustain everyone. His succinct words ‘there is en
ough on Earth for everybody’s need, but not enough for everybody’s greed’
have been proved right. There is no greater truth!
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